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Abstract

The transition from requirements expressed in Natural Language (NL) to a structured,
precise specification is an important challenge in practice. It is particularly so for object-
oriented methods, defined in the context of the OMG' s Model Driven Architecture
(MDA). However, its automation has received little attention, mostly because
requirements are in practice expressed in NL and are much less structured than other
kinds of development artifacts. Such an automated transformation would enable at least
the generation of an initial, likely incomplete, analysis model and enable automated
traceability from requirements to code, through various intermediate models. In this
thesis, we propose a method and a tool, building on existing work, to automatically
generate analysis models from requirements. Such models include class, sequence and
activity diagrams to describe the structure and behavior of a system. It also includes
automatically establishing traceability links between the requirements and the
automatically generated analysis model. Requirements are assumed to be modeled with
our use case modeling approach (RUCM), which we showed to have enough expressive
power, to be easy to apply, to help improve the quality of manually derived analysis
models.

Seven (six) case studies were performed to compare class (sequence) diagrams generated
by our tool to the ones created by experts, Masters students, and trained, 41 year
undergraduate students. Our results show that our method performs well when compared
to reference diagrams. Further, statistical test results show that our tool significantly
outperforms 4th year engineering students, thus demonstrating the value of automation.
Performance analysis results show that the execution time of the tool remains within a
range of a few minutes, thus suggesting the approach is scalable. Five case studies were
performed to assess our approach's capability to generate activity diagrams. The results
show that high quality activity diagrams can be generated and the analysis also shows
that our approach outperforms existing academic approaches and commercial tools. We
also conducted two industrial case studies, yielding results that demonstrate that RUCM
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is applicable in two different industrial domains and that aToucan-generated analysis
models are largely correct and complete from the perspective of domain experts.
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION

Transforming requirements expressed in Natural Language (NL) into a structured, precise
specification is an important problem both to support analysis and to provide support for
subsequent phases of development. Two main research schools have been working on this
problem area. The first is to propose techniques and tools to transform NL-based
requirements into propositional or first-order logic properties to enable requirements
completeness checking (e.g., [103]), temporal properties to verify them against a system
design or implementation (e.g., [66]), or formal context tables for reconciling
requirements originating from different stakeholders (e.g., [86]). The second school, in the
context of model-driven development, focuses instead on approaches to transform textual
requirements into models, to facilitate transition to subsequent phases of development.
Our work is part of this latter category.

Model transformation is the fundamental principle underpinning Model Driven
Architecture (MDA) [72]. To build a software system, a series of transformations is
performed: from the requirements to the Platform Independent Model (PIM) (the analysis
model), from the PIM to the Platform Specific Model (PSM) (the design model), and
from the PSM to source code. Though much work (e.g.,[45, 72]) ) has focused on the last
two transformations, the first one has received limited attention, partly because it is not
clearly identified as being part of the MDA lifecycle [57] that is often depicted as starting
from an analysis model and ending with a deployed executable code. The most likely
reason for such limited amount of research is that requirements are mostly textual, and
are therefore much less structured than other kinds of software development artifacts. The

fully automated manipulation of requirements is therefore highly difficult. In other words,
textual requirements are not easily amenable to complete automated transformations.
However, requirements engineering is an obvious necessity of software development.
Therefore automated transformation from requirements to analysis models, even if
partial, would provide significant help in making MDA cost effective. Additionally,
automated transformation would enable automated traceability from requirements to code
(through the PIM and the PSM). In this context, traceability is the ability to link
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requirements to corresponding analysis and design model elements, and then code, test
cases, and other software artifacts.

Our overall objective is to devise a method and tool to automatically generate an (initial)
software analysis model, in the Unified Modeling Language (UML) [73], based on
textual, functional requirements documented as a Use Case Model (UCMod). A second
objective is to establish traceability links between requirements and analysis model
elements. An analysis model describes the software system (or simply system) under
development at a high level of abstraction, describing its logical components and
behavior. In a typical software development lifecycle (e.g., [45]), UML analysis models
typically include class and sequence diagrams that describe structure and component
interactions, respectively. Our research aims to generate such a UML analysis model
automatically, though it is expected that such a model will be an initial version to be
manually refined by analysts. Notice that we assume a specific, use case-driven software
development methodology, specifically a methodology similar to what is promoted by
prominent textbook authors like Dutoit and Gomaa in their textbooks [15] and [39],
respectively. We acknowledge that there exist other types of requirements representations
(e.g., use case map [6]) than use case models and other types of requirements engineering
methodologies (e.g., KAOS [60]) than use case driven approaches. These are however
out of the scope of this thesis.

Our approach builds on the results of a systematic literature review (Chapter 2) on
transformations of textual requirements into analysis models. We identified a number of
variation factors in existing approaches leading to different drawbacks and strengths.
These factors include (1) whether the widely popular use cases or other concepts were
used to structure requirements, (2) what use case template was adopted, (3) what NL
restrictions, if any, were applied when specifying use cases, (4) whether domain specific
information (e.g., glossary, domain model) was used, (5) if the approach relied on one or
more intermediary models between requirements and the analysis model. After pondering
carefully all factors, based on existing studies, we selected the following strategy to strike
what we thought was the best balance between practicality, level of automation, and
requirements engineering effort: a) We do not depend on any domain specific
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information; b) We rely on UCMods and a specific template to structure textual Use Case
Specifications (UCSs); c) The restrictions we propose for NL and UCSs build on our
systematic literature review and appear to be easy to use based on experimental results
(Chapter 12); d) We use UML as the notation for analysis models, consistent with the
MDA standard [57], which requires the source and target of a transformation be
represented as UML models; e) Only one intermediate model is used; f) We rely on
transformation rules that are well structured and precisely specified, so that they are easy
to extend and modify; g) Our method establishes traceability links during
transformations.

The basis of our method is a use case modeling approach called RUCM (Chapter 3),
which is based on a use case template and a set of appropriate restriction rules for textual
UCSs. Using template and restriction rules is a common feature of NL analysis
approaches for reducing imprecision and incompleteness in UCSs. The main factor to
consider is that the restricted NL should be expressive and convenient enough for use by
developers. We have conducted a controlled experiment (Chapter 12) to evaluate RUCM
and the results demonstrate that RUCM has enough expressive power, is easy to apply,
helps achieve better understandability of use cases and improves the quality of manually
derived analysis models.

Our method has three sequential steps. During the first step, requirements are manually
defined by following RUCM (Chapter 3). The second step is to analyze textual UCSs
(output of step one) to identify Part-Of-Speech (POS) and grammatical relation
dependencies of sentences in UCSs, and then record that information into an instance of
the intermediate metamodel of our method (UCMeta), as described in Chapter 4 and
Chapter 5. The third step is to transform the instance of UCMeta into an analysis model
that is an instance of the UML 2.0 metamodel: Chapter 6 describes the overall
transformation, Chapter 7, Chapter 8, and Chapter 9 present the generation of class,
sequence and activity diagrams, respectively. The last two steps are automatically
performed by our tool, called aToucan (Automated Transformation Of Use Case model
into ANalysis model) (Chapter 10). aToucan is rule-based and, thanks to a modular
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design, facilitates modifications to the set of transformation rules to accommodate
different contexts (e.g., use different parsers).

We also propose an evaluation framework (Chapter 11) to evaluate our use case
modeling approach (RUCM) from the aspects of its applicability and its impact on the
quality of derived class and sequence diagrams from RUCM models (Chapter 12), and
aToucan automatically generated class diagrams (Chapter 13), sequence diagrams
(Chapter 14), and activity diagrams (Chapter 15).

Seven case studies were performed to compare class diagrams generated by aToucan to
class diagrams created by textbook authors (considered as experts), experts from our
modeling courses, and trained 4th year undergraduate students (Chapter 13). Results
indicate that our approach performs well with respect to consistency and completeness
when compared to the reference class diagram, e.g., 92% class diagram consistency and
73% class completeness. aToucan also significantly outperforms trained 4* year
undergraduate students in many aspects (e.g., class consistency and completeness). Four
case study systems have been used to evaluate sequence diagrams generated by aToucan
against the ones devised by experts (Chapter 14). Results indicate that, for all the six use
cases we used, the sequence diagrams generated by aToucan are highly consistent with
the ones devised by experts, and are also very complete, e.g., 91% and 97% message
consistency and completeness, respectively. We also compared the sequence diagrams
manually created by 30 fourth-year undergraduate students with the ones automatically
generated by aToucan for two of those case study systems. Results show that, for the five
use cases we used, diagrams generated by aToucan are far more complete (+46%) than
the ones manually generated by students. Therefore, overall, aToucan helps generate
useful, initial analysis models. In addition, two industrial case studies in the domains of
communication systems and integrated control systems were conducted to demonstrate
the applicability of RUCM in at least two industrial domains (Chapter 16). The main
question was to investigate whether aToucan generated analysis models that were
meaningful from the perspective of domain experts.
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The systematic review and some other related work not included in the systematic review
is described in Chapter 2. RUCM is presented in Chapter 3, followed by the use case
metamodel (UCMeta) (Chapter 4). The transformation (FormalizeUCM) from a textual
UCMod to a formalized UCMod (instance of UCMeta) is presented in Chapter 5. In
Chapter 6 to Chapter 9, we present how our approach transforms a formalized UCMod
into a UML analysis model including class, sequence and activity diagrams. The
implementation of our approach (aToucan) is given in Chapter 10. In Chapter 11 to
Chapter 16, we show how we evaluate our approach. Last, we conclude the thesis in
Chapter 17.
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CHAPTER 2 SYSTEMATIC REVIEW

We conducted a systematic literature review on transformations of textual requirements
into analysis models. The review identified 20 primary studies (16 approaches) based on
a carefully designed paper selection procedure in scientific journals and conferences from
1996 to 2008 and Software Engineering textbooks. The method proposed here is based on
the results of this review, integrates existing work, and addresses open issues that are
discussed in the remainder of this section.

A systematic review follows a well-defined method to identify, analyze, synthesize,
evaluate, and compare all available literature works relevant to a specific research topic
[56]. A systematic review is an important piece of work since it summarizes existing
techniques concerning a research interest, it identifies further research directions, and it
provides a framework to position new research activities [56]. Several discrete activities
(i.e., guidelines) are recommended for all systematic reviews in software engineering
[56], among which are four recommended essential steps that we adopted: First, we
specify our systematic review scope (Section 2.1), followed by defining research
questions that the systematic review is expecting to answer (Section 2.2); Second, we
develop a search strategy (Section 2.3), which includes a paper selection procedure,
resources to be searched, and inclusion and exclusion criteria; Third, we use the search
strategy to identify the relevant research works; Last, we analyze, synthesize, and
compare the related works to answer the research questions.

The main objective of this systematic review is to develop a conceptual framework
(Section 2.4) to synthesize and compare the related works proposing approaches of
transformation between requirements and analysis models (Section 2.6) with a set of
evaluation criteria (Section 2.5). Based on the synthesis and comparison results, we
summarize and analyze the reviewed works, identify open issues, and provide
suggestions for future research (Section 2.7). We conclude the section in Section 2.8.
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2.1 Systematic review scope

In this section, we refine the scope of the systematic review by defining, more precisely,
the relevant, fundamental concepts.

A requirement is defined in [109] as "a statement that identifies a necessary attribute,
capability, characteristic, or quality of a system in order for it to have value and utility to
a user". Requirements should be easy to understand since they are usually written as a
means for communication between different stakeholders (e.g., users, developers). There
are many different ways to document requirements. One common way is to use textual
descriptions only. Other ways to document requirements include use cases and
customized document templates. For some systems (e.g., safety critical systems),
requirements may even be documented as formal specifications. In our systematic
review, we limit our scope to requirements documented using pure textual descriptions,
use cases, or customized document templates. We exclude formal methods (mathematical
descriptions) from our systematic review since they are less often used to formalize
requirements in practice and present very different problems than textual requirements
(i.e., mapping between formal languages).

An analysis model is a description of what a system is required to do functionally, and
aims to be less ambiguous and more correct and consistent than textual requirements
[14]. In a typical object-oriented software development process, the analysis model is
usually derived from requirements. It is typically represented as a UML model containing
various diagrams and possibly constraints. Our systematic review is, however, not limited
to UML models. Other representations are also taken into account, as they often share
similar object-oriented concepts. Other well-known notations include, for example,
Message Sequence Charts (MSC) or Entity Relationship Models (ERM).

2.2 Research questions

In order to examine the evidence of transforming requirements into analysis models using
different transformation approaches, this systematic review aims to answer the following
research questions: (1) What are the different approaches used for transforming
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requirements into analysis models? (2) What are the current limitations of these
approaches? (3) What are the open issues to be further investigated?

The first research question is further divided into the following sub-questions: (i) What
are the different requirement representations (e.g., use cases, pure textual specifications,
and customer-specified templates) required by these approaches? Is it difficult for users
to document such requirements? Is there any tool support? (ii) What kinds of analysis
models (e.g., UML diagrams and Message Sequence Charts) can be generated by these
approaches? Does a generated analysis model contain both the structural and behavioral
aspects of a system? (iii) Are there any intermediate models used during transformation
from requirements to analysis models? How do they affect the efficiency of the
transformation? (iv) Are these approaches automated, automatable, semi-automated, or
manual? Are there algorithms presented in the approaches? (v) What steps are taken by
each approach to transform user requirements into analysis models? (vi) Do approaches
include traceability management support? (vii) Have any case studies been performed to
evaluate the approaches? If yes, what results have been obtained? What other evaluation
methods (besides case studies) have been applied to evaluate these approaches?

2.3 Search strategy

In this section, we present the search strategy that we applied to select papers to be
reviewed. We initiated our search by identifying a query string being used to perform
electronic searches, based on our research questions (Section 2.3.1). Identifing our query
string was an iterative process. We started with a query string and used it in five
electronic databases, making sure (validation of the query) that the result contained
papers we already knew about. As a tremendous number of papers resulted from the
search, we tried to reduce the scope of the search by refining the query string. This is the
reason why, for instance, we do not have keyword "use case" alone in the query string;
instead the keyword is used in combination with other terms (e.g., use case analysis) to
have a more focused search. Then, we searched five electronic databases using this query
string (Section 2.3.2). In addition, as a complement to the electronic search, we
performed manual search in specific journals and conference proceedings, and also
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manually checked Software Engineering textbooks (Section 2.3.2). We then scanned all
the sources resulting from this two-stage search to select the works to be included in the
review. During this step we applied inclusion/exclusion criteria (Section 2.3.3) to select
primary studies. For each paper, we read the paper's title and abstract to see whether it
was relevant to our research topic. If the title and abstract of the paper could not help us
make a decision, we further checked the paper's full text. In order to augment our
collection of primary studies, we scanned the reference lists of all the identified primary
studies to identify additional papers. Furthermore, we also went through publication lists
of primary studies' authors to make sure that the most recent publications on the same or
similar topics were included. The statistic data of included primary studies is presented in
Section 2.3.4.

2.3.1 Identification of query string

Based on the research questions (Section 2.2), we identified three groups of search terms:
population terms, intervention terms, and outcome terms. The population terms are the
keywords that represent the domain of transforming requirements into analysis models,
such as requirements analysis, requirements refinement, use cases realization, and
domain modeling. The intervention terms are the keywords that represent the techniques
applied in the population to achieve an objective. In our case, the techniques for
transforming requirements into analysis models could be very different; therefore we
decided to use general terms like transformation, generation, and linguistic analysis. The
outcome terms represent different types of analysis models, which could be generated.

To form the query string, we used a disjunction of the keywords of each term group, and
then used the conjunction of the three groups of terms. The following three groups of
terms were used to form the query string:

Population terms: requirements analysis; requirements engineering; requirements
refinement; requirements formalization; use cases analysis; use cases formalization;
use cases realization; object oriented analysis; object-oriented analysis; object
identification; domain modeling.
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Intervention terms: automated transformation; automatic transformation;

transformation; transform; transforming; translation; translate; translating; derive;
deriving; generation; generate; generating; linguistic analysis; linguistic analyze;
natural language processing.

Outcome terms: analysis model(s); object model(s); static model(s); dynamic
model(s); UML model(s); class diagram(s); sequence diagrams(s); interaction
diagram(s); activity diagrams(s); state machine(s); statechart(s); class model(s);
interaction model(s); object oriented model(s); object-oriented model(s); object(s);
class(es); message sequence chart(s).

2.3.2 Electronic and manual search

We performed electronic search within five electronic databases: IEEE Xplore, ACM
Digital Library, Compendex, Inspec, and SpringerLink; using the query string we
described earlier. Each time, we modified the query string to fit the format requirements
of the electronic database before applying it. We also manually searched all published
papers from 1996 to 2008 in nine potentially relevant, peer-reviewed journals: IEEE
Transactions on Software Engineering, Automated Software Engineering, Requirements
Engineering Journal, Journal of Natural Language Engineering, ACM Transactions on
Software Engineering and Methodology, Journal of Systems and Software, Software and
Systems Modeling, Information and Software Technology, and Data & Knowledge
Engineering. We also manually searched all published papers from 1996 to 2008 in five
potentially related conference proceedings: ACM/IEEE International Conference on
Software Engineering, IEEE International Conference on Software Maintenance,
IEEE/ACM International Conference on Automated Software Engineering, IEEE
International Conference on Model Driven Engineering Languages and Systems and the
former UML workshops, and IEEE International Requirements Engineering Conference.
We also manually searched Software Engineering textbooks (e.g., [14, 61]) that describe
transformations from requirements to analysis models.
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2.3.3 Inclusion/exclusion criteria

Approaches for transforming requirements into analysis models vary a great deal as
different requirement representations are adopted as inputs, and/or different analysis
models are generated. Therefore, it is absolutely necessary that we define thorough
inclusion/exclusion criteria to select the primary studies that can answer our research
questions (Section 2.2) and also conform to our research scope (Section 2.1). We used the
following inclusion/exclusion criteria:

• Papers irrelevant to the transformation of requirements are excluded. For
example, the papers discussing information retrieval techniques that are used to
recover traceability links (one of the capabilities of transformation approaches)
between software artifacts are excluded.

• Papers proposing transformation approaches between software artifacts that are
out of our review scope are excluded. For example, transformations between
requirements given as formal specifications and design models or code are
excluded (e.g., [99]).

• When encountering more than one paper describing the same or similar
approaches, which were published in different venues, we only included the most
recent one or the one with the most complete description of the approach.

• When a single approach is presented in more than one paper describing different
parts of the approach, we included all these papers, but still considered them as a
single approach.

• Papers with insufficient technical information regarding their approaches were
excluded. For example, the papers that do not provide a detailed description on
requirements representations, intermediate models (if any), and transformation
techniques, are considered incomplete and are excluded (e.g., [20]).

• Software Engineering textbooks (e.g., [14, 60-62, 84, 96]) share similarities with
respect to the requirements to analysis model transformation. They all describe an
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intuitive set of heuristics to guide designers identify objects, attributes, and
associations from a requirement specification, mapping parts of speech (e.g.,
nouns, verbs and adjectives) to model elements (e.g., objects, operations, and
attributes). Some of these books refer to Abbott's heuristics [3] (e.g., [14, 61, 84,
96]), others provide similar heuristics to Abbott's (e.g., [62]), and a third group
extends Abbott's heuristics (e.g., [14, 60]). These textbooks suggest that these
heuristics be applied manually (no transformation approach is described) and no
requirements pre-processing technique is applied. According to our taxonomy of
approaches (Section 2.4.2), all those approaches fall into the same category. Since
Abbott's heuristics is the primary study that is mostly used or referenced, we
therefore only include Abbott's heuristics [3] as one of the primary studies. We
only mention individual textbooks when we discuss their transformation rules
(heuristics) that do not refer to Abbott's or extend Abbott's.

2.3.4 Statistics from included primary studies

The electronic search results are summarized in Table 1. A total of 451 papers were

found. After eliminating duplicates, 361 papers remained to be further investigated.
Table 1 Summary of electronic search results

Electronic databases Query results After removing duplicates
N.hfcXplorc 179 179
\( M Digital l.ihrar\ I" 15

( ompcndcx 86 66
lnspcc S3 34
Springcrl.ink 86 67
Total 451 361

After filtering the results (361 papers) of the electronic search by applying the
inclusion/exclusion criteria, we identified 11 papers [5, 26, 35, 43, 48, 49, 68, 80, 94, 97,
106] to include. The manual search of journals and conference proceedings yielded an
additional six primary studies (i.e., [16, 32, 34, 41, 92, 95]), and two of them (i.e., [34,
95]) are more recent discussions of and therefore replaced two of the 1 1 papers identified
from the electronic search (i.e., [35, 94]). We scanned the references and the authors'
publication lists of all the 15 primary studies (11+6-2). Five new papers were identified
(i.e., [63, 67, 88, 89, 98]), and one of them (i.e., [98]) (with a more complete description
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of the approach) replaced one of the already identified 15 primary studies (i.e., [97]).
Among all these 19 primary studies (15+5-1), three groups of papers (i.e., [63, 98], [34,
67, 88], and [89, 95]) describe three individual approaches. The papers in each group
together describe a single approach. Therefore, eventually a total of 15 approaches (19
primary studies) were included in the review (i.e., [5, 16, 26, 32, 34, 41, 43, 48, 49, 63,
67, 68, 80, 88, 89, 92, 95, 98, 106]). In addition to these 15 approaches (19 primary
studies), we also included Abbott's heuristics [3] as one of the primary studies, as
discussed in Section 2.3.3. In total, we included 16 approaches (20 primary studies).

2.4 Conceptual framework

We designed a conceptual framework to extract and synthesize data from the primary
studies in a systematic and precise way. The conceptual framework is composed of a
static model describing common concepts and their relationships (Section 2.4.1), five
taxonomies classifying and specifying existing work according to five aspects,
specifically the kinds of requirements, the rules imposed on requirements, the types of
analysis models, requirements pre-processing approaches, and requirements
transformation approaches (Section 2.4.2), and a general transformation process model
(Section 2.4.3). This framework defines the common concepts and terminology needed
for analysis, synthesis, and comparison of the primary studies. This is paramount since,
for instance, different approaches may apply the same techniques but refer to them using
different names. The framework therefore provides a way to unify the description of
related works. The comparison and evaluation criteria are derived from this framework
(Section 2.5).

2.4.1 Static model

In this section, we formalize the notions of transformation, traceability link, requirement,
and analysis model by means of a metamodel. The metamodel is presented using the
class diagram in Figure 1. It illustrates the main concepts of our review framework and
their relationships.
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As shown in Figure 1, Requirements can be transformed into an Analysis model either
directly or indirectly. For direct transformation, there is no Intermediate Model, so only
one Transformation is required: its source is the requirements and its target is the analysis
model. For indirect transformation, one or more Intermediate Models1 are used to bridge
the gap between the requirements and the analysis model. Intermediate models function
as a temporary source or target of the transformations, which are either from the
requirements (source) to the first intermediate models (temp target), between two
different intermediate models (one is temp source and the other is temp target), or from
the last intermediate model (temp source) to the analysis model (target).

Requirements are composed of one or more Constructs2, while an Analysis Model is
composed of one or more Model Elements 3 . Instances of Traceability Link are
established between the constructs of the requirements and the model elements of the
analysis model. For transformation-based traceability establishment, creating a
traceability link is caused by a transformation. When traceability links can be established
between a series of models (in the case of intermediate model(s)), we must derive
traceability links between the constructs of the requirements and the model elements of
the analysis model; these links being modeled as instances of class Derived Traceability
Link.

Since requirements are textual specifications, they usually need to be pre-processed either
manually or automatically before they are inputted to the transformation. One or more
Requirement Pre-processing steps may be taken to transform Requirements into a Pre-
processed Requirements, which is further transformed into either an analysis model or an
intermediate model if one exists. During a series of transformations, traceability links
should be established for the source and target of each transformation, for example,
between the requirements and the pre-processed requirements, between the pre-processed

1 If multiple intermediate models are used, they are ordered.
2 A construct can be a sentence, or an actor, if requirements are presented as use cases, for example. We do
not distinguish different constructs in this conceptual static model.
3 If the analysis model is presented as a UML model, then model elements are UML model elements. Other
representations can be used equally.
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requirements and the first intermediate model, between intermediate models if more than
one exists, and/or between the last intermediate model and the analysis model.
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Figure 1 Static model (class Traceability Link appears four times for layout
purposes)

2.4.2 Taxonomies

In this section, we define taxonomies to classify and specify the important techniques and
terminology used in the primary studies. In the later sections of this paper, these
taxonomies will be referred to in multiple places.

The taxonomy of requirements (Section 2.4.2.1) classifies different requirements
representations, domain specific information, and whether restricted Natural Language
(NL) is applied. A restricted NL is a subset of a natural language, used to restrict its
grammar and vocabulary, mostly for the purpose of reducing or eliminating ambiguity
and complexity in its usage. The taxonomy of restriction rules (Section 2.4.2.2) classifies
different types of restriction rules used for requirements written in restricted NL. The
taxonomy of analysis models (Section 2.4.2.3) unifies different analysis models. We also
provide a taxonomy of requirement pre-processing approaches in Section 2.4.2.4 to
distinguish them at a certain level of abstraction. Last, a taxonomy of approaches for
(pre-processed) requirements transformation is presented in Section 2.4.2.5.
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2.4.2.1 Taxonomy of requirements

In order to generate analysis models from requirements and further establish traceability
links between them, it is important to understand requirements from the following three
aspects: which kinds of requirements supplements4 are required (sub-taxonomy Domain
Specification Information: DSI in Figure 2), how requirements are represented (sub-
taxonomy Representation in Figure 2), and whether restricted NL is used when
specifying requirements (sub-taxonomy Natural Language in Figure 2). These sub-
taxonomies, discussed in the following sub-sections, therefore represent what kinds of
requirements are encountered in the literature.

¦ req. supplements

Figure 2 Taxonomy of requirements

Requirements representation

In many situations, requirements are represented as Use cases. It is also possible that a
customized Document template is applied to document requirements. Requirements can
also be represented using more than one such representation. If no representation is used,
then requirements are simply expressed in unstructured natural language. A use case is
"the specification of a set of actions performed by a system, which yields an observable
result that is, typically, of value for one or more actors or other stakeholders of the system.
[109]. A use case represents an interaction between a primary actor and other actors, and
the system. This interaction is presented as sequences of simple steps (also called flow of
events). Use cases are documented following a use case template. There is no standard
template, and users typically choose the template that works for them, or is required by a
project or a CASE tool. Some companies and organizations rather apply their own

Requirements supplements refer to documents that clarify the terminology used in requirements.
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Document Templates for requirements documentation. These document templates are
customized for special purposes such as facilitating requirements elicitation.

Requirements supplements (DSI)

Domain specific information is a necessary input for some of the approaches used to
transform requirements into analysis models. It is either captured using a Glossary,
Definition, and/or Domain model. A Glossary describes and classifies all the domain-
specific terms used in requirements. A Definition [5] defines the notational short hand for
expressing requirements in a succinct, practical, and domain-specific way. A Domain
model is created to document the key concepts and the vocabulary of an application
domain. It describes the various concepts involved in the application domain and their
relationships. It is usually represented as a class diagram with possibly constraints in the
Object Constraint Language (OCL) [76].

Natural Language (NL)

Requirements can be written using either an Unrestricted NL or a Restricted NL. A
restricted NL is also called a controlled NL. It is a subset of natural language obtained by

restricting the grammar and vocabulary. It aims to reduce ambiguity, redundancy, size
and complexity of requirements, and to facilitate automated analysis.

2.4.2.2 Taxonomy of restriction rules

As shown in Figure 3, we classify the Restriction Rules of the Restricted NLs used in the
literature into three types: Sentence Restriction, Sentence Structure Restriction, and
Wording Restriction. A sentence is a group of words that are put together to mean
something [2], and it is expected to have a subject and a verb. For example, the
restrictions on allowed choices of tenses of a verb, on choices of singular or plural forms
of a noun are thought of as sentence restrictions. "Use active voice rather than passive
voice" is another example of such a restriction. Sentence structure restrictions put
restrictions on the structure of a compound sentence. A compound sentence has many
clauses. These clauses are joined together with conjunctions, punctuation, or both [2]. For
example, "only if-then structure is allowed to describe conditional sentence" is a
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restriction on sentence structure. Wording restrictions restrict the choice of words and the
way in which they are used: e.g., "use only keywords be or become to express a
generalization relationship between the subject and the object of a sentence".

rösösaKÄ^-«E!e^miBBöa'Äff

. Sentence Restriction 1 1 Sentence Structure Restriction | ; Wording Restriction

Figure 3 Taxonomy of restriction rules

2.4.2.3 Taxonomy of analysis models

An analysis model is typically presented as a UML model, but not necessarily limited to
it. A complete analysis model should describe two aspects of a system: Structure and
Behavior. The structure (or static) aspect emphasizes the static structure of the system
using classes, objects, attributes, operations, relationships, etc.; while the behavior (or
dynamic) aspect emphasizes the dynamic behavior of the system by showing interactions
among objects, internal state changes, etc. As shown in Figure 4, we classify the different
presentations of the Structure aspect used in the literature into four types: Class Diagram,
Object Diagram, Entity Relationship Model (ERM), and Architecture Concept. As two
types of UML diagrams, class diagrams are composed of classes, attributes, operations,
and relationships among the classes, and object diagrams describe objects and links.
ERM was proposed in the early 70' s to document the concepts of entity, relationship,
types, and roles. Architecture Concept is used in [41] to present the concepts of
components, connectors, and architectural patterns (e.g., client-server). The Behavior
aspect is classified into five types: Sequence Diagram, State Machine Diagram, Activity
Diagram, Data Flow Graph (DFG), and Message Sequence Chart (MSC). Sequence, state
machine, and activity diagrams are three commonly-used UML diagrams for describing
the behavior of a system from three different views; sequence diagrams describe object
interactions as messages, activity diagrams show the overall flow of control, and state
machine diagrams describe state-based behavior. Message sequence charts are very
similar to sequence diagrams. Data flow graphs represent data dependencies between
operations.
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Figure 4 Taxonomy of analysis models

2.4.2 A Taxonomy of requirements pre-processing approaches

Most requirements are textual and have to be pre-processed (using NL processing
techniques) before being used as the input for the next step's transformation. There are
usually five types of pre-processing techniques (Figure 5) that can be used in isolation or
combined: Lexical Analysis, Syntactic Analysis, Semantic Analysis, Categorization, and
Pragmatic Analysis.

Lexical Analysis, also called token generation, is the process of converting a sequence of
characters into a sequence of tokens [109]. It is composed of the following processing
steps: tokenization, sentence splitting, part-of-speech (POS) tagging, and morphological
analysis. Tokenization is used to separate words and punctuation, and identify numbers.
Sentence splitting identifies sentence boundaries within a given text. POS tagging
identifies words as nouns, verbs, adjectives, etc. Morphological analysis returns the root
and suffix of each word. Syntactic analysis, also called syntactic parsing, is the process of
analyzing a sequence of tokens to determine grammatical structure with respect to a
given formal grammar [I]. The output is usually a syntactic parse tree. Semantic analysis
is the process of adding semantic information to a parse tree [1], typically by using
domain specific information (i.e., DSI). Categorization is the process of recognizing,
differentiating, and classifying requirements for some specific purpose, and is usually
performed manually. Pragmatic analysis eliminates ambiguities and inconsistencies in
requirements. For instance, pragmatic analysis can be used to check the consistency of a
new piece of information before it is actually added to existing requirements [68].
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2.4.2.5 Taxonomy of transformation approaches

Pre-processed requirements are further transformed into an analysis model or an
intermediate model. Three types of transformations can be identified: Rule based, (the
most commonly used in the literature) Ontology based, and Identity Transformation
(Figure 6). Rule based transformation utilizes a set of predefined Transformation Rules.
An ontology is a "shared vocabularies for describing the relevant notions of a certain
application area, whose semantics is specified in a (reasonably) unambiguous and
machine-processable form" [12]. An ontology model is built when NL sentences are
processed. This ontology model acts as an intermediate model that is further transformed
into an analysis model. Such transformations are called Ontology based transformations.
An Identity Transformation transforms a model (source) into another model (target)
without change in information content: the two models describe the same concepts but
with different representations. A Pattern based transformation transforms source patterns
into target patterns. A source pattern describes and organizes a set of source elements;
while a target pattern describes and organizes a set of target elements.

Transformation Rule

I11* ?- rules
mmvtímmman
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Figure 6 Taxonomy of transformation approaches

2.4.3 Process model

We use an activity diagram (Figure 7) to model the overall process of transforming
requirements into an analysis model. First, requirements are pre-processed by applying
one or more pre-processing techniques (Section 2.4.2.4), resulting into pre-processed
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requirements (step 1). If there is no intermediate model, then the pre-processed
requirements are transformed directly into an analysis model (step 6); otherwise, the pre-
processed requirements are transformed into an intermediate model (step 2). If there is
more than one intermediate model involved, then transformations between these
intermediate models are performed (step 3). Step 3 can be performed more than once,
depending on the number of intermediate models. For example, if there are three
intermediate models, step 3 is performed twice. Then step 4 transforms the last
intermediate model into the analysis model. While steps 2, 3, and 4 (or 6 if no
intermediate model is used) are performed, traceability links are established between the
source model and the target model of transformations (step 5). The output of this step is
several sets of traceability links either between the requirements and the first intermediate
model, between two intermediate models, or between the last intermediate model and the
analysis model. Finally, we derive traceability links for the requirements and the
generated analysis model (from step 4) from the sets of traceability links involving
intermediate models (step 7). If there is no intermediate model (i.e., step 6 is taken), step
7 is obviously not needed. The output of the whole process is an analysis model, and a set
of traceability links between the requirements and the generated analysis model.
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Figure 7 A generic transformation process

2.5 Evaluation Criteria

Our evaluation criteria are derived from the conceptual framework discussed in Section
2.4. Before specifying them, we first clarify their mapping to the conceptual framework
(Figure 8). As we have discussed in Section 2.4, the conceptual framework is composed
of a Static model, five Taxonomies and one Process model. The evaluation criteria, being
discussed in this section, are used to evaluate each reviewed approach in terms of their
inputs (i.e., Difficulty of documenting requirements), their outputs (i.e., Completeness of
analysis models), and their transformation approach from the following six aspects:
Automation, Efficiency, Evaluation, Traceability capability, Structuredness of
transformation rules, and Completeness of transformation rules. As shown in Figure 8,
for example, the evaluation criterion Difficulty of documenting requirements (Section
2.5.1) is derived from the Taxonomy of requirements (Section 2.4.2.1). Notice that the
Static model of the conceptual framework (Figure 1) formalizes a number of basic
notions such as transformations and requirements. The static model is not directly related
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to any evaluation criteria; however the taxonomies and the process model are all
dependent on it. Last, note that the criterion Evaluation methods in primary studies
reports, for example, on the number and size of the case studies performed and it is not
therefore traced back to the conceptual framework.

The conceptual framework is used to extract and synthesize data from the primary studies
in a systematic and precise way and then these data, presented as a table (Table 2), is
analyzed according to the evaluation criteria, leading to the evaluation results reported in
Section 2.6, in which we also summarize the restriction and transformation rules used in
the approaches. As shown in Figure 8, these two summaries are traced back to the
taxonomy of restriction rules and the taxonomy of transformation approaches,
respectively.
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Figure 8 Mapping between the conceptual framework and evaluation criteria and
summaries

2.5.1 Evaluation criterion for requirements

We need to assess how difficult it is to document requirements in the format required by
a specific approach. We do so by considering whether any DSI (i.e., Glossary, Definition,
and Domain Model) is required, whether a restricted NL is enforced to write
requirements, and whether the requirements representation is commonly used and well-
supported in practice. If an approach requires DSI, a restricted NL is enforced, and the
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requirements are represented using a specific template (e.g., not standard or commonly
used), documenting requirements is deemed difficult. At the other end of the spectrum, if
an approach does not require DSI, applies unrestricted NL, and applies commonly used
requirements representations (e.g., use cases descriptions), then requirements are deemed
easy to document.

2.5.2 Evaluation criterion for analysis models

We need to evaluate the generated analysis models with respect to their completeness.
From a user's perspective, a generated analysis model is expected to be as complete as
possible so that it can be a useful starting point of an iterative analysis refinement
process. Various types of analysis models can be generated by the approaches proposed
in the primary studies, such as UML models [106] and MSCs [31]. Though it is difficult
to compare different types of analysis models, their common modeling capabilities can be
extracted, and used as the basis for comparison. For example, MSCs can be considered
similar to UML sequence diagrams, because both model the dynamic behavior of the
system in terms of object interactions through messages. If a generated analysis model
both describes the system structure (e.g., class diagram) and behavior (e.g., sequence
diagram, state machines, or activity diagrams), then we label the generated analysis
model as complete. If a generated analysis model describes only one of these two aspects
of a system (i.e., either the structure or behavior), then we label it as incomplete.

2.5.3 Evaluation criteria for transformation

We evaluate the transformation approaches proposed in the reviewed approaches with
respect to their automation and efficiency. The automation criterion evaluates whether a
transformation is automated, automatable, semi-automated, or manual. A transformation
approach is automated if it has been fully implemented. If a transformation algorithm is
proposed in a paper, then we assess whether we deem the description is sufficient to
implement it, and if this is the case, the transformation approach is deemed automatable.
In some cases, a transformation is semi-automated because user interventions are

required. Last, some approaches are entirely manual.
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The efficiency of an approach is evaluated by analyzing how many transformation steps
are necessary, and how many requirements pre-processing techniques (Section 2.4.2.3)
are applied. If it takes several transformation steps for an approach to transform
requirements into an analysis model, we label this approach's efficiency as low, as
opposed to an approach requiring only one single step. If an approach needs three or
more requirements pre-processing techniques, we also label it as having a low efficiency.
Although other measures of efficiency could be considered (e.g., execution time), our
measure of efficiency was deemed sufficient since a number of the approaches we
compared are not fully-automated. We also observed that the larger the number of steps,
the larger the proportion of manual steps. Therefore an approach with a high number of
steps (using our measure) requires more (manual) effort, and we refer to this situation as
a low efficiency.

Extensive case studies are a necessity since validating transformation approaches cannot
be performed in an analytical way. Selecting case studies to run and how results are
analyzed, are two important aspects of the evaluation of an approach. We evaluate each
approach and examine: 1) the number and size of the case studies performed, 2) the
results of the case studies reported, and 3) whether other evaluation approaches (besides
case studies) are described.

Traceability links between requirements and analysis model elements are expected to be
established when a transformation is performed. Because only a few of the reviewed
approaches report on traceability, we only examine whether or not traceability is reported
in each approach and do not analyze the details of the traceability link generation
strategies.

Transformation rules specify which requirements constructs map to which analysis model
elements. They are expected to be complete and well-structured. If, according to our
understanding to the transformation rules as they are described in primary study papers,
the transformation rules proposed in an approach can transform most or all requirements
constructs into analysis models elements, then we say this set of transformation rules is
complete; otherwise, incomplete. We expect each approach to evaluate the completeness
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of its transformation rules by for example, performing case studies. However some of the
approaches do not evaluate the completeness of transformation rules and some of them
don't even describe transformation rules. This simply makes the evaluation impossible. If
transformation rules are presented in the primary studies and organized according to the
structure of the source language, the target language, some other relevant organization
(e.g., rule composition), or different transformation phases [23], and each transformation
rule is well specified (e.g., using a carefully defined language like OCL), then we label
the transformation rules as well-structured.

2.5.4 Discussion

One may argue that it is possible to perform a finer-grained, more objective analysis such
as evaluating how restrictive each restriction rule is if restricted NL is applied, how
complete is each aspect (or diagram) of generated analysis models (e.g., amount of
information generated in the class diagram), how efficient is each pre-processing
technique and each transformation step. However, it is difficult (if not impossible) to
perform such an analysis because: 1) No sufficient information is provided in the primary
studies (e.g., in many cases no case study is presented and the completeness of their
transformation rules is not discussed, when they are described in detail); 2) Empirical
studies are needed to perform a finer-grained analysis to evaluate the restrictiveness of
each restriction rule and the overall completeness of each diagram, which is out of the
scope of this paper; 3) Some approaches are manual; therefore the completeness and
correctness of generated analysis models and their overall efficiency strongly depend on
the capability of users; 4) Different types of diagrams are generated and therefore it is
difficult to have common evaluation criteria for evaluating the completeness of generated
analysis models; 5) It is common for primary studies to use different case study systems
and therefore it is hard to have objective evaluation criteria for the completeness of the
generated analysis models.

Our evaluation criteria, though coarse-grained, are still sufficient to differentiate each
approach and are straightforward to apply, thanks to the well-specified conceptual
framework and the clear mapping between it and the evaluation criteria. Furthermore, as
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illustrated by the results of the comparison, no such fine-grained analysis was required to
compare approaches: our criteria are precise enough to allow us to differentiate different
approaches.

2.6 Synthesis and Evaluation

In Section 2.4.2 we defined taxonomies to classify and characterize techniques and
concepts used in the primary studies. The selection of one or more than one element from
each of these taxonomies is denoted as a configuration characterizing a given approach.
Such configurations are a way for us to abstract away from details and allows the analysis
of emerging, general patterns. The taxonomy of requirements contains three sub-
taxonomies: DSI, Representation, and Natural Language. A combination of one or more
element from these three sub-taxonomies forms a requirements configuration. For
example, if an approach does not require DSI, is based on use cases which are described
in restricted NL, then the requirements configuration of the approach is presented as a
tuple (None, Use Case, Yes). As shown in Table 2, the approach proposed in [92]
conforms to this requirements configuration (configuration 5 in Table 2, Column 2).
Steps taken by each approach are different. For example, some approaches (e.g., [80])
that do not contain intermediate models but require requirements pre-processing contain
only Step 1 and Step 6 (Figure 7), presented as a tuple (I, 6) in Table 2, Column 5. If an
approach contains two transformations (one intermediate model), the transformation from
pre-processed requirements to the intermediate model is rule-based, and the
transformation from the intermediate model to analysis models is also rule-based, we use
a tuple (R, R) to represent the configuration of the transformations, as shown in Table 2,
Column 6. Over all, an approach configuration is characterized by a requirements
configuration, analysis models, requirements pre-processing techniques, steps taken by
the approach, types of transformations, and automation and efficiency of the approach.
Configurations of each approach are given in Table 2, grouped by requirements
configurations.
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2.6.1 Requirements configurations

A total of seven different configurations match the reviewed approaches (Table 2,
Column 1). Configuration 1 requires no DSI, no specific representation, and no restricted
NL. This configuration is the most frequently used one; eight out of 16 approaches
comply with this configuration. Configurations 2, 6 and 7 require a DSI (Section 2.4.2.1)
as part of their requirements input, to assist the computational NL processing. For
example, a glossary is mainly used to identify entities, objects, or classes. A domain
model serves as the structural basis of target models such as sequence diagrams. Most of
the domain specific information is manually constructed. The rest of the configurations
do not require any DSI.

Configuration 3 needs requirements to be documented using the OBFS template, a
customized document template that the transformation technique of the approach [106]
relies on. This configuration does not need any DSI or restricted NL. Configurations 4-7
(six approaches) take use cases as requirements representation. This is reasonable since
use cases are a commonly used notation for capturing requirements in practice. Besides, a
use case template helps organize textual requirements so that the requirements pre-
processing and the following transformation(s) can be facilitated.

Configurations 3, 5-7 require that requirements be documented using restricted NL.
There are three main reasons why restricted NL is used in requirements documentation. A
restricted NL aims to reduce ambiguity, redundancy, and complexity in documents. It
also makes computational NL processing more reliable, efficient, and accurate. Last, it
facilitates translation into other languages. However the extent of restrictions varies
across approaches and a balance should be struck between the applicability of restriction
rules and facilitating analysis. We summarize the restriction rules applied in the primary
studies (i.e., [92, 95, 98, 106]) in Table 3. These rules are classified into three categories:
sentence restrictions, sentence structure restrictions, and wording restrictions (Section
2.4.2.2). The table also indicates where rules are applicable and their purpose. Examples
are given for some rules. The restricted NL used in [92] is not well described in the
paper. That is why only one restriction rule is presented in the table.
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Based on the data we extracted from each primary study and summarized in the first
column of Table 2, we discuss next how difficult it is to document requirements in the

format required by a specific approach according to our evaluation criteria (Section
2.5.1). The configurations requiring more significant effort to document requirements are
highlighted with a darker color, following the rationale described next. The evaluation
results show that it is most difficult to document requirements in the format required by
configuration 7 (approach proposed in [89, 95]) because a great deal of user effort is
needed to obtain a domain model containing classes, associations, and operations, which
are indispensable for generating state machines, and additionally use cases are required to
be written in restricted NL. Configurations 2, 3, and 6 require the second largest effort to
document requirements. Though configuration 2 [5] does not rely on restricted NL and
does not require any specific requirement representation, the difficulty of documenting
requirements is still high as users are required to manually specify glossary and a
significant number of definitions in a specific form. Configuration 3 [106] implies
requirements to be manually documented in a non-standard modeling language (OBFS)
and the use of restricted NL. Configuration 6 [63, 98] needs a glossary, and use cases are
required to be written in restricted NL. Configuration 5 requires even less user effort
since no DSI is necessary. Configuration 4 requires less effort than Configuration 5 to
document requirements as not only no DSI is required but additionally use cases do not
need to be documented using restricted NL. Configuration 1 requires the least effort to
document requirements.

2.6.2 Analysis models

We can see from Table 2, Column 2 that twelve out of 16 approaches can derive
structural model elements (e.g., objects, classes, associations, components) from
requirements. Most of the approaches are able to generate objects, classes, and
associations, but not all of them can generate attributes, operations, and generalizations.
Nine approaches can generate behavioral features of a system (e.g., sequence diagrams,
state machines, and/or activity diagrams).
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Three approaches ([48], [34, 67, 88] and [16]) (highlighted) conforming to configuration
1 are capable of generating analysis models including both structural and behavioral
aspects of a system, which are characterized as complete according to our evaluation
criteria (Section 4.2); two approaches ([5] and [49]) (highlighted) conforming to
configuration 2 and 4, respectively, can also generate complete analysis models. The
generated domain models of the approach proposed in [48], conforming to configuration
1, contain only objects and links, rather than commonly-used class diagram
representations; the generated hybrid activity diagrams (i.e., UML activity diagrams also
including the concepts of actors, business rules, and messages) are at a very high level of
abstraction, and are independently generated from the generated domain models (i.e.,
there might be inconsistencies between the two diagrams). The NIBA project [34, 67,
88], also conforming to configuration 1, can derive class, activity, and state machine
diagrams from requirements. User intervention is required in many places, especially
during the transformation from requirements to intermediate models. There is not enough
information provided in the papers to show that the generated class, activity, and state
machine diagrams are correct, consistent, or precise enough. The approaches proposed in
[16] and [49], conforming to configurations 1 and 4, are all manual; therefore the
completeness and correctness of generated analysis models mainly depend on the
capability of users, rather than the approaches themselves. The approach proposed in [5]
requires a great deal of user effort on documenting requirements, two intermediate
models (three transformations), and a sequence of requirements pre-processing
techniques.

Not surprisingly, UML (e.g., class, activity, sequence, and state machine diagrams) is the
most frequently used language in the reviewed approaches to represent generated analysis
models.

2.6.3 Transformation - automation

Only five approaches describe the algorithms they used to various extents of details. Most
of these algorithms are not described at a level of detail that is amenable to an
implementation. According to the evaluation criterion discussed in Section 2.5.3, we
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summarize the evaluation results of transformations: automated, automatable, semi-

automated, or manual.

As shown in Table 2, Column 7, seven out of 16 approaches are automated; two are not
automated but are automatable; two approaches require user intervention to semi-
automatically perform the transformation; four approaches require manual
transformations. Complex pre-processing techniques are required for all the automated
approaches, except the approach proposed in [63, 98] (Configuration 6), which only
requires lexical analysis, and the approach proposed in [89, 95] (Configuration 7), which
does not have any requirements pre-processing techniques since the transformation from
use cases plus a domain model to state machines relies on the template structure of the
use cases and the domain model. However two intermediate models (three

transformations) are required in this approach (Column 5). For the approach proposed in
[26] (first approach in Configuration 4), the transformation from use cases to
intermediate models (Step 2) is not described in the paper and therefore the automation of
this step is unknown as indicated in the table. The approaches proposed in [89, 95] and
[31] have been implemented and therefore they are automated approaches. The one
proposed in [106] is not automated but is automatable and the one proposed in [80] is
semi-automated since a significant user intervention is required. The transformation is not
explicitly discussed in [92], because the approach does not attempt to provide a solution
for the transformation of requirements into analysis models though the proposed
approach can be adapted to that purpose, which is also the reason why we included this
paper for review. Last, three manual approaches are proposed in [49], [16] and [3]
respectively. Though the approach proposed in [89, 95] is automated, a great deal of user
effort is needed to obtain a domain model and specifying use cases and applying
restrictions. Additionally, the consistency between the domain model and the use cases
must be manually maintained. Manual requirements pre-processing (e.g., users are
required to manually classify the sentences) is required for the automated approach
proposed in [31].
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2.6.4 Transformation - efficiency

As we have discussed in Section 2.5.3, the efficiency of an approach is evaluated by
analyzing how many transformation steps are taken in the approach, and how many
requirements pre-processing techniques are applied.

As shown in Table 2, Column 4, most approaches apply at least one of the requirements
pre-processing techniques (Section 2.4.2.3). We don't know what requirements pre-
preprocessing techniques are applied in the approach proposed in [26], since it is not
described in the paper. The approach proposed in [89, 95] does not have any
requirements preprocessing technique since the transformation from use cases plus a
domain model to state machines relies on the template structure of the use cases and the
domain model. The approach proposed in [92] does not require any requirements pre-
processing technique because the approach describes three equivalent requirements
representations, and each of them can be transformed into the other. The approach
proposed in [49] does not need any requirements pre-processing technique since it
proposes a set of techniques for users to manually specify requirements and also a
process to guide the users to derive the conceptual models from the requirements. It does
not aim to automatically transform requirements into an analysis model. Similarly,
Abbott's heuristics [3] do not need any requirements pre-processing technique.

As shown in Table 2, Columns 5 and 6, rule-based transformations are most frequently
used to create the first intermediate model (Step 2 of the process): first letter in the
transformation tuple (Column 6). An ontology-based transformation is used in [43] since
the intermediate model is all ontology-based. A "?" for approach [26] indicates that the
transformation is unknown since it is not discussed in the paper. Only one approach [92]
applies pattern-based transformations (denoted as "P") and only one approach [5] applies
identity transformation (denoted as "I"). Most of the approaches containing Step 4 use
rule-based transformations (except [16] and [26]). Eight approaches use intermediate
models (containing Step 2), when direct transformation from requirements to an analysis
model cannot be achieved. Two intermediate models (three transformations, and
therefore Step 3 is required) are contained in [5], [48], and [63, 98] instead of only one
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intermediate model (two transformations) in the other six approaches that use
intermediate models. Most of the approaches use rule-based transformations to transform
pre-processed requirements directly into an analysis model (Step 6).

According to our evaluation criterion on efficiency of approaches, the approach proposed
in [89, 95] shows highest efficiency because it does not need any requirements pre-
processing technique and requirements are directly transformed into analysis models.
Note that it does not make sense to evaluate the efficiency of manual approaches so their
efficiency is marked as "N/A".

2.6.5 Transformation - others

2.6.5.1 Evaluation

Only four out of 16 approaches have their transformation approaches evaluated. Case
studies have been performed to evaluate the approaches proposed in [43] and [26] by
manually comparing the tools results with the manually constructed analysis models. A
performance evaluation method is also proposed in [43] and five case studies were
performed to evaluate the performance of the tool. The evaluation results show that the
approach can perform better than other language processing technologies, such as
information retrieval systems. Three industrial pilot studies were performed to test the
acceptability of the tool implementing the approach proposed in [5]. The evaluation of
the approach proposed in [34, 67, 88] is not discussed in details in the papers, except for
the statement that "the approach has been applied for practical requirements analyses and
the results showed to be encouraging." The other approaches were not evaluated, though
some of them present a running example to illustrate their approach rather than to
evaluate it.

2.6.5.2 Traceability support

Among the papers we have reviewed, only two transformation approaches [41] and [49]
report on traceability. In [41], it is claimed that traceability is supported, though this is
not discussed in the paper. A traceability model, represented as a function decomposition
table (rows are use cases and columns are the identified classes), is proposed in [49] to
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link the identified classes to the use cases. Deriving traceability links (Step 7) from
already established links is not an issue for transformation approaches that do not involve
intermediate models; however for those which require one or more intermediate models it
is an indispensable step since from the users' perspective it is very important to access
derived traceability links between requirements and analysis models without having to
deal with the intermediate model(s). This step is not covered in any of the approaches we
reviewed.

2.6.5.3 Completeness and structuredness of transformation rules

Nine ([68], [43], [63, 98], [48], [34, 67, 88], [16], [31], [106], and [3]) out of 16
approaches describe their transformation rules in their primary studies but none of them
evaluate the completeness of the transformation rules. Five ([5], [26], [41], [89, 95] and
[80]) out of 16 approaches do not describe their transformation rules at all. Note however
that the completeness of the transformation patterns of [26] was evaluated by performing
some case studies (not described in the paper though). The evaluation was manually
performed by comparing the tool generated interaction models with the ones manually
constructed by the experts. The evaluation results show that 65% of the sequence diagram
fragments generated by the tool are identical (i.e., modeling the same interactions with
the same instances and the same messages) to the manually obtained sequence diagram
fragments, 28% of the automatically generated fragments are equivalent (i.e., modeling
the same interactions with different instances and messages) to the manually obtained
one, and 7% of these fragments are different (modeling different interactions). The
approaches proposed in [49] and [92] do not purport to provide solutions for transforming
requirements into analysis models; though both of them can be adapted to that purpose,
which is also the reason why we included them. Therefore no transformation approach is
discussed in these two papers.

Seven approaches directly transform requirements into analysis models (Step 6): [80],
[106], [31], [49], [92], [89, 95], and [3]. The others use intermediate models to bridge the
gap between requirements and the analysis model. Transformation rules of these indirect
transformation approaches contain two rule sets: transformation rules from requirements
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to intermediate models and transformation rules from intermediate models to the analysis
model. The intermediate models act as the target models of the first rule set and also the
source models of the second rule set. Because of the differences among these

intermediate models, it is hard to synthesize these rules. Therefore, we only summarize
and synthesize the transformation rules of the rule-based transformation approaches that
directly transform requirements into an analysis model, except for the approach proposed
in [92] in which the transformation is not explicitly discussed, because the approach does
not aim to provide a solution for the transformation from requirements into an analysis
model though the proposed approach can be adopted to that achieve. The papers [89, 95]
and [80] do not describe the transformation rules they used. The transformation rules
from [31], [106], [49], and [3] are presented in Table 4 and Table 5. We also summarize
(in the same tables) the heuristics rules proposed in [14, 60, 62] which extend or do not
refer to Abbott's heuristics rules [3]. Their completeness, effectiveness, and correctness
are not evaluated through empirical studies. Though the approach proposed in [43] does
not directly transform requirements into an analysis model (intermediate model is
required), the paper describes the mapping relations between the two types of
transformation rule sets and therefore the mapping relations are derived as transformation
rules and also included in the Table 4 and Table 5. In each one of these four approaches,
transformation rules are independent from each other: Each rule simply describes the
mapping relationship between a requirements concept (Column 2) and an object-oriented
concept (Column 3). Requirements constructs include natural language concepts (e.g.,
noun, subject, etc.). In Column 4, constraints are provided when necessary. Column 6
provides some examples for the transformation rules that are not easy to understand.

2.6.5.4 Summary of evaluation results

An ideal approach for transforming requirements into analysis models would have the
following characteristics: 1) requirements should be easy to document using the format
required by the approach, 2) generated analysis models should be complete (i.e., contain
structural and behavioral aspects of a system), 3) the approach should contain the least
number of transformation steps as possible (high efficiency), 4) the approach should be
automated, and 5) the approach should support traceability management (Step 5).
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However none of the reviewed approaches conforms to the ideal configuration, as
described next.

1 . Requirements configuration

a. Requirements configuration 1 (Table 2)

The approaches conforming to requirements configuration 1 require the least user
effort to document requirements. However, only two of these approaches are
automated and one is automatable. The other five approaches are either semi-
automated or completely manual. Besides, complicated requirements pre-
processing techniques and intermediate models are required for the two automated
approaches and therefore their efficiency is low. It is also worth noticing that
these two automated approaches are not capable of generating complete analysis
models, i.e., including both static and dynamic aspects of a system.

b. Requirements configuration 4

Requirements configuration 4 ranks second in terms of user effort to document
requirements. Two of the three approaches conforming to this configuration are
automated, which however can only automatically generate the behavioral aspect
of a system, instead of a complete analysis model.

c. Requirements configuration 5

Compared with requirements configuration 4, requirements configuration 5
requires use cases to be documented in restricted NL; therefore it requires more
user effort to document requirements. The approach conforming to this
configuration still cannot generate complete analysis models.

d. Requirements configurations 2, 3 and 6

Two approaches conforming to requirements configurations 2 and 6, respectively,
are automated and the approach conforming to configuration 3 is automatable.
Requirements needed by these three configurations rank second in terms of
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documentation difficulty. Only one of them (i.e., [5]) is capable of generating a
complete analysis model. Additionally the efficiency of the approach is low since
two intermediate models (three transformations) and a sequence of requirements
pre-processing techniques are needed.

e. Requirements configuration 7

Requirements configuration 7 is the one that requires the most user effort to
document requirements. The approach is automated and does not need
requirements pre-processing. The efficiency of the approach conforming to this
configuration is high. However the approach still cannot generate complete
analysis models (i.e., static and dynamic aspects).

f. As expected, approaches requiring more user effort to document requirements
achieve better automation and higher efficiency.

g. Use cases are the most frequently applied requirements representation.

2. Analysis model representation

UML diagrams are the most frequently-used representations of analysis models,
which confirms that in practice UML is used in many IT software development
organizations [81].

3. Efficiency

a. Requirements pre-processing

Most of our reviewed approaches apply at least one of the requirements pre-
processing techniques, among which lexical analysis (Section 2.4.2.3) is the most
commonly used technique. This is understandable because requirements are
usually written in textual form that must be tokenized and POS of sentences
should be identified in order to facilitate transformations. Syntactic parsing
(Section 2.4.2.3) is also commonly applied in the approaches that require
determining grammatical structures such as subjects and predicates of sentences.
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When not applying any pre-processing technique (except categorization), one
needs to manually transform requirements into intermediate models or analysis
models. Categorization (Section 2.4.2.3) is another technique frequently used in
the primary studies. All these papers require categorization to be performed
manually. Complex pre-processing techniques are usually required for automated
approaches.

b. Transformation steps

Most of the reviewed approaches have one intermediate model. Few of them need
two intermediate models. For those using intermediate models (containing Step
2), rule-based transformations are most frequently used.

c. Efficiency

According to our evaluation criterion on efficiency of approaches, only one of the
reviewed approaches [89, 95] has clearly superior efficiency because it does not
need any requirements pre-processing technique and requirements are directly
transformed into analysis models.

4. Automation

More than half of the reviewed approaches are automated or automatable. A high
level of automation is an absolute requirement for any approach to scale up in
industrial practice.

5. Approach configuration

No approach, with acceptable user documentation effort and efficiency (e.g., one or
two transformation steps), is currently able to automatically or semi-automatically
generate a complete (i.e., containing both static and dynamic aspects), consistent
analysis model.

The systematic review results show that no approach is able, based on reasonable
requirements definition effort and in an efficient manner, to automatically or semi-
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automatically generate a consistent analysis model, which is expected to model both the
structure and behavior of the system at a logical level of abstraction. For example, in the
context of UML modeling, analysis models should at least contain a class diagram and
interaction diagrams for each use case [14]. We identified a number of variation factors
in existing approaches leading to different drawbacks and strengths. These factors
included (1) whether use cases or other concepts were used to structure requirements, (2)
what use case template was used, (3) what NL restrictions, if any, were applied when
specifying use cases, (4) whether domain specific information (e.g., glossary, domain
model) was expected, (5) if the approach relied on one or more intermediary models
between requirements and the analysis model.

After pondering carefully all variation factors, based on existing studies, we selected the
following strategy to strike what we thought was the best balance between practicality,
level of automation, and required requirements engineering effort: 1) We do not use any
domain specific information. 2) We adopt UCMs and a specific template to structure
textual requirements. 3) The restrictions we proposed for NL and UCSs are based on our
systematic literature review (see next) and appear to be easy to use (Chapter 12). 5) We
use UML as the notation for analysis models. This conforms to the MDA [57]
transformation concept, which requires the source and target of a transformation be
represented as UML models. 6) Only one intermediate model is used. 7) We rely on
transformation rules that are well structured and precisely specified, so that they are easy
to extend and modify. 8) Our method establishes traceability links during
transformations.

We also investigated whether existing approaches to formalize textual UCMs (referred to
as use case metamodels) could be the intermediate model of our method. The approaches
we have found [25, 70, 78, 92, 102] fail to satisfy our objectives for one or more of the
following reasons: A large amount of NL information is not captured by the metamodel;
The metamodel does not handle any NL information; No sentence-level concepts can be
described with the metamodel. To compare with these existing metamodels, our UCMeta
metamodel is more complete and complex and can facilitate our objectives as an
intermediate model.
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2.7 Open issues and suggestions

As we have discussed in Section 2.6, a desirable approach, involving acceptable user
effort in documenting requirements, should be able to (semi) automatically and
efficiently generate a complete (i.e., including both static and dynamic aspects of a
system) and consistent analysis model. Since none of the existing approaches achieves
this, based on the systematic review results, the goal of this section is three-fold. We want
to identify recurring issues in the research and reporting of the primary studies we
reviewed, highlight open issues in existing solutions, and identify useful avenues of
research.

2.7.1 Approach configuration

In this section, we first discuss the open issues identified for each aspect in an approach
configuration. Then we recommend an approach configuration which, with due research,
should be able to provide a solution to automatically and efficiently generate complete
analysis models, based on acceptable user effort in documenting requirements.

2.7.1.1 Requirements configuration

A desirable requirements configuration should be able to effectively facilitate
transformation from requirements to analysis models, while minimizing user effort in
documenting requirements. However tradeoffs exist between the difficulty of following a
requirements configuration and the extent to which it facilitates transformation,
especially automated transformation:

1) Some approaches require additional DSI (Section 2.4.2.1) as requirement supplements;
however, these approaches rely on users to manually provide DSI so that a great deal of
user effort is required. We believe that demanding a textual glossary as a requirements
supplement could be practical and requiring a domain model or definition could lower the
representation gap between requirements and analysis models. However, it would be
desirable to generate such a domain model automatically from requirements, at least an
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initial version to be refined, rather than asking users to provide it. Furthermore, if the
modeling of DSI is required, this should be well supported by tools.

2) Other approaches do not use any representation to structure their requirements (i.e.,
pure textual specifications); however if requirements are structured (e.g., using use case
templates) one can expect that transformations be greatly facilitated. Almost half of the
approaches require anyway that their requirements be documented using some form of
use case template. Besides, use case modeling is commonly applied in practice.
Therefore, we suggest having use cases, using appropriate templates, as the means of
documenting requirements to facilitate automated transformations. Whether a use case
template is easy to apply and whether it is able to effectively facilitate automated
transformations should be experimentally investigated (Chapter 12).

3) Restricted NL is sometimes used for documenting requirements; however the rationale
for restriction rules is often not clearly justified. Our summary table regarding restriction
rules (Table 3), provides the rationale of each rule (Column 4 of the table), but we had to
devise them by carefully examining each primary study since this information was in
most cases not provided. It is important to know why a particular restriction rule is
applied because further research may relax it by, for example, using new or improved NL
analysis techniques. It is also paramount to know whether a set of restriction rules is easy
to apply and whether its application can lead to a higher quality of automatically derived
analysis models (Chapter 12). Again, experimental evaluations are required to further
investigate this issue.

In summary, we believe that (i) it is desirable not to require additional DSI, though it may
be practical to demand a textual glossary, (ii) use cases should be supported as they are
most frequently used for requirements representation, and (iii) restricted NL might be
used for documenting requirements so that automated transformation can be facilitated.
Using our tuple representation—(DSI information, requirement representation, NL
requirement)—we therefore, recommend that the following set of requirements
configurations be considered in future work: (None, Use cases, No), (None, Use cases,
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Yes), (Glossary, Use cases, Yes), and (Glossary, Use cases, No). We also recommend that
experimental evaluations be performed to evaluate a requirements configuration method
in terms of its applicability and effectiveness at automatically deriving analysis models.

It is worth noticing that requirements are not stand-alone artifacts; goals, assumptions,
standards, and risks are all part of a complete requirements document. However, in the
context of MDA, in order to generate an object-oriented analysis model, object-oriented
analysis and design methodologies mostly use functional requirements as input for this
specific transformation. Higher-level requirements artifacts such as goals, assumptions,
standards and risks usually form a basis and justification for deriving detailed functional
requirements (represented as use cases), which can then be further used to derive analysis
models. Most of the primary studies identified by our systematic review take functional
requirements (represented as use cases) as input to generate analysis models (Table 2) but
the rest only use unstructured text as input (e.g., [68] and [48]), therefore not specifying
the type of requirements they use in input.

2.7.1.2 Analysis model

As we have observed in Section 2.6.2, UML diagrams are most frequently used in the
reviewed approaches to represent analysis models. This conforms to the MDA [57]
transformation concept, which requires the source (e.g., PIM) and target (e.g., PSM) of a
transformation to be represented as UML models. UML is a standardized language, is
widely supported by a growing body of tools (e.g., [46]), open source plugins (e.g., [29]),
and has been specialized for many domains.

If use case models, including use case diagrams and use case specifications, are used to
structure and document requirements and UML models are used as the representation of
the analysis model, a relationship can be clearly established between the use case models
and parts of the analysis models. In particular, since use case descriptions describe
interactions of the system and actors along the time line, they can be transformed into
messages in sequence diagrams, an important component of behavioral modeling in
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analysis models. With an appropriate use case template, it is expected that conditions and
branches in use case specifications can be automatically captured and transformed into
CombinedFragments [77] in sequence diagrams. In addition, extend and include
relationships in use case specifications can be transformed into InteractionUse [77] of
sequence diagrams.

UML models can model not only the structural aspect of a system (e.g., class diagrams),
but also the behavioral aspects (e.g., sequence and activity diagrams). Though this is to
some extent dependent on the modeling method used, consistency between the structural
and behavioral aspects can be easily achieved in the context of UML since when
transformations are performed, one single UML model is created, queried, and
maintained during the transformations; different diagrams are just different, overlapping
views of the same underlying model.

Therefore, for the above practical and technical reasons, we suggest using UML models
as the representation of analysis models.

A methodological open issue we identified in this review is that many of the approaches
cannot generate a complete analysis model (i.e., both structural and behavioral aspects).
Additionally the correctness of their generated analysis models is not evaluated. The
quality of an automatically generated analysis model should be evaluated by, for
example, comparing it with existing expert solutions to see how close the automated
analysis model is to these expert solutions.

2.7.1.3 Automation

The level of automation is one of the important characteristics of transformations.
Automated transformations are always desired; however when a certain amount of
manual intervention is indispensable for documenting requirements, performing
transformations, or establishing traceability links, it should be explicitly described and its
expected effort should be evaluated. For automated approaches, transformation
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algorithms should be clearly specified, and this is a requirement which is not always met
in the approaches of this review.

2.7.1.4 Efficiency

Our evaluation results show that most of our reviewed approaches need complicated

requirements pre-processing, contain two or more transformation steps, and/or user
intervention is required in many places. In terms of requirements pre-processing
techniques, some approaches require significant user effort to manually pre-process
requirements, for example, manual categorization of requirements (Section 2.4.2.3). We
suggest that only automatable NL processing techniques should be used. Since it is
paramount to automate transformations, user's involvement should be minimized.
Additionally, the more intermediate models, the more difficult the validation and
verification of the approach; the more intermediate models, the higher the chances of
loosing information during the transformation from requirements to analysis models
(because of multiple transformations). However the complexity of transformations and
amount of information to manipulate suggest that not relying on an intermediate model
might be difficult to achieve. Indeed, most of our reviewed approaches have one
intermediate model (two transformations). Last, we will argue in Section 2.7.3 that one
intermediate is necessary. Therefore we suggest that a maximum of one intermediate
model be required in an approach.

According to above discussion, we recommend the following set of approach
configurations:

Automatically transform use case models with or without restricted NL and/or

glossaries to complete (i.e., including both static and dynamic aspects), correct
and consistent UML models using one intermediate model and fully automatable
requirements pre-processing techniques (e.g., lexical analysis and syntactic
parsing).
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2.7.2 Intermediate model

Some approaches use intermediate models as bridges for transformation between
requirements and analysis models. The main reason is that requirements are usually text-
based, and automated transformations (to fully integrate requirements into model-driven
approaches) cannot be easily supported with unrestricted, unstructured requirements
representations such as pure text. The reason for using one specific type of intermediate
models should be explicitly justified in the research literature and the following
considerations should be taken into account when intermediate models are selected:

• The representation of the source and target models since they drive the selection
of intermediate models (if any) as well as transformation rules.

• Whether the intermediate model(s) can be easily integrated into existing tool
support.

• If user interventions are required during transformations, it is important that the
intermediate model be easy to understand by users.

• Whether the intermediate model is general enough to be used for multiple
purposes, such as generating not only class diagrams, but also sequence diagrams,
activity diagrams, and state machines. The intermediate model KCMP [33] is one
such example.

• Whether it can be used independently of different NL processing techniques.

• Whether it is suitable to support traceability analysis.

The above items are usually not carefully discussed in most primary studies. As a result,
the proposed technologies are often difficult to assess.
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2.7.3 Transformations

In this section, we discuss open issues and our recommendations on transformations from
the following aspects: transformation approaches (Section 2.7.3.1), traceability support
(Section 2.7.3.2), transformation algorithm (Section 2.7.3.3), and the transformation
quality characteristics (Section 2.7.3.4) such as efficiency and scalability.

2.7.3.1 Approach

As discussed in Section 2.4.2.5, four types of transformation approaches are applied in
the primary studies we have reviewed. Selecting which transformation approach to apply
is closely related to the representations of source and target models, the complexity and
scalability of transformations, and the extent of automation which is targeted.

A classification of transformation approaches is reported in [23, 24], along with a high-
level discussion on pros and cons of each type of transformation approaches. For rule-
based and pattern-based transformation approaches, as indicated in [23, 24],
transformation rules12 should clearly specify, for example, their application domains,
parameters, application constraints, and directions. None of the primary studies of this
review clearly specify their transformation rules according to these aspects.

There exist techniques in academia and commercial tools that can facilitate the
specification and execution of transformation rules. The Atlas Transformation Language
(ATL) [8, 53] is one such model to model transformation technique, developed on top of
the Eclipse platform [28], to facilitate the specification, structuring (by packaging rules
into modules), and execution of transformation rules. Besides, it provides both
declarative and imperative constructs to define transformation rules. However, during the
execution of an ATL transformation, its target model cannot be navigated. This often
results in complex transformation rules since results from previously executed rules
cannot be used as inputs of other rules. Kermeta [55] is an imperative metamodeling

12 In [23, 24], patterns are considered as one type of transformation rules.
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language, also built on top of the Eclipse platform, which can facilitate the manipulation
of both source and target model elements. Kermeta also supports packages, inheritance,
classes, and operations so that transformation rules can be well organized. In addition,
another interesting characteristic is design-by-contract for rules: operations implementing
rules support pre and post conditions and classes use invariants. There are other academic
and commercial tools and languages which can support model to model transformations,
such as the IBM Model Transformation Framework (MTF) [47] and the
Query/View/Transformation (QVT) standard [74]. A quite exhaustive list of such tools
and languages can be found in [24]. We suggest utilizing an existing transformation
framework to support transformation from requirements to an analysis model. However,
requirements are usually textual, not models. Therefore, we suggest that requirements are
transformed into an intermediate model, which can then be further transformed into an

analysis model by applying one of the model-to-model transformation techniques.

Another open issue we identified in this review is that many of the approaches do not
address the extent to which their generated analysis models are correct and precise
enough. One possible evaluation method could be experimentally comparing the analysis
model generated by the transformation approaches with the one manually developed by
software developers. Research (e.g., [91]) has also been conducted to systematically test
and thus validate transformation approaches themselves to ensure that they have the
desired behavior. Ifpossible, these approaches should be applied in our context.

2.7.3.2 Traceability support

Most of the approaches do not address traceability. This is perhaps because in order to
support traceability, a mechanism should be proposed to establish and maintain explicit
traceability links between the source and target of each transformation. In cases where
multiple transformation steps are involved, traceability links should also be derived for
requirements and analysis models from the established traceability links during each
transformation step. A traceability link should at least contain references to the source
and target elements connected by the link, and should preferably indicate which
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transformation rule(s) are applied to trigger the creation of the link. Another interesting
aspect, which is not addressed in any of the approaches, is that transformation rules may
rely on the results of other transformation rules, more specifically transformation rules
may rely on traceability links established by other transformation rules. One advantage is
that transformation rules can thus be simplified. For example, instead of conducting
analyses already performed by other rules, we can simply use traceability links. For
example, suppose that a class has been generated from a requirement construct (e.g., a
noun) and a traceability link has been established accordingly between the generated
class and the requirement construct. If a new transformation rule identifies that this noun
(requirement construct) is qualified by an adjective (another requirement construct), then
the established traceability link can be used to create an attribute in the generated class.
This way, the output (traceability link) of the first transformation rule is an input to the
second. This mechanism is very useful for transformation approaches that need to query
previously generated target elements and trace back to their corresponding source
elements through the traceability links previously established.

2.7.3.3 Algorithm

Not all approaches do provide transformation algorithms. And when they do, they often
do not describe their algorithms at a proper level of details that is amenable to an
implementation. To facilitate automated transformation, an algorithm should be clearly
specified, for example to describe how and when to apply transformation rules. A
transformation algorithm should specify the sequence of applying transformation rules,
when there are sequential constraints among them. For example, to generate sequence
diagrams, one must identify objects before identifying messages exchanged between
these objects. A transformation algorithm should also specify how to verify conditions
triggering transformation rules. A well-designed algorithm should be easily modifiable
when additional transformation rules are added or existing rules are modified. It is
possible not to rely on transformation rules (i.e., a transformation is fully described in an
algorithm); however, this strategy just works for very simple transformations, which is
rarely the case. In cases with a large number of rules, the logic of the algorithm will
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become very complex and modifications increasingly more difficult. We suggest clearly
separating transformation rules from transformation algorithms applying them.

2.7.3.4 Quality characteristics

Ideally, we also expect transformation approaches to address quality characteristics such
as efficiency, scalability, extensibility, and interoperability. Fine-grained transformation
from requirements to an analysis model could be very complex; therefore efficiency and
scalability of transformation approaches could become an issue for large software
systems. Large-scale case studies are required to evaluate these two quality
characteristics. In addition, we also suggest using a minimum number of intermediate
models since additional intermediate models unavoidably make transformation
approaches less efficient: the more intermediate models, the more difficult the validation
and verification of the approach and the higher the chances of loosing information during
transformations. In terms of extensibility, it is important to be able to add new
transformation rules easily and modify transformation algorithms without too many side
effects. It is also desirable that a proposed transformation approach be easily integrated
with other approaches or tools, used within a software engineering process such as
approaches transforming analysis models into design models, and code generation.

2.8 Conclusion

In the context of model-driven development, the early step of transforming requirements
into an analysis model is a crucial but difficult step. Although mostly performed
manually, there have been attempts to automate this software development step.
However, despite a significant amount of research, we still do not have a practical,
workable automated solution. To gain a precise and structured understanding of the state
of the art and identify directions for future research, this paper provides a systematic
review of existing work on automating this step. This review systematically selected,
investigated, and compared 16 approaches for transforming requirements into an analysis
model.
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In order to facilitate the synthesis and comparison of the approaches in a systematic
manner, a conceptual framework was designed to provide common concepts and
terminology for the comparison and evaluation of transformation technologies. This
framework also includes a description of the general steps of transforming requirements
into an analysis model while establishing traceability links. A set of evaluation criteria,
which are derived from the conceptual framework, is proposed to assess each approach in
a precise and structured manner. These evaluation criteria can be adapted to evaluate
future research works on the same topic.

Based on the systematic review results, we observed that no existing approach, (i)
requires acceptable user effort to document requirements, (ii) is efficient enough (e.g.,
one or two transformation steps), (iii) is able to (semi-)automatically generate a complete
(i.e., static and dynamic aspects), consistent analysis model, which is expected to model
both the structure and behavior of the system at a logical level of abstraction, e.g., UML
models that at least contain consistent class and interaction diagrams. However, by
carefully analyzing and evaluating each aspect of the reviewed approaches, we can make
recommendations for future work and a desirable approach can be outlined. A desirable
approach is one that can automatically and efficiently transform a use case model using
reasonable restrictions to natural language, with or without domain specific information
provided in a glossary, into a complete, correct and consistent UML model comprising
both structural and behavioral aspects using one intermediate model and fully
automatable requirements pre-processing techniques.

Additionally, our review results show that four types of transformation approaches are
applied in the reviewed approaches and selecting which transformation approaches to
apply is closely related to multiple factors such as the representation of requirements and
analysis models. Existing model to model transformation techniques (e.g., ATL [8] and
Kermeta [55]) can be adopted to implement a requirements-to-analysis model
transformation approach. Transformation rules and algorithms should be clearly
structured and specified. We also summarize and classify transformation rules applied in
the reviewed works for future research reference. Our review results also show that most
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of the approaches do not address traceability. We suggest that a traceability mechanism
should be proposed to create and maintain traceability links between requirements
elements and analysis model elements. In cases where intermediate models are used,
traceability links should also be derived all the way from requirements, through the
intermediate models, to the analysis model. Last, we also suggest that research on
transformation approaches address, in part through empirical studies, their quality
characteristics such as usability, efficiency, scalability, extensibility, and interoperability.

2.9 Other related work

There exist several works that were recently published and therefore were not included in
our systematic literature review. Smialek et al [93] propose an approach to automatically
transform use cases in restricted NL into sequence diagrams. Several simple
transformation rules are discussed in the paper. The approach requires a user to manually
parse NL sentences by indicating their subject and predicate. In addition, the user has to
manually construct a vocabulary that specifies all the subjects, verbs, objects of the
sentences. We can see that a substantial user effort is required to write use cases and
build the vocabulary. A tool has been developed and used in four industry areas to
validate the approach. Users' opinion on the tool was collected through questionnaire and
overall the users are positive to the tool. Gutiérrez et al [42] propose an approach to
generate activity diagrams from use cases. The objective is to eventually derive test cases
from automatically generated activity diagrams. Fortuna et al [37] propose an approach to
derive domain models (class diagrams) from formalized use cases, assuming a dictionary
specifying the objects involved in use cases exists. Substantial user effort is required
since most of the class diagram output is already part of the input. Ravenflow [85],
Visual Paradigm for UML [104], and CaseComplete [17] are three commercial tools
which can generate activity diagrams from textual requirements. Both have a different
objective than ours: helping analysts to elicit, specify and validate business-level
requirements by visualizing textual requirements as activity diagrams. None of these
more recent approaches are able to generate analysis class and sequence diagrams from
use case models.
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As discussed earlier, some approaches have been proposed to manually, semi-
automatically or automatically transform unrestricted or restricted requirements into
formal specifications (e.g., [66, 86, 103]) but their purpose is requirements analysis
instead of model generation. The similarity between this school of research and our work
is that Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques are applied to extract required
information from textual requirements. However, the objectives and outputs are different.
Non-automated methods (e.g., [18]) have been suggested to transform NL requirements
(for instance under the form of use cases) into models such as Use Case Maps [54] and
Statecharts [87].
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CHAPTER 3 RUCM

Use case modeling, including use case diagrams and UCSs, is commonly applied to
structure and document requirements. UCSs are usually structured, unrestricted textual
documents complying with a certain use case template. However, because UCSs remain
essentially textual, ambiguity is inevitably introduced. In this thesis, we propose a use
case modeling approach, called Restricted Use Case Modeling (RUCM), which is
composed of a use case template that merges several aspects of existing templates
(Section 3.2) and a set of well-defined restrictions to the use of plain language for
documenting UCSs (Section 3.3). The goal is two-fold: (1) restrict the way users can
document use case specifications in order to reduce ambiguity and (2) facilitate
automated analysis in order to provide tool support to derive initial analysis models,
which in UML are typically composed of class diagrams, interaction diagrams, and
possibly other types of diagrams and constraints. The related work is reported in Section
3.1. An example of applying our restriction rules and the template is provided in Section
3.4. The controlled experiment conducted to evaluate RUCM is discussed in Chapter 12.

3.1 Related work

Two streams of research relate to our work: use case templates (Section 3.1.1) and
restriction rules (Section 3.1.2).

3.1.1 Use case template

The concept of use case has been first introduced by Ivar Jacobson in 1986 to capture
functional requirements [50]. Since then, use cases have been widely accepted and use
case modeling techniques have evolved and matured. The concept of use case is part of
the UML (though UML does not support use case specification), which provides a use
case diagram to specify relations between use cases and between use cases and actors. As
the importance of use cases (requirements) is increasingly recognized, use case modeling
is more than a requirements specification technique; it drives the whole software
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development process as most activities (e.g., analysis, design, and test) start from use
cases. This is referred to as use case-driven software development [52].

It is a common practice to follow a use case template to structure UCSs, thereby helping
their writing, reading and reviewing. Various use case templates (e.g., [21, 52, 58, 59,
61]) have been suggested in the literature to satisfy different application contexts and
purposes. They share common fields such as: use case name, brief overall description,
precondition, postcondition, basic flow, and alternative flows. The template suggested in
[21] introduces additional fields such as scope, level (level of abstraction) and
stakeholders and interests. The Rational Unified Process (RUP) [58] suggests a template
with six fields: use case name, flow of events (basic flow, alternative flows), special
requirements (e.g., performance and security requirements), preconditions,
postconditions, and extension points. Kulak and Guiney [59] suggest a template that
includes an exception paths field: exception paths are distinguished from alternative
flows since they are paths taken when errors occur. Both Cockburn and Larman [21, 61]
mention that use cases can be written at different levels of details: brief, casual, and fully

dressed. The templates they propose are similar and composed of most of the fields that
have been proposed in the literature and that we mentioned previously. In addition, a
template for describing actors is proposed in [7], which consists of three sections: actor
name, description, and examples.

In addition to capturing requirements, use cases can also facilitate the automated
derivation of an initial analysis model - one of our goals. The systematic literature review
(Chapter 2) we conducted to examine techniques that transform textual requirements into
analysis models revealed that six approaches require use cases. The approach proposed in
[63] relies on the RUP use case template [58]. The use case template proposed in [95]
contains eight fields: title (i.e., use case name), primary actor, participants (i.e., secondary
actors), goal (i.e., brief description), precondition, postcondition, steps (i.e., basic flow
steps), and alternatives. An enriched use case template is proposed in [49], which is
composed of three sections: use case summary, basic flows, and alternative flows. The
use case summary section is further divided into four subsections: use case name, actors,
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cross-reference, and an overview of the use case purpose (may be used to describe non-
functional requirements). The cross-reference section is used to link the use case to high-
level requirements. A three-column structure (i.e., general, actor/system communication,
and system response) is introduced in this use case template to structure the steps of flow
of events. The general column describes general activities that are not supposed to be
implemented by the system but can help users better understand the use case. Steps in the
actor/system communication column specify actions performed by actors when
interacting with the system. The system response column represents reactions of the
system, including changes of state.

The use case template we propose in this thesis (Section 3.2) contains fields similar to
those encountered in conventional use case templates but with a few variations on the
structure of the flow of events. The motivation is to support the automated generation of
analysis models and to further reduce ambiguity. Our objective is to propose a new use
case template that not only complies as much as possible with conventional use case
templates but also facilitates the process of deriving analysis models. Therefore, we made
the following decisions: (1) We included fields commonly encountered in most
templates: use case name, brief description, primary actor, secondary actor, precondition,
postcondition, basic and alternative flows. (2) Some of the fields (e.g., scope, level, and
special requirements) proposed in the literature to capture requirements were excluded
since they do not help deriving analysis models. (They could easily be added though.) (3)
We excluded the fields that, on the one hand may increase the precision of UCSs but, on
the other hand require that the designer provide much more information than what is
actually needed for our purpose. In other words, we believe that the additional precision
does not warrant the additional cost, and that these fields do not bring clear advantages
with respect to our objectives. For example, the semantics of the three-column steps
modeling style proposed in [49] (discussed above) can actually be automatically derived
from UCSs by grammatically analyzing each sentence; therefore we made a design
decision not to include this style into our use case template. (4) Six interactions types
(five from [21], one we newly propose in this work) are suggested to describe action
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steps of flow of events. (5) Differing from most of existing use case templates that
suggest having one postcondition for one use case, our template enforces that each flow
of events (both basic flow and alternative flows) of a UCS contains its own
postcondition: the postcondition of the use case is simply the disjunction of all those
postconditions.

3.1.2 Restriction rules

In Section 2.6.5, we summarize and classify the restriction rules (also called writing
guidelines) applied in [92, 95, 98, 106], which propose transformations from
requirements to analysis models. In this thesis, we propose a total of 26 restriction rules
on the use of NL to document UCSs that complies with our use case template. Some of
these restrictions are the results of the systematic review (Section 2.6.5) we conducted
(see further details in Section 3.3); others are heuristics suggested in the literature on
writing use cases (e.g., [4, 11, 21]); last some of them are derived from our experience in
writing UCSs when attempting to reduce ambiguity and facilitating automated transition
to analysis models. None of the related work we looked at relies on a set of rules as
complete as the one we suggest.

Existing guidelines are recommended, based on practitioners' experience in writing
UCSs, to reduce ambiguities of UCSs or to facilitate the process of deriving analysis
models from them. We reused some of them, excluded others, recommended new ones,
and classified all the rules. For example, we excluded the rules that constrain
grammatical sentence structures, such as only allowing certain types of structures such as
subject-verb-object (e.g., [4, 22]), because these structures can be automatically obtained
by grammatically analyzing each sentence using a NL parser. We also excluded the rules
that put excessive constraints on wording. For example, one such rule suggests using "is a
kind of, "is specification of or "is generalization of to describe inheritance between
the subject and object of a sentence.
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Additionally, we explicitly describe why each of our restriction rules is needed either to
reduce ambiguities or facilitate the process of deriving analysis models, a crucial piece of
information that is often omitted in the literature. We also indicate how and where to

apply (Section 3.3) each of our restriction rules, another piece of information often left
out by most papers on the topic. Several rules we newly propose in this work are based
on our experience with several NL parsers (e.g., [101]) and are proposed because
sentences with certain structures cannot be correctly parsed. These rules can also help
reduce ambiguity of UCSs and therefore help to manually derive analysis models from
them. Furthermore, as opposed to many related works, our restriction rules are integrated
with our use case template together as a comprehensive solution for use case modeling:
several of our restriction rules refer to some of the features of our use case template
(Section 3.3).

3.2 Use case template

Our use case template has eleven first-level fields (first column of Table 6). The last four
fields are decomposed into second-level fields (second column of the last four rows). The
last column of each row explains the corresponding field(s). There is no need to further
discuss the first seven fields since they are straightforward and commonly encountered in
many templates. Below we focus the discussion on the Basic Flow field and the three
types ofAlternative Flows: specific, global, and bounded alternative flows.

A basic flow describes a main successful path. It often does not include any condition or
branching [61]. It is recommended to describe separately the conditions and branching in
alternative flows. A basic flow is composed of a sequence of steps and a postcondition.
Each UCS can only have one basic flow. The action steps can be one of the following
five interactions, which are reused from [21] except for the fifth:

1 . Primary actor-^ system: the primary actor sends a request and data to the system.

2. System-> system: the system validates a request and data.
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3. System-> system: the system alters its internal state (e.g., recording or modifying
something).

4. System-^primary actor: the system replies to the primary actor with a result.

5. System-^ secondary actor: the system sends requests to a secondary actor.

All steps are numbered sequentially. This implies that each step is completed before the
next one is started. If there is a need to express conditions, iterations, or concurrency,
then specific keywords, specified as restriction rules in Section 3.3, should be applied.

Alternative flows describe all the other scenarios or branches, both success and failure.
An alternative flow always depends on a condition occurring in a specific step in a flow
of reference, referred to as reference flow, and that reference flow is either the basic flow
or an alternative flow itself. The branching condition is specified in the reference flow by
following restriction rules (R20 and R22—Section 3.3). We refer to steps specifying such
conditions as condition steps and the other steps as action steps. Similarly to the basic
flow, an alternative flow is composed of a sequence of numbered steps. We classify
alternative flows into three types: specific, global, and bounded alternative flows. This
classification is adapted from [H]. A specific alternative flow is an alternative flow that
refers to a specific step in the reference flow. A bounded alternativeflow is an alternative
flow that refers to more than one step in the reference flow-consecutive steps or not. A
global alternativeflow (called general alternative flow in [1 1]) is an alternative flow that
refers to any step in the reference flow. Distinguishing different types of alternative flows
makes interactions between the reference flow and its alternative flows much clearer. For

specific and bounded alternative flows, a RFS (Reference flow Step) section, specified as
rule R19 (Section 3.3), is used to specify one or more (reference flow) step numbers.
Whether and where the flow of an alternative flow merges back to the reference flow or
terminates the use case must be specified as the last step of the alternative flow. Similarly
to the branching condition, merging and termination are specified by following restriction
rules (R24 and R25—Section 3.3). By doing so, we can avoid potential ambiguity in
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UCSs, caused by unclear specification of interactions between the basic flow and its
corresponding alternative flows. Each alternative flow must have a postcondition
(enforced by restriction rule R26—Section 3.3).

It is usual to provide a postcondition describing a constraint that must be true when a use
case terminates. If the use case contains alternative flows, then the postcondition of the
use case should describe not only what must be true when the basic flow terminates but
also what must be true when each alternative flow terminates. The branching condition to
each alternative flow is then necessarily part of the postcondition (to distinguish the
different results). In such a case, the postcondition can become complex and the
branching condition for each alternative flow is redundantly described (both in the steps
of flows and the postcondition), which therefore increases the risk of ambiguity in UCSs.
Our template enforces that each flow (both basic flow and alternative flows) of a UCS
contains its own postcondition and therefore avoids such ambiguity.

Table 6 Use case template

Use Case Name The name of the use case. It usually starts with a verb-
Brief Description Summarizes the use case in a short paragraph.
Precondition What should be true before the use case is executed.
Primary Actor The actor which initiates the use case.
Secondary Actors Other actors the system relies on to accomplish the services of the use case.
Dependency Include and extend relationships to other use cases.
Generalization Generalization relationships to other use cases.
Basic Flow Specifies the main successful path, also called "happy path".

Steps (numbered) Flow of events.
Postcondition What should be true after the basic flow executes.

Specific Alternative
Flows

Applies to one specific step of the basic flow.
RFS

Steps (numbered)
Postcondition

A reference flow step number where flow branches
from.
Flow of events.
What should be true after the alternative flow executes.

Global Alternative
Flows

Applies to all the steps of the basic flow.
Steps (numbered) Flow of events.
Postcondition What should be true after the alternative flow executes.

Bounded
Alternative Flows

Applies to more than one step of the basic flow, but not all of them.
RFS

Steps (numbered)
Postcondition

A list of reference flow steps where flow branches
from.
Flow of events.
What should be true after the alternative flow executes.
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3.3 Restriction rules

The restriction rules are classified into two groups: restrictions on the use of natural
language, and restrictions enforcing the use of specific keywords for specifying control
structures. The first group of restrictions is further divided into two categories according
to their location of application (see below). Each restriction rule is assigned a unique
number.

Seven restriction rules (R1-R7) constrain the use of natural language (Table 7): the table
explains why they are needed to reduce ambiguity. Notice that these rules apply only to
action steps; they do not apply to condition steps or preconditions or postconditions. The
other nine restriction rules (Table 8) apply to all sentences in a UCS: action steps,
condition steps, preconditions, postconditions, and sentences in the brief description.
Rules R8-R10 and Rl 6 are to reduce ambiguity of UCSs; the remaining rules specifically
facilitate automated generation of analysis models, though they can also help reduce
ambiguity. These two sets of restrictions are thought to be good practice for writing clear
and concise UCSs (e.g., [11,21, 90]) except for Rl 3 and Rl 5. We include these two rules
because we perceived that negative adverbs, negative adjectives, and participle phrases
are very difficult to parse for natural language parsers. R9 requires using words
consistently to document UCSs. A common approach to do so is to use a domain model
and glossary (e.g., [14, 61]) as a basis to write UCSs.

Table 7 Restriction rules (R1-R7)

Description Explanation
Rl

R2
R3

The subject of a sentence in basic and alter-
native flows should be the system or an actor.
Describe the flow of events sequentially.
Actor-to-actor interactions are not allowed.

Enforce describing flows of events correctly.
These rules conform to our use case template
(the five interactions).

R4 Describe one action per sentence. (Avoid
compound predicates.)

Otherwise it is hard to decide the sequence of
multiple actions in a sentence.

R5
Use present tense only. Enforce describing what the system does,

rather than what it will do or what it has done.
R6
R7

Use active voice rather than passive voice.
Clearly describe the interaction between the
system and actors without omitting its sender
and receiver.

Enforce explicitly showing the subject and/or
object(s) of a sentence.
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Table 8 Restriction rules (R8-R16)

Description Explanation
R8 Use declarative sentence only. "Is the system

idle?" is a non-declarative sentence.
Commonly required for writing UCSs.

R9 Use words in a consistent way. Keep one term to describe one thing.
RlO Don't use modal verbs (e.g., might)
RIl Avoid adverbs (e.g., very).

Modal verbs and adverbs usually indicate
uncertainty; Instead, metrics should be used
if possible.

R12 Use simple sentences only. A simple sentence
must contain only one subject and one predicate.

RB Don't use negative adverb and adjective (e.g.,
hardly, never), but it is allowed to use not or no.

R14 Don't use pronouns (e.g. he, this)
R15 Don't use participle phrases as adverbial

modifier. For example, the italic-font part of the
sentence "ATM is idle, displaying a Welcome
message", is a participle phrase.

Facilitate automated natural language
parsing and reduce ambiguity.

R16 Use "the system" to refer to the system under
design consistently.

Keep one term to describe the system;
therefore reduce ambiguity.

The remaining ten restriction rules (Table 9) specify control structures, except R26 that
specifies that each basic flow and alternative flow should have its own postcondition.
Rl 7 and Rl 8 specify keywords to describe use case dependencies include and extend.
Rl 9 specifies keyword RFS, which is used in a specific (or bounded) alternative flow to
refer to a step number (or a set of step numbers) of a reference flow that this alternative
flow branches from.

Rules R20-R23 specify the keywords used to specify conditional logic sentences (IF-
THEN-ELSE-ELSEIF-ENDIF), concurrency sentences (MEANWHILE), condition
checking sentences (VALIDATES THAT), and iteration sentences (DO-UNTIL),
respectively. The keyword IF-THEN-ELSE-ELSEIF-ENDIF can be used in three
different ways (these are specified as a grammar): 1) IF-THEN-ENDIF (appears in one
flow only), 2) IF-THEN-ELSE-ENDIF (everything is in one flow, or IF-THEN in one
flow and ELSE in an alternative flow), and 3) IF-THEN-ELSEIF-THEN-ELSE-ENDIF
(everything is in one flow, or IF-THEN in a flow and ELSEIF-THEN-ELSE-ENDIF in
an alternative flow). Keyword VALIDATES THAT (R22) means that the condition is
evaluated by the system and must be true to proceed to the next step. This rule also
requires an alternative flow describing what happens when the validation fails (the
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condition does not hold). Rules R20 and R22 are two complex rules, when compared
with the others of the same rule set, because both of them require that UCS designers
look at multiple steps in two different flows: the basic flow and an alternative flow.

R24 and R25 specify keywords ABORT and RESUME STEP to describe an exceptional
exit action and when an alternative flow goes back to its corresponding basic flow,
respectively. These two rules also specify that an alternative flow ends either with
ABORT or RESUME STEP, which means that the last step of the alternative flow should
clearly specify whether the flow returns back to the basic flow and where (using
keywords RESUME STEP followed by a returning step number) or terminates (using
keyword ABORT).

R17-R21 and R23 have been proposed in the literature and we reused them with some
variation. We add R22, R24 and R25 for the purpose of making the whole set of
restrictions as complete as possible so that flows of events and interactions between the
basic flow and the alternatives can be clearly and concisely specified. Applying this set of
rules facilitates automated NL processing (e.g., correctly parse sentences with our
specified keywords) and generating of analysis models, especially sequence diagrams
which also helps reducing ambiguity of UCSs (Chapter 7 and Chapter 8). The detailed
description of all the 26 restriction rules is provided in Appendix A.

Table 9 Restriction rules (R17-R26)

R17
R18
R19
R20

R21

Description
INCLUDE USE CASE
EXTENDED BY USE CASE
RFS
IF-THEN-ELSE-ELSEIF-
ENDIF
MEANWHILE

R22
R23
R24
R25

R26

Description
VALIDATE THAT
DO-UNTIL
ABORT
RESUME STEP

Each basic flow and alternative flow
should have its own postconditions.

3.4 Example

An example of use case descriptions documented with our use case template and
restriction rules are presented in Table 10. The original design of the use case
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descriptions is from [39]. We rewrote them by applying RUCM. As show in Table 10, the
use case withdraw Funds contains one basic flow, one specific alternative flow, one
bounded alternative flow, and one global alternative flow. The specific and bounded
alternative flows correspond to four basic flow steps containing the keyword
VALIDATES THAT. Notice that this is just one possible specification of the UCS
applying our template and restrictions; it is possible to have different but equivalent
specifications: for example, using the keyword IF-THEN-ELSE-ELSEIF-ENDIF instead
of VALIDATES THAT.
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Table 10 Use case Withdraw Funds

Use Case Name Withdraw Funds
Brief Description ATM customer withdraws a specific amount of funds from a valid bank account.
Precondition The system is idle. The system is displaying a Welcome message-
Primary Actor ATM customer
Secondary Actors None
Dependency INCLUDE USE CASE Validate PIN.
Generalization None
Basic Flow Steps

10

11
12

INCLUDE USE CASE Validate PIN.
ATM customer selects Withdrawal.
ATM customer enters the withdrawal amount.
ATM customer selects the account number.
The system VALIDATES THAT the account number is valid.
The system VALIDATES THAT ATM customer has enough funds in
the account.
The system VALIDATES THAT the withdrawal amount does not
exceed the daily limit of the account-
The system VALIDATES THAT the ATM has enough funds.
The system dispenses the cash amount.
The system prints a receipt showing transaction number, transaction
type, amount withdrawn, and account balance.
The system ejects the ATM card-
The system displays Welcome message.

Postcondition ATM customer funds have been withdrawn.
Specific
Alternative Flows

BFS 5-7

Postcondition

The system displays an apology message MEANWHILE the system
ejects the ATM card.
The system shuts down.
ABORT.
ATM customer funds have not been withdrawn.
The system is shut down.

Global
Alternative Flows

IF ATM customer enters Cancel THEN
1 The system cancels the transaction MEANWHILE the system ejects

the ATM card.
RESUME STEP Basic Flow 12

ENDIF
Postcondition ATM customer funds have not been withdrawn. The system is idle,

The system is displaying a Welcome message.
Bounded
Alternative Flows

BFS 8
1 The system displays an apology message MEANWHILE the system

ejects the ATM card.

Postcondition
ABORT.
ATM customer funds have not been withdrawn.
The system is displaying an apology message.
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CHAPTER 4 UCMETA

UCMeta is the intermediate model in aToucan, used to bridge the gap between textual
UCMods and UML analysis models. As a result, the transformation is divided into two
steps: the transformation from the textual UCMod to the intermediate model
(FormalizeUCM) and from the intermediate model to the analysis model
(GenerateUML). We chose not to directly transform textual UCMods to UML analysis
models because: 1) requirements are usually text-based and automated transformations
cannot be easily supported with unrestricted, textual requirements representations such as
UCMods, and 2) with the intermediate model, different types of diagrams can be
generated such as class, sequence, activity diagrams without repeating the inevitable step
of parsing the UCS NL sentences; thereby improving the overall efficiency of the
transformations.

We investigated whether one of the existing approaches to formalize use case models
(referred to as use case metamodels) could be the intermediate model of our method. The
approaches we found [25, 70, 78, 92, 102] fail to satisfy our objectives for one or more of
the following reasons: Significant NL information is not captured by the metamodel. No
sentence-level concepts can be described with the metamodel. We therefore propose a
use case metamodel, specified using Model Object Facility (MOF) [73], as the
intermediate model of our method. The decision of using MOF to specify our use case
metamodel is motivated by the following considerations: 1) MOF has been used to
describe the most commonly used metamodels like UML and therefore it can be used to
specify UCMeta, 2) UML is the target model of our transformation, thus facilitating the
transition from our intermediate model (also based on MOF) to UML with a simplified
tool implementation. This metamodel, denoted as UCMeta, captures all the necessary
information required for the subsequent transformation (GenerateUML), including a use
case diagram, a use case template, and NL information in textual UCSs. The NL
information covered by UCMeta comes from four resources: English grammar (e.g.,
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[40]), Linguistics (e.g., [13]), NLP books (e.g., [65]), and our experience on documenting
UCSs. UCMeta also complies with the restrictions and use case template of RUCM.

UCMeta consists of 108 metaclasses and is expected to evolve over time. In the rest of
the section, we describe its architecture and packages at a high level of abstraction. The
dictionary of the metaclasses of UCMeta is provided in Appendix B for reference. The
UCS in Table 10 is used as a running example. Notice that UCMeta could also be used,
as a formal specification language, for other purposes such as requirements analysis, not
the focus of this paper though.

4.1 Architecture

The architecture of UCMeta is hierarchical, containing three layers: Figure 9. The top
layer is package UCMeta, which imports four middle-layer packages: uml: :UseCases,
UCSTemplate, SentencePatterns, and SentenceSemantics. Package UCSTemplate
further imports package Sentencestructure (the third layer). UCMeta has been
architected with the following design principles in mind:

a) Modularity

We group all related concepts into packages by following the principle of strong
cohesion within a package and loose coupling between packages;

b) Layering

We decompose UCMeta into layers to form a hierarchical structure. For example, the
NL concepts are separated from the concepts of use case template, which are
separated from basic UML use case concepts. Changes to the middle layer impact the
top layer, but not the bottom layer;

c) Partitioning

We group concepts in a same layer into peer packages. For example, the middle
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layer of the architecture is partitioned into four packages.

; «import»
UCMeta
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Figure 9 Architecture of UCMeta

4.2 Packages

Package UCMeta Contains tWO metaclasses: UseCaseModel and UseCaseModelElement:
useCaseModei is composed of UseCaseModelElement and extends it, as shown in Figure
10. Metaclass UseCaseModelElement is used as the common superclass of all the
metaclasses of UCMeta; therefore metaclass UseCaseModel is also a subclass of
UseCasMode !Element.

I=d UseCaseModel
¦ modelEkmentj J UseCaseModelElement

tonarne ; String
iEjg description : String

Figure 10 Package UCMeta of UCMeta

UML: ¡useCases is a package of UML 2 superstructure [77], which defines the key
concepts used for modeling use cases: actors, use cases, and the system under design. As
shown in Figure 11, atm System is an instance of UseCaseModel composed of a set of
use cases, one of which is withdraw Funds (whose textual UCS is provided in Table 10
Use case Withdraw Funds).
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ATM System : UseCaseModel Withdraw Fund : UseCase

ATM Customer : Actor Precondition ? : UseCaseSpecification alt3 : GlobalAlternative

: BriefDescription : BasicFlow alti : SpecificAltemative alt2 : BoundedAlternative

Basic flow step 8 : ConditionCheckSentence : Postcondition

Figure 11 Example of package uCMeta

4.2.1 UCSTemplate

Package UCSTemplate models the concepts in the RUCM use case template (sub-package
Template in Figure 9), as shown in Figure 12: those concepts model the structure that
one can observe in Table 6. Metaclass UseCase of package uml: :UseCases is extended

by adding an association to metaclass UseCaseSpecification, which contains a
BriefDescription, a Preconditon, one or more FiowOfEvents, a primary actor (role

name primaryActor), and zero-to-many secondary actors (role name
secondaryActors). BriefDescription, Precondition, FiowOfEvents, and
Postcondition are all composed of Sentences. There are two types of flow of events:
BasicFlow and AiternativeFiow. Each use case must have one single BasicFlow and
zero-to-many AiternativeFiows. Each flow of events has a Postcondition, which is a
set of Sentences. There are three types of alternative flows: GlobalAlternative,
SpecificAltemative, and BoundedAlternative. An alternative may have a
condition, which is a sentence. A specific alternative flow corresponds to one step of
the reference flow (either the basic flow or an alternative flow itself). A bounded
alternative flow corresponds to more than one step of the reference flow. A global
alternative flow is an alternative flow that refers to any step in the reference flow. As
shown in Figure 11, the UCS of use case withdraw Funds has a
UseCaseSpecification that contains an instance of Precondition, an instance of
BasicFlow, an instance of BriefDescription, and three alternative flows (i.e., aiti,

ait2, ait3). Actor ATM Customer is the primary actor of the use case.
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Figure 12 Package Template of UCMeta

Package ucsTempiate (Figure 9) specifies three kinds of sentences: simple sentences
(metaclass simpieSentence), complex sentences (sub-package compiexSentence), and
special sentences (sub-package Speciaisentence). In linguistics, a simpieSentence has
one independent clause and no dependent clauses [13]: one Subject and one Predicate.
UCMeta has four types of CompiexSentences (Figure 13), which correspond to four
keywords that are specified in RUCM to model conditions (IF-THEN-ELSE-ELSEIF-
THEN-ENDIF), iterations (DO-UNTIL), concurrency (MEANWHILE) (e.g., Table 10,
Specific Alt. Flow, step 1), and validations (VALIDATES THAT) (e.g., Table 10, Basic
flow, step 5) of UCS sentences. As shown in Figure 11, one of the sentences of the basic
flow of use case Withdraw Funds is a ConditionCheckSentence. It corresponds to Step
8 of the basic flow, where "The system VALIDATES THAT the ATM has enough
funds." UCMeta also has four types of special sentences (Figure 14) to specify how flows
in a use case or between use cases relate to one another. They correspond to the keywords
RESUME STEP, ABORT (e.g., Table 10, Specific Alt. Flow, step 3), INCLUDE USE
CASE (e.g., Table 10, Basic flow, step 1), EXTENDED BY USE CASE, and RFS
(Reference Flow Step) (Table 10, RFS Basic flow 8).
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Figure 14 Package Speciaisentence of UCMeta

4.2.2 SentencePatterns

sentencePatterns is a package describing different types of simple sentence patterns.
Sentence patterns help uniquely specify the grammatical structure of sentences. We
classify sentence patterns into eight categories:

1) sv (subject-verb), e.g., Table 10, Specific Alt. Flow, step 2;

2) svc (subject-verb-complement), e.g., "The driver is added to the list of active
drivers";

3) svcc (subject-verb-complement-complement), e.g., "The system communicates
with database to identify the number";

4) SVDO (subject-verb-direct object), e.g., Table 10, Basic flow, step 2;

5) SVDOC (subject-verb-direct object-complement), e.g., "The system asks the
customer for password";
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6) svioDO (subject-verb-indirect object-direct object), e.g., "Customer sends the
system a request";

7) sviODOC (subject-verb-indirect object-direct object-complement), e.g., "The
system provides Sales an alternative part having enough stock";

8) SLVSubjectCompiti (subject-linking verb-subject complement), e.g., Table 10,
Precondition.

This classification is a refinement of five basic English sentence patterns proposed in
Linguistics (e.g., [13]) and English grammar books (e.g., [40]). We further refine each of
these eight categories into sub-categories. For example, sentence pattern svdo is further
refined into SysSubjVDO (the subject is 'the system' of the UCMod) and ActorSubjDO
(the subject is an actor). We also refine sentence patterns containing object complements
(i.e., svc, svcc, SVDOC, sviodoc) and subject complements (i.e., SLVSubjectCompit)
according to the different complement types they involve. For example, if the object
complement of a svdoc sentence is a prepositional phrase, then its sentence pattern is
identified as svDOObjppcompit (subclass of class svdoc). The complete taxonomy of
sentence patterns is provided in Appendix C, along with a formal specification for each
sentence pattern, including a brief description, a set of OCL expressions specifying
constraints between elements of sentences, the sub-taxonomy, and examples. As shown
in Figure 15, the condition of the condition check sentence Basic flow step 8 ("the
ATM has enough funds") is a simple sentence with sentence pattern svdo, with "the
ATM" as subject, "has" as its predicator, and "enough funds" as its direct object.
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Basic flow step 8 : ConditionCheckSentence alti : SpecificAlternative

SvsSubi condition : SimpleSentence : ActionSentence : Validation

The system : NounPhrase
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Figure 15 Example of package Sentencestructure

4.2.3 SentenceSemantics

sentenceSemantics is a package modeling the classification of sentences from the
aspect of their semantic functions in a UCMod. Each sentence in a UCS can either be a
ConditionSentence or an ActionSentence (subclasses of abstract class Function). If
the sentence is an action, then it must describe one of the following five transactions, of
which the first four are reused from [21]:

1) initiation: the primary actor sends a request and data to the system.

2) validation: the system validates a request and data.

3) internaiTransaction: the system alters its internal state (e.g., recording or
modifying something).

4) Response2PrimaryActor: the system replies to the primary actor with a result.

5) Response2SecondaryActor: the system sends requests to a secondary actor.

For example, Basic flow step 8 of use case Withdraw Funds is an Action
sentence with validation as its transaction type, as shown in Figure 15. The
formalization of the five sentence semantics is presented in Appendix D for
reference.
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4.2.4 SentenceStructure

Package SentenceStructure takes care of NL concepts in sentences such as subject,
object, verb, or Noun Phrase (NP). It is divided into three sub-packages: Sentence,
Phrase, and pos. As shown in Figure 9, package Sentence depends on packages Phrase
and pos. Package Phrase depends on package pos. This conforms to the hierarchical
structure of sentences in NL: sentences are formed of phrases and words, and phrases are
formed of words. As shown in Figure 16, package sentence models the concepts of the
top level constructs of a simple sentence (e.g., Subject) . A predicate is composed of a
Predicator, ZerO-tO-many Complement (SubjectComplt ?G ObjectComplt), Zero, one,
or two objects. There are two types of subject complements: NP complements
(subjNPCompit) and adjective phrase complements (subjAdjCompit). Five types of
ObjectComplt are considered in UCMeta: adjective phrase complements
(objAdjPCompit), prepositional phrase complements (objPPCompit), present and past
participle phrase complements (objingParticipieCompit and
ObjEdParticiplePhrase), and infinitive phrase complements (ObjInfinitiveComplt).

ÎlSmSellSSintir
I—a—* S *+ subiecW ?+ pie------------------ W^WWWiX

-H-

ActorSubj

+ actor,
TO

¡§sra

WT5
or

? + predicati?/ + predicator
0..2

Predicator
iE, «eAttribute» isNegative : EBoolean

MA- obiects ? + complements¦!¦?eee?e G:"?2?:?"'?;'"*µ'"""'"?^ß;^^^obiects ?+ con

Figure 16 Package SentenceStructure of UCMeta

As shown in Figure 17, package Phrase specifies five types of phrases, conforming to
the phrasal categories proposed in [13, 40]: NounPhrase, verbPhrase,
AdjectivePhrase, AdverbPhrase, and PrepositionalPhrase. VerbPhrase is further
classified into ParticiplePhrase, Inf initivePhrase, and GerundPhrase.
ParticiplePhrase has two types: EdParticiplePhrase and IngParticiplePhrase;
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representing past participle phrase and present participle phrase, respectively. Each
phrase is specified by following a specification pattern, which is composed of the head
of the phrase, the pre-Head-strings and post-Head-strings of the phrase. These
functional constituents [13, 40] are typed either by other phrases or parts of speech
presented in package pos.

Phrase

--,yeMtioüte·· pr>sHS : EStiing
, ,"«Atti toute·- postHS : EStiing

.v"eAttitout«" heacStiing : EStiing
p

ItemPhrase"?G Ädwert#t»ase |rAdJectivef*hr«ise 1 Preposttion3lPhra$e 1 VerbPtese
+ togfcSub'

?,.?
ST F+ logicSubj

0„1
GerundPhrase PartkipfePhrase || InfmittvePhrase

^J IngPartìtiptePhrase | ¡ EcfraftitiplePhrase

Figure 17 Package Phrase of UCMeta

For instance, as shown in Figure 18, the head of a noun phrase is a Noun. A noun phrase
may take a Determiner, an AdjectivePhrase, a Noun, and/or another NounPhrase as
pre-head-string. Its post-head-string can be a ParticipiePhrase, a
PrepostionaiPhrase, and/or an Inf initivePhrase. If a noun phrase contains an actor
(or "the system"), then the position of the actor is specified as the attribute
actorPosition (or sysPosition). For example, if a noun phrase is completely an actor,
then the attribute takes the literal isActor of the enumeration NPActorPositionType as

its value. Otherwise, if the noun phrase does not contain an actor, then the attribute takes
the literal NounActor; if the contained actor is in the pre-head-string, then the attribute
takes the literal preHeadstringActor; if the contained actor is in the post-head-string,
then the attribute takes the literal postHeadstringActor; if the contained actor is the
head of the noun phrase, then the attribute takes the literal headstringActor. The values
of the attribute NPSystemPositionType are assigned by following the same logic. For
example, an NP such as "a colorful paint on the wall" is composed of a determiner as a
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pre-head-string ("a colorful"), an adjective phrase as another pre-head-string ("colorful"),
a noun as head ("paint"), and a prepositional phrase as its post-head-string ("on the
wall").
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~ ^iurrtit^a NoneActoi
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Figure 18 Metaclass NounPhrase and its functional constituents

Package pos describes seven parts of speech (also called word classes) of a sentence:
Noun, Verb, Preposition, Adverb, Adjective, Conjunction, and Determiner. This
classification is commonly used and recommended in Linguistics (e.g., [13]), English
grammar (e.g., [40]), and NLP (e.g., [65]) books with little variation. For example, as
shown in Figure 15, the condition (simple) sentence of step 8 in the basic flow of Table
10 has an NP ("the ATM") as subject, its predicator is a possessive verb ("has"), and its
direct object is an NP ("enough funds") that has a noun ("funds") as head and an
adjective phrase ("enough") as pre-head-string.
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CHAPTER 5 FORMALIZEUCM

In this section, we discuss the transformation from the textual UCMod to the intermediate

model with respect to three aspects: its transformation rules (Section 5.1), algorithm
(Section 5.2), and traceability (Section 5.3). We refer to this transformation as the
FormalizeUCM activity in the remainder of the thesis.

5.1 Transformation rules

A UCMod is composed of a use case diagram and a set of UCSs. The use case diagram is
specified in UML: instances of the model elements of package uml: :UseCases; therefore
for this part no transformation is required. The rest of the section follows the structure of
the UCMeta architecture (Figure 10) to present the transformation rules.

5.1.1 UCMeta, UML::UseCases and UCSTemplate

By default, an instance of metaclass useCaseModei of package UCMeta is created to
contain all instances of metaclass useCaseModeiEiement and its subclasses, including
uml : : useCases, as previously discussed in Section 4.2.

There is no required transformation for package uml: :UseCases, since it is specified in
UML. However, it should be noted that a link between a use case and its corresponding
UCS should be established (instance of the association between metaclasses
UML: : UseCases : :UseCase and UseCaseSpecif ication), such as the link between

Withdraw Funds :UseCase and :UseCaseSpecif ication in Figure 11.

Each field of a textual UCS (Table 10) is transformed into its corresponding model
element of package UCSTemplate. The transformation is a straightforward one-to-one
mapping. The keywords specifying restrictions in textual UCSs map to different types of
SpeciaiSentences and CompiexSentences. For example, basic flow step 8 of Table 10
(containing keyword VALIDATES THAT) is transformed into an instance of
conditionCheckSentence, a type of complex sentence, as shown in Figure 11.
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5.1.2 SentenceStructure

Sentence structures are identified by a NL parser, the Stanford Parser [101]. Given a
sentence, the parser outputs its parse tree (with specific node types indicating syntactic
constituents of the sentence) and the grammatical dependencies of the sentence that
describe the relations of functional roles in the sentence (e.g., the dependency between
the subject and predicate). Our transformation further transforms these two outputs into
instances of the metaclasses in package SentenceStructure.

The transformation attempts to match a sub-path of the parse tree with a specific
sequence of types of nodes with dependency information to create those UCMeta
instances. For example, Figure 19 presents the parse tree and the three dependency
relations provided by the Stanford Parser for sentence 'The system is idle'. The predicate
of the sentence ('is idle') is identified when the parse tree of the sentence contains
ROOT-S-VP, where ROOT denotes the root of the parse tree, S (the syntactic tag
denoting 'Sentence') is the sub-tree of the ROOT tree, and VP (the syntactic tag denoting
'Verb Phrase') is one of the sub-paths of the parse tree. Notice that the identification of
the predicate of a sentence does not need the dependency information. However,
identifying subjects cannot be easily achieved just by analyzing the parse tree. Analyzing
the dependency information is also required. For example, the second dependency shown
in Figure 19 is with nsubj type, which denotes the dependency between the subject and
predicator of the sentence. With this dependency information, we can identify that the
main part of the subject of the sentence is 'system'. Now, we need to identify the sub-tree
of the parse tree that represents the subject of the sentence. In this particular example, the
sub-tree we are looking for is ROOT-S-NP, where NP is the noun phrase that forms the
subject (i.e., 'The system'). This is done through iterating over each leaf contained in the
sub-tree (e.g., 'NN' denoting Noun) to find a leaf with the value that matches the value of
the element 'system' of the nsubj dependency and then identify the sub-tree by tracing
back from the leaf node (i.e., 'NN') to its parent (e.g., 'NP'). By further analyzing the
sub-tree and the first dependency shown in Figure 19, we can then know that the subject
can be decomposed into the determiner ('The') and the noun ('system').
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Parse tree:

ROOT
I

NP VP

/\ /\
DT NN V AOJP

I ' 'VSZ JJ

I I i
The system is idle

Dependencies:
1. det (system, The)
2. nsubj (idle, system)
3. cop(idle, is)

Figure 19 An example of parse tree and dependencies

One can see that it is not trivial to relate the syntactic structure of a sentence represented
as a parse tree (e.g., noun phrase) to its functional roles specified in the dependency
information (e.g., subject) so that corresponding model elements in package
SentenceStructure can be correctly populated. To do so, a complex algorithm (Section
5.2) is required. In certain NLP contexts, this relation might not be important. However,
we need to generate an integrated intermediate model that captures all the information of
a UCMod, to facilitate the subsequent transformation (GenerateUML) (Chapter 6).

5.1.3 SentencePatterns and SentenceSemantics

The identification of sentence patterns and sentence semantics is performed once the
other transformations have been achieved, i.e., it relies on an existing UCMeta instance,
identifying patterns of metaclass instances and relationships. For example, a sentence
conforms to the svdo pattern if it has one subject, one action verb (the other possible kind
of verb is called a linking verb) as predicator, one direct object, without any complement.
As an example, the formal specification/identification in OCL of the sentence pattern
svdo is presented in Figure 20. As another example, if the subject of a simple sentence is
an actor, that actor is the primary actor of the use case containing this sentence, and either
the direct object or complements of the sentence contains 'the system', then the sentence
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has a high probability of describing an initiation (sentence semantics) where the
primary actor sends a request and data to the system: this is the case of sentence "the
customer requests the system to display account information." The formal
specification/identification of initiation is given in Figure 21.

Context SimpleSentence
self. sentencePattern.OclIsTypeOf (SVDO) implies
self .predicate .predicator . form. head.OclIsTypeOf (ActionVerb)
and self .predicate . object->size () =1
and self .predicae.object->exists (OclAsType (DirectObject) )
and self .predicate . complement->size ()=0

Figure 20 Formal specification/identification of svdo

Context Sentence

sentence . functionType .OclIsTypeOf (ActionSentence) and
self . transactionType . OclIsTypeOf (Initiation)
implies

self .OclAsTypeOf (SimpleSentence) . subject .OclIsTypeOf (Actor Sub j )
and

(
(sentence .predicate . object s ->size () >0 and
sentence .predicate . objects->exists

(obj I ob j .OclIsTypeOf (DirectSysObj ) )
)
or

(sentence .predicate . complements->size ( ) >0 and
sentence .predicate . complements->exists

(complt I complt .OclIsTypeOf (ObjPPComplt) and
complt . content . isContainingSystem ( )

)
)

)

isContainingSystem ( ) is used to check whether the content of the complement of the
sentence contains the string "the system".

Figure 21 Formal specification/identification of initiation

The sentencePatterns package (Section 4.2.2) of UCMeta is particularly designed to
group queries on the syntactic constituents and functional roles of a sentence (e.g., query
on the subject of a sentence), frequently involved in the transformation rules of the
transformation GenerateUML (Chapter 6). By doing so, the efficiency of the
transformation of GenerateUML can be largely improved. The SentenceSemantics
package (Section 4.2.3) captures the semantic meaning (e.g., condition sentence,
initiation sentence) of a sentence in the context of use cases. This kind of semantic
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information particularly helps simplify the generation of sequence diagrams (Chapter 8);
therefore the transformation rules for generating sequence diagrams (Table 13) can be
well-structured and the efficiency of the transformation can be improved.

5.2 Algorithm

As UCMeta is layered and partitioned, it is natural for our transformation algorithm to
follow a nested structure. Operation ParseUCM (Figure 22) is the top operation which
invokes operation ParseUCS to parse each UCS. Operation ParseUCS further invokes
operation ParseSimpleSentence to parse each simple sentence, which further invokes
other operations to parse predicates, subjects, etc.

Parsing a UCS consists in parsing its structure (i.e., template), thereby identifying actors,
brief description, flows, and the other template fields. The rules presented in Section
5.1.1 are used. While parsing flows, complex sentences (e.g., with a keyword like
VALIDATES THAT) and special sentences (e.g., with a keyword like ABORT) are
identified. Eventually, only simple sentences remain to be parsed and we rely on an off-
the-shelf NL parser for that task [101]: rules of Section 5.1.2 are used. Then, sentence
patterns and semantic types are identified (rules in Section 5.1.3).

5.2.1 ParseUCM and ParseUCS

These two operations are presented together as an activity diagram in Figure 22. The
transformation starts when the UCMod being parsed is imported. Parsing a UCS contains
two sequential steps: Parse use case template and Parse each simple sentence. The first
step contains three sequential sub-steps: Parse the UC template (applying transformation
rules described in Section 5.1.1), Parse complex sentences (identifying keywords like
VALIDATES THAT) and Parse special sentences (identifying keywords like ABORT).
The second step contains five sequential sub-steps. The first sub-step is to invoke the
functions provided in the NL parser to obtain the parse tree of the sentence. Then, the
dependencies of the parts of speech (describing the grammatical relations of POS) in the
sentence are obtained from the NL parser. With the parse tree and the dependencies, the
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simple sentence is parsed and transformed into instances of the model elements of
package SentenceStructure. After each simple sentence is parsed, the algorithm
identifies its sentence pattern. The last step is to identify the semantic type of each
sentence.

¦M Import the UOI to be parsed J A
t.

¦ \ < Parse each UCS of the UCM

î ? iparseusecasetemplate
%\ (&M Parse the UCtemplate p4 Parse complexsentences iJ Parse special sentences H5^A)

t 'f
W Parse each simple sentence

^\Get parse tree from the parser J-^f Getdependenciesfromthepaiser J—,
! \B^i Identify sentence semantics Wf Identify sentence pattern Wf Parse simple sentence using paiser 1

Figure 22 ParseUCM operation

5.2.2 ParseSimpleSentence

As shown in Figure 23, an activity diagram is used to present the algorithm of parsing a
simple sentence. The first two steps of parsing a simple sentence involve obtaining the
parse tree and the dependencies of the sentence from the NL parser. The algorithm
iterates over each child tree of the parse tree. If there is a child tree that has the syntactic
tag 'ADVP', then the child tree is identified as the adverb modifier of the sentence. If

there is a child tree with the syntactic tag 'VP', then the child tree is identified as the
predicate of the sentence. The operation ParseSimpleSentence is composed of a series of
operations to identify the subject, predicate, predicator, and modifiers of a sentence. The
algorithm in detail (pseoducode) is provided in Appendix E.
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(ö) FOReach child tree ofthe parse tree of the sentence

? fr°} IFchiid treeisTypeOBATAP) ¡' fe IF child fjeeJsTypeQKVP) ¡W Idenrjfysentencejype

f Parse adv modifier J f Identify subject head Wl Parse predicate W-f Parse predicatori
3

Figure 23 ParseSimpleSentence operation

5.3 Traceability

When deciding which traceability links to identify and record, one needs to find a
tradeoff between the effort to record them and maintain them, and the benefits in terms of

supporting change impact analysis, change assessment and management, and artifacts
comprehension. In our context, one set of traceability links from textual UCSs to
formalized UCSs (UCMeta) is straightforward: Fields of the use case template used to
document textual UCSs are simply linked to the corresponding metaclasses in UCMeta
during transformations. For example, field BriefDescription of the use case template is
linked to metaclass BriefDescription of UCMeta. A sentence in the brief description is
then linked to metaclass Sentence of UCMeta. These links are simple to establish and

maintain. The question is then whether it is worth having more detailed links. For
instance, a step in a flow could be linked to its constituents (e.g., subject) in the UCMeta
instance. With finer-grain links like those more detailed impact analysis could be
performed for instance. However, to maintain such links when the UCS changes would
require re-parsing the whole sentences, which defeats the purpose since then one can
establish new links right away: no time or effort would be saved. Research conducted by
Egyed et al. also indicates, based on the analysis results of three case studies, that "it can
be worthwhile to reduce the level of detail during tracing to save effort while the loss in
quality might still be acceptable" [30]. So we believe that it is not worth creating more
detailed traceability links than the straightforward ones mentioned earlier, and those
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simple links seem sufficient to perform typical traceability-based analyses, such as
impact analysis. Future work will investigate whether more detailed links are necessary.
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CHAPTER 6 GENERATEUML

GenerateUML transforms a formalized UCMod (i.e., an instance of UCMeta) into a
UML analysis model (i.e., an instance of the UML 2 metamodel). We classify
GenerateUML transformation rules into four categories: transformation rules for
generating the overall structure of the analysis model (rule set A), transformation rules
for generating a class diagram (rule set B), transformation rules for generating sequence
diagrams (rule set C), and transformation rules for generating activity diagrams (rule set
D). In this section, we discuss rule set A (Section 6.1), the overall algorithm of generating
analysis models (Section 6.2), and the traceability model applied (Section 6.3). The
detailed discussion of the generation of class, sequence and activity diagrams are
presented in Chapter 7, Chapter 8, and Chapter 9, respectively.

6.1 Rule Set A: Structure

This rule set is used to generate the overall structure of an analysis model. It relies on a
class taxonomy, originally specified by Jacobson et al. [51] and now part of modeling
practice [44] to specify class responsibilities: Boundary objects handle interaction
between the actors and the system; Entity objects are responsible for storing and
providing access to data; Control objects controls the interaction of participating objects
during the execution of a use case. In UML, these types of classes are specified with
stereotypes «Boundary», «Entity», and «Control».

In rule set A, an abstract «Control» class is generated for the UML model (rule AO),
with the same name as the model. It is the superclass of the «Control» classes
generated for each use case (rule Al, also conforming to one of the heuristics proposed in
[14]). A «Boundary» class is generated for each actor (rule A2). If a use case
specializes another use case, then the control class corresponding to the more specific use
case specializes the control class corresponding to the more general use case (rule A3).
The relationship between an actor and a use case is transformed into an association
between the control class corresponding to the use case and the boundary class
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corresponding to the actor (rule A4). A generalization between two actors is transformed
into a generalization between the corresponding boundary classes (rule A5). Rule A6 is
used to generate an instance of interaction for each use case.

The rules have some dependencies, thereby specifying orders of rules execution: Rules
Al, A2 and A6 depend on the execution of rule AO; A3 depends on the execution of Al;
A4 must execute after Al and A2; A5 executes after A2.

6.2 Algorithm

Transformation rule sets A, B, C and D are applied sequentially. Within each set, some
sequential constraints exist between rules (recall Section 6.1). Rules at the same level are
independent and can be executed in any sequence. However, since all the rules in
categories B, C and D are hierarchical—one rule may compose other rule(s), composition
relationships should be satisfied when the rules are executed. Structuring rules this way
facilitates the modification, addition, and deletion of rules and also simplifies the
algorithm.

6.3 Traceability

Traceability links are established between a formalized UCMod and the analysis model
generated from it while GenerateUML is performed. We adapted the traceability model
proposed in the traceability component (fr.irisa.triskell.traceability.model) of Kermeta

[55], by adding two subclasses (ucMReference and UMLReference) to the abstract class
Reference and simplifying class Message by only keeping one attribute value, as shown
in Figure 24. A TraceModel is composed of a Set of Traces, Messages, and References.
A trace connects a UCMod model element (source), i.e., an instance of ucMReference, to
a UML model element (target), i.e., an instance of UMLReference. When a
transformation rule is executed, one or more traces are created to link the source model
element(s) and the target model element(s). The rationale for establishing the links, i.e.,
the transformation rule being used, is recorded in attribute value of class Message.
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Figure 24 Traceability model
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CHAPTER 7 GENERATE CLASS DIAGRAMS

In this section, we discuss how aToucan automatically derive an analysis class diagram
from a use case model. We present the transformation rules (rule Set B) in Section 7.1,
followed by the algorithm (Section 7.2).

7.1 Transformation rules

Rule set B is further decomposed into two subsets: Bl and B2, which are executed
sequentially. Most of these rules implement heuristics proposed by Abbott [3] and
Software Engineering textbooks (e.g., [14, 60]), while others are based on our own
experience of deriving class diagrams from requirements. The automatically generated
class diagram for the ATM system is partially provided in Figure 25 and Figure 26. All
the entity classes are presented in Figure 26, where association names are omitted for
layout purpose. The control class withdraw Funds and its associated classes are
presented in Figure 25, where the attributes and operations of the entity classes are
omitted.

Ju ATM Customer

«Control»
yATMSjrstem _*£ntiiy»

ÎÊg îtate_displaying t=? Message
äqfcstatejdle ¿^ Welcome

^displays an apology message O
displays an apology message *

(Ll- r ^«Control* ^Entity»
y Withdraw Fund ^ Apology

% VALIDATES THAT Th e account numbirisv...
% VALIDATES THAT ATM customer ha; enou...
% VALIDATESTHAT The withdrawal amountd..s
¿!VALIDATES THAT The ATM has enough fun... ! „ j_
$! cancels the transaction ( ) ;
Rejects the ATM card Q
Ü selects Withdrawal through the system ( )
$¡| displays an apology message ()

shut; down ()
dispenses the cash amount () ; « ¦,
prints a receipt ()

is displaying a Welcome message

0..1 * „-Entity-
prints a receipt *?! Receipt

o,.:

;j& displays Welcome message ()

dispenses the cash amount

«Entity*
§ Am mint

ejects the ATM cardi

"¿Entity»
bsCash

¦Entity»
'.-i Card

«Entity»
ËJAtm

Figure 25 Class diagram automatically generated by aToucan for the ATM system
(Withdraw Fund Control class)
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Figure 26 Class diagram automatically generated by aToucan for the ATM system
(entity classes)

Seventeen rules, summarized in Table 11 (Bl), aim to identify entity classes, a subset of
the attributes and operations in these classes, and a subset of the class associations by
analyzing NPs. It consists of four main rules: B 1.1 -B 1.4. Rules B 1.1 and B 1.2 identify
entity classes from non-possessive and possessive NPs, respectively, and should execute
before rules B 1.3 and B 1.4. Rules B 1.3 and B 1.4 are further composed of five third level
rules, which identify attributes, operations, and associations by analyzing pre- and post-
heading strings of NPs when these NPs contain an actor (rule B 1.4) or not (rule B 1.3).
Rules B 1.3 and B 1.4 rely on seven other rules to handle different types of pre- and post-
heading strings. Note that the numbering of the transformation rules is based on their
hierarchical levels. For example, rule B 1.1 is a second level rule and therefore it can only
be contained by a first level rule. The first number of B 1.1 indicates which is higher level
rule containing it (i.e., Bl).

Let us use a couple of examples to illustrate some of the transformations performed by
these rules. As discussed in Section 4.2.4, a NP is composed of three constituents: the
mandatory head, an optional pre-head-string, and an optional post-head-string. If a NP
(e.g., "the account" in Step 6, Basic flow, Table 10) has a noun ("account") as its head
with only a determiner ("the") as its pre-head-string, then the NP is transformed into an
entity class (e.g., Account, Figure 26) by rule B 1.1.
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Otherwise, we have to further analyze the pre- and post- head strings to identify attributes,
operations, and associations. For example, one rule contained in rule B 1.3 specifies that
when one of the pre-head-strings of a NP is a noun and that noun has been transformed
into an entity class, say class A, during a previous transformation, and the head of the NP
or the NP itself has also been transformed into an entity class—all this constitutes the
pre-condition for rule B 1.0.0.1 (composed by rule B 1.0.1, which is composed by B 1.3),
then an association is established between these two entity classes. For example, consider
NP "the account number", which pre-head-string is "account". Assuming classes
Account and number already exist, applying the rule adds an association between them,
as shown in Figure 26.

Thanks to these rules in set Bl, we make sure that each NP is systematically analyzed
and its natural language information is well utilized to generate the model elements in the
class diagram.

Based on the results of rule sets A and Bl (i.e., a partially generated analysis model), rule
set B2 (Table 12) identifies additional attributes, operations and associations by further
analyzing sentences. B2 is composed of eleven rules (B2.l-B2.il), which handle
different types of sentence patterns and function types (condition or action sentences)
(Section 4.2.2 and Section 4.2.3). For example (precondition in Table 10), the sentence
"The system is idle" has a verb that links a subject and a subject complement, i.e., it is a
subject-linking verb-subject complement (which is represented by metaclass
SLVSubjectCompit): its subject is "the system", "is" is the linking verb, and "idle" is the
subject complement. When such a sentence is identified, rule B2.1 transforms the subject
complement ("idle") into an attribute (attribute idle) of the class representing the subject,
thereby indicating one of the states ofthat class. In this example (from Table 10), the
class representing the "the system" subject, called withdraw Funds after the use case
name, has been created by rule Al (as shown in Figure 25): recall that this rule creates a
«control» class for each use case to represent "the system", and executes before rules
in set B. For example, as shown in Figure 25, attribute state_idie was originally
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generateci for each control class corresponding to each use case. Then it was pulled up to
the super control class atm System. Rule B2.6 further relies on five rules to handle
different types of object complements: for instance, a prepositional phrase can be the
object complement of a sentence (metaclass objPPCompiet). This set of rules can be
considered complete in the sense that it complies with the taxonomy of sentence patterns
and the taxonomy of subjects and object complements specified in UCMeta (Section
4.2.2), which itself is complete since it is derived from the literature on linguistics.

We also specified rules to determine association multiplicities, which are not described in
Table 11 and Table 12. The multiplicity of the end of an association depends on the type
the article (indefinite ('a' or 'an') or definite ('the')) of the noun or NP where the entity
class connected to the end of the association is derived. More specifically, if the article is
an indefinite article, then multiplicity zero-to-many ('*') is assigned to the association
end; otherwise, multiplicity zero-to-one (?..G) is assigned. The multiplicity of an
association end can also be determined by the form (singular or plural) of the noun or NP;
plural nouns or NPs imply multiplicity zero-to-many ('*') while singular ones indicates
multiplicity zero-to-one CO. .V). These two general rules are used by rules in rule set B
when associations are generated. However, there exist several cases, where different rules
should be applied. When rules Bl.0.0.1, Bl.0.0.3 and Bl.0.0.5 (Table 11) are applied to
generate an association, both ends of the association are assigned multiplicity one (' 1 ').
For example, as shown in Figure 26, both ends of the association between classes
Account and Balance have multiplicity one (T), which are derived from NP "account
balance" in the UCSs using rule Bl.0.0.1. In terms of determining the navigation of an
association, all the rules except Bl.0.0.1 and B2.6.3 generate unidirectional associations.
The navigable end of a unidirectional association being generated by each of these rules
is indicated in Table 1 1 and Table 12.
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7.2 Algorithm

The algorithm for generating class diagrams are provided in Figure 27 to Figure 29.
Figure 27 presents the high-level algorithm for transforming a UCMod (an instance of
UCMeta) into a class diagram contained in the corresponding analysis model (an instance
of the UML 2.0 metamodel). The Trans form_CD function has one input parameter (i.e.,
ucModei:ucm: : useCaseModei - the use case model being transformed into the class
diagram) and one output parameter (i.e., umiModei:umi: : Model - the UML model
transformed from the UCMod). The algorithm first collects all noun phrases contained in
each use case specification of the UCMod. Then it sequentially invokes rules in rule sets
Bl and B2 (Section 7.1) to generate class diagram model elements. By generating class
diagrams based on the information of all the use cases, we make sure that we utilize all
the information of UCMod in a systematic way and therefore generate the most complete
class diagrams possible.

Operations invoke_ruie_Bi o and invoke_ruie_B2 o correspond to the composite
rules Bl and B2 in Figure 28 and Figure 29, respectively. Operation invoke_ruie_Bi o
further invokes rules B 1.1 -B 1.4 to identify entity classes, associations, attributes and
operations from all NPs, as shown in Figure 28. These four composite rules further
invoke other rules contained in them, which are omitted from the algorithm in Figure 28.
As shown in Figure 29, operation invoke_rule_B2 () invokes different types of rules
according to the types of sentences. For example, if a simple sentence is a svdo action
sentence, then rule B2.4 is invoked to generate corresponding model elements (Figure 29).
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Algorithm Transform (ucModel:um::UsesCaseModel) : umlModel
Input ucModel : ucm::UseCaseModel — The UCMod being transformed into a class diagram
Output umlModel : uml: :Model — The UML model transformed from the UCMod
Declare allNPs : Set(ucm::NounPhrase) — all noun phrasess contained in the UCMod
Begin

1 . allNPs <-getAHNounPhrases (ucModel)
2. invoke_rule_Bl (allNPs)
3. invoke_rule_B2(ucModel)
4. return umlModel

End

Figure 27 Transformation algorithm for generating class diagrams
Operation invoke_rule_Bl(allNPs:Set(ucm: :NounPhrase))

allNPs.each{np : ucm:: NounPhrase
if (np.equals(ucm::UseCaseNL::NPSystemPostitionType.NoneSystem)

and np.equals(ucm: :UseCaseNL: :NPActorPositionType.NoneActor)) then
if (np.preHeadString.size ==0 or (np.preHeadString.size ==1 and

np.preHeadString.one.isInstanceOf(ucm: :Determiner)) and np.postHeadString.size()==0)
then

invokeruleB 1 . 1 (np)
else

if (np.preHeadString.size>0 and np.preHeadString.exists{preHead |
preHead. isInstanceOf(PossessiveNone) } )

then
invokeruleB 1 .2(np)

else
invokeruleB 1 . 3 (np)

end
end

end

if not np.actorPosition.equals(UseCasesNL: :NPActorPositionType.NoneActor) then
invokeruleB 1 .4(np)

end
}

End

Figure 28 Transformation algorithm for generating class diagrams -
invokeruleBl

Operation invoke_rule_B2(ucModel:ucm::UseCaseModel)
sens : Set(ucm::SimpleSentence)
csens : Set(ucm::ComplexSentence)
ucModel.modelElements.select{ele | ele.isInstanceOf(ucm::UseCase)}.each{uc |

sens^-getAHSimpmleSentences(uc.specification)
csens4-getAHComplexSentences(uc.specification)
sens.select{sen|sen.functionType.isInstanceOf(ucm::ConditionSentence)}.each{csen|

if csen.container.isInstanceOf(PreCondition) or csen.container.isInstanceOf(PostCondition)
then

if csen.pattern.isInstanceOf(SVDO) then invoke_rule_B2.2(csen, uc.specification) end
end

if csen.pattern.isInstanceOf(SVC) and csen.pattern.isPassiveSentence then
invoke_rule_B2.2(csen, uc.specification)

end
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}
sens.each{sen|

if sen.pattern.isInstanceOf(SLVSubjectComplt) then
invoke_rule_B2.1(sen, uc.description) end

if sen.pattern.isInstanceOf(SV) then
if sen.pattern.isPassiveSentence then

invoke_rule_B2.7(sen, uc.description)
else

invoke_rule_B2.3(sen, uc.description)
end

end
if sen.pattern.isInstanceOf(SVDO) then invoke_rule_B2.4(sen, uc.description) end
if sen.pattern.isInstanceOf(SVIODO) then invoke_rule_B2.5(sen, uc.description) end
if sen.pattern.isInstanceOf(SVDOC) or sen.pattern.isInstanceOf(SVIODO) then

invoke_rule_B2.6(sen, uc.description) end
if sen.pattern.isInstanceOf(SVC) then

if sen.pattern.isPassiveSentence then invoke_rule_B2.8(sen, uc.description)
else invoke_rule_B2.1 l(sen, uc.description) end

end
if sen.pattern.isInstanceOf(SVCC) then invoke_rule_B2.9(sen, uc.description) end

}
csens.select {senjsen.isInstanceOf(ucm::ConditionalCheckSentence)}.each{sen |

invoke_rule_B2. 1 0(sen, uc.description)}
}

End

Figure 29 Transformation algorithm for generating class diagrams -
invoke rule B2
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CHAPTER 8 GENERATE SEQUENCE DIAGRAMS

In this section, we discuss how aToucan automatically derive analysis sequence diagrams
from a UCMod. The transformation rules are discussed in Section 8.1 and the algorithm
is presented in Section 8.2.

8.1 Transformation rules

The transformation from an instance of UCMeta to sequence diagrams involves 18 rules,
summarized in Table 13. Note that these transformations rely on the identification of
classes and operations of a class diagram, as previously discussed in Chapter 7. The
indentation of rules in Table 13 indicates some rules (composite rules) are composed of,
and therefore invoke other rules (atomic rules), e.g., composite rule Cl invokes atomic
rules C1.1-C1.6. Rules C1-C3 process three types of sentences: simpieSentence,
ComplexSentence, and SpecialSentence.

Rules C 1.1 -C 1.6 process seven of the eight different types of simple sentences, e.g., sv,

svc (Section 4.2.2). SLVSubjCompit (subject-link verb-subject complement) sentences
(e.g., "The system is idle") are condition sentences and are therefore not included in this
rule set. These sentences appear in pre- and post-conditions, or in complex sentences
(e.g., condition check sentences and conditional sentences handled by rules C2.1 and
C2.2, respectively).

Rule C 1.1 generates a self-message on the system lifeline for sentences with pattern sv.
These sentences all have type internaiTransaction and their subject is therefore
always "the system". We generate a lifeline in each sequence diagram to represent "the
system", which we refer to as "the system lifeline" in the rest of this paper. Sentences
with patterns svc, svcc, svdo, svdoc, sviodo, and sviodoc, handled by rules C1.2-C1.6,
might have four different transaction types: Initiation, InternaiTransaction,
ResponseToPrimaryActor, and ResponseToSecondaryActor (Section 4.2.3). Each rule
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generates different UML sequence diagrams elements according to this transaction type.
For example, if the sentence pattern of a simple sentence is svdo and its transaction type
is initiation, then rule Cl.4 generates two sequential messages: one from the actor
lifeline to the actor boundary lifeline and one from the boundary lifeline to the system
lifeline. The rationale is that the primary actor sends a request and data to the system in
an initiation sentence (Section 4.2.3) and therefore the subject of the sentence is
always the primary actor of the use case and its direct object must be the system. The
condensed notation "actor lifeline (subject) -> actor boundary lifeline -> the system
lifeline (direct object)" in Table 13 represents these two sequential messages. If the
transaction type of the sentence is internaiTransaction then only one message from
the system lifeline to the lifeline representing the class identified from the object of the
sentence (Section 4.2.3) is generated. Notice that if such a lifeline does not exist, it is
created (the classifier is the class derived from the object of the sentence) and a create
message from the system lifeline to this newly created lifeline is generated. For example,
the internaiTransaction sentence (i.e., basic flow, step 9, in Table 10) includes object
"the cash amount", which is a noun phrase with noun "amount" as its head. This noun is
identified as a class (Figure 26). According to rule C 1.4, a lifeline representing entity
Class Amount (i.e., «Entity»: Amount) IS generated and a message (i.e., 8 : dispenses
the cash amount) from the system lifeline (i.e., «Control» !Withdraw Funds) to the
newly created lifeline is created, as shown in Appendix G, Figure 101. If the transaction
type of the sentence is ResponseToPrimaryActor or ResponseToSecondaryActor, then
the subject of the sentence is always "the system" and the object of the sentence is either
the primary actor or a secondary actor. Therefore, two sequential messages are generated
from the system lifeline to the actor boundary class lifeline and then from it to the actor
lifeline.

Rule C2 invokes rules C2.1-C2.4 to process four different types of complex sentences. If
the action of the sentence of a condition check sentence (containing keyword
VALIDATES THAT) is initiated by the system, then a self message (e.g., message 3,
Appendix G, Figure 101) is generated at the system lifeline, otherwise a message is
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generated from the system lifeline to the actor lifeline (rule C2.1). An instance of the
"opt" CombinedFragment is generated for the alternative flow branching from the
sentence14. This combined fragment contains an instance of interactionUse which
refers to the instance of interaction generated to contain the alternative flow actions
(e.g., interaction Bounded Alternative Flow, Appendix G, Figure 103). Rule C2.2
processes conditional sentences containing keyword IF-THEN-ELSE-ELSEIF-END. An
"alt" CombinedFragment is generated and conditions of the sentence (i.e., IF and/or
ELSEIF conditions) map to the guards of each operand and the THEN and ELSE actions
are mapped to sequence diagram elements in the corresponding operands. Rule C2.3
transforms a parallel sentence into an instance of the "par" CombinedFragment. Each
sentence connected by keyword MEANWHILE maps to an operand of the "par"
combined fragment. For example, step 1 of the specific alternative flow in Table 10 is
transformed into an instance of the "par" CombinedFragment containing two sets of
concurrent messages, as shown in Appendix G, Figure 104. Rule C2.4 transforms an
iterative sentence into an instance of the "loop" combined fragment.

Atomic rules C3.1-C3.4 process special sentences containing keywords INCLUDE USE
CASE, EXTENDED BY USE CASE, ABORT, and RESUME STEP. For example, step
3 of the specific alternative flow (Table 10) is transformed into a destroy message in
Appendix G, Figure 104.

Rule C4 processes global alternative flows, which refer to any step in the reference flow
(Table 10). Such a behavior is very hard to model in sequence diagrams: one would need
a "opt" combined fragment for each message, which would clutter the diagram. Activity
diagrams are a better solution to model this (Chapter 9). Our current solution is to
generate an "alt" combined fragment. One of its operands covers all the messages of the
reference flow and the rest covers the messages generated for the alternative flow steps.
For example, an "alt" combined fragment is generated for the global alternative flow

14 RUCM requires that an alternative flow branching from the condition check sentence is specified to
describe what happens when the validation fails.
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(Table 10). Operand [if not: atm customer enters Cancel] of the combined

fragment covers all the elements in the basic flow and operand else contains interaction
use Global Alternative Flow, which refers to another interaction covering all the
elements corresponding to the steps of the global alternative flow (Appendix G, Figure
102). Also notice that the other two types of alternative flows (i.e., specific and bounded
alternative flows) are taken care of by the rules transforming ConditionCheckSentence

and Conditionaisentence complex sentences.

As we will discuss in Section 6.2, transformation rule sets A, B, C and D are applied
sequentially. However, while sequence diagrams are being generated, the class diagram
already created is further refined by adding more operations. When a message is
generated, our approach looks for an operation in the class (the type of the message
receiving object) that matches to the description (text) of the part of the sentence (e.g., the
predicate). If such an operation does not exist in the class, a new operation is generated,
thus refining the class diagram. Also note that by doing so, the class and sequence
diagrams are also kept consistent to each other.
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Table 13 Summary of rule set C
Rule# Description

Cl Invoke rules C 1.1 -C 1,6 to process seven (of eight) types of simple sentence.
InternalTransaction-generate a self-message at the system lifelineCl.l (SV)

C1.2 (SVC) Initiation-generate two sequential messages: actor lifeline (subject) -> actor boundary class
lifeline -> system lifeline (complement). InternalTransaction-generate a self-message for
system lifeline. ResponseToPrimaryActor/ResponseToSecondaryActor-generate two
sequential messages: system lifeline (subject) -> boundary class lifeline of actor (complement) -> the
actor.

C1.3 (SVCC) Initiation-generate two sequential messages: actor lifeline (subject) -> actor boundary class
lifeline -^ system lifeline (one of the complements). InternalTransaction-generate a self-
message for system lifeline. ResponseToPrimaryActor/Response-ToSecondaryActor-
generate two sequential messages: system lifeline (subject) -^ boundary class lifeline of actor (one of
the two object complements) -> the actor.

C1.4 (SVDO) Initiation-generate two sequential messages: actor lifeline (subject) -> actor boundary class
lifeline -> system lifeline (direct object). InternalTransaction-generate a message from the
system lifeline to the object class lifeline. ResponseToPrimaryActor/ResponseTo-
SecondaryActor-generate two sequential messages: the system lifeline (the subject) -^ the
boundary class lifeline of the actor (the object) -> the actor lifeline.

C1.5
(SVDOC)

Initiation-generate two sequential messages: actor lifeline (subject) -> actor boundary class
lifeline -> the system (direct object) lifeline. InternalTransaction-generate a message from the
system lifeline to the object class lifeline. ResponseToPrimaryActor/ResponseTo-
SecondaryActor-generate two sequential messages: the system lifeline (the subject) -> the
boundary class lifeline of the actor (the object or the object complement) -^ the actor lifeline.

C1.6
(SVIODO
SVIODOC)

Initiation-generate two sequential messages: actor lifeline (subject) -^ actor boundary class
lifeline -> system lifeline (indirect object). InternalTransaction-generate a message from the
system lifeline to the indirect object class lifeline. ResponseToPrimary-
Actor/ResponseToSecondaryActor-generate two sequential messages: system lifeline (the
subject) -> boundary class lifeline of the actor (the indirect object) -> the actor lifeline.

C2 Invoke rules C2.1-C2.4 to process complex sentence types.
C2.1 ConditionCheckSentence-if the sentence contains an actor to execute the action, generate two

sequential messages: the system lifeline (the subject) -> the boundary class lifeline of the actor -> the
actor lifeline. If the sentence executes the action by itself, generate a self message at the system lifeline.
Generate a "opt" combined fragment for the alternative flow branching from the sentence and do the
following: 1) generate an interaction, 2) generate an interaction use contained in the combined fragment
referring to the newly generated interaction, and 3) invoke rules C1-C3 to generate messages for the
sentences contained in each alternative flow.

C2.2 ConditionalSentence-generate an "alt" combined fragment and invoke rules C1-C3 to generate
messages for the sentences contained in THEN actions and ELSE actions. Conditions of the sentence
(e.g., IF condition) map to the conditions of the "alt" combined fragment. If a partial of the sentence
(e.g., ELSEIF-THEN) contained in an alternative flow, then a set of messages is generated for the
sentences of the alternative flow and contained in the combined fragment.

C2.3 ParallelSentence-generate a "par" combined fragment and invoke rules C1-C3 to generate
messages for the sentences connected by the keyword MEANWHILE.

C2.4 IterativeSentence-generate a "loop" combined fragment and invoke rules C1-C3 to generate
messages for the sentences in the loop

C3 Invoke rules C3.1-C3.4 to process each special sentence.
C3.1 IncludeSentence-generate an interaction use referring to the interaction corresponding to the

included use case and place the interaction use where the special sentence is invoked.
C3.2 ExtendSentence-generate an interaction use referring to the interaction corresponding to the

extending use case and place the interaction use where the special sentence is invoked.
C3.3 AbortSentence-generate a destroy message pointing to the system lifeline.
C3.4 ResumeBackSentence-generate a gate message referring to resume-back-step (message).

C4 Process global alternative flows. The rule also invokes rules C1-C3 to process the steps contained in the
global alternative flows.
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8.2 Algorithms

Figure 30 presents the high-level algorithm for transforming each use case of a use case
model into sequence diagrams contained in the corresponding analysis model.

The Trans form_SD function has two input parameters: the use case model being
transformed into sequence diagrams (instance of metaclass useCaseModei of ucMeta:
ucModei) and the UML analysis model to contain sequence diagrams to be generated
(instance of metaclass Model of the UML 2 metamodel). The function outputs the refined
UML analysis model (umiModei) containing the generated sequence diagrams for each
use case of the use case model. It starts by iterating over each use case of the use case
model to invoke_ruie_co ( ) to generate sequence diagrams for each use case. The basic
idea of lines 1-5 is to process included or extending use cases of a use case beforehand.
By doing so the including and extended use case can refer to these included or extending
use cases through instances of interactionUse; therefore the efficiency of the algorithm
is improved. Operation invoke_ruie_co () corresponds to the composition rule CO in
Table 13. It starts by processing the global alternative flow(s) of a use case by invoke rule
C4 (lines 6-8). Then the operation iterates over each step of the basic flow of the use case
and invokes different rules according to the types of the step sentences (lines 9-13). If the
sentence is a simple (complex, or special) sentence then rule Cl (C2 or C3) is invoked.
Operations invoke_rule_Cl () , invoke_rule_C2 () , and invoke_rule_C3 () further
invoke rule sets Cl. 1-1.6, C2. 1-2.4, and C3. 1-3.4, respectively, to process different types
of simple, complex and special sentences.
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Algorithm TransformSD (ucModehucm : : UseCaseModel , umlModekuml : : Model)
Input ucModel : ucm::UseCaseModel — The use case model being transformed into sequence
diagrams
Output umlModel : uml::Model — The refined UML model containing generated sequence diagrams
Begin
1. ucModel.modelElements.selectje | ucm: :UseCase.isInstanceOf(e)}.each{uc |
2. if uc. include. size >0 then uc.include.forAll{u | invoke_rule_0(u. addition, umlModel)}
3. else if uc.extend.size >0 then uc.extend.each{u | invoke_rule_0(u.extendedCases, umlModel)}
4. else invoke_rule_CO(uc, umlModel) end
5. }
End

Operation invoke_rule_CO(uc:ucm: : UseCase, umlModekuml : : Model)
Declare: basicFlow : ucm : : BasicFlow — The basic flow of the use case

altFlows : Sequence(ucm: : AlternativeFlow) — The alternative flows of the use case
bfsteps : OrderedSet(ucm : : Sentence) — The steps of the basic flow of the use case

Begin:
6. altFlows.each{alt¡
7. if alt.isInstanceOf(ucm: : GlobalAlternative) then invoke_rule_C4(s, interaction, uc)
end
8. }
9. bf_steps.each{s|
10. if s.islnstance0f(ucm : : SimpleSentence) then invoke_rule_Cl(s, interaction, uc) end
11. if s.islnstance0f(ucm : : ComplexSentence) then invoke_rule_C2(s, interaction, uc) end
12. if s.isInstanceOf(ucm : : SpecialSentence) then invoke_rule_C3(s, interaction, uc) end
13 }
End

Figure 30 Transformation algorithm for generating sequence diagrams
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CHAPTER 9 GENERATE ACTIVITY DIAGRAMS

Use case modeling, through use case diagrams and use case textual specifications, is
commonly applied to structure and document requirements (e.g., [58]). In this context,
UML Activity diagrams are often used to: 1) Visualize use case scenarios to better
understand and analyze them (e.g., [85]), which becomes paramount when use cases are
large and complex; 2) Model business processes, work and data flows, of which
information is embedded in use case descriptions (e.g., [15]); 3) Complement analysis
models by providing an additional, complementary view to class and interaction diagrams
(e.g., [33]), and 4) Generate test cases complying with use cases (e.g., [71]). Automated
support to transform a use case description into an (initial) activity diagram is therefore
important.

In this section, we focus on the RUCM to activity diagrams transformation of aToucan.
Specifically, aToucan can automatically generate two types of activity diagrams for each
use case: A detailed activity diagram shows the main use case flow as well as all
alternative flows in one activity diagram; An overview activity diagram, on the other
hand, only details the main use case flow while the alternative flows are detailed in parts
of the sequence diagram aToucan generates for the use case. The activity diagram of the
main flow refers to parts of the sequence diagram thanks to the UML 2.0 notions of
CaiiBehaviorAction and interaction. Overview activity diagrams therefore help to
handle complexity in use case descriptions (complex flows, numerous flows). Our
approach can also automatically attach data flow information to generated (overview or
detailed) activity diagrams. This is useful to measure complexity or facilitate data flow-
based testing for instance [105].

The rest of the section is organized as follows. We present an overview of the approach
for the generation of activity diagrams in Section 9.1 and then detail transformation rules
(Section 9.2), transformation algorithm (Section 9.3) and traceability (Section 9.4).
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9.1 Overview

In this section, we use Figure 3 1 as a running example. It shows a piece of the use case
description of Table 10: Figure 31 (a). The first transformation is to automatically
transform a textual UCMod (Figure 3 1 (a)) into an instance of UCMeta (Figure 3 1 (b))
through a set of transformation rules. For example, basic flow step 8 of Figure 31 (a) is
transformed into an instance of ConditioncheckSentence (Figure 31 (b)). Notice in
Figure 31 (b) that this ConditioncheckSentence instance is linked to a BasicFlow

instance (step 8 is part of the basic flow in Table 10) of the UseCaseSpecification of
UseCase withdraw Funds. Figure 31 (b) does not show how the sentence of step 8 is
further transformed into instances of UCMeta (e.g., verb, subject).

Second, the UCMeta instance is automatically transformed into a UML analysis model
through another set of transformation rules. The (UML 2.0) analysis model contains a
class diagram, and a sequence and an activity diagram for each use case. Generating class
and sequence diagrams is discussed in Chapter 7 and Chapter 8, respectively. In this
section, we particularly focus on the transformation to activity diagrams.

As mentioned earlier, two types of activity diagrams can be generated for a use case, i.e.,
from an instance of UCMeta. A detailed activity diagram shows the main use case flow
as well as all alternative flows in one activity diagram: Figure 31 (d); whereas an
overview activity diagram only details the main use case flow while the alternative flows

are detailed in parts of the sequence diagram generated for the use case (instances of
interaction): Figure 31 (c). To illustrate the difference, first note that the parts of
Figure 3 1 (c) and (d) highlighted with rectangles detail the main flow of the use case in
the same way: one can recognize step 8 ("The system validates that ...") followed
by a decision node (the validation may be successful or not). In the detailed activity
diagram (Figure 31 (d)) the alternative flow (i.e., when the validation fails) is specified in
its entirety (circled set of nodes). Instead, in the overview activity diagram (Figure 31
(c)), the alternative flow leads to a node labeled ref interaction ..., specifying that the
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alternative flow can be obtained from an interaction, specifically from a part of the
sequence diagram aToucan generated for the use case.

'6)111? S)-BiXm-.-! umni BJinATiffM customer has enough funds in the
account. 7) The system VALIDATES THAT the withdrawal amount does not
exceed the daily lim it of the account) S) The system VALE)ATES THAT the ATM]
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Figure 31 Running example - activity diagram generation

Overview activity diagrams are similar to UML Interaction Overview Diagrams [75] in
the sense that both use CaiiBehaviorAction referring to instances of interactions of
sequence diagrams. However, UML Interaction Overview Diagrams only "focus on the
overview of the flow of control where the nodes are interactions or

interactionUses" [75] while our Overview Activity Diagram can contain other activity
nodes SUCh as instances Of CallOperationAction.

During the transformations, two sets of traceability links are established: between the
elements in the textual UCMod and the elements of the instance of UCMeta, and between

these instances and the model elements of the UML analysis model. For instance, step 8
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of the use case specification of Table 10 is linked to the ConditionChecksentence
instance highlighted in Figure 3 1 (b), which is itself linked to the activity nodes labeled 8
(The System ...) in Figure 31 (c) and (d). Notice that when necessary, direct traceability
links between the textual UCMod and the analysis model can be easily derived from the
transitive closure of these two sets of traceability links.

9.2 Transformation Rules

The transformation from an instance of UCMeta to activity diagrams involves 19 rules,
summarized in Table 14. Subscripts on rule numbers (Column 1, Table 14) indicate the
type of the rule: "c" and "a" denote composite and atomic rules, respectively; a composite
rule is decomposed whereas an atomic rule is not.

Rule Dl invokes rules D 1.1 -D 1.4 to generate an activity diagram for each use case. Rules
D1.1-D1.3 process three types of sentences: simpieSentence, compiexSentence, and
SpecialSentence. Rule D1.4 processes the GlobalAlternativeFlowS of a USe case.
Rules D 1.5 and D 1.6 transform the precondition and the postcondition of a use case into
instances of Constraint (a metaclass of the UML 2.0 metamodel) attached to the
generated activity (precondition) and corresponding FiowFinaiNode (postcondition).
Atomic rules D 1.2.1 -D 1.2.4 are invoked by composite rule D 1.2 to process four different
types of complex sentences that lead to different control flows in the activity diagram
(e.g., decision node in rule Dl.2.1). Atomic rules D1.3.1-D1.3.4 are invoked by rule Dl.3
to process four different types of special sentences: to specify include and extend
relations between use cases, to specify abort and resume. Rule D 1.4 transforms a global
alternative flow. Recall that a global alternative flow refers to any step in the reference
flow (Section 3.1.1). For example, the global alternative flow of use case Withdraw
Funds (Table 10) refers to every step of the basic flow; the ATM customer can cancel the
transaction at any time of the execution of the use case. To model this in an activity
diagram, we transform the flow into an instance of AcceptEventAction,
interruptibieActivityRegion and a set of actions corresponding to the steps ofthat
flow. AcceptEventAction is an action that waits for the occurrence of an event meeting
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a specified condition" [75] and interruptibieActivityRegion (e.g., the basic flow of
use case Withdraw Funds) is used to abort all flows in the region when an
AcceptEventAction (e.g., ATM customer enters Cancel—the condition of the global
alternative flow) occurs. Thanks to this modeling feature of UML 2.0, we can easily
model global alternative flows.

Note that rules Dl.2.1, Dl.2.2, and D1.4 generate different sets of model elements for
detailed and overview activity diagrams. For example, if an overview activity diagram is
generated, composite rule Dl.2.1 generates an instance of CaiiBehaviorAction to refer
to the interaction corresponding to the alternative flow of a condition check sentence;
otherwise rule Dl.2.1 invokes rules D 1.1 -D 1.3 to process the sentences of the alternative
flow to generated actions, edges, etc, and create a detailed activity diagram.
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Table 14 Summary of rule set D

Description
Generate an activity diagram for a use case.
Generate an instance of CallOperationAction for each simple sentence-
Invoke rules D1.2.1-D1.2.4 to process each complex sentence.
ConditionCheckSentence: Generate a CallOperationAction and a DecisionNode.
Invoke rules D 1.1 -D 1.3 to handle the sentences contained in the alternative flow
corresponding to the sentence (detailed activity diagram) or refer to the interaction
corresponding to the alt, flow (overview activity diagram).
ConditionalSentence: Generate a DecisionNode. Invoke rules D1.1-D1.3 to process
sentences contained in the sentence and its alt. flow (detailed activity diagram) or refer to
the interaction corresponding to the alt. flow (overview activity diagram) if such an alt.
flow exists.
ParallelSentence: Generate a ForkNode and a JoinNode. Invoke rules D1.1-D1.3 to

process the concurrent sentences contained the parallel sentence.
iterativeSentence: Generate a DecisionNode. Invoke rules D1.1-D1.3 to process
sentences contained in the iterative sentence.
Invoke rules D 1.3.1 -D 1.3 .4 to process each special sentence.
IncludeSentence: Generate a CallBehaviorAction that refers to the Interaction
corresponding to the included use case.
ExcludeSentence: Generate a CallBehaviorAction that refers to the Interaction
corresponding to the extending use case.
AbortSentence: Generate a FlowFinalNode.
ResumeStepSentence: Generate a ControlFlow edge back to the node corresponding to
the step specified in the ResumeStepSentence.
GlobalAlernativeFlow: Generate an AcceptEventAction and
interruptibleActivityRegion. Invoke rules D1.1-D1.3 to process the sentences of the
alt. flow (detailed activity diagram) or refer to the interaction corresponding to the alt.
flow (overview activity diagram).
Precondition: Generate a Constraint as the precondition of the activity. The content of
the constraint is the precondition of the use case.
Postcondition: Generate a Constraint for each flow final node as its postcondition.
The content of each constraint corresponds to the postcondition of each flow of events of the
UCMod.
Attach data flow information to an activity diagram.
SimpleSentence with transaction type Initiation, ResponseToPrimaryActor or
ResponseToSecondaryActor: Generate an OutputPin for the CallOperationAction
generated for the NPs of the sentence.
SimpleSentence with transaction type InternalTransaction: Generate an lnputPin
and an OutputPin for the CallOperationAction generated for the sentence (excluding
"the system" and actors).
ConditionCheckSentence: Generate an lnputPin for the CallOperationAction
generated for the NPs of the sentence (excluding "the system" and actors).

Rule 2 invokes rules D2.1-D2.3 to attach data flow information to an already generated
activity diagram. These rules generate instances of either lnputPin or OutputPin for
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each call operation action. These input and output pins correspond to entity classes that
have been generated from the NPs contained in use case sentences when the class
diagram of the system was generated (Chapter 7). For example, the basic flow step 8 of
use case Withdraw Funds (Table 10) is a condition check sentence (Figure 31 (a)). It is
transformed into an action and a decision node by rule Dl.2.1: (Figure 31 (c) and (d)).
Because the NP "enough funds"—i.e., the object of the condition (simple sentence) of the
condition check sentence at step 8—has been transformed into class Fund when the class
diagram was generated, we attach an instance of inputPin (pin) to the action
corresponding to step 8 and type the pin with class Fund: pin . type = Fund, as show in
Figure 31 (c) and (d).

The rationale for adding data flow to an activity diagram is the following. Steps of a UCS
can be one of the following five types: 1) initiation: the primary actor sends a request
and data to the system; 2) validation: the system validates a request and data; 3)

internaiTransaction: the system alters its internal state (e.g., recording or modifying
something); 4) ResponseToPrimaryActor: the system replies to the primary actor with a
result; 5) ResponseToSecondaryActor: the system sends requests to a secondary actor.
We generate data flow through input and output pins according to these definitions as
follows: We generate output pins for actions in the activity diagram that correspond to
USe case Steps of type Initiation, ResponseToPrimaryActor, and
ResponseToSecondaryActor since these sentences either output data (initiation) or
send a result to actors (ResponseToPrimaryActor or ResponseToSecondaryActor);
Since use case steps of type internaiTransaction specify that the system records or
modifies data, we generate input and output pins for the actions corresponding to these
sentences; Since condition check sentences are all of type validation and they validate
a request and data, input pins should be generated for the corresponding actions in the
activity diagram. As suggested earlier, the pins are typed by the entity classes that
compose the domain model (class diagram) automatically created from use case
descriptions by aToucan (Chapter 7), which are identified by analyzing sentences (e.g.,
subjects).
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Notice that each rule is further specified by a precondition, although these preconditions
are not shown in Table 14. As a simple example, the precondition of rule D 1.2.3 specifies
that the sentence being transformed into model elements is a parallel sentence (Section
3.2) and that an activity has been generated for the use case and is available to contain the
elements being generated by the rule (Figure 32).

As an example, consider composite rule D 1.2.3 (Figure 32) where a parallel sentence is
transformed into a fork node and a join node and the concurrent sentences are
transformed into actions between the fork and join nodes by invoking rules D1.1-D1.3.
Two traceability links are established between the fork and join nodes and the parallel
complex sentence during this transformation. Traceability links are also established
between each concurrent sentence (sentences connected by keyword MEANWHILE in
the parallel sentence) and their corresponding actions when rules D 1.1 -D 1.3 are executed.
The specification of the rule is shown as the Kermeta language [55], which is a
metamodeling language similar to the Object Constraint Language (OCL) [76] in Figure
32. Some of statements are annotated with italicfonts starting with "—".
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operation transform_rule_1.2.3(uc : ucm::UseCase, sen : uml::ParallelSentence, activity : uml::Activity,
partitions : Set<uml::ActivityPartition>, nodes : Sequence<uml::ActivityNode>,
edges : Sequence<uml::ActivityEdge>) : Void

pre precondition is do
sen.isInstanceOf(ucm::ParallelSentence) and activity != void

end
is do

var message : traceability::Message —Instance ofMessage ofthe traceability metamodel
message := trace_helper.createMessage("1.2.3", "ConditionalSentence -> ForkNode + JoinNode")
var sens : Sequence<Sentence> init Sequence<Sentence>.new
sens.addAll(sen.parallelActions) —The concurrent sentences contained in the parallel sentence
var forkNode : uml::ForkNode init uml::ForkNode.new
var joinNode : uml: JoinNode init uml::JoinNode.new
var inEdge : uml::ActivityEdge —The incoming edge to thefork node
inEdge := edges. last() —The source ofthe incoming edge is a previously generated activity node.
inEdge. target := forkNode —The target ofthe incoming edge is the newly generatedfork node.
nodes.add(forkNode) — Store thefork node to the node collection.
nodes.add(joinNode) — Store thejoin node to the node collection.
activity .node.add(forkNode) — Connect thefork node to the activity.
activity.node.add(joinNode) — Connect thejoin node to the activity.
forkNode.inPartition.add(inEdge. source. inPartition.one) —Add thefork andjoin nodes to-
joinNode.inPartition.add(inEdge.source.inPartition.one) —the partition as its previous node.
sens.each {s | — Process each concurrent sentence

var outEdge : uml::ActivityEdge init uml::ControlFlow.new
outEdge.source := forkNode — The outgoing edgefrom thefork node
var parNodes : Sequence<ActivityNode> init Sequence<ActivityNode>.new
var parEdges : Sequence<ActivityEdge> init Sequence<ActivityEdge>.new
parEdges.add(outEdge) — Maintain a branchfor each concurrent sentence
parNodes.add(forkNode)
activity.edge.add(outEdge)
if s.isInstanceOf(ucm::SimpleSentence) then

transform_El_l(uc, s.asType(ucm::SimpleSentence), activity, partitions, parNodes, parEdges)
end
if s.isInstanceOf(ComplexSentence) then

transform_El_2(uc, s.asType(ucm::ComplexSentence), activity, partitions, parNodes, parEdges)
end
if s.isInstanceOf(SpecialSentence) then

transform_El_3(uc, s.asType(ucm::SpecialSentence), activity, partitions, parNodes, parEdges)
end
var toJoinEdge : uml::ActivityEdge init uml::ControlFlow.new
toJoinEdge.source := parNodes.last — The edge connecting to thejoin node
toJoinEdge.target := joinNode
parEdges.add(toJoinEdge)
activity.edge.add(toJoinEdge)

}
var outgoingEdge : uml::ActivityEdge init uml::ControlFlow.new
outgoingEdge.source := joinNode — The outgoing edgefrom thejoin node
edges.add(outgoingEdge)
activity.edge.add(outgoingEdge)

— Establish traceability links
if forkNode != void then trace_helper.createTLink(sen, forkNode, message) end
ifjoinNode != void then trace_helper.createTLink(sen, joinNode, message) end

end

Figure 32 Transformation rule Dl.2.3 in the Kermeta language [55]
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9.3 Algorithm

Rules are structured in a hierarchy, as illustrated by the numbering in Table 14, which
indicates that some rules have to be executed one after the other while others can be

executed independently. This facilitates the modification, addition, and deletion of rules
and also simplifies the algorithm to apply them. The invocation of each rule is
determined by its precondition.

Figure 33 presents the high level algorithm for transforming an instance of UCMeta into
an activity diagram (an instance of the UML 2.0 activity metamodel). The algorithm is
formalized using pseudocode where some variables are typed as model elements in
UCMeta (prefixed with ucm::) and the UML activity diagram metamodel (prefixed with
uml::), which are highlighted in courier new font.

The Transform function has one input parameter: the use case being transformed into an
activity (instance of metaclass useCase of UCMeta: uc) and outputs the generated
activity (activity) for the use case. It starts by generating an activity, its initial node,
and its partitions (lines 1-7): partitions (or swimlanes) are created for the system and each
actor interacting with the use case. Second, the step sentences of the basic flow of the use
case are transformed by invoking rules D1.1-D1.3 (lines 8-12). Which rules to invoke
depends on the type of a sentence. Third, rule D 1.4 is invoked to process the global
alternative flows of the use case (line 13). Fourth, the final node, precondition, and
postcondition of the activity are generated (lines 14-22). Fifth, rule D2 is invoked to
generate data flow information for the already generated activity diagram (line 23).
Finally, a traceability link is generated between the use case and the activity (line 24), as
described next. Note that more specific links between the use case elements (e.g.,
sentence) and model elements of the activity are generated in each invoked rule (i.e.,
rules D 1. 1 -D 1.4 and D2).
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Algorithm Transform (uc) : activity
Input uc : ucm::UseCase — The use case being transformed into an activity
Output activity : uml::Activity — The activity transformed from the use case
Declare basicFlowSteps : Sequence(ucm::Sentence) — The basic flow steps of the use case

altFlows : Set(ucm::AlternativeFlow) — The alternative flows of the use case
initialNode : uml::InitialNode — The initial node of the activity
partitions : Set(uml::ActivityPartition) — The partitions of the activity
finalNode : uml::ActivityFinalNode — The final node of the activity
precondition : uml::Constraint — The precondition of the activity
postcondition : uml::Constraint — The postcondition of the main branch of the activity
tlink : traceability::Trace — The traceability link between the use case and the activity
msg : traceability::Message— The tlink message describing the transformation.

Begin
1. activity 4- uml::Activity.new
2. activity.name 4- uc.name
3. initinalNode <- uml::InitialNode.new
4. activity.node.add(initialNode)
5. partitions.add(CreatePartitionForSystem(uc))
6. partitions.add(CreatePasrtitionForEachActor(uc))
7 . activity.partition . addAll(partitions)
8. basicFlowSteps.each { s : ucm::Sentence |
9. if (s.isInstanceOf(ucm::SimpleSentence) then invoke rule 1.1 (uc. s. activity") end
10. if (s.isInstanceOf(ucm::ComplexSentence) then invoke rule 1 .2("uc, s, activity") end
11. if (s.isInstanceOf("ucm::SpecialSentence) then invoke rule 1.3(uc, s, activity) end
12. }
13. invoke rule 1 .4(uc. altFlows.select

{a|a.isInstanceOf(ucm::GlobalAlternativeFlow)}, activity)
14. finalNode 4r uml::ActivityFinalNode.new
15 activity.node.add(finalNode)
16. precondition <- uml::Constraint.new
17. precondition.name <- uc.specification.preCondition. content
1 8 activity.ownedRule.add(precondition)
19. postcondition <- uml::Constraint.new
20. postcondition.name 4- uc.specification.flows.
21. select {f|f.isInstanceOf(ucm::Bas i cFlow)}.one.postCondition.content
22. activity.ownedRule.add(postcondition)
23. invoke_rule_2(uc, activity)
24. tlink 4- createTLink(uc, activity, message)
25. return activity

End

Figure 33 Transformation algorithm for generating activity diagrams

9.4 Traceability

We establish two sets of traceability links during the transformation from a textual
UCMod to activity diagrams: from the UCMod to the instance of UCMeta; from the
UCMeta instance to the automatically generated activity diagrams. If necessary, direct
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traceability links from the textual UCMod to the activity diagrams can be derived from
these two sets.

Traceability links from UCMod to UCMeta link the fields of the use case template used
to document textual UCSs to instances of the corresponding metaclasses in UCMeta. For
example, field Brief Description of the use case template is linked to an instance of

metaclass BriefDescription of UCMeta. A sentence in the brief description is then
linked to an instance of metaclass sentence of UCMeta. For example, as shown in
Figure 3 1 (a) and (b), the basic flow step 8 of use case Withdraw Funds is transformed
into Basic flow step 8 : ConditionCheckSentence of the intermediate model while

a traceability link is established between these two elements. We believe that it is not cost
effective to establish links at a finer granularity (e.g., between elements of sentences and
UCMeta metaclass instances).

Regarding the second set of traceability links, UCMeta metaclass instances are linked to
corresponding model elements in the UML activity metamodel based on our
transformation rules. For example, we establish two traceability links between a
condition check sentence (e.g., Basic flow step 8 : ConditionCheckSentence of
the UCMeta instance as shown in Figure 3 1 (b)) and its corresponding action (an instance
of CallOperationAction, e.g., action 8. The system VALIDATES THAT the ATM has
enough fund as shown in Figure 31 (c)) and decision node (e.g., The atm has enough
fund as shown in Figure 31 (c)) generated during the transformation when rule D 1.2.1 is
invoked, respectively.
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CHAPTER 10 AUTOMATION (ATOUCAN)

The main objective of our approach is to support the transition from textual requirements
to (initial) UML class and sequence diagrams. We designed our tool (aToucan) by
following a number of standard principles, such as modularity, extensibility, and
modifiability. Our main goal was to obtain a tool that could be easily extended and would
easily accommodate certain types of changes.

Transformation rules, either for FormalizeUCM or GenerateUML, are structured into
packages, e.g., we have a package for the template rule set (part of FormalizeUCM, as
discussed in Chapter 5) and for rule set A (part of GenerateUML, as discussed in Section
6.1). This allows us to have well-structured sets of rules thus facilitating their
modifications and extensions. Indeed, even though we aim to define sets of
transformation rules that are as complete as possible, it is expected that they will evolve
and be refined over time.

aToucan relies on a number of existing technologies.

1) aToucan is built as an Eclipse plug-in, using the Eclipse development platform.

2) UCMeta is implemented as an Ecore model, using Eclipse EMF [27]. Eclipse
EMF is a modeling and code generation engine for building applications based on
a structured data model (e.g., UCMeta). In our case, Eclipse plug-ins are
generated.

3) We use the Stanford Parser [101] as a NL parser. It is written in Java and generates
(1) a syntactic parse tree for a sentence and (2) the sentence's grammatical
dependencies (e.g., subject, direct object). Though we chose the Stanford Parser,
our design is not necessary bound to any special NL parser, thanks to the use of
separate packages (e.g., for the parser and transformations) and our use of the
adapter design pattern (to adapt to different parsers).
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4) The generation of the UML analysis model relies on Kermeta [55]. Kermeta is a
metamodeling language, also built on top of the Eclipse platform and EMF, which
also supports model transformations. One interesting aspect of Kermeta
transformation mechanism is that a transformation can manipulate both the source
and target model elements. Kermeta also supports packages, inheritance, classes,
and operations so that transformation rules can be well organized. In addition,
design-by-contract principles can be followed when specifying transformation
operations: Kermeta supports operation pre and post conditions and class
invariants.

5) The target UML analysis model is instantiated using the Eclipse UML2 project,
which is an EMF-Based implementation of the UML 2 standard, and our Analysis
Profile Model that adds class stereotypes «Control», «Entity», and
«Boundary».

10.1 FormalizeUCM subsystem

FormalizeUCM is implemented as one of the two subsystems of the aToucan tool. As
shown in Figure 34, Transformation Engine 1) takes a textual UCMod as input
(Textual UCM package), 2) triggers Template Parser (through Template Parser
Interface) and The Stanford Parser (through NL Parser Interface and NL

Parser Adapter), 3) invokes the transformation rules (Transformation Rules), 4)
generates Formalized UCM, which is an instance Of the UCM Ecore Metamodel

(completed by Constructing UCM engine), and 5) establishes Traceability Links
(Establishing TLink Engine).

As shown in Figure 34, if a different NL parser is used, we just need to change the nl
Parser Adapter connecting to the specific NL parser. The Transformation Rules
package is composed of a set of packages, which correspond to the different
transformation rule sets described in Chapter 5.
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Figure 34 Architecture of the FormalizeUCM subsystem

10.2 GenerateUML subsystem

GenerateUML is also implemented as a subsystem of the aToucan tool. As shown in
Figure 35, Transformation Engine 1) takes a Formalized UCM as input, 2) invokes the
Transformation Rules, 3) generates Analysis UML Model, which IS an instance of
UML2 and Analysis Profile Model, and 4) establishes Traceability Links. The
generated analysis model and traceability links are queried by transformation rules and
the transformation engine through Query Trace Model Helper and Query Target
Model Helper to facilitate subsequent transformations. During transformations, the
source model must be queried as well (Query source Model Helper).
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The Transformation Rules package is composed of a set of packages, which
correspond to the different transformation rule sets described in Chapter 6(RuIe set a),
Chapter 7 (Rule Set b), Chapter 8 (Rule set c), and Chapter 9 (Rule Set d).
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Figure 35 Architecture of the GenerateUML subsystem
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CHAPTER 1 1 EVALUATION FRAMEWORK

Recall that the overall objective of aToucan is to automatically generate a UML analysis
model from a textual RUCM model. Our evaluation frameworks consist of a series of

empirical studies. This framework, as shown in Figure 36, has four objectives:

- Gl : evaluating RUCM with respect to its applicability (Chapter 12);

- G2: evaluating RUCM with respect to its impact on the quality of manually derived
analysis models (Chapter 12);

- G3: evaluating our transformation method with respect to its effectiveness by
comparing our tool's automatically-generated class and sequence diagrams with
those manually created by 4th year undergraduate students (Chapter 13 and Chapter
14);

- G4: evaluating our automated transformation method by analyzing the similarity of
the aToucan generated models when compared to reference class and sequence
diagrams designed by experts (Chapter 13 and Chapter 14)

Five case studies have been performed to evaluate activity diagrams generated by
aToucan. The detailed discussion on the evaluation is provided in Chapter 15. Two
industrial case studies have been performed to evaluate the automated generation of class
and sequence diagrams (Chapter 16).
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CHAPTER 12 EVALUATION OF RUCM

RUCM is composed of a set of well-defined restriction rules and a modified use case
template (Chapter 3). The goal is two-fold: (1) restrict the way users can document use
case specifications in order to reduce ambiguity and (2) facilitate automated analysis in
order to provide tool support to derive initial analysis models, which in UML are
typically composed of class diagrams, interaction diagrams, and possibly other types of
diagrams and constraints. The derivation of analysis models from UCMods is currently
poorly supported by tools and the process is mostly manual.

Though the proposed restriction rules and template are based on a clear rationale, two
main questions need to be investigated. Do users find them too restrictive or impractical
in certain situations? Second, do the rules and template have a positive, significant impact
on the quality of the constructed analysis models? To investigate these questions, we
performed and report on controlled experiments, which evaluate the restriction rules and
use case template in terms of whether they are easy to apply while developing UCMods
and facilitate understanding of UCSs, and whether they help obtain higher quality
analysis models in terms of correctness, completeness, and redundancy.

The rest of the section is organized as follows. The related work is reported in Section
12.1. The experimental evaluation of RUCM is presented in Section 12.2 (experiment
planning), Section 12.3 (experiment results and analysis), and Section 12.4 (threats to
validity). Last we conclude in Section 12.5.

12.1 Related work

Some empirical studies have been conducted to evaluate the impact of applying
restriction rules on the quality of UCSs. Achour et al. [4] investigated the effectiveness of
the CREWS rules [4] in terms of the completeness and structuredness of UCSs: UCSs
were evaluated by comparing them to "expert" UCSs developed by the authors of the
paper. The experiment results show that the application of the rules produced more
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complete and better structured UCSs. Phalp et al. [83] conducted an empirical study to
compare two sets of writing rules: the CREWS rules and CR rules [22] (leaner than the
CREWS rules). The overall quality of UCSs was evaluated based on seven quality
factors, referred as the '7Cs of communicability' [82]: coverage (a use case should
contain all the required information), cogent (a sentence should follow a logical path),
coherent (sentences should be all connected by, for example, repeating a noun),
consistent abstraction, consistent structure, consistent grammar, and consideration of
alternatives. The experiment results from [83] show that the leaner set of rules (the CR
rules) results in less learning overhead than the CREWS rules and performs at least as
well as the CREWS rules, in terms of the overall quality of produced UCSs. Anda et al.

[7] conducted a similar experiment to compare three different sets of guidelines: minimal
guidelines (guidelines on identifying actors and use cases), template guidelines (a
commonly applied actor and use case template based on templates proposed in [21, 59,
90]), style guidelines (modified version of the CREWS rules, focusing on the
documentation of the flow of events of each use case). UCSs were evaluated in terms of
their understandability, usefulness, and quality. The experiment results show that the
template guidelines led to the highest understandability, usefulness, and overall quality,
and that the style guidelines performed better than the minimal guidelines. The authors
also suggest that combining the style guidelines with the template guidelines might
further improve quality attributes of UCSs to compare with independently applying the
template or style guidelines. This is exactly the case of our RUCM.

12.2 Experiment Planning

In this section, we follow the experiment reporting template proposed in [108]. All
aspects of the experiments we conducted to assess our use case template and restriction
rules are described and justified.
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12.2.1 Experiment definition

We are interested in the applicability of the restriction rules, combined with the use case
template we proposed. We refer to a use case model with UCSs that follow our restriction
rules and template as a restricted use case model. We are also interested in the impact of
a restricted use case model on the quality of analysis models that are manually derived
from it, for instance by following standard guidelines for building analysis models (e.g.,
[14]). Indeed, if the restriction rules actually reduce ambiguity, then such models should
exhibit higher quality.

The experiment objectives are formulated as Goal-Question-Metric (GQM) goals [9] as
shown in Table 15 and Table 16. The evaluation of Goal 1 is a necessary pre-requisite to
the investigation of Goal 2: we need to ensure that the restriction rules can be applied at a
reasonable level of correctness. If the result of the experiment for Goal 1 shows that the
restriction rules are applicable, then we can go further and investigate whether these
RUCM has an impact on the quality of manually generated analysis models (class and
sequence diagrams in our experiment).

Table 15 Goal 1

Analyze the restriction rules
for the purpose of characterizing
with respect to the applicability of each restriction rule
from the point ofview of the requirements engineer
in the context of 4th year undergraduate students defining use case models

Table 16 Goal 2

Analyze the restriction rules and the use case template of RUCM
for the purpose of Evaluating
with respect to their impact on quality of derived analysis models
from the point ofview of the system analyst
in the context of 4th year undergraduate students manually deriving analysis models
^ from use case models

Regarding Goal 1, the applicability of each restriction rule is characterized in terms of
Error Rate, Understandability, Applicability, and Restrictiveness. The experiment for
Goal 2 has one independent variable, namely Method, with two treatments corresponding
to the usage or not of our restriction rules and proposed template. The alternative was to
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use one of the well-known use case templates and no restriction rules in the textual
description of UCSs. The experiment for Goal 2 has four dependent variables, namely the
quality {Correctness, Completeness, and Redundancy) of analysis class diagrams, the
quality {Correctness, Completeness, Redundancy, and Consistency to the Boundary-
Control-Entity principle [15]) of analysis sequence diagrams, the consistency between
analysis class and sequence diagrams, and the correctness of responses to a
comprehension questionnaire designed for this experiment.

12.2.2 Context selection and subjects

The context of both experiments is a fourth year Software Engineering course at Carleton
University, Ottawa, Canada. Since this course is the one-but-last software engineering
course in the curriculum, it is an opportunity for the students to use the skills they have
acquired in at least three previous courses regarding requirements elicitation and object-
oriented analysis and design. The subjects selected were 34 (the first experiment) and 39
(the second experiment) students registered in the course in 2008 and 2009, respectively.

A presentation was first provided to the students before each experiment, focusing on the
restriction rules and the use case template, and how they fit into the requirements
elicitation and specification phase. An assignment was designed to train the students on
how to apply the restriction rules and the use case template before the experiments. The
result of the assignment was used to group the participants into two blocks and therefore
ensure better homogeneity across the two groups involved in the experiment
(Section 12.2.4) for the first experiment. In the second experiment, the participants were
grouped into four blocks according to the result of the first two labs of this course, one of
which was about identifying inconsistency between a use case model and its
corresponding UML analysis models and the other was designed for the students to
practice metamodeling using the UML class diagram notations.

Two applications, namely a Video Store (VS) system and a Car Parts Dealer (CPD)
system are used as experimental materials. These two systems are of similar complexity
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in terms of the number of use cases in their use case models, the number of classes in
their class diagrams, and the complexity of each UCS. Experimental materials must
necessarily be of limited complexity since we have to consider whether the participants
are able to finish the prescribed tasks, being described in Section 12.2.4, within two
(Experiment 1) and four (Experiment 2) 3-hour long laboratory sessions.

The experiments were part of a series of compulsory laboratory exercises that were part
of the course curriculum. After the experiments, the participants were asked to sign a
consent form to indicate whether they allowed their laboratory results to be used for
research purposes. The experiment plan had been reviewed and received clearance
through the Carleton' s Research Ethics Committee before collecting the consent forms.
Participants who participated in the experiments signed a consent form to confirm their
agreement on our using of the collected data for research purposes.

12.2.3 Hypotheses formulation

In this section, we only formulate experimental hypotheses for our second research goal
as the first one exclusively focuses on characterizing the ease with which developers can
apply the restriction rules and does not involve a comparison. The experiment for Goal 2
(Experiment 2) has one independent variable Method, with two treatments: UCMR and
UCMJUR, respectively denoting the use or not of RUCM, and four dependent variables
CD, SD, CS, and QC, respectively denoting the quality of analysis class diagrams, the
quality of analysis sequence diagrams, the consistency between analysis class and
sequence diagrams, and the correctness of responses to a comprehension questionnaire.

Based on the above variables, we can formulate the following null hypothesis (Ho) to be
tested for each dependent variable for Goal 2: there is no significant difference between
UCM_R (RUCM) and UCMUR (with the standard template and unrestricted) in terms
of CD, SD, CS, and QC. The alternative hypotheses (H3) is then two-tailed and stated as:
UCM_R results in different quality or consistency of analysis models, or different
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correctness of responses to the comprehension questionnaire when compared to
UCM_UR. Formal hypotheses are provided in Table 17.

Table 17 Hypotheses - Experiment 2
Dependent Variable Null Hypothesis Alternative Hypothesis
Quality of analysis class
diagram

H0: CD(UCMR) = CD(UCMUR) Ha: CD(UCM_R) * CD(UCMUR)

Quality of analysis
sequence diagram

H0: SD(UCMJi) = SD(UCMJJR) Ha: SD(UCMJi) * SD(UCMJJR)
Consistency between
analysis class and sequence
diagrams

H0: CS(UCMR) = CS(UCMJJR) Ha: CS(UCMJi) * CS(UCMJJR)

Correct response rate of the
comprehension
questionnaire

H0: QC(UCMJi) = QC(UCMJJR) Ha: QC(UCMR) *QC(UCM_UR)

12.2.4 Experiment design

In this section, we report the experiment design of the first experiment in Section 12.2.4.1,
followed by the rationale for conducting a replication (the second experiment) and its
experiment design (Section 12.2.4.2).

12.2.4.1 Experiment 1

The participants were asked to perform two tasks over two laboratories (3 hours each).
Task 1 is about defining UCMods by applying RUCM ( Chapter 3). In this task, the use
case diagrams of the two systems, partially filled UCSs, and a comprehension
questionnaire designed for evaluating the restrictions rules, were provided as input
documents to the participants. Task 2 is about the construction of analysis models from
two types of UCMods, one of which applied RUCM (UCM_R) whereas the other only
applied a standard template without restrictions (UCM_UR).

As stated previously, an assignment was designed to train the participants to apply
RUCM. The assignment was essentially similar to Task 1 except that a different system
was used and the participants were not monitored while they did their assignment.
Individual feedbacks were given to each participant and a solution of the assignment was
also provided before the experiment was conducted. Based on the grades of the
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assignment preceding the experiment, we defined the following three blocks: grades B to
A+ (15 participants), grades B- to F (13 participants), and absent (ABS) (6 participants).
As shown in Table 18, the participants were then divided into two groups: A and B. Each
of the two groups was then randomly assigned participants from the three blocks in
nearly identical proportions.

In Lab 1, the participants in group A were asked to complete UCSs of the VS system by
applying RUCM, whereas the participants in group B did the same task on the CPD
system. In Lab 2, we further divided the participants of group A into groups Al and A2,
so that the participants in Al could derive class and sequence diagrams from the UCM_R
use case model for the CPD system, while the participants in A2 did the same from the
UCMUR use case model. The same strategy was followed for group B. When assigning
participants to sub-groups we followed the same blocking strategy as the one used to
create groups A and B. Note that we used different systems for the two labs for each
group of participants to limit learning effects that would otherwise constitute a threat to
validity. For example, group A used the VS system in Lab 1 but the CPD system in Lab 2.
In total, 26 data points were obtained for Task 1 and Task 2 (14 data points for treatment
UCM_R and 12 for treatment UCMUR), respectively.

Table 18 Participant groups and tasks - Experiment 1
Lab Task Group A

Group Al I Group A2
Group B

Group B 1 I Group B2
Obtained data points

Defining UCSs VS CPD 26

Deriving analysis
models

CPD in
UCM R

CPD in
UCM UR

VS in
UCM UR

VS in
UCM R

UCM R
14

UCM UR
12

12.2.4.2 Experiment replication (Experiment 2)

In Lab 2 of Experiment 1, the participants were asked to derive both class and sequence
diagrams. However, most of the participants were not able to finish sequence diagrams
due to time constraints and therefore we were not able to evaluate the impact of RUCM
on the quality of manually created analysis sequence diagrams. Besides, no statistically
significant differences were observed for analysis class diagrams in terms of their
completeness and redundancy in Experiment 1 and we thought it was perhaps also due to
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the time constraints. Therefore, we replicated Task 2 to 1) evaluate the impact of RUCM
on the quality of analysis sequence diagrams and 2) to see whether significant differences
between two treatments can be identified in terms of completeness and redundancy of
generated analysis class diagrams if more time is given to participants. Task 2 was split
into two tasks in Experiment 2: one was to construct an analysis class diagram (Task A)
and the other was to construct analysis sequence diagrams (Task B). The participants in
Experiment 2 were asked to perform Task A and Task B over two consecutive
laboratories (3 hours each).

Based on the average grades of two laboratories preceding the experiment, we defined the
following three blocks: grades A+ (11 participants), grades A and A- (12 participants),
grades B+ - C+ (9 participants), and grades C - D- (7 participants). As shown in Table
19, the participants were then divided into four groups: Gl, G2, G3, and G4. Each of the
four groups was then randomly assigned participants from the four blocks in nearly
identical proportions.

In Lab 1, the participants in group Gl were asked to derive analysis class diagrams from
the use case model with restrictions for the CPD system, while the participants in group
G2 did the same from the use case model without restrictions. The same strategy was
followed for groups G3 and G4. In Lab 2, the participants were provided the same use
case model as the one they were assigned in Lab 1 but they were asked to derive analysis
sequence diagrams and at the same time keep consistency between these sequence
diagrams and the class diagrams they designed in Lab 1. The participants were also told
to refine their class diagrams designed in Lab 1 whenever necessary. At the end of the lab,
the participants were asked to submit their original class diagram from Lab 1, refined
class diagram, and sequence diagrams from Lab 2. In Lab 3 and Lab 4, each participant
group performed Task A and Task B with a different system and a different treatment. As
a result, each group executed different combinations of treatment and system and
therefore learning effects that would constitute a threat to validity were limited.
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Table 19 Participant groups and tasks - Experiment 2
Lab Task

Deriving class
diagram (Task A)

Gl
CPD in UCM R

G2
CPD in UCM UR

G3
VS in UCM R

G4
VS in UCM UR

Deriving sequence
diagram (Task B)

CPD in UCM R CPD in UCM UR VS in UCM R VS in UCM UR

Deriving class
diagram (Task A)

VS in UCM UR VS in UCM R CPD in UCM UR CPD in UCM R

Deriving sequence
diagram (Task B)

VS in UCM UR VS in UCM R CPD in UCM UR CPD in UCM R

12.2.5 Instrumentation

The instruments of an experiment are classified into three types: experiment objects,
guidelines and measurement instruments [108]. In this section we discuss our experiment
instruments by conforming to this classification.

12.2.5.1 Taskl

Use cases are specified by applying RUCM ( Chapter 3). Inputs are the use case diagrams
of the two systems, the corresponding UCSs, and a comprehension questionnaire
designed to capture the participants' subjective opinions on the restrictions rules. These
input documents are further discussed below. The UCSs completed by the participants
and their responses to the comprehension questionnaire were collected and used to
evaluate the application of each restriction rule.

Experiment objects

For each system (CPD and VS), the experiment objects are composed of a use case
diagram, a set of UCSs, and a system description. These two systems were originally
designed as the lab materials for the Software Engineering course (4th year undergraduate
course) and have been used for several years. Each document contains a textual system
description, a use case diagram along with UCSs following a standard template [14], a
class diagram, and sequence diagrams for a subset of the use cases. The use case
diagrams and the textual system descriptions are reused as experiment objects without
making any changes. Since Task 1 requires that the participants document UCSs by
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applying RUCM, we provided the participants the partially filled UCSs complying with
our use case template. The UCSs were partially filled and contain descriptions for only
the following fields of the template (Section 3.1.1): Use Case Name, BriefDescription,
Primary Actor, Secondary Actor, Dependency, and Generalization. The rationale was to
provide an overview of high level requirements (e.g., thanks to the brief description),
ensure UCSs were consistent with the use case diagram, and let the participants focus on
defining flows of events, which is the most complex part of UCSs and on which most of
our restriction rules apply.

Experiment guidelines

A lab description was provided to the participants at the beginning of each lab, describing
the list of documents provided, the task of the lab, and the submission guidelines. The
participants were asked to complete five UCSs during the three-hour lab. The lab
description also made it clear that the restriction rules had to be applied and this was a
very important component of the evaluation of lab results.

Measurement instruments

An evaluation questionnaire was designed for the participants to characterize each
restriction rule according to three measures: Understandability, Applicability, and
Restrictiveness. Three questions or statements were designed to capture these three
measures on an appropriate scale (Table 20). The first question is a "yes/no" question to
capture whether the participants perceived they were able to understand each restriction
rule and were able to properly apply them at the time when the lab task was performed.
The second statement is evaluated on a four-point Likert scale [79] question, which
requires the participants to rate each restriction rule according to the extent to which they
perceive it to be straightforward to apply. The third statement is also defined on a four-
point Likert scale. It is used to capture the perceived restrictiveness of each restriction
rule. The complete questionnaire is provided in Appendix I for reference.
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Table 20 Comprehension questionnaire of Task 1
Measure

Understandability

Applicability

Restrictiveness

Question/Statement
I understood the restriction rule and was
able to properly apply it. (Question
asked for each rule.)
The restriction rule is straightforward to
apply. (Question asked for each rule.)

The restriction rule was too restrictive.
(Question asked for each rule.)

Scale
Yes / No

4-point Likert scale: Completely agree,
Generally agree, Generally disagree,
Completely agree
4-point Likert scale: Completely agree,
Generally agree, Generally disagree,
Completely agree

12.2.5.2 Task 2

Task 2 consists in deriving analysis models from two types of use case models: One use
case model documented in RUCM (UCM_R) (e.g., groups Al and Bl in Experiment 1—
Section 12.2.4) whereas the other only uses a standard template [14] (UCMJJR) (e.g.,
groups A2 and B2). Notice that the participants were equally trained to understand our
use case template and the standard template. With the provided use case models, in
Experiment 1, the participants were asked to manually derive an analysis model (class
and sequence diagrams) and also answer a comprehension questionnaire to assess their
understanding of the use cases. In Experiment 2, the participants were asked to derive a
class diagram for two different systems in Lab 1 and Lab 3 (Task A), and derive
corresponding sequence diagrams and answer a comprehension questionnaire to assess
their understanding of the use cases in Lab 2 and Lab 4 (Task B).

The standard template [14] of UCMUR that we used as a comparison baseline to
document UCSs shares common fields with our template: use case name, brief
description, precondition, primary actor, secondary actors, dependency, and
generalization. However, it is missing the following characteristics (which are specified
as restriction rules in RUCM):

• It does not require that each flow of events (both basic flow and alternative
flow) of a UCS contains its own postcondition.

It does not distinguish different types of alternative flows.
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• It does not require that the action steps of a UCS match one of the five
interaction patterns we specified in Section 4.2.3.

• It does not enforce using any keyword to clearly specify interactions between
the basic flow and its corresponding alternative flows, contrary to our
template.

Experiment objects

The CPD and VS systems come in two versions for Task 2: they contain the same use
case diagram but have different UCSs (with or without restrictions). Both sets of UCSs
were specifically created for the experiment and carefully reviewed by the authors to
ensure that they both contain the same amount of information though through different
forms so that the participants have identical chances of creating identical analysis models
from them.

Experiment guidelines

As for Task 1 (Section 12.2.5.1), in Task 2, we also provided the participants a lab
description at the beginning of the lab, describing the list of documents provided, the task
of the lab, and the submission guidelines. With the use case models as input documents,
the participants were asked to design a class diagram. We made it clear in the lab
description (Experiment 1: Lab 2, Experiment 2: Lab 1 and Lab 3) that the participants
should, based on the use case description, assign meaningful names for each class,
attribute, and operation, and apply the well-established Entity/Boundary/Control
stereotype classification [15] for each class. The participants were also asked to complete
a comprehension questionnaire during the lab (Experiment 1: Lab 2, Experiment 2: Lab 2
and Lab 4), which was designed to evaluate how well they were able to understand the
flow of events of each UCS. In Experiment 1, Lab 2, the participants were also asked to
derive sequence diagrams for two selected use cases; however most of the participants
were not able to derive (complete) diagrams due to time constraints, and we therefore
decided not to analyze them. In Experiment 2, deriving sequence diagrams (Task B) was
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completed in Lab 2 and Lab 4. The participants working on the CPD (VS) system were
asked to derive three (two) sequence diagrams for three (two) selected use cases.
Participants worked on different numbers of use cases to ensure balanced tasks given the
differences of the complexity of UCSs: the three CPD use cases had the similar overall
complexity as the two VS use cases. We measured the complexity of a use case by
simply calculating the total number of condition and action sentences contained the use
case specification.

Measurement instruments

A comprehension questionnaire was designed for each system to quickly evaluate, in a
repeatable and unbiased way, the extent to which a participant understood the main body
(flows of events) of each UCS. To avoid introducing any bias, we ensured
comprehension questions were answerable by both the participants using the restricted
and unrestricted use case models.

Questions in the comprehension questionnaires are grouped per use case so that the
questionnaires can be easily browsed. The complete questionnaires for the two systems
are respectively provided in Appendix J and Appendix K. Each question covers either
one of the following aspects of UCSs: action sequences, object responsibilities,
conditions triggering actions, and general comprehension. An example question for each
aspect is provided in Table 21. Each multiple-choice question includes two choices,
namely "Not specified in the UCS" and "Other answer", so that questions are at the same
time closed and open, thereby allowing us to collect complete information. (For instance,
some ambiguities in UCSs may prevent the participants from selecting one of the
available choices, in which case they can use either one of these two specific choices.)
For each question, the participants were also asked to indicate where they found relevant
information to answer the question (location). These two special choices, along with the
location question, should also significantly reduce the chances that participants randomly
select a choice. During data collection, we checked consistency between the selected
choice and the location answer: no inconsistency was observed. For each use case, a
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general comprehension question was asked to determine whether the participants
identified any ambiguity in the corresponding UCS. The participants' responses to this
question were carefully verified to determine the validity of the data collected, but were
not directly used to test our experimental hypotheses.

All multiple-choice questions contain one and only one correct answer, except for one
question in the comprehension questionnaire of the VS system, where two choices are
partially correct and together make up a complete, correct answer to the question.
Therefore, when grading answers to this question we considered both choices as correct
and we also considered "other" as correct if the correct explanation were provided. If a
response to a multiple-choice question was "Not specified in the UCS", we assumed that
there either exists an ambiguity in the UCS, which further leads to a low quality analysis
model, or the participants were not able to correctly answer the question. Such an answer
was therefore considered to be incorrect. If the response to a multiple-choice question is
"Other", then the response was carefully checked to see whether it was equivalent to the
correct answer.
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Table 21 Classification and examples of comprehension questions
Category Example question
Action
sequences

When the part number is unknown, Sales provides an alternative part number to
the system. Then what happens?
1 . The system requests DBMS to check whether this alternative part number is

known or unknown.
2. The system orders the part with the alternative part number for the customer.
3. The use case terminates.
4. Not specified in the use case specification.
5. Other answers:
Where did you get the information from?

Object
responsibilities

Who is responsible to create a pending order if the customer does not accept the
alternative order provided by the system?
1 . The system
2. Customer
3. Sales
4. DBMS
5. Receiving&Shipping
6. Accounting
7. Not specified in the use case specification.
8. Other answers:
Where did you get the information from?

Conditions Under which condition is use case Video Overdue invoked? (If you cannot find
the answer directly from the use case specification, please indicate it. If you find
the answer in the use case specification, please indicate the place.)

General
comprehension
question

Did you identify any place(s) in the use case specification, which causes any
confusion for you to understand the use case, for example, in terms of the
sequence of the steps of the basic flow or the alternative flow(s), the subjects of
actions? If your answer is "yes"5 please list the places and provide a brief
explanation.

Questionnaire characteristics for the two systems are summarized in Table 22. In total,
fifteen questions contribute to the measurement of the comprehension questionnaire for
the CPD system; while twenty-five questions contribute to that of the VS system. The
difference in the numbers of the questions is simply due to the different numbers of UCSs
of the two systems.

Table 22 Question distributions of the comprehension questionnaires for Task 2

# of multiple-choice questions
# of non multiple-choice questions
# of general questions (not used to test our experimental hypotheses)
Total number of questions used to test our experimental hypotheses

CPD VS
15

15

23

25
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12.2.6 Evaluation measurement and data collection

The goal of Task 1 is to evaluate each restriction rule based on four measures: Error
Rate, Understandability, Applicability, and Restrictiveness. The goal of Task 2 is to
evaluate the impact of either our restriction rules and template or a standard template on
the quality of manually derived analysis models, with two dependent variables: the
quality of class diagrams (abbreviated as CD), sequence diagrams (abbreviated as SD),
the consistency of class and sequence diagrams (CS), and the correctness of responses to
the comprehension questionnaires (abbreviated as QC). All these measures and their data
collection are described next.

12.2.6.1 Error Rate

The Error Rate of a restriction rule represents the rate of improper applications of the
rule, on the scale from 0 to 1. Error rates are presented in Table 24 (first 16 rules) and
Table 25 (last 10 rules), and are based on raw data as measured according to metrics in
Table 23. The first column of Table 24 and Table 25 lists the restriction rule number. The

second column describes the formulas used to calculate the Error Rate of each rule. In

Table 23, the first column provides the names of the metrics and the second column
specifies the metrics or their calculations. The variable Nm_r specific to the formulas
(Table 25, Column 2) for rule r (one of the rules R17-R25) is defined in Table 25,
Column 3.
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Table 23 Measures used to derive Error Rate

Measure Specification (a single UCS)
Nv r # of violations of a specific restriction rule r
Nmissed r # of instances where the keyword (defined as the restriction rule r) should be

applied, but is not
NASteps Total number of action steps (sentences)
N,Cond Total number of condition sentences: precondition, postcondition, IF/ELSEIF

condition, VALIDATES THAT condition, and UNTIL condition
N1. Total number of INCLUDE USE CASE sentences
NE Total number of EXTENDED BY USE CASE sentences
NA Total number of alternative flows
?? Total number of noun phrases
N1, Total number of IF-THEN-ELSE-ELSEIF-ENDIF conditional logic sentences
NABORT Total number of ABORT sentences
NRESUME Total number of RESUME STEP # sentences
NMEANWHILE Total number of MEANWHILE sentences
NVALTS Total number of VALIDATES THAT sentences
NDO-UNTIL Total number of DO-UNTIL sentences
N,RFS Total number of the places where the keyword RFS is applied
N:Spe =NA T+NABORTS" RESUME
N-Pep =N- e+NFInclude 1^ Extend

N-NormalA ~NASteps-Nspe-Npep
N-Normals =N .+NrNormal?t1?| Cond

NAIlS -NASteps+Nçond-NvALTS

The Error Rate of each restriction rule equals (Table 24) the number of violations of the
rule r (Nv r) divided by the total number of steps where the rule could be applied, i.e.,

either NNormaiA, NAsteps, NNP, or NNormais· For example, Rl is specified as "The subjects of
sentences in basic and alternative flows should be the system or actors". It puts restriction
on action steps, except those describing use case relationships (i.e., those that use
keywords INCLUDE and EXTEND) and those specifying what happens at the end of an
alternative flow (i.e., those that use keywords ABORT and RESUME). Therefore the
error rate of Rl for a UCS equals Nv_i/NNormalA, where NvJ is the number of violations of Rl
in the UCS and NNormaiA (Table 23) is the total number of action steps (NASteps) of the UCS
that do not contain keywords ABORT, RESUME, INCLUDE USE CASE and
EXTENDED BY USE CASE (we substract NSpe and NDep from NAstePs in Table 23). Some
restriction rules require two error rate measures. For example (Table 25), the error rate of
Rl 7 is calculated as the average of Nmissed_p/?a??* and hTm_n/1\Jinclude, where NmisSed_i7/NAiis
captures the rate of obsence of keyword INCLUDE USE CASE (specified in R17), i.e., it

should be used but it is not, whereas ?Jm_n/hhnciude captures the rate of erroneous
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occurrences (the keyword is used, but either in a wrong situation, without the included
use case name, or with an incorrect use case name, or should not be applied at all).

Table 24 Error Rate measurements (Rl-Rl6)

Rl
R2
R3

Measure
Nv i/N-NormaiA

Ny 2/NASteps
Nv 3/??0G???a

R4 I Nv VNASteps

R5
R6
R7
R8

Measure
Ny ,/?'? 5' ^NormalA

Nv6/NNormalA

Ny 7/NNoraialA

R9
RlO
RIl

Measure
Ny 9/NNP
Ny 10/NNormalS
Nv ii/NNoirmalS

Ny 8/NNormais R12 Nv i2/NNormals R16 Ny 16/N;

R13
R14
R15

Measure
Ny 13/NNormalS
Ny iVNnp
Ny 15/NNormalS

Table 25 Error Rate measurements (R17-R26)
Measure Description (Nn, r)- -see Table 9 for the corresponding

rules/keywords
R17 (Nmissed_17/NAHs +

Nm 17/Ninciude)/2
# of instances where the keyword is applied, but either in a wrong
situation, without the included use case name, or with incorrect use case
name, or should not be applied at all.

R18 (Nmissed_18/NAils
Nm l8/ÑExtend)/2

# of instances where the keyword is applied, but either in a wrong
situation, without the extended use case name, or with incorrect use case
name.

R19 (Nmissed 19/NAltFlows +
Nm 19/NRFS)/2

# of instances where the keyword is applied, but either in a wrong
situation, without the basic flow step number followed, or with a wrong
basic flow step number.

R20 Nm 2(/NiF # of instances where the keyword is incorrectly applied, such as incorrect
grammar.

R21 (Nmissed_2l/NA11S +
Nm 2i/Nmeanwhile)/2

# of instances where the keyword is applied, but in a wrong situation, or
the action steps connected by the keyword are not appropriate (e.g., non-
action steps).

R22 Nm 22/NvALTs # of instances where the alternative case is not described in its
corresponding alternative flow, the condition sentence is not a complete
sentence, or there is no condition sentence followed by the keyword.

R23 (Nmissed_23/NA11S
N1n 23/Ndo-until)/2

# of instances where the keyword is applied, but in a wrong situation, or
the grammar is not followed: e.g., missing condition.

R24 (Nmissed_24/NA11S +
Nm 24/Nabort)/2

# of instances where the keyword is applied in a wrong place: e.g., not
the last step of an alternative flow.

R25 (Nmissed_25/NA11S
Nn, 25/Nresume)/2

# of instances where the keyword is applied, but not in an alternative
flow, or the keyword is applied in an alternative flow, but not in the last
step of an alternative flow.

R26 Ny 26/(Na s+1) NAtIFiOKS+I'- # of the flows of events of a UCS.

For each UCS, the error rate of a specific restriction rule r (ErrorRater) is:

J^C^ErrorRateu)
ErrorRater UxS
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where S is the set of participants (s is an index identifying each participant), Us is the set
of UCSs created by participant s (us is an index identifying each UCSs created by
participant s), U denotes the total number of UCSs written by all the participant.

12.2.6.2 Understandability, Applicability and Restrictiveness

Understandability is one of the three subjective measures used to assess the restriction
rules and is based on responses to the first (yes/no) question of the comprehension
questionnaire of Task 1 (Section 12.2.5.1). This measure, normalized on the scale from 0
to 1, is the ratio of "yes" in all collected responses. The other two subjective measures,
Applicability and Restrictiveness, are measured by using the participant responses to the
second and third questions of the comprehension questionnaire of Task 1 (Section
12.2.5.1), respectively. Recall that both questions are answered on four-point Likert
scales, from 1 (Completely disagree) to 4 (Completely agree). Our analysis will focus on
comparing average scores across all participant responses.

12.2.6.3 Quality of analysis class diagram (CD)

The quality of an analysis class diagram is evaluated from three aspects: Correctness,
Completeness, and Redundancy. The reference class diagrams, used as the basis to
evaluate class diagrams designed by the participants, are the original class diagrams of
the two case study systems we used in Task 2 (Section 12.2.5.2). Data are collected for
the first five measures in Table 26 from the reference class diagrams (e.g., number of
classes in each reference class diagram (NciaSs)); while data are also collected for the last
10 measures in Table 26 from the class diagram of each participant. All these data are
then used to compute the measures of Completeness, Correctness and Redundancy of a
participant class diagram according to the formulas presented in Table 28. The
completeness of a class diagram (RcDcompit) is computed as the average of Class
Completeness (Rcipi), Association Completeness (Rcip2) and Generalization Completeness
(Rcip3) since we consider classes, associations and generalizations to be the three most
important (structural) aspects of a class diagram. The class diagram correctness (RcDcorrect)
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is determined by the correctness of classes (RcO—computed as the average, over the
complete class diagram, of the class measures of Completeness (Rccompit) and Correctness
(Rccorrect) (Table 27)—and associations. The class diagram redundancy (RcDre) is
computed as the ratio of redundant classes (Nrc) over all the classes of a participant's
class diagram (Neciass)·

Table 26 Measures used to derive CD

# Measure Specification
1 N,class # of classes in the reference model

N.. # of associations in the reference model
N. # of generalizations in the reference model
Na # of attributes in entity classes in the reference model
Nn, # of operations of control or boundary classes in the reference model
N,cpl # of missing attributes of a class
N,cp2 # of missing operations of a class
N,clpl # of missing classes in a class diagram
N1clp2 # of missing associations in a class diagram

10 Nclp3 # of missing generalizations in a class diagram
11 Nc # of matching classes in a class diagram
12 N61 # of classes in a class diagram
13 Nc # of incorrect associations of a class diagram
14 Na # of matching associations between matching class diagrams
15 N, # of extra classes that are redundant, excluding equivalent model elements

For each class of the reference class diagram of a case study system, we look for a class
with the same name in a participant class diagram. If such a matching class is found, then
it is evaluated according to the quality measures for a class (Table 27); otherwise, we
keep looking for a design equivalent15 to the reference class in the participant class
diagram. If no such equivalent design exists, then we consider the reference class as
missing and therefore the participant diagram as incomplete. When all the reference
classes have been looked at, we obtain three outputs: 1) A set of matching classes which
are evaluated by using the quality measures for a class (Table 27); 2) A set of equivalent
designs, which are not measured because this would require either a subjective
measurement or a large number of specific measures. Besides not many such equivalent
designs have been found and not measuring them does not really impact the measurement
of CD; 3) A set of reference classes, missing in the participant class diagram. A

15 An equivalent design may contain one or more model elements, which could be attributes, multiple
classes connected by associations, etc.
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procedure similar to this identification of matching classes, missing classes, and
equivalent class designs is also applied to identify matching/missing/equivalent attributes,
operations, associations, and generalizations. Each participant class diagram is evaluated
by applying the quality measures for a class diagram (Table 28).

Table 27 Quality measures for a class
Category Measure Formula
Completeness
(Rccomplt)

Missing stereotype (RçPi)
Missing attributes

KP2 = Ncpi/K,r

Entity classes: „ _, (? ,„ ?/0??,?1 - l - (Kcpl + Kcp2 )/2
Boundary classes: D , / D , D \ nKcompt =l-(Kcpl + Rcp3>/2

Missing operations
??3=?€?2/?^

Correctness
(Rccorrect)

Incorrectly named (RcrQ Entity classes:
Incorrectly stereotyped (R0^)
Incorrectly assigned
"abstract" (R1^3)
Does not represent one and
only one logical concept (Rçr4)
Not given a cohesive set of
responsibilities (Rcrs)
Does not represent the
intended meaning of the class
(Rcrò)

K^, = 1- (^1 + Rcrl + Rr3 + K, + K5 + K6)1 6
Boundary classes:
^* =1-(^H +Rcr2 +K +Ks +KJß
If the entity class under evaluation does not
contain any attributes, then:
^* = 1-(^1 + Ki + K, + KUl*
If the boundary class under evaluation does not
contain any operations, then:
K ^'(K +K2+ K1+ K6)I^

Class i (Rei) Rr '' (Rccorrpll + Rccomcl )/2

Table 28 Quality measures for a class diagram
Category Measure Formula
Completeness (RcDcompit) Class Completeness

Kpl=l-Nclpi/NdaS!
RCDcompl, - (KpI + Kp2 + Kpl)/3

Association Completeness
KP2=l-Nclp2/Nasso
Generalization Completeness
Kp,=^-Nclpi/Ngerl

Correctness (RcDcorrect) Class Correctness K ¦ = (^.+^)/2

Association Correctness

Redundancy (RCDre) Rcnre=N,jNec
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12.2.6.4 Quality of analysis sequence diagram (SD) and consistency of analysis
class and sequence diagrams (CS)

Five measures evaluate the quality of a sequence diagram (SD): SD Completeness, SD
Correctness, SD Redundancy, BCE Consistency (consistency with the
Boundary/Control/Entity principle), and SDCD Consistency. They are defined (Table 30)
based on simpler measures (Table 29). To evaluate the quality of sequence diagrams
produced by participants we need reference sequence diagrams. Unfortunately we do not
find sequence diagrams for the CPD and VS systems in reference textbooks or other
resources. We only possess sequence diagrams manually created by the authors of this
article. However, we can use sequence diagrams generated by the CASE tool aToucan
(Chapter 8), which automatically generates analysis class and sequence diagrams from
RUCM requirements, since these diagrams have been shown to be of high quality, the
quality of renowned textbooks. Data are collected from the reference sequence diagrams
to compute the first four measures in Table 29; while data are collected from the
sequence diagrams being evaluated for the last 14 measures.

As opposed to the first four aspects, which compare a participant's sequence diagram to a
reference sequence diagram, SDCD Consistency (Rcoiisdcd) measures the consistency
between a participant sequence diagram and this participant's class diagram. Any
violation of the following three rules contributes to NinconsDCD-t, which determines SDCD
Consistency (Table 30):

• Each object in a sequence diagram must be an instance of a class in the class
diagram;

• Each operation, attribute in a sequence diagram must appear in the class diagram
and must be consistent with it (e.g., an operation in a message must be declared in
the class that is the type of the target lifeline);

• Two objects can communicate with messages provided there is an association
between their respective classes.
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As shown in Table 30, the completeness of a sequence diagram (RsDcompit) is computed as
the average of the Message Completeness (RconMsg), IU (interactionuse) Completeness
(Rconiu)j and CF (combinedFragment) Completeness (RconCF)· The consistency of a
sequence diagram (RsDcorrect) is determined by the consistency of messages (RcorMsg),
interaction uses (Rcoriu), combined fragments (Rcoi-cf), and message ordering (RcorSeq)
since these are considered to be important aspects in a sequence diagram. The
redundancy of a sequence diagram (RsDre) is computed as the ratio of redundant messages
(NreMsg-t) over all the messages of a student's sequence diagram (Nmsg-t). Measure BCE
Consistency (Rcoiibce) evaluates whether a student's sequence diagram conforms to the
Boundary-Control-Entity (BCE) design principle of analysis sequence diagrams [15].
Any violation of the following three rules is considered to be a violation of the BCE
principle and therefore contributes to measure NVBCE-t (Table 29):

• A message is sent from a Boundary object to an Entity object.

• A message is sent from an Entity object to a Control object.

• A message is sent from an Entity object to a Boundary object.
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Table 29 Measures used to derive SD

1

10
11
12

13
14

15

16
17

Measure
N1,
N1;
Nn
N1CF-r

N,msg-t

Nhlifeline-t
N-iu-t

N,CF-t

N1mMsg-t

N1mIU-t

N1mCF-t
NiMsg-t

Ni,
Nie

NiSeq-t
N.vBCE-t

N1reMsg-t

?inconSDCD-t

Speciñcation
# of messages in the reference sequence diagram
# of lifelines in the reference sequence diagram
# of interaction uses in the reference sequence diagram
# of combined fragments in the reference sequence diagram
# of messages in a tested sequence diagram
# of lifelines in a tested sequence diagram
# of interaction uses in a tested sequence diagram
# of combined fragments in a tested (participant) sequence diagram
# of missing messages in a tested sequence diagram
# of missing interaction uses in a tested sequence diagram
# of missing combined fragments in a tested sequence diagram
# of occurrences of incorrect messages (i.e., incorrect message name, incorrect
lifelines, wrong direction, and/or incorrect message types) in a tested sequence
diagram
# of occurrences of incorrectly-applied interaction uses in a tested sequence diagram
# of occurrences of incorrectly-applied combined fragments
1. InteractionOperand is not provided or a wrong operand is used.
2. Condition is not provided or a wrong condition is used.
3. Lifelines are not correctly covered.
4. Wrong messages are covered.
# of occurrences of incorrect sequences of messages, interaction uses, or combined
fragments.
# of violations of the Boundary-Control-Entity (BCE) principle
# of extra messages that are redundant; the semantics of these messages have been
modeled by other elements
# of occurrences of inconsistency between a tested sequence diagram and its
corresponding class diagram
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Table 30 Quality measures for a sequence diagram
Category Measure Formula
Completeness
(RsDcomplt)

Message Completeness
N,

^¦conMsg ~*~ ^COItIU "*" ^conCF

RconMsg = 1 — mMsg-t
vSDcompl!

M -AT -M
msg-r uklsg-r aaMsg-r

IU Completeness
RCon,U=^Nm¡u_,l{Nm_r)
CF Completeness
R„ ¦^-NmCF.,/(NCF_r)

Correctness (RsDcorrect) Message Correctness K-corMsg ~*~ KçorlU "*" ^corCF "*" ^corSeq
R,¦orMsg ?-

? + N

N~,
IU Correctness

CF Correctness
RCorcF=\-NiCFJ{NCF_,)
Message Sequence Correctness
R =1-JV INlvcorSeq * Iy ÍSeq-t / J * msg-t

Redundancy (Rsd«) R=N IN1KSDre J v reMsg-I ' 1 v msg-l

BCE Consistency
(RçqiiBCe)

R =\-N IN'^conBCE L '* vBCE-t ' " mMsg-1

SDCD Consistency
(RconSDCp)

RconSDCD — * ^ mconSDCD-t 'V* msg-t + ^* Hfeline-I )

12.2.6.5 Correctness of responses to the comprehension questionnaires (QC)

As discussed in Section 12.2.5.2, data about the correctness of responses to the questions
of the comprehension questionnaires of Task 2 (QC), are used to evaluate the
understandability of UCSs, which is normalized between 0 and 1:

For the CPD system: QCcpd = number ofcorrect responses /15

For the VS system: QC vs = number ofcorrect responses / 25

where the denominators are the total numbers of questions in each system questionnaire.

12.3 Experiment Results and analysis

Recall that our first goal (Section 12.2.1) is to assess each restriction rule with respect to
four measures: Error Rate, Understandability, Applicability, and Restrictiveness, whereas
the second goal (Section 12.2.1) is to evaluate the impact of the restriction rules and use
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case template on the quality of manually derived analysis models, with four dependent
variables: CD, SD, CS, and QC, respectively denoting the quality and consistency of
analysis class and sequence diagrams manually generated by participants and the
correctness of participants responses to a comprehension questionnaire.

In Experiment 1, among the collected 26 data points for Task 2 (Table 18), one
participant's result was not included in the analysis because it was very incomplete (no
class diagram was derived), thus suggesting he had not complied with instructions. One
participant missed the lab for Task 2 and performed the task at home in an uncontrolled
manner. We excluded this data point as well. We also excluded a data point from a
participant who spent significantly more than the planned three hours (3 hours 40 mins)
to finish Task 2. As a result, a total of 23 data points were used for analyzing Task 2 (14
data points for treatment UCM_R and 9 for treatment UCMUR). Though the two
systems used for the experiment may lead to different results, the number of observations
does not allow us to perform a separate analysis for each of them. We, however, counter-
balance their possible effect by ensuring a similar proportion of observations coming
from each system, for each of the tasks.

The collected and used data points in Experiment 2 are provided in Table 31. As it is
often the case in controlled experiments, unforeseen, difficult to control events lead to the
exclusion of invalid data. Some observations in each lab and group were left out of the
analysis because of one of the following reasons. 1) Three participants (one in G2 and
two in G4) did not want to sign the consent form and therefore their data points were
excluded; 2) One participant's result (Lab 2-Gl) was very incomplete (no meaningful
messages were derived) suggesting he did not follow instructions; 3) Seven participants'
results (one in Lab 2-Gl, two in Lab 2-G2, one in Lab 2-G3, one in Lab 2-G4, one in Lab
4-Gl, and one in Lab 4-G2) contain only one or two sequence diagrams (two or three
sequence diagrams are required); 4) Four participants (two in Lab 1-Gl, one in Lab 1-G4,
and two in Lab 3-G4) spent significantly less than the planned three hours (less than 2
hours) to finish Task A; 5) Two participants in Gl and G4 missed Lab 3 and Lab 2,
respectively, and performed the task at home in an uncontrolled manner; 6) One
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participant (Lab 3-G3) derived a class diagram which is extremely similar to the
reference class diagram (e.g., identical class, attribute, and operation names); 7) One
participant (G3) derived a single sequence diagram for three use cases of the CPD system
in Lab 4.

Table 31 Collected and analyzed data points - Experiment 2

Lab
Collected data points
Gl
10
10
10

G2
10
10

G3

10

G4
10

10

Analyzed data points
Gl G2 G3 G4

12.3.1 Usage of restriction rules

Each restriction rule is evaluated by four measures: Error Rate, Understandability,
Applicability, and Restrictiveness (Section 12.2.6). The last three measure participants'
subjective opinions on rules; while Error Rate objectively evaluates errors made by
participants when applying each rule to UCSs during Experiment 1, Task 1. In this
section, experiment results are first discussed individually in terms of each measure. Then,
we synthesize these observations and try to identify correlations between the measures.
This analysis is motivated by the expectation that a rule that is easy to understand and
apply should be less restrictive and have a lower error rate. Last, we provide suggestions
regarding future training for applying restriction rules.

12.3.1.1 Error rate

Twelve of the 26 restriction rules have an error rate above or equal to 5%: Figure 37. Six
other rules have nearly no errors. All 26 error rates are provided in Appendix L, Table 62
for reference. Notice that the highest error rate is 25% (R22), and that all but two rules
(R20 and R22) have an error rate under 15%. If we now look more closely at R20 and
R22, we notice that R20 and R22 are more complex than the others (Section 3.3). R20
contains three different cases, which specify how keywords are used to describe
conditional logic sentences (IF-THEN-ELSE-ELSEIF-ENDIF) within a flow or across a
reference flow and an alternative flow (e.g., IF-THEN appears in the reference flow while
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ELSE-ENDIF appears in the alternative flow). We observed that the most frequently
occurring errors regarding R20 involve not applying or incorrectly applying the required
keywords (e.g., missing ELSE in alternative flow). R22 is also a composite and complex
restriction rule, which not only specifies the usage of keyword VALIDATES THAT, but
also indicates that the alternative case of the condition checking sentence containing this
keyword must be described in an alternative flow.

Error Rate

i Error Rate

R? I R9 j R12 R17 I R18 I R19 R20 R21 R22 R23 R25 R26
---------------i . \ i ,
14% 6% I 8% 8% \S% I 6% 21% 6% : 25% 14%

Figure 37 Error rates of restriction rules (when > 5%)

From a more general standpoint, we can also observe from Figure 37 that most of the
restrictions on the use of natural language (Rl -Rl 6) have error rates lower than the
restrictions on the use of control structures specified as keywords (R17-R25).
Appropriate tool support (part of our future work) can very likely be used to enforce the
proper usage of keywords specified in the latter set of rules, thus potentially reducing
their error rates. We also believe that more extensive training, perhaps specifically
focused on error-prone rules, could further reduce error rates.

12.3.1.2 Understandability

Recall that Understandability of a restriction rule reflects the ease of understanding the
rule according to the subjective opinions of the participants. Figure 38 presents the 11
(out of 26) rules that score below 90%. All 26 Understandability scores are provided in
Appendix L, Table 63 for reference. The lowest score is 65% (RlO and Rl 5). It is worth
mentioning that R8, RlO, Rl 3, and Rl 5 rely on concepts from the natural language
domain (e.g., "declarative sentence", "modal verb", "negatively adverb", and "participle
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phrase"), which could probably explain why these four restriction rules have relatively
low Understandability (from 65% to 75%). It is our experience that computer
engineering participants in Canada have in general a limited understanding of
grammatical and natural language concepts, an issue that may also extend to many IT
professionals. This suggests that in the future we probably need to put more efforts on
these rules during training. Another possible explanation could be that the motivation and
rationale of these restriction rules is not clear to the participants since some of them (e.g.,
R12-R15) are designed to facilitate automated natural language processing, an aspect of
the study that the participants were not informed about.

Understandability
100%

60%

a- 40%

0%
RS I RlO RH R13 R14 j RlS | R21 I R24 ! R2S ! R26

YES; 86% 69ÍÍ, I 6SK | 79X, | 69% 79% | 6S% | 76% 83% I 79% I 83%

Figure 38 Understandability of the restriction rules (when <90%)

In general, we can see that the participants have received sufficient training before the
experiment so that they were able to understand most of the restriction rules to a
sufficient degree. Therefore, we are confident that the participants who were given use
case models with restrictions in Task 2 are capable to understand the use case models and
derive analysis models from them.

12.3.1.3 Applicability

Recall that Applicability is measured on a four-point Likert scale, from 1 (Completely
disagree) to 4 (Completely agree). The frequencies of the participants' responses on this
scale are analyzed. Figure 39 presents the percentage of responses with "agree" scores on
Applicability, showing only rules with a percentage below 90% (12 out of 26 restriction
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rules). The scores for the 26 restriction rules are provided in Appendix L, Table 64, for
reference.

Figure 39 shows that most of the participants (80% and above) agree that most of the
restriction rules (21 rules) are easy to apply, except for rules R8, RlO, RIl, R13 and R15,
which receive less than 80% "agree" responses. Notice that these rules also receive
relatively low Understandability scores (Figure 38). This probably suggests that these
rules are relatively difficult to understand and, as a result, they are also relatively hard to
apply. As we have discussed in Section 12.3.1.2, better training and/or tool support could
help improve these scores.

Applicability
" 80%

= 60% I III I Il
S6 R8 RlO RIl R13 R14

85% 79% 71% 79% 74% 83%

RlS R21 J R23 R24 R25

65% 80% i 89% i 85% 86%
R26

86%

12.3.1.4

Figure 39 High applicability of the restriction rules (when < 90%)

Restrictiveness

Restrictiveness is also measured on a four-point Likert scale from 1 (Completely
disagree) to 4 (Completely agree). Figure 40 presents the percentage of responses with
"agree" scores on Restrictiveness, showing only the 10 (out of 26) rules receiving scores
above 20%. The scores for all the 26 restriction rules are provided in Appendix L, Table
65, for reference. As shown in Figure 40, most of the participants (80% and above) agree
that more than half of the restriction rules (16) are not restrictive. Though the 10 rules
shown in Figure 40 all received a score above 20%, all scores are below 40% and the
remaining 16 rules were below this threshold. This is not bad considering that the
participants applied the restriction rules for the first time and were not informed of the
rationale of the restriction rules when the experiment was conducted. In other words, if
the participants knew what the rules were for, they would consider them less restrictive.
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Restrictiveness
40%

30%

20%

10%

0%
RIO RIl R12 R13 R14 R15 R26R3 R8Rl

¦ Agree 22% 23% 28% 21% 32% 26% 35% 26% 24% 36%

Figure 40 High restrictiveness of the restriction rules (when > 20%)

12.3.1.5 Correlation Analysis

Let us analyze the correlations between the measures of Understandability,
Restrictiveness, Applicability, and Error Rate. We expect that a rule that is easy to
understand and apply should be less restrictive and have a lower error rate. Spearman
nonparametric correlations between each pair of the four measures are presented in Table
32. The measures of Understandability, Applicability, and Restrictiveness are strongly
related to each other (significant correlations are identified), which means that most rules
with high Understandability consistently have high Applicability and low Restrictiveness.
However, no significant correlations between Error Rate and the other three measures
can be identified. One possible explanation is that the participants were consistent when
answering questionnaires but some of them did not gain enough insight to precisely
answer those questionnaires according to their own experience of using the restriction
rules: some of the participants that perceived some rules to be understandable, easy to
apply and not restrictive committed mistakes when applying them while others did not.
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Table 32 Spearman nonparametric correlation analysis - correlation table
Measure
Low Restrictiveness
High Applicability
High Applicability
Error Rate
Error Rate
Error Rate

By Measure
Understandability
Understandability
Low Restrictiveness
Understandability
Low Restrictiveness
High Applicability

Spearman ? Prob>lp|
0.5420
0.7894
0.5972
0.2930
0.2262
0.1299

0.0042
<0.0001
0.0013
0.1463
0.2665
0.5272

12.3.2 Quality of analysis models

As we have discussed in Section 12.2.3, Goal 2 involves one independent variable
(Method) with two treatments, UCMR and UCMJJR, respectively denoting the use or
not of RUCM, and four dependent variables CD, SD, CS, and QC, respectively denoting
the quality of analysis class diagrams, the quality of analysis sequence diagrams, the
consistency between analysis class and sequence diagrams, and the correctness of
responses to a comprehension questionnaire (Sections 12.2.6.3 and 12.2.6.4). In this
section, we discuss the impact of the independent variable Method on the dependent
variable CD (Section 12.3.2.1), SD (Section 12.3.2.2), CS (Section 12.3.2.3), and QC
(Section 12.3.2.4) and also investigate the possible interactions between Method and two
factors (System and Order) on these four dependent variables.

12.3.2.1 Quality of analysis class diagram (CD)

This section discusses the impact of Method (two treatments: UCMR vs. UCM-UR) on
CD (the quality of analysis class diagrams), which is determined by several measures
(Section 12.2.6.3). Next, we investigate possible interactions between Method and a
number of factors on CD: System (CPD vs. VS) and Order (2. 116 vs. 2.3). The descriptive
statistics of all the experiments regarding CD are provided in Table 66, Appendix L for
reference.

1 In the rest of the thesis, we use 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4 to denote the first, second, third and fourth labs of
Experiment 2, respectively.
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One first observation is that all means for Association Completeness, for all experiments,
are below 0.25. This indicates that less than 25% of the associations in the reference class

diagrams were derived by the participants. (Recall that the reference class diagrams of
CPD and VS contain 15 and 10 associations, respectively.) Furthermore, many
participants were not even able to derive any of the reference associations. In such
situations, Association Correctness, which is defined as the ratio of correctly identified
associations to all identified associations and also contributes to the calculation of CD

Correctness, is then undefined due to a division by zero. Therefore, we exclude
Association Correctness and CD Correctness from our analysis.

In the rest of the section, we first report univariate analysis results for CD on the
following four measures: Class Completeness, CD Completeness, Class Correctness, and
Redundancy. Then interaction effects between Method and System and between Method
and Order are discussed. Last, we summarize the analysis results.

Univariate analysis

Figure 41 to Figure 44 show, for the four quality measures of CD, the mean diamond
plots of Experiment 1 and Experiment 2. This visual representation helps compare the
means of the different measures for treatments UCMR and UCM_UR. A mean diamond
depicts the sample mean and 95% confidence interval. The line across each diamond pair
represents the group mean and the vertical span of each diamond represents the 95%
confidence interval. The width of each diagmond represents the size of the sample.
Notice that though the systems used for the experiment might lead to different results, the
number of observations does not allow us to perform a separate analysis for each of them
in Experiment 1 . Additionally, for the purpose of comparison, the mean diamonds of the
four measures in Experiment 2 (without differentiating systems and labs) are also
provided in these figures.

As shown in these figures, the participants applying UCM_R consistently performed
better than the participants applying UCM_UR in terms of all the four measures in both
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Experiment 1 and Experiment 2. The results of a two-tailed Mest to assess the statistical
significance, for each system, of the difference between the two treatments are discussed
below.

By comparing the global means for the two experiments, we can notice that the results of
Experiment 2 are overall better than those of Experiment 1 regarding Class Completeness,
CD Completeness, and Class Correctness. However it is the opposite for Redundancy;
Experiment 2 yielded higher mean values than Experiment 1. As discussed in Section
12.2.4, participants in Experiment 2 were given twice as much time to derive class
diagrams and we were expecting to obtain more complete class diagrams and, as a result,
more redundant classes.
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Figure 41 Distributions of Class Completeness - Labs 1&2
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Figure 42 Distributions of CD Completeness - Labs 1&2
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Figure 44 Distributions of Redundancy - Labs 1&2

Figure 45 to Figure 48 show mean diamonds of the four measures of lab 2.1. Figure 49 to
Figure 52 show mean diamonds of the four measures of lab 2.3. In each of these figures,
the mean diamonds for each system are provided for the purpose of comparison.

We notice from these figures that the participants applying UCM_R performed better
than those applying UCMJJR, for both systems in both labs 2.1 and 2.3. Also, the mean
values of the VS system are consistently higher (Class Completeness, CD Completeness
and Class Correctness) or lower (Redundancy) than those of the CPD system. Therefore
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we conducted a two-way ANOVA analysis to assess the impact of System (CPD vs. VS)
onC£>.
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Figure 45 Distributions of Class Completeness - Lab 2.1
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Figure 46 Distributions of CD Completeness - Lab 2.1
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Table 33 reports on the results of a two-tailed /-test to assess the statistical significance of
differences of the four CD quality measures between UCMR and UCMUR. Equivalent
non-parametric tests results (Wilcoxon rank sum test [108]) are also reported to confirm
the validity of /-test results. Each row reports on each CD quality measure for each
system (CPD or VS) or the two systems together (CPD+VS) for Experiment 1 (due to the
small number of observations). Columns show the mean differences, degree of freedom
(DF), the calculated t-value, and the corresponding p-value of the two-tailed /-test and
corresponding probability for the non-parametric test.

Though the differences are not significant, the participants using UCMR performed
slightly better in terms of Class Completeness, CD Completeness, and Redundancy than
those using UCMUR. However, there is a statistically significant difference regarding
Class Correctness: UCM_R yielded significantly higher quality class diagrams than
UCMUR.

In lab 2.1, UCMR are better in terms of all four measures than UCMUR. There are
statistically significant differences regarding Class Completeness and Class Correctness.
There is, however, a conflict between the results of the /-test and the non-parametric

Wilcoxon test regarding CD Completeness. Various statistically-significant differences
are observed for CPD only /-tests and no statistically-significant differences are observed
for VS only /-tests, which indicates that it is necessary to perform a two-way ANOVA
test to assess interaction effects between System (CPD vs. VS) and Method (UCM_R vs.
UCMUR).

In lab 2.3, again, UCM_R outperformed UCMJJR in terms of all the four measures.
Statistically significant differences are observed in terms of Class Completeness, Class
Correctness, and Redundancy, which is not consistent with the results of lab 2.1. This
inconsistency is due perhaps to interaction effects between Order (2.1 vs. 2.3) and
Method (UCM_R vs. UCMUR). A two-way ANOVA test was performed to examine
the impact of lab order on the dependent variable CD.
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Table 33 Two tailed /-test and Wilcoxon test- CD

Exp System Measures /-test

Mean difference
(UCM R-UCM UR)

DF t-
value

P-
value

CPD+VS Class Completeness 0.108
CD Completeness 0.082
Class Correctness 0.138

Redundancy -0.048
2.1 CPD Class Completeness 0.213

CD Completeness 0.124
Class Correctness 0.058

Redundancy -0.105
VS Class Completeness 0.051

CD Completeness 0.076
Class Correctness 0.09

Redundancy -0.011

15 1.334 0.2022
17 1.552 0.139
16 2.281 0.037
12 -0.792 0.4436
12 2.827 0.0157
11 1.813 0.0961
13 1.757 0.1022
14 -2.269 0.0398
12 0.99 0.3411
10 1.384 0.1956

1.986 0.0875
13 0.27 0.7914

CPD+VS Class Completeness 0.14
CD Completeness 0.106
Class Correctness 0.08

Redundancy -0.068

30 2.933 0.0064
26 2.392 0.0242
25 2.73 0.0114
26 -1.904 0.0682

2.3 CPD Class Completeness 0.193
CD Completeness 0.136
Class Correctness 0.054

Redundancy -0.111

12 3.188 0.008
10 2.203 0.0514

1.476 0.0175
12 -2.423 0.0326

VS Class Completeness 0.056
CD Completeness 0.017
Class Correctness 0.045

Redundancy -0.053

15 0.768 0.454
16 0.277 0.7854
13 1.765 0.1002
16 -1.059 0.3056

CPD+VS Class Completeness 0.124
CD Completeness 0.076
Class Correctness 0.054

Redundancy -0.08

Interaction effects

29 2.326 0.0274
30 1.634 0.1128
30 2.112 0.0432
30 -2.323 0.0272

The relationship between the dependent variable CD and Method may be affected by a
number of interaction factors. A Two-way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was
performed to test both the interaction between Method and Order and between Method
and System for Experiment 2: Appendix M, Table 68.

For lab 2.1, the results show significant main effects oí Method on all the four measures
(in favor of UCM_R), significant main effects of System on Class Correctness and
Redundancy (in favor of VS) and no significant interaction effects on any of the four
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measures. For lab 2.3, the results show significant main effects of Method on Class
Completeness, Class Correctness, and Redundancy (in favor of UCM_R). Significant
main effects of System are observed in lab 2.3 for Class Completeness, CD Completeness,
and Class Correctness (in favor of VS). No significant interaction effects are identified in
lab 2.3 for any of the four measures. Least-square means plots are used to visualize the
main and interaction effects oí Method and System in lab 2.1 and lab 2.3: Appendix M,
Figure 1 13 and Figure 1 14.

Lab order was the second factor for which we studied the interaction effect on CD to
account for learning effects. We assume that participants would tend to perform better on
lab 2.3 than lab 2.1, regardless of other factors. We performed a two-way ANOVA
analysis to assess the impact of lab order on the four measures of CD: Appendix M,
Table 69. Statistically significant differences are found for the main effects of Order in
terms of Class Correctness and Redundancy (in favor of Lab 2.3), but no significant
effect was observed for the interaction of Method and Order. We also observed that the
participants performed better in Lab 2.3 than in Lab 2.1 in terms of all the four measures
(least-square means plots are provided in Appendix M, Figure 1 15 for reference).
Summary

The participants applying UCMJl consistently performed better than the participants
applying UCMUR in terms of all four-quality measures in both Experiment 1 and
Experiment 2. Statistically significant differences (in favor of UCMR) are summarized
in Table 34, when combining observations from the two systems to gain statistical power.
'Yes' means statistically significant difference is identified.

Table 34 Summary of Mest results of CD
Experiment

2.1
2.3

Class Completeness
No
Yes
Yes

CD Completeness
No
Yes
No

Class Correctness
Yes
Yes
Yes

Redundancy
No
No
Yes
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We also observed that the participants in Experiment 2 outperformed the participants in
Experiment 1 for both treatments with respect to Class Completeness, CD Completeness,
and Class Correctness, but not Redundancy. Recall that the participants in Experiment 2
were given more time to derive class diagrams and we were expecting to obtain more
complete and correct class diagrams and, as a result, more redundant classes (Section
12.2.4).

A two-way ANOVA was performed to test both the interaction between Method and
System and between Method and Order for Experiment 2. No significant interaction
effects were identified for any of the four measures. However, significant main effects of
System and Order were found on various measures. Results are summarized in Table 35.
Participants performed better on VS than on CPD perhaps because the use case model of
VS contains five use cases while the use case model of CPD has six use cases, the latter
thus requiring more time to understand.

Table 35 Summary of ANOVA tests - CD
Main effects

System
(in favor of VS)

Experiment

2.1
2.3

Order
(in favor of Lab 2.3)

Class
Completeness

No
Yes
No

CD
Completeness

No
Yes
No

Class
Correctness

Yes
Yes
Yes

Redundancy

Yes
No
Yes

12.3.2.2 Quality of analysis sequence diagram (SD)

In this section, we discuss the impact of Method (with two treatments UCMR vs. UCM-
UR) on the dependent variable SD, which is determined by different measures (Section
12.2.6.4). Next, we investigate the possible interactions between Method and possible
interaction factors: System (CPD vs. VS) and Order (2.2 vs. 2.4). Descriptive statistics for
SD are provided in Table 67, Appendix L for reference.

Recall, from Section 12.2.6.4, that a sequence diagram is evaluated in terms of a set of
measures: Completeness, Correctness, Redundancy, and BCE Consistency. The
completeness of a sequence diagram is calculated as the average of the completeness of
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the messages, interaction uses, and combined fragments contained in the sequence
diagram. The correctness of the sequence diagram is evaluated as the average of the
correctness of the messages, interaction uses, and combined fragments of the sequence
diagram. In the rest of the analysis, we report on a selected set of these measures:
Message Completeness, SD Completeness, Message Correctness, SD Correctness, and
BCE Consistency. The rationale is that Message is one of the most important elements of
sequence diagrams and SD Completeness and SD Correctness indicate the overall
completeness and correctness of a sequence diagram, including the completeness and
correctness of its interaction uses and combined fragments. Therefore it is not necessary
to report on the completeness and correctness of interaction uses and combined fragments
separately. We also exclude Redundancy from the analysis of sequence diagrams as we
observed very few sequence diagrams that contained redundant messages.

In the rest of the section, we first report univariate analysis results for SD on the selected
five measures discussed above. Then interaction effects between Method and System and
between Method and Order are discussed. Last, we summarize and discuss the analysis
results.

Univariate analysis

We performed univariate analysis to assess the isolated effect of Method on the five
selected quality measures for SD: Message Completeness, SD Completeness, Message
Correctness, SD Correctness, and BCE Consistency. Figure 53 to Figure 57 show mean
diamonds for these measures in lab 2.2. Mean diamonds for all measures in lab 2.4 are
shown in Figure 58 to Figure 62. In each of these figures, results are shown for each
system to help comparisons.

We notice from these figures that UCM_R are better than UCMUR in terms of most of
the measures and for both systems in both lab 2.2 and lab 2.4.
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Figure 58 Distributions of Message Completeness - Lab 2.4
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Figure 61 Distributions of SD Correctness - Lab 2.4
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Table 36 reports on the results of a two-tailed i-test for each system to assess the
statistical significance of the difference for the five selected quality measures between
UCMR and UCMJJR. Non-parametric tests (Wilcoxon rank sum test [108]) were also
performed to double-check the validity of i-test results.

In lab 2.2, there is no statistically significant difference observed. In lab 2.4, statistically
significant differences regarding SD Completeness and Message Correctness are found
based on the CPD+VS data points.
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Table 36 One tailed í-test and Wilcoxon test- SD

Lab System

Measures

Mest

Mean difference
(UCM R-UCM UR)

DF t-value P-
value

2.2 CPD Message Completeness 0.041
SD Completeness 0.056

Message Correctness 0.237
SD Correctness 0.156

BCE Consistency 0.046

0.8061 0.4438
11 0.6955 0.5012
13 1.9451 0.0738
11 1.872 0.0878

0.7322 0.4856
VS Message Completeness 0.022

SD Completeness -0.009
Message Correctness 0.001

SD Correctness 0.045
BCE Consistency 0.044

10 0.3419 0.7392
-0.1193 0.9076

10 0.0085 0.9834
10 0.6804 0.5124

1.45 0.2056
CPD+VS Message Completeness 0.032

SD Completeness 0.025
Message Correctness 0.128

SD Correctness 0.107
BCE Consistency 0.045

22 0.792 0.437
26 0.4094 0.6856
25 1.4766 0.1524
22 1.9275 0.0672
16 1.247 0.2306

2.4 CPD Message Completeness 0.063
SD Completeness 0.155

Message Correctness 0.128
SD Correctness 0.016

BCE Consistency 0.008

0.8596 0.416
12 1.4738 0.1666
11 1.0345 0.324
11 0.1726 0.8662
12 0.0751 0.9514

VS Message Completeness 0.124
SD Completeness 0.154

Message Correctness 0.229
SD Correctness 0.066

BCE Consistency 0.008

10 1.5246 0.1572
12 2.5168 0.0268

2.0051 0.0778
12 1.3277 0.2098
14 0.495 0.6286

CPD+VS Message Completeness 0.098
SD Completeness 0.156

Message Correctness 0.186
SD Correctness 0.05

BCE Consistency 0.014

19 1.798 0.088
28 2.7023 0.0116
26 2.3462 0.0268
28 0.97 0.3404
26 0.259 0.7978

Interaction effects

We performed a two-way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) to assess possible interactions
between Method and Order and between Method and System. ANOVA results showing
the main and interaction effects of Method and System on the five SD quality measures
are reported in Table 70 (Appendix M). For lab 2.2, the results show a significant main
effect only for System on SD Correctness. For lab 2.4, the results show significant main
effects of Method on SD Completeness and Message Correctness. No significant
interaction effects are identified in both experiments.
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We also use LSMeans plots (Appendix M, Figure 116 and Figure 117) to visualize the
main and interaction effects oí Method and System in lab 2.2 and lab 2.4. Results confirm
that the participants with treatment UCM_R performed better than those with treatment
UCMJJR. Unlike CD in lab 2.1 and lab 2.3 where the participants working on VS
performed better than the participants working on CPD for all four quality measures
(Section 12.2.6.4), we don't observe the same phenomenon for SD for lab 2.2 though we
do in Lab 2.4 where significant differences between VS and CPD are observed for all the
five measures.

To account for learning effects, the interaction effect of lab order on SD was also studied.
We assume that participants would tend to perform better on lab 2.4 than lab 2.2,
regardless of other factors. We performed a two-way ANOVA analysis to assess the
impact of lab order on the five SD quality measures and the results are given in Table 71
(Appendix M). Corresponding LS Means plots are provided in Appendix M, Figure 118
to help visualizing the results. The results show a statistically significant impact of lab
order through interactions with Method on Message Completeness, SD Completeness,
Message Correctness, and SD Correctness, but not on BCE Consistency. The most
plausible explanation is that participants improved their UML sequence diagram
modeling skills from experience in lab 2.2 and therefore performed better in lab 2.4. This
tentative explanation is confirmed by the participants when filling pre-lab questionnaires
(Appendix L), reporting on how well they felt they mastered UML sequence diagram
modeling.

Summary

The participants applying UCMR consistently performed better than participants
applying UCMUR in terms of most of the five measures in Experiment 2. Statistically
significant differences when combining observations from both systems are summarized
in Table 37.
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Table 37 Summary of Mest results of SD
Experiment

2.2

Message
Completeness

No

SD
Completeness

No

Message
Correctness

No

SD
Correctness

No

BCE
Consistency

No
2.4 No Yes Yes No No

A two-way ANOVA was performed to test both the interaction between Method and
System and between Method and Order for Experiment 2. No significant interaction
effects were identified for any of the four measures. However, significant main effects of
System and Order were found on various measures. The results are summarized in Table

35. Except for BCE Consistency, a statistically significant main effect of Order was
identified for the other four measures in lab 2.4. This is because the participants, building
on their experience in lab 2.2, performed much better in lab 2.4. This explanation is also
confirmed from the responses of the participants to the pre-lab questionnaires in the two
labs.

Table 38 Summary of ANOVA tests - SD
Main effects Exp. Message

Completeness
SD

Completeness
Message

Correctness
SD

Correctness
BCE

Consistency
System

(in favor of
CPD)

2.2 No Yes No No No
2.4 No No No No No

Order
(in favor of lab 2.4)

Yes Yes Yes Yes No

12.3.2.3 Consistency between analysis class and sequence diagrams (CS)

The variable CS denotes the consistency between analysis class and sequence diagrams.
It is the focus of one of the measures evaluating sequence diagrams: SDCD Consistency
(Table 30). The descriptive statistics of the measure are presented in Table 39. Table 40
presents a summary of the statistical Mest results for CS. The results do not show
statistically significant differences between the two treatments. This is reasonable
because UCMR does not in any way help designers keep consistency between analysis
class and sequence diagrams. Non-parametric test results are not very different from the
Mest results and are therefore not presented.
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12.3.2.4

Table 39 Descriptive statistics of CS - lab 2.2 and lab 2.4

Methods
UCM R

UCM UR
All Methods

Lab 2.2
Mean
0.804
0.812
0.808

Size
16
14
30

Lab 2.4
Mean
0.881
0.848
0.865

Size
14
16
30

Table 40 One way t-test - CS - lab 2.2 and lab 2.4
Experiment

2.2
2.4

Mean difference
(UCM R-UCM UR)

-0.008
0.033

DF

27
28

t-value

-0.149
0.535

p-value

0.4413
0.2986

Correctness of responses to the comprehension questionnaire

The dependent variable QC denotes the correctness of responses from a comprehension
questionnaire (Sections 12.2.6.3 and 12.2.6.4). In this section, we report on two-tailed t-
test results using the factor Method. The descriptive statistics of the measure are
presented in Table 41 and the i-test results are given in Table 42.

The ¿-test result shows a significant difference between the two treatments in the
expected direction for all the experiments, thus indicating an increased understanding due
to restriction rules and the template. Non-parametric test results are not very different
from the i-test results and are therefore not presented.

Table 41 Descriptive statistics of QC - Experiment 1, Experiment 2: lab 2.2, and lab
2.3

Methods
UCM R

UCM UR
All Methods

Experiment 1
Mean
0.913
0.527
0.72

Size
12

20

Lab 2.2
Mean
0.816
0.545
0.693

Size
18
15
33

Lab 2.3
Mean
0.852
0.494
0.662

Size
16
18
34

Table 42 i-test - QC - Experiment 1, Experiment 2: lab 2.2, and lab 2.3
Experiment

2.2
2.3

Mean difference
(UCM_R - UCMJJR)

0.387
0.271
0.356

DF

29
26

t-value

5.189
4.4
8.4

p-value

<0.0008
<0.0002
<0.0002
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12.4 Threats to Validity

Two main threats to external validity are related to our experiment, and are typical to
controlled experiments in artificial settings and within time constraints: 1) are the
subjects representative of software professionals? 2) Is the experiment material
representative of industrial practice, in terms of the size of the systems we used?

Regarding issue 1), recall that in Task 1 the participants designed use case models by
applying the restriction rules and the use case template we proposed. This task is usually
performed by requirements engineers during the requirements elicitation phase of a
typical software development lifecycle. Given the state of practice in most of the software
industry, either participants or professional requirements engineers will likely require
training. The participants of our experiment are 4th year software and computer
engineering students who have received extensive training in use case modeling in
previous courses. In addition, they were given a one-and-half-hour lecture and an
assignment specifically focusing on how to apply the restriction rules and the use case
template. In our context, the main difference between students and professional
requirements engineers, is that the latter could have more experience on designing use
case models, they could be more familiar with the domain, and thus we assume that they
would probably apply more effectively the restriction rules and the use case template than
students given the same amount of training and time to perform the task. Thus, we
believe that professional requirements engineers would be able to further benefit from the
restriction rules and template, and thus provide a more positive opinion on the rules'
understandability, applicability, and restrictiveness. As for Task 2, the students derived
analysis models from the use case models, with or without restrictions and template. This
task is usually performed by system analysts. Again, our 4th year software and computer
engineering students have received extensive training on software modeling with UML,
through several courses, though they did not derive perfect class diagrams (specifically,
poor use of class associations, though class correctness is good). This training is more
than what we have observed in most software development environments.
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As for issue 2) above, the scale of the systems is not likely to have a significant impact on
the results of the experiment for Task 1 . Indeed, this task does not require an overall
understanding of the systems as the use case diagrams of the two systems were provided
to the students as part of the experiment material. The students were only asked to write
some UCSs by applying the restriction rules and the template. Due to time constraints
(two three-hour laboratories), it was anyway not feasible to consider larger scale systems
(with more UCSs) for Task 2.

Construct validity is related to our measurement instruments: the two comprehension
questionnaires used respectively for the two tasks. The comprehension questionnaire for
Task 1 (Section 12.2.5.1) was not involved in any comparison so it does not bear on
construct validity. The questions of the comprehension questionnaire for Task 2 (Section
12.2.5.2) were designed to be answerable from the use case models with or without

restrictions; therefore introducing no bias for any of the treatments. The same quality
measures are used to measure the students class and sequence diagrams derived from the
use case models with or without restrictions and therefore no bias is introduced as well

when evaluating these diagrams. The only concern is that the textbook solutions used as
reference models to evaluate aToucan generated models are not necessarily the only
solutions: the results were obtained by comparing aToucan generated models to one
possible solution for each case study problem, though different solution likely exist and
could lead to different results; however these models are derived by authors of well-
known textbooks (e.g., [15]) and we believe the quality of these models is sufficient to
consider these models as reference models.

Three students presented problems related to internal validity. One of them missed the lab
for Task 2 and had to perform the task at home; another spent 3 hours 40 mins on Task 2;
the other produced a very incomplete result (no class diagram was derived). These three
data points were excluded from the analysis. The participants belonging to different
groups were monitored to ensure they would not access each other's documents during
the entire lab duration. By doing so, we also limited the threat on the internal validity of
the experiments.
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12.5 Conclusion

Use case modeling is one of the most common practices for capturing functional
requirements. However, use case specifications (UCSs) are essentially textual documents
and therefore ambiguity is inevitably introduced. To facilitate the transition towards
analysis models, the UCSs are expected to be the least ambiguous possible, especially
when the goal is to provide automated support for the generation of analysis models. In
this thesis, we propose a use case modeling approach, referred to as RUCM, which is
composed of 26 well-defined restriction rules and a use case template. Its purpose is to
restrict the use of natural language when users document UCSs in order to reduce
ambiguity and also facilitate automated transition towards analysis models.

Two controlled experiments have been conducted, in the context of a fourth year software
engineering course, to evaluate whether RUCM is easy to apply while developing use
case models and whether it helps obtain higher quality analysis models. Each restriction
rule is evaluated in terms of its understandability, applicability, restrictiveness, and error
rate. The experiment results indicate that our 26 restriction rules are easy to apply and
with focused training on the rules receiving higher error rates and appropriate tool
support (e.g., enforcing the usage of keyword and the definition of compulsory
alternative flows), error rates can be expected to further decrease. This forms our future
work. Based on these results, we are therefore confident that trained engineers are
capable of properly applying our restriction rules and template and obtain UCSs from
which to derive analysis models.

Another goal of the controlled experiments was to evaluate whether RUCM helps derive
higher quality analysis models, by comparing it to a common use case modeling approach
that does not put restrictions on natural language. The quality of analysis class and
sequence diagrams is evaluated from the viewpoints of their correctness, completeness,
and redundancy. The results show that RUCM results in significant improvements
regarding the class correctness of derived class diagrams consistently in all the
experiments, but not their completeness and redundancy. The results also show that
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RUCM leads to significant improvement on the diagram completeness and message
correctness of derived sequence diagrams during the second lab of the second experiment.
Furthermore, our approach resulted in a large improvement in term of comprehension of
the use case models as measured by a carefully designed questionnaire.

To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first controlled experiment that evaluates
the applicability, both individually and as a whole, of restriction rules used to document
UCSs and that also evaluates the impact of these rules and template on the quality of
generated analysis class and sequence diagrams. The measures we have defined to
characterize restriction rules and evaluate the quality of analysis class diagrams can be
reused for similar experiments to be conducted in the future.
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CHAPTER 13 EVALUATION OF CLASS DIAGRAMS

We used seven different software system descriptions to evaluate the generation of class
diagrams of our approach. In the rest of this section, they are referred to as ATM
(Automated Teller Machine), CPD (Car Part Dealer system), VS (Video Store system),
CD (Cab Dispatching system), ARENA (tournament management system), Payroll, and
Elevator. These systems come from different sources. ATM and Elevator are called
Banking System and Elevator System in [39] respectively, and, for each of them, we have
both the UCMod and analysis class diagram that we can use as a reference for evaluation
purposes. Similarly, ARENA comes from [15], where a use case called Announce
Tournament is described and the corresponding analysis class diagram is presented.
Payroll comes from the IBM Rational course called "DEV496 Mastering IBM Rational
Software Architect": we have its UCMod and analysis model. All the above system
models come from well-respected, expert sources, well-known book authors and
professional courses. CPD, VS and CD were created (UCMod and analysis model) by
Masters students well versed into UML modeling from our modeling courses, and
subsequently reviewed and modified by the course instructors. Since the UCSs of these
systems come from different sources, they were all re-written by applying RUCM. Note
that CPD and VS were also used in the experiments to evaluate RUCM (Chapter 12): we
therefore have a sample of 26 analysis models created by fully trained undergraduate
students registered in a 4th year Software Engineering course at Carleton University,
Ottawa, Canada, for the CPD and VS use case models. Table 43 summarizes some

characteristics of each case study system: the numbers of use cases, simple sentences, and
NPs in each UCMod (Columns 2-4), and the numbers of classes, associations, and
generalization in each corresponding class diagram (Columns 5-7).
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Table 43 Characteristics of each case study system - Class Diagram
Case studies #ofUC # of simple sens. # ofNPs # of classes # of asso. # of gen.

ATM 104 191 13
Elevator 40 91 10 10

CPD 13 177 347 16 11
VS 95 216 14 10
CD 10 90 226

ARENA 24 72 13 16
Payroll 13 202 396 12

Recall that aToucan can generate traceability links between a textual use case model and
its automatically generated class diagram (through the intermediate model). However, we
did not evaluate this aspect since the models we have for the seven systems do not
contain this information.

In the rest of the section, we first discuss the design of the case studies (Section 13.1),
followed by the presentation of the results (Section 13.2), a discussion (Section 13.3), and
a performance analysis of our tool (Section 13.4). The automatically generated class
diagrams of the seven case study systems are provided in Appendix F for reference.

13.1 Design of the study

Our goal is to investigate a number of research questions: How do analysis models
created by aToucan compare to (1) models created by an expert (with ATM, Elevator,
ARENA, and Payroll), (2) models from our modeling courses and reviewed over several
years by course instructors (with CPD, VS and CD), and (3) models created by trained 4th
year undergraduate students (with CPD and VS), respectively? To answer questions (1)
and (2), we assess the Consistency and Completeness of the class diagram generated with
aToucan by comparing it with the class diagram manually created by experts or Masters
students from our modeling courses, depending on the model considered. These diagrams
can be used as a basis for the assessment as they are considered (nearly) correct and
complete, and therefore referred to as reference diagram. To address (3), we face the
problem that both aToucan and 4th year students' diagrams are partially incomplete and
incorrect, and we therefore have no means to compare them. Our strategy to answer (3) is
to first perform a comparison between 4th year student diagrams and models from our
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modeling courses (reference diagrams), thus obtaining a sample of consistency and
completeness observations that are normally distributed. We then compare aToucan's
diagrams with diagrams from our modeling courses, and get one value each for
completeness and consistency. We can finally perform a one-sample statistical ¿-test to
assess whether the average completeness and consistency of the 4th year student diagrams
differ significantly from the average value obtained for the two aToucan diagrams (CPD
and VS). We use a one-sample ¿-test as we only have one value of completeness and
consistency for aToucan, which needs to be compared with the sample of diagrams from
4th year students.

13.2 Evaluation results

Table 44 lists our evaluation criteria results in separate columns for each system: Class
consistency, Association consistency, Class diagram (CD) consistency (average class and
association consistency), Class Completeness, Association completeness, Generalization
completeness, and Class diagram Completeness (average of completeness of classes,
associations and generalizations). Notice that "N/A" in Column "Gen" indicates that the
reference class diagrams of those systems do not contain generalization relationships. The
average measurement values over the different systems are provided in row 5 and row 9
to address research questions (1) and (2), respectively. As shown in Table 44, row 5,
when compared with experts' models (1), on average aToucan achieves 92% class
diagram consistency (97% and 85% class and association consistency), 51% class
diagram completeness (73%, 34%, and 16% class, association, and generalization
completeness). As shown in row 9, when compared with models from our modeling
courses (2), aToucan consistently achieves high class diagram consistency (83%), low
completeness for associations and generalizations, both of which contributing to
dramatically lowering class diagram completeness to 54%, though class completeness is
high (87%).

Table 45 presents a summary of the one-sample t-test results for all the evaluation
criteria. The test sample is the set of the class diagrams created by 4th year engineering
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students for the CPD and VS systems, which are evaluated (in terms of completeness and
consistency) against the reference class diagrams from our modeling courses (Column 3).
For instance, students' CPD and VS class diagrams show an average 0.79 class
consistency. The tested value in a one sample ?-test is the average, for a given evaluation
criterion, of the two values for the CPD and VS class diagrams generated by aToucan,
when compared against the reference models (Column 4). For example, aToucan class
diagrams for CPD and VS have an average 0.86 class consistency when compared to
reference (Modeling Courses) models. Note that tested values are obtained from Table
44: for instance, the class consistency value (Table 45, Column 4, Row 2: 0.86), is the
average for CPD and VS in Table 44 (Column 4, Rows 6 and 7: 0.89, 0.83). The p-values
in Table 45 show that aToucan significantly outperforms 4th year engineering students
with respect to class consistency, class, association, and class diagram completeness.

Overall, the results show that aToucan performs well with respect to consistency and
class completeness, and can therefore help generate a useful, initial analysis class
diagram that can then be manually refined. We can observe that aToucan' s results
obtained with expert reference class diagrams are better than those obtained from our

modeling courses. This is due to the fact that the former are of better quality, thus making
it easier to achieve higher consistency. As a result, the values reported for experts are
likely to be more credible.

Table 44 Evaluation results of all measures - aToucan (class diagram)
Row# Systems Consistency

Class Asso CD Class
Completeness

Asso. Gen. CD
ATM 0.97 0.67 0.82 0.69 0.44 0 0.34

ARENA 0.96 0.98 0.54 0.06 N/A 0.57
ti
?
ft
X

W

Payroll 0.96 0.75 0.86 0.67 0.33 0.67
Elevator 0.7 0.2 N/A 0.45

Avg. 0.97 0.85 0.92 0.73 0.34 0.16 0.51

2 S
8 "g

CPD 0.89 0.71 0.8 0.69 0.56
VS 0.83 0.92 0.93 0.7 N/A 0.82
CD

Avg.
0.83
0.85

0.71
0.80

0.77
0.83 0.87

0.6
0.76

0.53
0.54
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<thTable 45 One sample Mest -4 students and aToucan (class diagram)
Measures

Consistency Class
Asso.
CD

4m yr Students
Mean
0.79
0.98
0.89

aToucan
Mean
0.86
0.86
0.86

DF

13
13
13

t-value

-2.15
10.47
1.13

p-value

0.026

0.86
Completeness Class 0.48 0.81 13 -7.38 <.0001

Asso. 0.11 0.85 13 -25.89 <.0001
Gen. 0.09 13 1.44 0.9
CD 0.26 0.69 13 -13.09 <.0001

13.3 Discussion

A careful investigation showed that the main reason leading to some classes not being
generated by aToucan is that the corresponding information needed to generate these
classes was not specified in UCMods, which somehow implies that the UCMods were not
complete. For example, there are three classes missing in the class diagram generated by
aToucan for ATM (Saving Account, Checking Account, and PIN Validation
Transaction), when compared with the reference class diagram provided in [5]. A careful
investigation found no related information provided by the UCMod.

There are two reasons that explain why associations are hard to identify correctly: 1)
some properties of associations (e.g., multiplicity and navigation) are very hard to obtain
automatically through natural language parsing, and 2) missing classes lead to missing
associations. It is also hard for aToucan to automatically generate generalizations just
through parsing natural language. Manual refinement on the generated, initial class
diagram is required to identify generalizations. It is also worth noticing that trained 4th
year undergraduate students were not effective at identifying generalizations during our
controlled experiment.

13.4 Performance analysis

aToucan was run on a laptop PC with Windows XP, Intel Core Duo 2.20 GHz and 2.19

GHz CPU, with 2 GB of RAM when the case studies were performed. We collected
execution time for each case study and the data are reported in Table 46. The second row
gives the execution time (seconds) of aToucan and the following two rows show the
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number of simple sentences and NPs of the UCMod of each case study system,
respectively. Execution time values are all in the order of a few minutes on a standard

laptop and this suggests that even large UCMods should lead to reasonable processing
times as long as the relationship between UCMod size and execution time is linear. Such
linearity is suggested by the results presented in Table 46.

Table 46 Performance analysis results (class diagram)
I ATM I Elevator I CPD I VS I CD I ARENA I Payroll

Exe.Time(s) 88 37 329 187 139 31 385
# Simple Sen. 104 40 177 95 90 24 202# of NPs I 191 I 91 347 216 226 72 396
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CHAPTER 14 EVALUATION OF SEQUENCE DIAGRAMS

We used six different software system descriptions to evaluate the generation of sequence
diagrams of our approach. Five of them are the case study systems we used to evaluate
generated class diagrams (Chapter 13): ATM, Elevator ARENA, CPD and VS. The same
UCMods are used to generate both class and sequence diagrams. The other one is
FRIEND (First Responder Interactive Emergency Navigational Database), which is
reused from [15], where the use case Report Emergency and the corresponding analysis
sequence diagram are described. Elevator has collaboration diagrams specified in [39].
Since UML 1 .4 collaboration diagrams are equivalent to sequence diagrams, we mapped
the ones for Elevator into their equivalent sequence diagrams, and used these as a
reference for our evaluation purpose. Once again, we can consider these artifacts to be
created by experts (renowned textbook authors) and therefore we can use them as a
reference for evaluation purposes. As discussed in Chapter 13, the UCMods of CPD and
VS were created by Masters students, refined by instructors for our modeling courses,
and the sequence diagrams were automatically generated by aToucan. These two systems
are used to compare generated sequence diagrams with those manually created by trained
4th year undergraduate students in laboratory conditions. Table 47 summarizes some
characteristics of each case study system: use cases, the number of messages, lifelines,
interaction use (IU), and combined fragments (CF) of each reference sequence diagram.
As for class diagrams and for the same reason, we did not evaluate the traceability links
generated by aToucan.
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Table 47 Characteristics of each case study system - sequence diagram
Case studies Use cases # of messages # of lifelines #ofIU #ofCF

ATM Validate PIN 15
Withdraw Funds 27

0 0

Elevator Select Destination
Request Elevator

ARENA Announce Tournament 30 15
FRIEND

CPD
Report Emergency 20 11

Create Customer Order 13 10
Order Part 14

Insufficient Stock 16
VS Rent Video 27 11

Check Database 33 12

In the rest of the section, we first discuss the design of the case studies (Section 14.1),
followed by the discussion of evaluation analysis and results (Section 14.2). The
sequence diagrams automatically generated by aToucan for the ATM system case study
are provided in Appendix G.

14.1 Design of study

Similar to what we did for class diagrams, we aim to answer two research questions: How
do sequence diagrams created by aToucan compare to 1) sequence diagrams created by
an expert (ATM, Elevator, ARENA, and FRIEND), and 2) sequence diagrams created by
trained 4th year undergraduate students (CPD and VS)? To answer the first question, we
compare sequence diagrams generated with aToucan with sequence diagrams manually
devised by textbook authors using the evaluation criteria in Section 12.2.6.4. As for class
diagrams, these diagrams were used as a basis for the assessment as they are considered
correct and complete, and therefore used as reference diagrams. To answer the second
question, we compare the sequence diagrams manually created by 4th year undergraduate
students in course labs with the ones automatically generated by aToucan.

14.2 Evaluation results and analysis

Results from comparing the sequence diagrams generated by aToucan with experts'
solutions are provided in Table 48 for each of our evaluation criteria: Message
Consistency, Message Completeness, and Message Redundancy. Notice that the sequence
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diagrams created by textbook authors do not fully conform to UML 2 sequence diagrams
(i.e., no interaction uses and combined fragments were derived). These diagrams also do
not comply with the BCE design principle (Section 12.2.6.4). For these four case studies,
we therefore cannot assess the diagrams generated by aToucan against experts' solutions
for the following measures: IU Consistency, IU Completeness, CF Consistency, CF
Completeness, and BCE Consistency. As a result not all measures defined in 12.2.6.4 can
be used for comparison. Besides, textbook sequence diagrams are not always consistent
with their corresponding class diagrams and, therefore, aToucan cannot be evaluated
against the expert-derived sequence diagrams in terms of SDCD Consistency. aToucan
generated sequence diagrams have the following characteristics: 1) they fully comply
with the BCE principle (100% BCE Consistency) and 2) they are fully consistent with
their corresponding class diagrams (100% SDCD Consistency).

As shown in the last row of Table 48, on average, when compared with experts, aToucan
achieved very high message consistency (91%) and completeness (97%), 100% message
ordering consistency, and near 0% SD redundancy. aToucan achieved relatively low
message consistency for two use cases of the Elevator system: 75% and 83% for use
cases Select Destination and Request Elevator, respectively. A careful investigation
showed that the collaboration diagrams in the source textbook do not fully conform to
their UCMods. The collaboration diagrams are very coarse-grained and some steps
described in the UCMods are not realized in the collaboration diagrams. However, the
sequence diagrams automatically generated by aToucan fully correspond to the UCMods
and are therefore not fully consistent with the textbook collaboration diagrams.
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Table 48 Evaluation results of aToucan against experts - sequence diagram
Systems

ARENA

FRIEND
Elevator

ATM

Use cases

Announce
Tournament

Report Emergency
Select Destination
Request Elevator

Validate PIN
Withdraw Funds

Average

Message
Consistency

0.99
0.99
0.75
0.83
0.95
0.96
0.91

Message
Completeness

0.87
0.93
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.97

Message
Ordering

Consistency
1.00

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

SD Redundancy

0.03
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.01

Table 49 presents a summary of the comparison of aToucan-generated sequence
diagrams with the ones from trained 4th year undergraduate students for two systems:
CPD and VS. During a three-hour experiment, the students were asked to derive
sequence diagrams for the CPD and VS system use cases of Table 47. Some students
were not able to derive all required sequence diagrams and we decided to discard their
observations in order to obtain comparable data, i.e., data based on the same sets of
sequence diagrams. Eventually we obtained samples of 17 and 13 observations for CPD
and VS, respectively. Table 49 shows the mean values of these two samples with respect
to different criteria. For example, the messages of the sequence diagrams manually
derived by students for the systems CPD and VS are on average 78% and 73% consistent
with the messages of the sequence diagrams automatically generated by aToucan,
respectively. Recall (from Section 12.2.6.4) that the measure SD Consistency is
computed as the consistency average for Message, IU, CF, and Message Ordering. From
Table 49, we can observe that the students only achieved 52% and 45% Message
Completeness for CPD and VS, respectively. In other words, on average, nearly half of
the messages of aToucan-generated sequence diagrams were not created by students. Due
to the clear specifications of sequential steps in flows of events in the use cases, students
achieved 99% Message Ordering Consistency for both systems. For a similar reason, the
sequence diagrams manually derived by students contain zero message redundancy.
Results in Table 49 clearly suggest that trained students are unlikely to perform as well as
aToucan when deriving sequence diagrams from use case specifications.
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Table 49 Evaluation results of 4 students against aToucan - sequence diagram

CPD
VS

Msa
0.78
0.73

IU
Consistency

CF
0.62
0.59

Msg Ordering
0.99
0.99

SD
0.86
0.8

Completeness
Mse
0.52
0.45

IU
0.91
0.8

CF
0.75
0.62

SD
0.72
0.56

Redun

dancy
BCE

Consistency
0.97
0.95

SDCD

Consistency
0.85

0.88
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CHAPTER 15 EVALUATION OF ACTIVITY DIAGRAMS

In this section, we discuss how we validated our approach (Section 15.1) and also
compare our approach with three commercial tools (Section 15.2). In Section 15.3, we
discuss the related work and the comparison between our approach and the related work.

15.1 Validation procedure and summary of results

We used five different software system descriptions (18 use cases altogether) to assess
our approach. They are from different sources: three are from textbooks and two were
created by Masters students. Since the UCSs of these systems come from different
sources, they were re-written by applying RUCM.

The goal of our validation was two-fold: (1) To assess whether our transformation rules
are complete: do they accommodate all UCSs in our case studies? (2) To determine
whether our transformation rules lead to activity diagrams that are syntactically and
semantically correct. Syntactic correctness means that a generated activity diagram
conforms to the UML 2.0 activity diagram notation. Semantic correctness means that a
generated activity diagram correctly represents its UCS; all the steps described in the
flows of events of the UCS are correctly transformed by following the transformation
rules and no redundant model elements are generated. In order to check correctness and
completeness, the validation procedure is as follows.

1. Given a UCMod in RUMC as input, aToucan automatically generates an activity
diagram for each UCS of the UCMod.

2. For each UCS, we check whether each step of the flows of events and the
precondition and postconditions have been properly transformed.

3. We check whether each generated activity diagram is syntactically and semantically
correct.

4. We check whether the data flow information (input and output pins) attached to
each activity diagram is properly generated.
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Following the above procedure, for all 18 use cases, we achieved 100% completeness and
correctness with aToucan, and 100% of the traceability links were also correctly
established. Regarding the completeness and correctness of data flow information
attached to each activity diagram, aToucan was not able to generate input and output pins
for some actions. First, transformation rules D2. 1-2.3 (used to generate data flow
information) rely on package Sentencestructure of UCMeta. Recall that a NL parser is
used in our approach to parse each textual sentence and the parsing result is transformed
into instances of model elements (e.g., object) of package Sentencestructure (Section
4.2.4). The NL parser has limitations and cannot always produce a correct result.
Therefore the instances of the model elements of package Sentencestructure do not
always correctly correspond to their textual sentences. Second, each generated pin is
typed to a class of the class diagram; however the automatically generated class diagram
is not 100% correct and complete (see Chapter 7 for details), again partly because of
limitations of the NL parser. As a result, it is possible that there is no matching class
found for an element of a sentence (such as an object—recall rule B2 in Section 9.2) and
therefore no pin is generated. Besides, whether data flow information can be deemed
correct also depends on what it is used for. For example, if it is used to automatically
generate test cases, manual refinement of the automatically generated data flow
information is absolutely required. Therefore, here, we don't evaluate the correctness of
generated data flow information but its completeness, measured by the ratio of
occurrences of missing pins over the total number of instances of CaiiOperationAction
in an activity diagram. Table 50 summarizes the completeness of data flow information
of every use case of all the five case study systems. Results show that the average
completeness of data flow information across all the five case study systems is 85%.
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Table 50 Completeness of data flow information
Case studies Use cases Total # of

CallOperationAction
Occurrences of missingpins

ATM Withdraw Funds 22 1
Query Account 1
Transfer Fund 17
Validate PIN 16

Elevator Select Destination 13
Request Elevator 14

CPD Order Part
Insufficient Stock

Create Vendor Order
Create Preventive Order
Create Customer Order

Complete Pending Order
VS Rent Video 13

Reserve Video 12
Return Video

Check Database 15
Video Overdue

ARENA Announce Tournament 24
Total 206 29

% 29/206 = 85%

15.2 Comparison with three commercial tools

Visual Paradigm [104], Ravenflow [85], and CaseComplete [17] are commercial tools
that can automatically transform requirements into UML activity diagrams. We tested
them by using the use case of Table 10 since it contains three different types of
alternative flows, concurrency sentences, and validation sentences. Various features of

UCSs are therefore considered and this use case can be considered complete in terms of
UCS and generated activity diagram features. The UCS was rewritten according to the
format requirements of each tool. The details of the re-written UCSs and automatically
generated activity diagrams are provided in Appendix G for reference. In the rest of the
section, we summarize their main differences.

1 . Visual Paradigm and CaseComplete can transform the flows of events of a use case

into an activity diagram. Each flow of events needs to be structured using a simple
use case template (basic flow and its extensions). Ravenflow does not require a use
case template, but a set of writing guidelines are proposed (not enforced by the tool
though) to guide users to write sentences that can be correctly parsed by the tool. For
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example, "if.. .then.... Otherwise,..." is suggested to write a conditional sentence. A "!'
at the end of a sentence indicates the termination of a flow. Since Ravenflow does

not require UCSs be structured, alternative flows may be very hard to describe in
unstructured sentences. aToucan is based on RUCM (a use case template and a set of
restriction rules), which have been experimentally evaluated to be easy to apply
(Chapter 12).

2. None of the three commercial tools can generate forks and joins because
concurrency sentences are not recognized. Our approach is based on RUCM, which
specifies the keyword MEANWHILE (Section 3.3) to help users specify
concurrency sentences. Therefore, aToucan can generate a fork, a join, and a set of
parallel sentences between the fork and the join (Section 9.2) for each concurrency
sentence. Visual Paradigm and CaseComplete do not support swimlanes. Both our
approach and Ravenflow support swimlanes—one swimlane per actor and one
swimlane for the system—but have different mechanisms to identify actors.
Ravenflow relies on Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques to identify
possible actors to generate corresponding swimlanes, which means that the tool
might falsely identify actors. Recall that Ravenflow does not have a use case
template to structure use case steps. However, our tool is based on RUCM, and
primary and secondary actors of each use case are clearly specified in each UCS.
Also thanks to RUCM, aToucan can also automatically transform global alternative
flows (Section 9.2). It is very hard (if not impossible) to find an alternative way to
specify global alternative flows in the requirements format required/enforced by the
three commercial tools.

3. None of the three commercial tools can support include and extend use case
relationships because they can only transform a single use case instead of a use case
model (UCMod). aToucan takes a UCMod as input and use case relationships are
naturally supported.

4. Visual Paradigm and CaseComplete cannot generate any data flow information since
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they do not use any NLP technique. Ravenflow can generate data flow information
but to a quite limited extent: it generates data flow only when the data is manipulated
by two swimlanes, as indicated in the writing guidelines provided along with the
tool. This means that Ravenflow cannot derive data flow information from sentences
with transaction types internaiTransaction and validation. aToucan does not
have such a limitation.

15.3 Related Work and Comparison

We conducted a systematic literature review (Chapter 12) on transformations of textual
requirements into analysis models, including class, sequence, and activity diagrams. The
review identified 20 primary studies (16 approaches) based on a carefully designed paper
selection procedure in scientific journals and conferences from 1996 to 2008 and
Software Engineering textbooks. The method proposed here is based on the results of this
review, with a particular focus on automatically deriving activity diagrams from
UCMods. There also exists several literature works recently published that were therefore
not included in our systematic literature review. In this section, we evaluate our approach
by comparing it with these existing literature works and also three existing commercial
tools: Visual Paradigm for UML [104], Ravenflow [85], and CaseComplete [17]. We
define a set of evaluation criteria for comparison, which are in part from the system
review we conducted (Chapter 12):

1) Requirements: We need to know the requirements format (e.g., formalized use
cases) required by a specific approach so that we can assess how difficult it is to
document requirements.

2) NLP: We need to be aware of whether or not any NLP techniques are applied. We
can then assess whether or not certain features (e.g., automatically derive swimlanes)
can be supported by the approach.

3) Automation: This criterion evaluates whether a transformation is automated,
automatable, semi-automated, or manual. An approach is automated if it has been
fully implemented. If a transformation algorithm is proposed in a paper, then we
assess whether we deem the description to be sufficient to implement it, and if this is
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the case, the transformation approach is deemed automatable. In some cases, a
transformation is semi-automated because user interventions are required. Last,
some approaches are entirely manual.

4) Traceability: We check whether traceability links between requirements and
analysis model elements are established when a transformation is performed.

5) Objective: The original objective of each approach can help us understand their
limitations and motivate our work.

6) Activity diagram: We evaluate the activity diagrams that each approach is able to
derive from requirements with respect to the following four aspects: 1) their types
(standard, extended, or non-standard notation), 2) important model elements that are
expected to be generated (e.g., swimlanes), 3) whether include and extend
relationships of use cases are supported, and 4) whether data flow information can be
generated. Activity diagrams conforming to the UML specification [75] are standard
activity diagrams; extended activity diagrams are those based on a profile of the
UML specification; non-standard activity diagrams do not conform to the UML
specification.

The evaluation results are summarized in Table 51 and Table 52. The first columns of

these two tables show the approaches we evaluated. The first four rows are the
approaches proposed in existing research works; the following three rows are the selected
commercial tools; the last row is our approach: aToucan. The rest of the columns are
arranged according to the evaluation criteria.
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Table 51 Evaluation summary (part I)

Approach
[42]

[48]

[33]

[69]

[104]

Requirements
Formalized UCs

Unstructured requirements

Unstructured requirements

Exceptional UCs

Flows of events of UCs

NLP

No

Yes

Yes

No

Automation

Automated

Automatable

Semi-automated

Manually

Automated

Traceability
No

No

No

No

Yes

Objective
Visualize use cases and
facilitate test generation
Complement analysis

models

Complement analysis
models

Formalize UCs to reduce
ambiguities

Visualize flows of events
of UCs

[85] Restricted sequential steps Yes Automated Yes Visualize textual
sequential steps

[17] Flows of events of UCs No Automated No Visualize flows of events
of UCs

aToucan RUCM models Yes Automated Yes AU of the above

Table 52 Evaluation summary (part II)

Approach
Type Swimlane

Activity Diagram
Fork and

join
Decision

node
Global alternative

flows
Include

or

extend

Data flow

[42] Standard Yes No Yes No No No
[48] Extended No No Yes No No

J33I Standard No Yes No No No
[69] Extended

11041 Standard No No Yes No No No
[85] Standard Yes No Yes No Yes
[17] Non-standard No No No No

aToucan Standard Yes Yes Yes Yes
No No
Yes Yes

As shown in Column 2, Table 51, one approach [42] formalizes use cases as instances of
a metamodel, similarly to aToucan. However, the metamodel instance has to be manually
provided by the user directly, instead of being transformed automatically from another
(more simple) representation (RUCM), thereby leading to substantial user effort. Two
approaches ([48] and [33]) take unstructured requirements (plain text) as inputs to derive
activity diagrams. Both are not fully automated. An approach is proposed in [69] to
manually transform exceptional use cases into extended activity diagrams. Special
stereotypes (e.g., <<faiiure>> and <<handier>>) are introduced to specify exceptional
handling concepts. Visual Paradigm [104] and CaseComplete [17] can automatically
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transform flows of events of a use case into an activity diagram. Both tools require a
similar and simple use case template to structure flows of events. Ravenflow [85] can
automatically visualize a set of sequential and textual steps into an activity diagram and
no structured format (e.g., template) is needed to document these steps. Ravenflow
however suggests users follow a set of writing principles, some of which are very similar
to the restriction rules of RUCM used in aToucan. Because Ravenflow does not rely on a
use case template, it becomes very difficult to specify alternative flows in a use case and
their interactions with the basic flow.

As shown in Column 3, Table 51, except for one manual approach, three existing
approaches rely on NLP techniques. The approach proposed in [42] does not apply any
NLP techniques because it requires formalized use cases as its inputs. Visual Paradigm
[104] does not rely on any NLP technique; therefore it cannot automatically generate
swimlanes, forks and joins, for instance. Four existing approaches are automated
(Column 4) and only two commercial tools have traceability capability (Column 5).

The objectives of the existing approaches are different, as shown in Column 6, Table 51.
The approach proposed in [42] aims to visualize use cases and therefore automated test
generation can be facilitated. Visualizing use cases or their scenarios for the purpose of
better understanding and analyzing them is a common practice [10, 38] and the idea of
activity diagram-based test generation is also promoted in [19, 71]. Both the approaches
proposed in [48] and [33] can generate analysis models including class and activity
diagrams. Generated activity diagrams, as part of the generated analysis models, model
dynamic behavior of a system. The approach proposed in [69] however simply uses
activity diagrams as a means to formalize textual use cases. All three commercial tools
visualize either flows of events of use cases (i.e., [17, 104]) or sequential textual steps
(i.e., [85]) in activity diagrams for the purpose of helping users to construct and
understand requirements. Our approach however applies to any of these objectives.

The approaches proposed in [48, 69] cannot generate standard UML activity diagrams
(Column 2, Table 52). Mustafiz et al. [69] propose an approach to manually transform
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exceptional use case (with elements that allow the modeling of system behavior in
exceptional situations) into activity diagrams extended by specific stereotypes. Ilieva and
Ormandjieva [48] propose an automatable approach to transform requirements into
extended activity diagrams—activity diagrams integrated with the concepts of actors,
business rules, and messages. As shown in Columns 3-6, except for the manual approach,
swimlanes are only supported by two approaches: one of them [42] requires formalized
use cases as input and the other [85] relies on NLP techniques to automatically identify
swimlanes (similarly to aToucan); only one approach [33] supports forks and joins but it
is semi-automated; decision nodes are supported by most of the non-manual approaches;
Global alternative flows are not supported by any of the existing approaches. The
approaches that are not manual and take use cases as inputs, do not support include and
extend relationships of use cases. Ravenflow is the only existing approach that can
generate data flow information (similarly to aToucan), and we have discussed differences
in Section 15.1.

To compare with these existing approaches, our approach can automatically transform
each use case of a UCMod into two types of standard UML 2.0 activity diagrams while
fully supporting traceability. Additionally, as part of the functionality of aToucan,
automatically generated activity diagrams are naturally consistent with other UML
analysis model diagrams such as sequence diagrams and horizontal traceability (across
different diagrams) can then be supported. Swimlanes, decision nodes, forks and joins,
include and extend relationships, and data flow information are all supported by our
approach. Besides, thanks to RUCM, our approach can also transform global alternative
flows.
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CHAPTER 16 INDUSTRIAL CASE STUDIES

We conducted two industrial case studies to evaluate (1) the applicability of RUCM on
the requirements of real industrial systems and (2) to check whether aToucan, for various
diagrams, generates many incorrect model elements. One case study is a communication
system (video conferencing system) developed by Tandberg [100]. The core functionality
of this typical video conferencing system is sending and receiving multimedia streams. In
this case study, we experimented with eight use cases of the system. In the other case
study, we modeled part of the functionality of one type of FMCs subsea systems [36] as
a RUCM model with seven use cases. FMCs subsea systems are integrated control
systems used to explore, drill and develop offshore oil and gas fields.

RUCM was successfully applied to model 15 use cases from the two case studies, with
the help of two domain experts. We did not meet any difficulty in applying RUCM and it
took on average three hours to complete the UCMods of each system. This suggests that
the constructs in RUCM were adequate to express the two systems' requirements.

RUCM models were input to aToucan to generate analysis class and sequence diagrams.
Since we did not have reference class or sequence diagrams as in the artificial studies
used in the previous sections, we needed the perform evaluation by relying on human
expertise. The generated diagrams were evaluated by the same domain experts that
helped with the RUCM models. By using the same experts, we could make sure that any
discrepancy in the generated analysis class and sequence diagrams was due to the
transformation itself, and not possible differences of perspectives among experts. The
following questions have been designed and provided to the domain experts to collect
their feedback on the generated analysis models.

1 . Do the classes in the generated class diagram correspond to domain concepts?
2. Do the attributes and operations of each class in the generated class diagram

reflect the properties and responsibilities of the domain concept captured by the
class?
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3. Are all the domain concepts captured in the UCSs represented in the class
diagram?

4. Do the associations in the generated class diagram express meaningful
connections between domain concepts?

5. Do the messages in each generated sequence diagram conform to the system
events of each use case?

6. Does the ordering of the messages of each generated sequence diagram correctly
reflect the ordering of the steps of the flow of events of each UCS?

7. Are the generated sequence diagrams consistent with the class diagram according
to the defined consistency rules in Section 12.2.6.4?

For each of the questions above, experts were asked to list all model element instances
for which the question's answer was negative, e.g, classes not matching a domain concept
for question 1. Based on the experts' responses, the number of such negative instances
are reported in Table 54 for each question. For example, for Ql, the number of classes in
the generated class diagram that do not correspond to any domain concept is, for each of
the two systems, three and five, respectively.

As shown in the table, for Ql (Column 2), three (five) classes generated for the Tandberg
(FMC technologies) case study were considered by the domain experts not to conform to
any domain concept, which represent 16% (23%) of the total numbers of generated
classes in the class diagrams, respectively. In terms of Q2, almost all the attributes and
operations of each class in the generated class diagrams were considered reflecting the
properties and responsibilities of the domain concept captured by the class, as shown in
Column 3. Only one operation of a class in the generated class diagram for the Tandberg
case study is not related to any responsibility of the domain concept captured by the class,
which represents only 1 out of 25 of the operations of all the generated classes. For Q3,
as shown in Column 4, all the domain concepts captured in the UCSs are represented in
the class diagrams, for both of the two case studies. There is however one class in the
class diagram generated for the Tandberg case study, which was considered to be
redundant. Regarding Q4, only one association in the class diagram generated for the
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Tandberg case study (1 out of 16) has a wrong multiplicity, according to the domain
expert, as shown in Column 5. It is interesting to notice that all the generated messages
were considered to conform to the system events of the use cases (for Q5, Column 6).
Moreover, the automatically generated sequence diagrams are fully consistent with the
automatically generated class diagrams for both case studies (for Q7, Column 8). As
shown in Column 7, there are only two places where the ordering of the steps of the
generated sequence diagram for the FMCtechnology case study was considered wrong.

So based on two industrial case studies, we can conclude that, overall, the vast majority
of model elements generated by aToucan are correct. This implies that such models
would, in practice, be good initial models to refine and augment to converge towards a
correct and complete analysis model.

An inspection of the resulting analysis models also showed to fully comply with the
UML syntax, a problem frequently encountered in industrial models. Though this should
not come as a surprise, it is a clear advantage of automated model generation. Regarding
performance, it took aToucan less than five minutes to generate the class diagrams
including respectively 33 classes (FMC) and 19 classes (Tandberg), and nine sequence
diagrams with 43 Messages and nine combinedFragments (FMC) and seven sequence
diagrams with 39 Messages and ten CombinedFragments (Tandberg), as shown in Table
53.

Table 53 Characteristics of the generated analysis models of each industrial case
study system

Tandberg FMCtechnologies
# of use cases
# of classes 19 22
# of attributes of all classes 20 20
# of operations of all classes 25 22
# of associations 16 48
# of generalizations
# of messages 39 43
# of combined fragments 10
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Table 54 Responses from domain experts on the evaluation questions

Qi Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7
Tandberg
FMCtechnologies
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CHAPTER 17 SUMMARY

The summary presented in this chapter includes the conclusion (Section 17.1) and future
research directions (Section 17.2).

17.1 Conclusion

Deriving UML analysis models from use case requirements is an important step of
model-driven development; however this step has not received enough attention and
limited automated support has been proposed. This mostly stems from the fact that
requirements (e.g., use case specifications) are essentially textual documents and tend to
be more difficult to analyze than other software artifacts. In this thesis, we propose a
method and a tool (aToucan) to automatically generate an initial UML analysis model
from a use case model (UCMod) documented by using a use case modeling approach
(RUCM) specifically designed to facilitate this automated transition.

Developing aToucan was motivated by a systematic literature review (Chapter 12), from
which we observed that existing approaches either impose unacceptable constraints to
document requirements or are not able to efficiently and (semi-)automatically generate a
reasonably complete (i.e., static and dynamic aspects) and consistent analysis model. The
systematic review also suggested that a promising path of investigation was to devise an
approach to automatically and efficiently transform a UCMod, described using natural
language restrictions, into a complete, correct and consistent UML model comprising
both structural and behavioral aspects.

Our approach and tool (aToucan) complies with this objective and features the following
advantages.

1. RUCM, the use case modeling approach used to document requirements, has been
empirically shown not to be too constraining and resulted in significant
improvements over the use of a standard UCMod template.
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2. aToucan is fully automated and our prototype tool is built on the top of a set of
advanced natural language and model engineering technologies: It is easy to extend,
modify, and integrate with open source (e.g., [27]) or commercial tools (e.g., [46]).

3. UCMeta, the intermediate (MOF-based) model used by aToucan, is the most
complete use case metamodel to the best of our knowledge. It covers the
UML::Usecases package, the use case template of RUCM, and relevant natural
language concepts.

4. aToucan can automatically establish traceability links between requirements and
analysis model elements when transformations are performed, which is paramount to
support software evolution.

5. The transformation rules of aToucan are well structured and precisely specified, so
that they are easy to extend and modify.

6. An extensive evaluation has been conducted to evaluate aToucan, including two
industrial case studies.

Seven case studies have been performed to evaluate class diagrams and the results show
that aToucan can achieve high consistency and class completeness when compared with a
reference class diagram derived by experts. aToucan also significantly outperforms
trained, 4l year software engineering students in terms of the consistency and the
completeness of classes and associations in analysis class diagrams. Performance analysis
results of aToucan shows that its execution time is linearly dependent on the number of
simple sentences contained in a UCMod and remains within the range of a few minutes
on a low end laptop computer, thus suggesting that the approach is scalable. We also
compared the sequence diagrams generated by our tool to the ones devised by experts and
trained 4th year undergraduate students. Results show that the sequence diagrams
automatically generated by our tool are highly consistent with the ones devised by
experts and are also very complete. Results also show that the automatically generated
diagrams are far more complete than the ones manually created by trained students.
Two industrial case studies from two different domains (communication systems and
integrated control systems) were conducted to evaluate aToucan in realistic conditions.
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The results demonstrate that RUCM is applicable on real requirements and that aToucan
was able to generate meaningful analysis models within a few minutes.

17.2 Future research directions

aToucan currently can generate class, sequence and activity diagrams. State machine
diagrams, as another important type of behavior diagrams of UML, should also be
automatically generated by aToucan. The motivation is that there is a need to have an
automated approach to generate UML state machines from textual UCMod, in order to
facilitate Model-Based Testing (MBT) [64], more specifically state machine-based test
case generation.

Tool support is needed to help requirements engineers to construct RUCM models, by for
example automatically or semi-automatically enforcing the application of the RUCM
restrictions (Section 3.3). For example, rule Rl states that "The subject of a sentence in
basic and alternative flows should be the system or an actor" (Table 7). This restriction
can be automatically checked. If it is violated, a warning message would then be provided
to tool users. Regarding enforcing the application of the RUCM keywords (e.g.,
VALIDATES THAT), the tool could provide a list of these keywords for the tool users to
select when they write a use case specification. In general, the tool should be able to
facilitate RUCM model specification and identify flawed requirements.

Using a glossary or domain model to specify domain concepts is a common practice in
industry. Adding such sources of information in RUCM might help improve the quality
of the aToucan-generated analysis models. The impact of these two artifacts on the
quality of derived analysis model, especially class diagrams, should be investigated.
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Appendix B Dictionary of UCMeta

This appendix specifies the metaclasses of UCMeta (except the sentence patterns which
are however specified and formalized in Appendix C), listed in alphabetical order. The
description for each metaclass is broken down into sub-sections corresponding to
different aspects. The following sub-sections and conventions are used to specify a
metaclass.

• The heading gives the name of the metaclass.

• The "Description" sub-section gives a brief textual description of the meaning of a
metaclass.

• All the direct generalizations of the metaclass are listed in the "Generalizations"
subsection.

• A detailed description of the purpose of the metaclass is given in the "Purpose"
subsection.

• The "Attributes" sub-section lists each of the attributes that are defined for that
metaclass.

• Each attribute is specified by its name, its type, and multiplicity. This is followed
by a textual description of the purpose and meaning of the attribute.

• The "Associations" sub-section lists all the association ends owned by the
metaclass. The format for these is the same as the one for attributes described above.

B.l AbortSentence

Description

AbortSentence is a type of Speciaisentence. It refers to special sentences containing
keyword ABORT in UCSs.
Generalizations

• SpecialSentence
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B.2 ActionSentence

Description
This metaclass represents one of the common properties of all action steps of a UCS. It is
opposite to metaclass Condition.
Generalizations

• Function

B.3 ActionVerb

Description
As one type of verbs, an ActionVerb shows the performance of an action.
Generalizations

• Verb

B.4 ActorSubj
Description
An instance of the metaclass is the subject of a sentence, which refers to an actor of a use
case.

Generalizations

• Subject

B.5 Adjective
Description
As one type of parts of speech, an Adjective is usually applied before a noun to modify
or describe it, adding more information to make the meaning of the noun more clear and
precise.
Generalizations

• PartOfSpeech

B.6 AdjectivePhrase
Description
An Adj ectivePhrase is one type of Phrases, which is headed by an Adj ective. Its pre-
head-strings can only be an AdverbPhrase. Its post-head-strings can be an
inf initivePhrase or a PrepositionaiPhrase. It functions as a pre-head-string of a
NounPhrase, an object adjective complement, or a subject adjective complement.
Generalizations

• Phrase
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Associations
• head: Adjective [1]

The head of the adjective phrase
• pre-Head-String: AdverbPhrase [0 . . 1]

The pre-head-string of the adjective phrase
• post-Head-String: APPostHeadString [0 . .1]

The post-head-string of the adjective phrase
Examples
It is too late to change the plan, "late", "too", and "to change the plan" are the head, the
pre-head-string, and the post-head-string of the adjective phrase, respectively.
B.7 Adverb

Description
Adverb is one of the parts of speech. It is used to describe a verb, an Adjective, or
another Adverb.

Generalizations

• PartOfSpeech

Examples
That lady dances beautifully.
B.8 AdverbPhrase

Description

An AdverbPhrase is one type of Phrases, which is headed by an Adverb. Its pre-head-
strings can only be another AdverbPhrase. It does not have post-head-string. It functions
as a pre-head-string of an AdjectivePhrase, an adverb modifier, or a pre-head-string of
a VerbPhrase.

Generalizations

• Phrase

Associations

• head: Adverb [i] The head of the adverb phrase.
• pre-Head-string: Adverb [o . . i] The pre-head-string of the adverb phrase.

Examples

She left the city quite suddenly, "quite" is the pre-head-string and "suddently" is the head
of the adverb phrase.
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B.9 AdvModifier

Description
An AdvModifier modifies a sentence as an adverb phrase.
Generalizations

• Modifier

Associations

• form: AdverbPhrase [1]

The form of the adverb modifier

Examples
She left the city quite suddenly.
B.10 AlternativeFlow

Description

In a UCS, an AlternativeFlow is the field that gives the alternatives and exceptions to
the reference flow (the basic flow or another alternative flow) it corresponding to. To
compare with the reference flow, the alternative flow usually describes the less-common
paths that need to address.
Associations

• rf s : Sentence [*]

The specific step of the reference flow, from which the alternative branches
• condition: Sentence [0 . . 1]

The condition of the alternative flow

B.ll AND

Description
This metaclass refers to the conjunction: AND.
Generalizations

• Conjunction

B.12 APPostHeadString
Description

APPostHeadString is an abstract class. It is used to organize different types of post-
head-strings of an adjective phrase.
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B.13 Artide

Description
An Article is combined with a Noun to indicate the type of reference being made by the
noun. There are three articles in English language: the, an, and a.
Generalizations

• Determiner

B.14 BasicFlow

Description
In a UCS, its BasicFlow is the field that describes the most commonly executed path and
the main functionality of the use case. It is also called "happy path" or "happy scenario".
B. 15 BoundedAlternative

Description
BoundedAiternative is a type of AiternativeFiows, where there is an alternative that
occurs between two specified steps or more than one specified steps of the reference flow
of the use case.

Generalizations

• AlternativeFlow

Constraints

[1] A bounded alternative flow corresponds to more than one steps of its
corresponding reference flow.

self.bfs->size() >1

B. 16 BriefDescription
Description
In a UCS, the brief description is the field that provides the brief description of the use
case.

Generalizations

None

Attributes

• content: String

The content of the brief description
Associations

• sentences: Sentence [*]
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The sentences of the brief description
B.17 BY

Description
This metaclass refers to the preposition: by.
Generalizations

• Preposition

B.18 ColonList

Description
An instance of this metaclass uses the punctuation mark colon to introduce a list.
Associations

• elements: ColonListElement [1 . . *]

The elements of the colon list

• conjunctions: Conjunction [*]

The conjunctions connecting the elements of the colon list
Examples
The system prompts customer for transaction type: Withdrawal, Query, or Transfer.
B.19 ColonListElement

Description
An instance of this metaclass describe the elements, separated by conjunctions and or or,
in a colon list.

Attributes

• form: NounPhrase

The form of the elements

B.20 Complement
Description
The abstract metaclass complement represents the part of a sentence that gives more
information about the subject (as a subject complement) or the object (as an object
complement) of the sentence.

B.21 ComplexSentence
Description
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A compiexSentence refers to a sentence containing one independent clause and at least
one dependent clause. In UCSs, the most commonly occurring complex sentences are
ConditionalSentenceS, IterativeSentenceS, ParallelSentenceS, and
Conditonchecksentences, which are subtypes of the abstract metaclass
CompiexSentence.

Generalizations

• Sentence

B.22 CompoundObject
Description
A compound object is composed of two or more objects, which are connected by one or
more Conjunctions.

Generalizations

• Object

Associations

• combinedObjects: Object [2 .. *] {ordered}
The objects constituting the CompoundObject

• conjunctions: Conjunction [1 .. *] {ordered}
The conjunctions connecting the combinedObjects

Examples
Alex passed all the projects and exams.
B.23 CompoundPredicate
Description
A compound predicate is composed of two or more predicates, which are connected by
one or more Conjunctions.
Generalizations

• Predicate

Associations

• combinedPredicates: Predicate [2 .. *] {ordered}
The predicates constituting the CompoundPredicate

• conjunctions: Conjunction [1 .. *] {ordered}
The conjunctions connecting the combinedPredicate
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B.24 ConditionSentence

Description

This metaclass refers to one of the properties of condition sentences of a UCS including
precondition and postcondition sentences. It is opposite to the metaclass Action.
Generalizations

• Function

B.25 ConditionalSentence

Description

As a type of complex sentences, a conditional sentence refers to a sentence containing
keyword IF-THEN-ELSE-ELSEIF-ENDIF.
Generalizations

• ComplexSentence

Associations

• IFcondition: Sentence [1]

The IF condition of the complex sentence
• THENactions: Sentence [1. .*] {ordered}

The THEN actions

• ELSEIFcondition: Sentence [0 . . 1]

The ELSEIF condition

A conditional sentence may or may not have an ELSEIF condition.
• ELSEactions: Sentence [*] {ordered}

The ELSE actions

Examples

IF the employee is authenticated, THEN the system displays a Welcome message,
ENDIF

B.26 ConditionCheckSentence

Description

As a type of complex sentences, a condition check sentence refers to a sentence including
keyword VALIDATES THATS.
Generalizations

• ComplexSentence
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Associations

• condition: Sentence [1]

The condition of the sentence

Examples
The system VALIDATES THAT the ATM card is expired.

B.27 Conjunction
Description
Conjunction is one of parts of speech. It connects two words, phrases, or clauses
together. The most commonly used conjunctions are "and" and "or". In UCMeta,
conjunctions are used to construct compoundPredi cates and Compoundobjects.
Generalizations

• PartOfSpeech

Examples
I like apples and oranges.
B.28 CreateActionVerb

Description
As one type of action verbs, CreateActionVerb represents a set of verbs that are
synonymies of verb "create", such as "generate" and "establish".
Generalizations

• ActionVerb

Examples
The system creates a new account for the customer.
B.29 DefiniteArticle

Description
A DefiniteArticle is one type of Articles and it refers to a particular member of a
group.

Generalizations

• Article

Examples
The system informs the employee the success of the transaction.
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B.30 Determiner

Description

A Determiner is a Noun modifier. It indicates the reference of a noun or a noun phrase. It
is one of parts of speech and includes articles, numerals, etc.
Generalizations

• PartOfSpeech

B.31 DestroyActionVerb
Description

As one type of action verbs, DestroyActionVerb represents verbs that are synonymies
of verb "destroy", such as "kill" and "exterminate".
Generalizations

• ActionVerb

B.32 DirectActorObj
Description
Such a direct object refers to an actor of a UCS.
Generalizations

• DirectObject

B.33 DirectObject
Description

DirectObject is one type of objects. It answers the question of "Whom" or "What".
Generalizations

• Object
Associations

• objColonList : ColonList [0 . . 1]

The colon list following the direct object
Examples
Life always gives me surprise.
B.34 DirectSysObj
Description

Such a direct object refers to "the system" of a UCS.
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Generalizations

• DirectObject

B.35 EdParticiplePhrase
Description
An EdParticiplePhrase is a type of ParticipiePhrases. Its head verb has a form of
PastParticiple.
Generalizations

• ParticiplePhrase
Constraints

[1] The head of a participle phrase is a verb that has a form of past participle.
self .head. form = FormOfVerb: :PastParticiple

Examples
Tom returned the severely damaged car.
B.36 ExistentialThere

Description
ExistentialThere denotes the "There" of a there-be sentence.

B.37 ExtendSentence

Description
ExtendSentence is a type of SpeciaiSentence. It represents the step (containing
keyword EXTENDED BY USE CASE) in a UCS, from which the extending use case
extends.

Generalizations

• SpeciaiSentence

Associations

• extendingUseCase : UML: :UseCases : :UseCase [1]

The extending use case of the sentence referring to
Examples
EXTENDED BY USE CASE Invalid PIN

B.38 FlowOfEvents

Description
This metaclass refers to the flows of events of a UCS. There are two types of flows of
events in a UCS: the basic flow of event and one or more alternative flows.
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Associations

• steps: Sentence [1 ..*] {ordered}
The ordered steps of the flow of events

• postcondition: Postcondition [1]

The postcondition of the flow of events
B.39 FROM

Description
This metaclass refers to the preposition: from.
Generalizations

• Preposition

B.40 FormOfVerb

Description
FormOfVerb is an enumeration type that specifies the literals for defining the form of a
verb: basic, passive, infinitive, past, present participle, and past participle.
Description

• Basic

Indicates that the verb takes a basic form, e.g., "give"
• Passive

Indicates that the verb is a verb in a passive sentence, e.g., "is given"
• Infinitive

Indicates that the verb takes a basic form but in a infinitive phrase, e.g., "to give"
• Past

Indicates that the verb takes a past form, e.g., "gave"
• PresentParticiple

Indicates that the verb is the verb of a present participle phrase, e.g., "is giving"
• PastParticiple

Indicates that the verb is the verb of a past participle phrase, e.g., "has given"
B.41 Function

Description
This metaclass refers to one of the properties of sentences, which can either be action
sentences or condition sentences.
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B.42 GerundPhrase

Description

A GerundPhrase is a type of VerbPhraseS. Its head Verb has a form of
PresentParticiple. It can functions as a Noun, acting as a Subject, Object, or
PrepositonalObj .
Generalizations

• VerbPhrase

Associations

• logicSubj : NounPhrase [0 . .1]

The logic subject (a noun phrase) of the gerund phrase.
Constraints

[1] The head of a gerund phrase is a verb that has a form of present participle.
self .head. form = FormOfVerb: : PresentParticiple

Examples
After brushing my teeth, I went to bed.
B.43 GIobalAlternative

Description

GIobalAlternative is a type of alternative flows, where there is an alternative that can
happen at any time and applies to all the steps of its reference flow.
Generalizations

• AlternativeFlow

Constraints

[1] A global alternative flow corresponds to every step of its corresponding referenceflow.

self .bfs->size () >0

B.44 IN

Description

This metaclass refers to the preposition: in.
Generalizations

• Preposition

B.45 IncludeSentence

Description
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inciudeSentence is a type of Speciaisentences, containing keyword INCLUDE USE
CASE. It is used in UCSs to describe an inclusion relationship between two use cases.
Generalizations

• SpecialSentence

Associations

• includedUseCase : UseCase [1]

The included use case of the sentence referring to
Examples
INCLUDE USE CASE Validate PIN

B.46 IndefiniteArticle

Description
An inDef initeArticie is one type of articles and it refers to any member of a group. It
can only be used before a singular Noun.
Generalizations

• Article

Examples
The system creates a new account for the customer.

B.47 IndirectActorObj
Description
IndirectActorObj is one type of indirectobjects. This type of indirect objects refers
to an actor.

Generalizations

• IndirectObject

B.48 IndirectObject
Description
IndirectObject is one type of objects, which answers the question of "To whom", "To
what", or "For what".
Generalizations

• Object

Examples
Life always gives me surprise.

B.49 IndirectSysObj
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Description

indirectsysobj is one type of indirectobjects, which refers to "the system" of a
UCS.

Generalizations

• IndirectObject

B.50 InfinitivePhrase

Description
An InfinitivePhrase is a type of VerbPhraseS. It contains the Infinitive form of the
verb, and can function as a Subject, an object, and a post-head-string of a NounPhrase.
Generalizations

• VerbPhrase

Constraints

[1] The head of an infinitive phrase is a verb that has a form of 'basic'.
self .head. form = FormOfVerb: : Basic

Examples
To pass the exam is the only chance for Tom to pass the course.
B.51 IngParticiplePhrase
Description
An IngParticiplePhrase is a type of ParticiplePhraseS. Its head Verb has a form of
PresentParticipie. It may contain a NounPhrase as its object.
Generalizations

• ParticiplePhrase
Associations

• logicSubj : NounPhrase [0. .1]

The logic subject (a noun phrase) of the present participle phrase.
Constraints

[1] The head of a present participle phrase is a verb that has a form of present
participle.

self .head. form = FormOfVerb: : PresentParticipie
Examples
The student sitting in that table is one of my lab mates.
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B.52 Initiation

Description

As one type of Transactions, an initiation sentence refers to a sentence describing
that the primary actor sends request and data to the system.
Generalizations

• Transaction

B.53 INORDERTO

Description

This metaclass refers to the special type of preposition: in order to.
Generalizations

• Preposition

Examples
The insect pretends to be dead in order to protect itself.
B.54 InternalTransaction

Description
As one type of Transactions, an InternalTransaction sentence refers to the sentence
describing that the system alters its internal state (e.g., recording or modifying
something).
Generalizations

• Transaction

B.55 IterativeSentence

Description

IterativeSentence is a type of compiexSentences. It is composed of a condition and a
set of actions, which are repeated when the condition is hold. In UCSs, sentences with
keyword DO-UNTIL are iterative sentences.
Generalizations

• ComplexSentence

Associations

• WHILEcondition: Sentence [1]

The condition of the iterative sentence

• DOactions:Sentence [1 . . *] {ordered}
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The sentences describing the actions repeated when the WHiLEcondition is
satisfied.

B.56 LinkingVerb
Description
As one type of verbs, a LinkingVerb describes the state of being of the subject of a
sentence, followed by the Subjectcompiement of the sentence. It does not express
action. Instead, it describes a condition. The most common linking verb is to be. Other
linking verbs include appear, become, feel, look, seem, smell, sound, taste, and turn.
Generalizations

• Verb

Examples
The system is idle.
B.57 Noun

Description
A Noun is one type of parts of speech, which can function as a Subject, an object, a
subject complement, an object complement of a sentence, the object of a
PrepositionPhrase, the head of a NounPhrase, ect.
Generalizations

• PartOfSpeech

Attributes

• number: NumberOfNoun

A noun can take two forms: Plural and singular.
• basis: String

The basis form of a noun when the noun is plural
Examples
The system updates the customer's account.
B.58 NounFunctionForm

Description
NounFunctionForm is an abstract class. It is used to organize three types of Phrases
(NounPhrase, GerundPhrase, and Inf initivePhrase) that can function as a Noun.
B.59 NounPhrase

Description
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A NounPhrase is a type of Phrases. It has a Noun as its head. It may have pre-Head-
StringS and post-Head-Strings. Its pre-head-StringS can be a Determiner, an
AdjectivePhrase, a ParticiplePhrase, a PossessiveNoun, and/or another Noun. Its
post-head-strings can be a ParticiplePhrase, a PrepositionalPhrase, or an
InfinitivePhrase. A noun phrase can function as a Subject, an Object, a
PrepostionalObj, a Complement, and the object of a GerundPhrase,
EdParticiplePhrase, ?G IngParticiplePhrase.
Generalizations

• Phrase

• NPPreHeadString
• NounFunctionForm

• PrepositionalObj
Attributes

• actorPosition: NPActorPositionType

If the noun phrase contains an actor, then this attribute indicates the position of
the actor in the noun phrase.

• sysPosition: NPSysPositionType

If the noun phrase contains "the system", then this attribute indicates the position
of the string of "the system" in the noun phrase.

Associations

• containedActor: Actor [0 . .1]

If the noun phrase contains an actor, then the association refers to the actor.
• head: Noun [1]

The head of the noun phrase
• pre-Head-String: NP-Pre-Head-String [*]

The pre-head-string of the noun phrase
• post-Head-String: NP-Post-Head-String [*]

The post-head-string of the noun phrase
Examples
Tao 's hometown is at the shore of beautiful Yellow River.

B.60 NPPostHeadString
Description
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NPPostHeadstring is an abstract class. It is used to organize different types of post-
head-strings of a noun phrase.

B.61 NPPreHeadString
Description
NPPreHeadString is an abstract class. It is used to organize different types of pre-head-
strings of a noun phrase.
B.62 NumberOfNoun

Description
NumberOfNoun is an enumeration type that specifies the literals for defining the number
of a noun: plural or singular
Description

• singular Indicates that the noun is a singular noun
• Plural Indicates that the noun is a plural noun

B.63 Numeral

Description
A Numeral is a word in natural language to represents a number. Different numerals can
represent the same number. For example, "9" and "nine" are different numerals.
Generalizations

• Determiner

B.64 ObjAdjPComplt
Description
ObjAdjPComplt is a type of objectcompits. It takes anAdjectivePhrase as its form.
Generalizations

• ObjectComplt
Associations

• form: AdjectivePhrase [1]

The form of the object complement
Examples
He painted the wall green.

B.65 Object
Description
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The object of a Predicate denotes something that receives the action triggered by the
Subject. It usually comes after the Predicator. objects fall into two main categories:
DirectObject and IndirectObject.
Associations

• form: NounFunctionForm [1]

The form of the object
Examples
He painted the wall green.

B.66 ObjectComplt
Description
The abstract class represents the part of a sentence that gives more information about the
Object.

Generalizations

• Complement

Examples
They painted the house red.

B.67 ObjEdParticipleComplt
Description
This object complement takes a past participle as its form.
Generalizations

• ObjectComplt
Associations

• form: EdParticiplePhrase [1]

The form of the object complement
Examples
He paints the house owned by his parents.

B.68 ObjInfinitiveComplt
Description
This object complement takes an infinitive phrase as its form.
Generalizations

• ObjectComplt
Associations
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• form: Inf initivePhrase [1]

The form of the object complement
Examples
He has the key to open the door.

B.69 ObjIngParticipleComplt
Description
This object complement takes a present participle as its form.
Generalizations

• ObjectComplt
Associations

• form: IngParticiplePhrase [1]

The form of the object complement
Examples
The system sends a message displaying the login error.

B.70 ObjPPComplt
Description
This object complement takes a present participle as its form.
Generalizations

• ObjectComplt
Associations

• form: PrepositionalPhrase [1]

The form of the object complement
Examples
He took the key on the table.
B.71 OR

Description
This metaclass refers to the conjunction: or.
Generalizations

• Conjunction

B.72 ParallelSentence

Description
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Paral le isentence is a type of compiexSentences. It is used to model concurrent
sentences. It refers to sentences using keyword MEANWHILE in UCSs.
Generalizations

• ComplexSentence

Associations

• parallelActions: SimpleSentence [2 . . *]

The actions occurring concurrently

B.73 ParticiplePhrase
Description
A ParticiplePhrase is a type of VerbPhraseS. Its head Verb has a form of
PresentParticipie or PastParticipie. In terms of function, a participle phrase
always functions as an adjective to modify or describe a Noun or as a Subjectcompit.
Generalizations

• VerbPhrase

B.74 PartOfSpeech
Description
PartOfSpeech is an abstract class, used to organize Determiner, Noun, Verb, Adjective,
Conjunction, Adverb, and Preposition.
B.75 Phrase

Description
A phrase is a group of related words that function as a unit in a sentence. Unlike clauses,
a phrase does not have Subject/verb combination. A phrase is composed of three parts:
the head, pre-head-strings, and post-head-strings. The head of a phrase determines the
function of the whole phrase in a sentence. The none-head part of the phrase is its pre-
head-string if it appears before the head; otherwise the none-head part is the post-head-
string of the phrase.
B.76 PhrasalVerb

Description
A PhrasalVerb is a verb plus a preposition or adverb to create a new meaning which is
different with the original verb.
Generalizations

• ActionVerb

Examples
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She hanged up the phone.
B.77 PossessiveNoun

Description

A PossessiveNoun is a Noun that changes its form to show its ownership relation with
some other things.
Generalizations

• Noun

Examples
The student's name is Mike.

B.78 PossessiveVerb

Description

As one type of Actionverbs, PossessiveVerb indicates possessions, ownership, etc. In
UCSs, we commonly use possessive verbs: "have/has", "(be) composed (of)", "contain"
and "consist (of)".
Generalizations

• ActionVerb

Examples
The system has the information of the customer.
B.79 Postcondition

Description

For each flow of events of a use case, its Postcondition is a constraint that has to be
true when the flow of events is finished.
Attributes

• content : String

It refers to all the sentences of the postcondition as a whole.
Associations

• postConditionSenetences: Sentence [*]

The sentences describing the postcondition
B.80 Precondition

Description
For a useCase, its Precondition is a constraint that has to be true when the use case is
invoked.
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Attributes

• content : String

It refers to all the sentences of the precondition as a whole.
Associations

• preConditionSenetences: Sentence [*]
The sentences describing the precondition

B.81 Predicate

Description
The predicate of a sentence is one of the two main parts of a sentence (the other is the
subject). It modifies the subject of the sentence and tells what the subject has, does, or is.
It must contain a Predicator, which takes a verbPhrase as the form. It may or may not
contain Obj ects and Complements.
Associations

• predicator: Predicator [1]

The verb of the predicate
• object: Object [0, 1, 2]

The object(s) of the sentence
• complement: Complement [*]

The complement(s) of the sentence
Examples
Life is tough.
B.82 Predicator

Description
The Predicator of a Predicate is the verb of the predicate.
Generalizations

None

Attributes

• isNegative: Boolean

This attribute indicates whether the sentence is negative or not.
Associations

• form: Verb[l]
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The form of the predicator
Examples
Life is tough.

B.83 Preposition
Description
Preposition is one of parts of speech, which introduces PrepositionaiPhrase. It does
not modify words, but it shows important relationships of words. In English, the most
commonly used prepositions are "of, "in", "to", "for", and "on".
Generalizations

• PartOfSpeech

Examples
The dog is sleeping under the table.

B.84 PrepostionalObj
Description
Prepositionaiobj is an abstract class, used to organize different types of objects of
prepositional phrases.
Examples
Mike bought a gift to his girlfriend.
B.85 PrepositionaiPhrase
Description
A PrepositionaiPhrase is one type of Phrases, which is headed by a Preposition. It
does not have a pre-head-string. Its post-head-string is its object, which can either be a
NounPhrase or a GerundPhrase.

Generalizations

• Phrase

• NPPostHeadString
Associations

• head: Prepostition [1]

The head of the prepositional phrase
• post-Head-String: Prepositionaiobj [1]

The post-head-string of the prepositional phrase
Examples
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Mike bought a gift to his girlfriend.

B.86 Response
Description
As one type of Transaction, a Response action refers to sentences describing that the
system replies to the actor (either the primary actor or a secondary actor) with the result.
Generalizations

• Transaction

B.87 Response2PrimaryActor
Description
As one type of Response actions, a Response2PrimaryActor action refers to a sentence
describing that the system replies to the primary actor with the result.
Generalizations

• Response

B.88 Response2SecondaryActor
Description
As one type of Response actions, a Response2SecondaryActor action refers to a
sentence describing that the system replies to a secondary actor of the use case with the
result.

Generalizations

• Response

B.89 ResumeStepSentence
Description
ResumeStepSentence is a type of Speciaisentences. It refers to sentences containing
keyword RESUME STEP BACK.
Generalizations

• SpecialSentence
Associations

• resumePoint : Sentence [1]

The aggregation association refers to a specific step of the reference flow that the
resume step sentence refers to.

Examples
RESUEM BACK TO #1
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B.90 Sentence

Description
A Sentence is a grammatical unit of one or more words, which usually begins with a
capital letter and ends with a full stop (period), a question mark, or an exclamation mark.
This abstract class is the superclass of metaclasses: simpieSentence and
ComplexSentence.

Attributes

• Content : String
The content of the sentence

Associations

• transactionType: Transaction [0 .. 1]

The transaction type of the sentence
• functionType : Function [0 .. 1]

The function type of the sentence

B.91 SimpieSentence
Description
A simpieSentence refers to a sentence containing one independent clause: one Subject
and one Predicate.

Generalizations
• Sentence

Associations

• subject: Subject [1]

The subject of the simple sentence
• predicate: Predicate [1]

The predicate of the simple sentence
• modifier: Modif ier [0 . . 1]

The modifier of the simple sentence
• pattern: SentencePattern [1]

The pattern of the simple sentence
Examples
The sentence is a simple sentence.
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B.92 Subject
Description

The Subject of a sentence has the grammatical function to relate itself to any other
parts of the sentence: objects and Complements, through a verb.
Associations

• form: NounFunctionForm [1]

The form of the subject
Examples
The subject ofa sentence tells what the sentence is about.
B.93 SpecificAlternative
Description
SpecificAlternative is a type of AiternativeFiows, where there is an alternative that
applies to one specific step of its reference flow.
Generalizations

• AlternativeFlow

Constraints

[1] A specific alternative flow corresponds to only one step of its corresponding
reference flow.

self .bf s->size () =1

B.94 SubjAdjComplt
Description

SubjAdjComplt is a type of Subj ectcompits. It takes an adjective phrase as its form.
Generalizations

• SubjectComplt
Associations

• form: AdjectivePhrase [1]

The core of the subject complement
• postlnf: Inf initivePhrase [0. .1]

The infinitive phrase following the adjective phrase of the subject complement
• postPP: PrepositionalPhrase [0. .1]

The prepositional phrase following the adjective phrase of the subject
complement
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Examples
She is beautiful.

B.95 SubjectComplt
Description
SubjectComplt is an abstract class, used to represents the part of the sentence that gives
more information about the subj ect. A subject complement follows a Linkingverb; it is
normally an Adj ectivePhrase or a NounPhrase.
Generalizations

• Complement

B.96 SubjNPComplt
Description
SubjNPComplt is a type of Subj ectCompltS. It takes a NounPhrase as its form.
Generalizations

• SubjectComplt

Associations

• form: NounPhrase

The form of the subject complement
Examples
She is an angel.

B.97 SysSubj
Description
The SysSubj is one type of Subjects. It refers to "the system" of a use case when "the
system" functions as the subject of a sentence.
Generalizations

• Subject

Examples
The system sends a message to the customer.
B.98 ThereBeSentence

Description
ThereBeSentence is a type of SimpleSentenceS. It is composed of ExistentialThere,
a LinkingVerb (e.g., "Be"), and the true subject (ThereBePostSubject).
Generalizations
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• SimpleSentence

Associations

• there: ExistentialThere [1]

The "There" of the sentence

• be: LinkingVerb [1]

The linking verb of the sentence
• subject: NounPhrase [1]

The true subject of the sentence
Examples
There is a red car.

B.99 TO

Description
This metaclass refers to the preposition: to.
Generalizations

• Preposition

Examples
He is going to graduate soon.
B.100 Transaction

Description
This abstract metaclass is used to organize different types of actions: initiation,
Validation, InternalTransaction, and Response. This classification is adapted from
[21], except the fifth.

• initiation: the primary actor sends request and data to the system to initiate the
use case.

• validation: the system validates the request and the data.
• InternalTransaction: the system alters its internal state (e.g., recording or

modifying something).
• Response2PrimaryActor: the system replies to the actor with the result.
• Response2SecondaryActor: the system sends requests to a secondary actor.

B.101 UseCase

Description
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In UML [77], useCase is defined as "the specification of a set of actions performed by a
system, which yields an observable result that is, typically, of value for one or more
actors or other stakeholders of the system." A use case should describe the interactions
between the system and the entities external to the system.
Generalizations

• BehavioredClassif ier (from [77])
Associations

• specification: UseCaseSpecif ication [1]
The specification of the use case

B.102 UCModel

Description

UCModel is a metaclass, used to model a use case model, which is composed of a set ofuse case model elements.
Generalizations

• UseCaseModelElement

Associations

• modelElements: UseCaseModelElement [1 . . *]
The model elements of the use case model

B.103 UseCaseModelElement
Description

Like metaclass Element of UML 2 [77], UseCaseModelElement is a constituent of the
useCaseModei. As such, it has the capability of owning other model elements. It is an
abstract class with no superclass, and used as the common superclass for all metaclasses
in our use case metamodel.
Attributes

• name: String

The name of the use case model element

• description: String
The description of the use case model element

B. 104 UseCaseSpecification
Description

Each use case has a UCS. The metaclass refers to the textual description of the UCS.
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Attributes

• content : String

The description of the UCS
Associations

• briefDescription: BriefDescription [1]

The brief description of the UCS
• precondition: Precondition [1]

The precondition of the UCS
• flows: FlowOfEvents [1 . . *]

The flows of events of the UCS

• primaryActor: Actor [1]
The actor that initiates the use case

• secondaryActors: Actor [*]

The actors relied on to accomplish the use case
B.105 Validation

Description
As one type of Transactions, a validation action refers to one of the properties of the
sentences describing the system validates the request and the data.
Generalizations

• Transaction

B.106 Verb

Description
A verb is one type of parts of speech, which usually denotes an action, an event, or a
state of being. There are two main kinds of verbs: ActionVerbs and Linkingverbs.
Generalizations

• PartOfSpeech

Attributes

• basis: String

The basis of a verb

Associations

• form: FormOfVerb [1]
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The form of the verb

B.107 VerbPhrase

Description
As one of Phrases, this metaclass has a verb as its head and may have pre -Head-
strings and post-Head-strings. Its pre-head-strings can only be an AdverbPhrase,
and its post-head-strings can be a PrepositionaiPhrase or a NounPhrase (only its three
subtypes can have a noun phrase as their objects). If the head of the verb phrase has a
basic verb form, then this type of verb phrases can function as Predicatore of sentences.
Generalizations

• Phrase

Associations

• head: Verb [1]

The head of the verb phrase
• pre-Head-String: AdverbPhrase [0 . . 1]

The pre-head-string of the verb phrase
• post-Head-String: PrepositionaiPhrase [0 . .1]

The post-head-string of the verb phrase
• verbalPhraseObj: NounPhrase [0. .1]

The object of the verb phrase
Examples
Mike carefully peeled the stamp off the envelope.
B.108 WITH

Description
This metaclass refers to the preposition: with.
Generalizations

• Preposition
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Appendix C Specification/Formalization of Sentence Patterns

This appendix specifies classifications of each category of sentence patterns: sv, svdo,
sviODO, SVDOC, SLVSubjectcompit, svc, svcc, and SViODOC. It also specifies and
formalizes each sentence pattern.

Cl SV

Description:
A sv sentence is composed of only one Subject and one Predicates formed by an
ActionVerb.

OCL expression:
Context SimpleSentence

self. sentencePattern.OclIsTypeOf (SV) implies
self. subject ->size() =1
and

self . predicate . predicator . form . head . OclIsTypeOf (ActionVerb)
and self .predicate .object . size() =0
and self .predicate . complement . size () =0

Taxonomy:
The taxonomy of this sentence pattern is described in Figure 63. If the subject of a
sentence is 'the system', then the sentence pattern of the sentence is an instance of the
SysSubjv. If the subject of the sentence is an actor of the use case model, then the
sentence pattern of the sentence is an instance of the ActorSubj v.

pmàm^fw&itir\
Figure 63 Taxonomy of sentence pattern sv

C.l.l.lSysSubjV
Description:
The subject of a sv sentence is "the system" of the UCS containing this sentence.
OCL expression:

Context SimpleSentence
self .sentencePattern.OclIsTypeOf (SysSubjV) implies

self .subject .OclIsTypeOf (SysSubj )
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Example:
The system exists.
C.1.1.2ActorSubjV
Description:
The subject of a sv sentence is one of the actors of the UCS containing the sentence.
OCL expression:

Context SimpleSenten.ee
self. sentencePattern.OclIsTypeOf (ActorSubjV) implies

self . subj ect . OclIsTypeOf (ActorSubj )

Example:
The customer logged in.
C.2 SVDO

Description:
A SVDO sentence contains one Subject, one Predicates (an ActionVerb), and one
DirectObject.

OCL expression:
Context SimpleSentence

self. sentencePattern.OclIsTypeOf (SVDO) implies
self . subject->size () =1
and

self .predicate . predicator . form. head. OclIsTypeOf (ActionVerb)
and self .predicate .object- >size () =1

and self .predi cae .object->exists (OclAsType (DirectObject) )
and self .predicate . complement- >size () =0

Taxonomy:
The taxonomy of this sentence pattern is described in Figure 64. If the subject of a
sentence is 'the system', then the sentence pattern of the sentence is an instance of the
SysSubjVDO. If the subject of the sentence is an actor of the use case model, then the
sentence pattern of the sentence is an instance of the ActorSubjVDO. If the direct object
of the sentence, whose sentence pattern is SysSubjVDO, is an actor, then the sentence has
an instance of SysSubjVDirectActorObj as its sentence pattern, more specifically.
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Figure 64 Taxonomy of sentence pattern svdo

C.2.1.1SysSubjVDO
Description:

The subject of a svdo sentence is "the system" of the UCS containing this sentence.
OCL expression:

Context SimpleSentence
self .sentencePattern.OclIsTypeOf (SysSubjVDO) implies

self. subject.OclIsTypeOf (SysSubj )
Example:
The system recognizes the ATM card.
C.2. 1 .2 SysSubjVDirectActorObj
Description:

The direct object of a SysSubjVDO sentence is one of the actors of the UCS containing
this sentence.

OCL expression:
Context SimpleSentence

self .sentencePattern.OclIsTypeOf (SysSubj VDirectActorObj)
implies

self . obj ects . OclIsTypeOf (DirectActorObj )
Example:
The system informs Employee.
C.2.1.3ActorSubjVDO
Description:

The subject of a svdo sentence is one of the actors of the UCS containing this sentence.
OCL expression:

Context SimpleSentence

self .sentencePattern.OclIsTypeOf (ActorSubj VDO) implies
self . subj ect . OclIsTypeOf (ActorSubj )

Example:
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Customer informs the system.
C.3 SVIODO

Description:
A svioDO sentence contains one subject, one action verb, one direct object, and one
indirect object.
OCL expression:

Context SimpleSentence

self .sentencePattern.OclIsTypeOf (SVIODO) implies
self . subject ->size () =1
and
self .predicate. predicator. form. head. OclIsTypeOf (ActionVerb)
and self .predicate. object->size () =2
and self .predicae .object->exists (OclAsType (DirectObject) )
and self .predicate .object- >exists (OclAsType (IndirectObject) )
and self .predicate . complement- >size () =0

Taxonomy:
The taxonomy of this sentence pattern is described in Figure 65. If the indirect object of a
sentence is 'the system', then the sentence pattern of the sentence is an instance of the
svsysiODO. If the indirect object of the sentence is an actor of the use case model, then
the sentence pattern of the sentence is an instance of the svActoriODO. According to the
different types of the sentence subject, the sentence pattern svsysiODO is further
classified into SysSubjvsysiODO and ActorSubjvsysiODO, and the sentence pattern
svActoriODO is further classified into SysSubjVActoriODO and ActorSubjVActor iodo.
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Figure 65 Taxonomy of sentence pattern sviodo

C.3.1.1SVSysIODO
Description:
The indirect object of a sviodo sentence is "the system" of the UCS containing the
sentence.

OCL expression:
Context SimpleSentence

self .sentencePattern.OclIsTypeOf (SVSysIODO) implies
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self .predicate .objects->select (OclIsTypeOf (IndirectObject) ) .
OclIsTypeOf (IndirectSysObj )

Example:
The employee informs the system the completion ofthe action.
C.3.1.2 SysSubjVSysIODO
Description:
The subject of a svsysiODO sentence is "the system" of the UCS containing the sentence.
OCL expression:

Context SimpleSentence
self. sentencePattern. OclIsTypeOf (SysSubjVSysIODO) implies

self .subject .OclIsTypeOf (SysSubj )

Example:
The system informs the system the completion ofthe transaction.
C.3. 1 .3 ActorSubjVSysIODO
Description:
The subject of a svsysiODO sentence is one of the actors of the UCS containing the
sentence.

OCL expression:
Context SimpleSentence

self . sentencePattern. OclIsTypeOf (ActorSubj VSysIODO)
implies self . subject .OclIsTypeOf (ActorSubj )

Example:
The customer informs the system the completion ofthe input.
C.3.1.4SVActorIODO

Description:
The indirect object of a sviodo sentence is one of the actors of the UCS containing the
sentence.

OCL expression:
Context SimpleSentence

self . sentencePattern . OclIsTypeOf (SVActorIODO) implies
self .predicate. object s- >select (OclIsTypeOf (IndirectObject) ) .

OclIsTypeOf (IndirectActorObj )

C.3. 1 .5 SysSubjVActorlODO
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Description:

The subject of a svActoriooo sentence is "the system" of the UCS containing the
sentence.

OCL expression:
Context SimpleSentence

self .sentencePattern.OclIsTypeOf (SysSubjVActorlODO) implies
self .subject. OcI I sTypeOf (SysSubj )

Example:
The system informs the customer the completion ofthe transaction.
C.3. 1 .6 ActorSubjVActorIODO
Description:

The subject of a svActoriODO sentence is one of the actors of the UCS containing the
sentence.

OCL expression:
Context SimpleSentence

self .sentencePattern.OclIsTypeOf (ActorSubj VActorIODO)
implies self . subject .OclIsTypeOf (ActorSubj)

Example:
The employee informs the customer the completion ofthe transaction.
C.4 SVDOC

Description:

A SVDOC sentence contains one subject, one action verb, one direct object, and one object
complement.
OCL expression:

Context SimpleSentence
self. sentencePattern.OclIsTypeOf (SVDOC) implies
self. subject ->size () =1

and self . predicate . predicator . form . head . OclIsTypeOf (ActionVerb)
and self .predicate. object s ->size () =1
and self .predicate. object s- >exists (OclAsType (DirectObject) )
and self .predicate . complement- >size () =1
and self . predicate . complement . OclIsTypeOf (Obj ectComplt )

Taxonomy:
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The taxonomy of this sentence pattern is described in Figure 66. According to the
different types of object complements, this sentence pattern is classified into the
categories: SVDOObjAdjComplt, SVDOObjPPComplt, SVDOObjEdParticipleComplt,
svDOObjinfinitiveCompit, and svDOObj ingParticipieCompit, which are further
classified into subtypes, according to the type of the sentence subject: either the system or
an actor.
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Figure 66 Taxonomy of sentence pattern svdoc

CAl.lSVDOObjAdjComplt
Description:
The object complement of a svdoc sentence is an Adj ectivePhrase.
OCL expression:

Context SimpleSentence
self . sentencePattern.OclIsTypeOf (SVDOObjAdjComplt) implies

self .predicate. complement .OclIsTypeOf (Obj Adj Compi t)
C.4.1.2SVDOObjObjEdParticipleComplt
Description:
The object complement of a svdoc sentence is an EdParticipiePhrase.
OCL expression:

Context SimpleSentence
self .sentencePattern.OclIsTypeOf (SVDOObjEdParticipleComplt)
implies

self .predicate. complement .OclIsTypeOf (ObjEdParticipleComplt)
Example:
The system saves the data inputted by the employee.
C.4.1.3SVDOObjIngParticipleComplt
Description:
The object complement of a svdoc sentence is an ingParticipiePhrase.
OCL expression:

Context SimpleSentence
self .sentencePattern.OclIsTypeOf (SVDOObj IngParticipieCompit)
implies
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self .predicate . complement .OclIsTypeOf (Obj IngParticipleComplt)
Example:
The system records the data containing the customer 's information.
C.4.1.4SVDOObjPPComplt
Description:
The object complement of a svdoc sentence is a PropositionaiPhrase.
OCL expression:

Context SimpleSentence
self . sentencePattern . OclIsTypeOf (SVDOObj PPComplt ) implies

self .predicate . complement . OclIsTypeOf (Obj PPComplt)
Example:
The system displays a picture in black and white.
C.4.1.5SVDOObjInfinitiveComplt
Description:
The object complement of a svdoc sentence is an Inf initivePhrase.
OCL expression:

Context SimpleSentence
self .sentencePattern. OclIsTypeOf (SVDOObj Inf initiveComplt)
implies

self . predicate . complement . OclIsTypeOf (Obj Inf initiveComplt )
Example:
The system displays a message to explain the transaction details.
C.5 SLVSubjectComplt
Description:

This type of sentences contains one subject, one linking verb, and one subject
complement.
OCL expression:

Context SimpleSentence
self .sentencePattern. OclIsTypeOf (SLVSubjectComplt) implies
self. subject ->size () =1
and

self .predicate. predicator. form. head. OclIsTypeOf (LinkingVerb)
and self .predicate .object s ->size O=O
and self .predicate . complement - >size () =1
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and self .predicate .complement .OclIsTypeOf (SubjectComplt)

Taxonomy:
The taxonomy of this sentence pattern is described in Figure 67. If the subject
complement of a sentence is an instance of SubjNPCompit, then the sentence pattern of
the sentence is an instance of SLVSubjNPCompit. If the subject complement of the
sentence is an instance of subjAdjPCompit, then the sentence pattern of the sentence is
an instance of SLVSubjAdjPCompit. These two subtypes are further classified according
the type of the sentence subject: either the system or an actor.

SLVBuBfAtpComptt
G

,,pw^ggly^ pHaagflBflEfraflK
Figure 67 Taxonomy of sentence pattern SLVSubjectcompit

C.5.1.1SLVSubjNPComplt
Description:
The subject complement of a SLVSubjectcompit sentence is a NounPhrase.
OCL expression:

Context SimpleSenten.ee
self . sentencePattern. OclIsTypeOf (SLVSubjNPCompit) implies

self .predicate. complement .OclIsTypeOf (SubjNPCompit)

Examples:
The customer is an emplolyee.
C.5. 1 .2 SysSubjLVSubjNPComplt
Description:
The subject complement of a SLVSubjNPCompit sentence is "the system" of the UCS
containing the sentence.
OCL expression:

Context SimpleSentence
self. sentencePattern. OclIsTypeOf (SysSubjLVSubjNPComplt) implies

self. subject .OclIsTypeOf (SysSubj )

Examples:
The system is the data processing center ofthe bank.
C.5. 1 .3 ActorSubjLVSubjNPComplt
Description:
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The subject complement of a SLVSubjNPCompit sentence is one of the actors of the UCS
containing the sentence.
OCL expression:

Context SimpleSentence
self. sentencePattern.OclIsTypeOf (ActorSubjLVSubjNPComplt)
implies
self. subject .OclIsTypeOf (ActorSubj )

Examples:
The employee is a senior employee.
C.5.1.4SLVSubjAdjComplt
Description:
The subject complement of a SLVSubjectcompit sentence is an AdjectivePhrase.
OCL expression:

Context SimpleSentence

self .OclIsTypeOf ( SLVSubj Adj Compi t) implies

self .predicate . complement .OclIsTypeOf ( Subj Adj Compi t)

Examples:
The system is idle.
C.5. 1 .5 SysSubjLVSubjAdjComplt
Description:
The subject complement of a SLVSubjAdjCompit sentence is "the system" of the UCS
containing the sentence.
OCL expression:

Context SimpleSentence
self . sentencePattern.OclIsTypeOf (SysSubjLVSubjAdjComplt)
implies

self . subject .OclIsTypeOf (SysSubj )

Examples:
The system is idle.
C.5. 1 .6 ActorSubjLVSubjAdjComplt
Description:
The subject complement of a SLVSubjAdjCompit sentence is one of the actors of the
UCS containing the sentence.
OCL expression:
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Context SimpleSentence
self . sentencePattern . OclIsTypeOf (ActorSubj LVSubj Adj Complt )
implies

self . subj ect . OclIsTypeOf (ActorSubj )

Examples:
The employee is busy.
C.6 SVC

Description:

The sentence contains one subject, one action verb, and one object complement.
OCL expression:

Context SimpleSentence
self. sentencePattern. OclIsTypeOf (SVC) implies
self. subj ect- >size () =1
and self .predicate .predicator. form. head. OclIsTypeOf (ActionVerb)
and self .predicate . objects ->size O=O
and self .predicate . complement- >size () =1
and self .predicate .complement .OclIsTypeOf (ObjectComplt)

Examples:
The system wants to destroy the object.
C.7 SVCC

Description:

This type of sentences contains one subject, one action verb, and two object
complements.
OCL expression:

Context SimpleSentence
self. sentencePattern. OclIsTypeOf (SVCC) implies
self. subj ect ->size () =1
and self .predicate. predicator. form. head. OclIsTypeOf (ActionVerb)
and self .predicate . object s ->size () =0
and self .predicate . complement- >size () =2

Examples:
The system wants to destroy the object in order to release some memory.
C.8 SVIODOC

Description:
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This type of sentences contains one subject, one action verb, one indirect object, one
direct object and one object complement.
OCL expression:

Context SimpleSentence
self. sentencePattern.OclIsTypeOf (SVIODOC) implies
self. subject->size () =1

and self .predicate .predicator . form. head. OclIsTypeOf (ActionVerb)
and self .predicate .objects->size () =2
and self .predicae.object->exists (OclAsType (DirectObject) )
and self .predicate .object->exists (OclAsType (IndirectObject) )
and self .predicate . complement ->size() =1
and self .predicate .complement .OclIsTypeOf ( Obj ec tCompi t)

Examples:
The system informs the employee the completion ofthe transaction within two seconds.
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Appendix D Specification/Formalization of Sentence
Semantic Types

Whether a sentence is a conditon or an action is identified by following the OCL
expressions given in Figure 68. Five transaction types (initiation, validation,
InternalTransaction, Response2PrimaryActor, and Response2SecondaryActor)
can be identified by applying the rules specified as OCL expressions in Figure 69, Figure70, Figure 71, Figure 72, and Figure 73, respectively.

Context Sentence
self .functionType.OclIsTypeOf (Condition) implies
self .preCondition->size () !=0
or self .flowOfEvents .postCondition->size() !=0
or self .OclIsTypeOf (ConditionalSentence)
or self .OclIsTypeOf (ConditionCheckSentence)
or self .OclIsTypeOf (IterativeSentence)
or self . flowOfEvents. OclAsTypeOf (AlternativeFlow) . condition->size () !=0
self .functionType.OclIsTypeOf (Action) implies
self .OclAsTypeOf (SimpleSenence) . f lowOfEvents->size () !=0
or (self .OclIsTypeOf (ComplexSentence)

and self .briefDe script ion->size ()=0)
or (self .OclIsTypeOf (ComplexSentence)

and

(self .OclAsTypeOf (ConditionalSentence) . eLSEactions->includes (self )
or self .OclAsTypeOf (IterativeSentence) . DOactions->includes (self )
or self .OclAsTypeOf (ParallelSentence) .parallelActions

->includes (self) ) )
Figure 68 Formal specification/identification of Function

Context Sentence
sentence . functionType .OclIsTypeOf (ActionSentence) and
self . transactionType . OclIsTypeOf ( Initiation) implies

self .OclAsTypeOf (SimpleSentence) . subject .OclIsTypeOf (ActorSubj ) and
( (sentence. predicate. objects->size () >0 and sentence .predicate. objects->

exists (obj I obj .OclIsTypeOf (DirectSysObj) )
or

(sentence. predicate. complements->size () >0 and
sentence. predi cate. complement s ->

exists (complt | complt .OclIsTypeOf (ObjPPComplt)
and complt . content . isContainingSystem ( ) ) )

iscontainingsystemo is used to check whether the content of the complement of the
sentence contains the string "the system".

Figure 69 Formal specification/identification of initiation
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Context Sentence
sentence . functionType . OclIsTypeOf (ActionSentence) and
self . transactionType .OclIsTypeOf (Validation) implies

self. sentencePattern. OclIsTypeOf (Condi tionCheckSenence)
Figure 70 Formal specification/identification ofvalidation

Context Sentence
sentence . functionType .OclIsTypeOf (ActionSentence) and
self .transactionType. OclIsTypeOf (InternalTransaction) implies

self .OclAsTypeOf (SimpleSentence) . subject .OclIsTypeOf (Sy s Sub j )
and
(sentence .predicate . objects->size () =0
or

(sentence. predicate. object s ->size ()>0 and sentence .predicate . object s ->
exists(obj I not (obj .OclIsTypeOf (Di rectActorObj) )

and not (obj .OclIsTypeOf (IndirectActorObj ) ) )
and
(sentence .predicate .complement s ->size () =0
or

(sentence . predicator . complement s ->size () >0
and sentence .predicate . complements->

exists (complt | complt .OclIsTypeOf (Obj PPComplt)
and complt . toActor->size () =0)

)
)

)
)

Figure 71 Formal specification/identification of InternalTransaction
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Context Sentence
sentence . functionType .OclIsTypeOf (ActionSentence) and
self . transactionType . OclIsTypeOf (Response2PrimaryActor ) implies

self . OclAsTypeOf ( SimpleSentence ) . sub j ect . OclIsTypeOf ( Sy s Sub j )
and

(
(sentence .predicate .objects->size () !=0 and sentence .predicate. objects->
exists (obj I ( (obj .OclIsTypeOf (IndirectActorObj )

or obj .OclIsTypeOf (DirectActorObj ) )
and obj . actor . isPrimaryActor () )
))

)
or

(sentence .predicate . complement s ->size () ! =0
and sentence . predicate . complements->
exists (complt I complt .OclIsTypeOf (Obj PPComplt)

and complt . toActor->size ()=1
and complt . toActor . isPrimaryActor ( ) )

)
)

isPrimaryActor () is used to check whether the actor is the primary actor of the use case
specification.

Figure 72 Formal specification/identification of Response2PrimaryActor

Context Sentence

sentence . functionType .OclIsTypeOf (ActionSentence) and
self . transactionType . OclIsTypeOf (Reponse2SecondaryActor ) implies

self .OclAsTypeOf (SimpleSentence) . subject .OclIsTypeOf (SysSubj )
and

(
(sentence .predicate . objects->size () !=0 and sentence .predicate .objects->
exists (obj I ( (obj .OclIsTypeOf (IndirectActorObj )

or obj .OclIsTypeOf (DirectActorObj ) )
and obj . actor . isSecondaryActor ( ) )
))

)
or

(sentence .predicate . complement s ->size () !=0
and sentence .predicate . complements->
exists (complt | complt .OclIsTypeOf (ObjPPComplt)

and complt . toActor->size ()=1
and complt . toActor . isSecondaryActor ( ) )

)
)

isSecondaryActor ( ) is used to check whether the actor is one of the secondary actors of the
use case specification.

Figure 73 Formal specification/identification of Response2SecondaryActor
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Appendix E FormalizeUCM - Algorithm
ParsingSimpleSentence

SimpleSentence parse_SimpleSentence(String sentence)
Subject subjmodel = null
Predicate predmodel = null
AdvModifier advModifiermodel = null
Predicator predicator model = null

public Collection<TypedDependency> tdl = null
String sentence_type = null
Tree sentencetree = null
Tree predicatetree = null
Tree predicator = null
Tree subjtree = null
Tree subjhead = null
Tree ADVPtree = null

sentencetree = parseSentence2Tree(Sentence)
tdl = obtainDependencies(sentence_tree)

FOR each children tree (child_tree) of sentencetree
IF childtree.OclIsTypeOf (ADVP)

ADVPtree = childtree
advModifier model = parse ADVP(ADVP tree)

ENDIF
IF child_tree.OclIsTypeOf(VP)

predicatetree = childtree
sentencetype = identifySentenceType(predicate_tree, tdl)
Predicatormodel = parsePredicator(predicate_tree, sentencetype)
Predicate model = parsePredicate(predicate tree, Predicatormodel, sentence
//use dependency "subj" identify the head of the subjecttree
subj head = identifySubject head(predicate tree, tdl)

ENDIF
ENDFOR

subjtree = identifySubject_tree(sentence_tree, subjjiead)
subjmodel = parseSubject(subj_tree, sentence_type)
return createSimpleSentence(subj_modeI, predicatemodel, advModifiermodel)

String identifySentenceType(Tree predicatetree, tdl){
String sentencetype = 'normal'
FOR each dependency (dep) of tdl

IF dep == 'cop' && dep.dep() ==predicate_tree.getHeadOfTree()
sentence_type = "copula"

ENDIF

IF dep = 'aux' && dep.dep() == predicate_tree.getHeadOfTree().OclIsTypeOf('VBG')
sentencetype = 'present participle'
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ENDIF
IF dep == 'aux' && dep.dep() == predicate_tree.getHeadOfrree().OclIsTypeOF('VBN')

sentencetype = 'past participle'
ENDIF
IF dep == 'auxpass'

sentencetype = 'passive'
ENDIF
IF dep = 'expl'

sentencejype = 'there-be sentence'
ENDIF

ENDFOR
return sentencetype

}

Predicator parsePredicator(Tree predicatetree, sentence_type){
SWITCH sentencetype

case 'normal'
predicator_tree = predicate_tree.getHeadOfTree()

case 'copula'
predicatortree = dep.OclAsTypeOf('cop')).dep()

case 'present participle'
predicatortree = dep.OclAsTypeOf('aux').gov()

case 'past participle'
predicator_tree = dep.OclAsTypeOf('aux').gov()

case 'passive'
predicatortree = dep.OclAsTypeOf('auxpass').gov()

case 'there-be sentence'
predicator_tree=dep.OclAsTypeOf('expr).gov()

return createPredicator(predicatortree)
}

Predicate parsePredicate(Tree predicatetree, Predicator predicatormodel, sentencetype) {
DirectObject dobjmodel = null
IndirectObject iobjmodel = null
SubjectComplt subjCompltmodel = null
List<ObjectComplt> objCompltsmodel = new ArrayList<ObjectComplt>()

FOR each dependency (dep) of tdl
IF dep = 'dobj' && dep.gov == predicatortree

dobjmodel = parseDirectObject(dep);
dobjtree = predicate_tree.getChildTreeContaining(dep.dep());
IF dobjtree = 'NP'

IF dobj_tree.npPoHS.OclIsTypeOf(PrepositionalPhrase)
objComplts_model.add(parseObjPPComplt(dobj_tree))

IF dobj_tree.npPoHS.OclIsTypeOf(InfinitivePhrase)
objComplts_model.add(parseObjInfinitiveComplt(dobj_tree))

IF dobjtree.npPoHS .OclIsTypeOf(PresentParticiple)
objComplt_model.add(parseObjIngParticiplePhrase(dobj_tree))

IFdobj_tree.npPoHS.OclIsTypeOf(PastParticiple)
objComplt._model.add(parseObjEdParticiplePhrase(dobj_tree))

IF dep == 'iobj' && dep.gov == predicatortree
idobjmodel = parselndirectObject(dep)

IF sentencetype == 'copula' && dep == 'cop'
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subjCompltmodel = parseSubjectCompletment(predicate_tree, tdl)
IF sentence_type = 'passive' && dep = 'agent'

objComplts_model.add(parseObjPPComplt(dep))
IF sentencetype = 'there-be sentence' && dep = 'nsubj'

thereBeSentence model = parseThereBeSentence(dep)
IF dep == 'acomp' && dep.gov = predicatortree

objComplt_model.add(parseObjAdjPComplt(dep))
IF dep == 'xcomp' && dep.gov = predicatorjree

objComplt_model.add(parseObjInfinitiveComplt(dep))
IF dep == ('prep' || 'prepc') && dep.gov = predicatortree

objComplt_modeI.add(parseObjPPCompIt(dep))
IF dep == 'purpcl' && dep.gov = predicatorjree

objCmplt_model.add(parseObjInfinitiveComplt(dep))
EndFor

return createPredicate(predicator model, dobjmodel, iobjmodel, subjCompltmodel,
objCompltsmodel)
}

Subject parseSubject(Tree subj_tree, String sentenceType) {
if subj_tree.OclIsTypeOf(NounPhrase)

return createSubject(parseNounPhrase(subj_tree))
if subj_tree.OclIsTypeOf(InfinitivePhrase)

return createSubject(parseInfinitivePhrase(subj_tree))
if subj_tree.OclIsTypeOf(GerundPhrase)

return createSubject(parseGerundPhrase(subj_tree))
}
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Appendix F Automatically generated class diagrams
In this section, we present the class diagrams automatically generated by aToucan for
the following case study systems: ATM (Appendix F.l), ARENA (Appendix F.2),
Elevator (Appendix F.3), Video Store (Appendix F.4), Cab Dispatching (Appendix
F.5), Payroll (Appendix F.6), and Car Parts Dealer (Appendix F.7) systems. The
characteristics of each case study system are discussed in Chapter 13.
F.l ATM System

The automatically generated class diagram for the ATM system is presented in Figure
74 to Figure 79.

H ATM System Control
E^state_displaying
iëastatejdle

L2 Query Account Control Q Transfer Fund Control

M Withdraw Fund Control C3 Validate PIN Control

Figure 74 ATM System - control classes
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0 ¦ ¦ 1 G A™ Customer Entity :— Bank

has enough funds In the account
ATM Customer Entity2account

0..1

ËFund
LU enough

0.,1

yAtni
Cg Card
ejnumbei
qstateJost

y Card
Eg number
Rejects the ATM card ()
||| confiscates the ATM card (

transfers funds between two valid accounts
inserts

0..1 O..!'

Ei ATM Customer Boundary n £

y Account
Ej, valid
£¿giving
^displays ATM customer accounts ( ;
interacts with

Ej Balance

0..1

& reads account balance ( )
U..1"

receives the balance of a valid bank account

transfers

I prompts ATM Customer for PIN numbei ( )
Centers PIN number to the system ( 3

To'.":r ,?..1 Í0..1 D..1. 0..1

selects Transfer
0..1

Ej Transfer
^performs the transfei [ )

enters PIN number to the system
selects Query se|ects withdrawal

0..1 0..1

I Query Q Withdrawal
0..1

Ì Number
É4 incorrect
^ reads the ATM card number ( )

0..1 ,
] Amount

¡^ specific
ä§i dispenses the cash amount ( )

• Cash y Transaction
, . & cancels the transaction (

0..1

E| Receipt
i prints a receipt ( ]

Figure 75 ATM System - entity classes

y Query Account Control s

Càspia «'s an apology message ( )
Rejects the ATM caid ( )breads account balance ( )
^punts a ieceipt showing tiansaction number , transaction type , and account balance ( )
^displays Welcome message ( )

I is displaying a Welcome message
ejects the ATM card i . , ,

reads account balance , ,P1 Q1 displays an apology message „
^ Card I E= Balance · t¡ Message

1 Atni {Account ] Apology

Figure 76 ATM System - Query Account Control class
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Transfer Fund Control

S! VALIDATES THAT (The giving account is valid) ( )
§1 VALIDATES THAT (The receiving account is valid) ( )
äffe VALIDATES THAT (ATM customer has enough funds in the giving account) ( )IH displays an apology message ( )Rejects the ATM caid()
fj| performs the transfer ( )
% punts a receipt showing transaction number , transaction type , amount transferred , and account balance ( )§| displays Welcome message ( )

?..? """"- -

prints a receipt

y Receipt

|0..1
performs the transfer

0..1

!·- Transfer

¡0..1
displays an apology message

Ej Message

0..1)
ejects the ATM card

0..1

ËCard UAtm

Figure 77 ATM System - Transfer Fund Control class

¡Withdraw Fund Control
i|| VALiDATES THAT (The account number ¡svaid) Tj
^VALIDATES THAT (ATM customer has enough funds in the account) ( )§¡1 VALIDATES THAT (The withdrawal amount does not exceed the dally limit of the account) ( )^VALIDATES THAT (the ATM has enough funds) ( )
$| cancels the transaction ( )¿ejects the ATM card ( )
^displays an apology message ( )
"J shuts down ( )
^dispenses the cash amount ( )
f|pnntsaieceipt ( )
5§| displays Welcome message ( )

?·-1 0..1
cancels the transaction

prints a receipt
» 0..1

¡3 Receipt g Transaction ? Card

Q.,1
is displaying a Welcome message

ejects the ATM card
0..1 * displays an !apology message

J Message *

íAtrn =; Apology

Figure 78 ATM System - Withdraw Fund Control class
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B Messane

is displaying a Welcome message
0..1

y Validate PIN Control

INVALIDATES THAT (The expiration date of the ATM card is valid) ( )
§| VALIDATES THAT (The ATM card is not lost or stolen) ( )
g| VALIDATES THAT (The PIN number entered by ATM customer matches the ATM card PIN number maintained by the system) ( )incaricete the transaction ( )
Rejects the ATM card ( )breads the ATM card number ( )
Centers PIN number to the system ( )
jj| confiscates the ATM card ( )
H RESUME STEP 3 ( )
Sil obtains the ATM customer accounts accessible with the ATM card ( )
¿¡displays ATM customer accounts ( )

\0..1 ?,.? ¡0..1 /
I0-1 \ confiscates the ATM card i ?'0··1

ejects thè ATM card
prompts ATM Customer for PIN number

recognizes the ATM card
\0..1

cancels the transaction

0..1
i -j Transaction

0..1

^ Aim

0..1

Û..1 0..1 ?

reads the ATM card number

04

Q..1

displays ATM customer accounts
validates ATM customer PIN number

=JCard
0..1 ..-¦¦¦"'

B Number
0,4 0..1

:! Account

Figure 79 ATM System - Validate PIN Control class

F.2 ARENA system

The automatically generated class diagram for the ARENA system is presented in
Figure 80 and Figure 81. Notice that this class diagram is derived from a single use
case description called Announce Tournament. This perhaps explains the reason why
there are some isolated classes, as shown in Figure 80; the use case model is not
complete so that aToucan is not able to generate some associations to connect these
isolated classes with the rest of the class diagrams.

jQÑaroe
i records tine name of the exd, .

inputs Player 's
name to the system

£ teagueGwner Boundary

$g| asks the system to create a tournament [ )
^ presents LeagueOwner with a form { )
^ inputs Player 's name to the system ( )
Sa inputs the application dates of Player to the system ( )^ Sponsor * seleclsa sponsor M ^ inputs the dates of conducting the tournament to the system ( )

om ii| inputs a maximum number of Raver to the system ( )
0. , 1 ^ provides LeagueOwner with the list of Advertisers desiring to be exclusive Sponsors. . .HI selects proposed sponsors through the system E 3

fäH informs LeagueOwner ( )
.?.".>. @|g notifies the system of the interested sponsors ( 1
.Q..1 Hi 3^s LeagueOwner to input a list of groups of Players , Spectators , and Advertisers...

1=a exclusive
fcgpioposed Q j
tginreiested

through thè"system""

selects proposed sponsors
through the system

friforms LeagueOwner ¦ ;o;.i - ? ? ? ? 0..1

£ Sponsorship
¡^exclusive
??f state_sought

£ Player Boundary

Pj Advertisement

^ selects advertisement banners ( )
Q Player

selects groups to notify i nas not exceeded the number has not exceeded the number inputs the application dates
through the system i of tournaments in the arena of tournaments hi the league of Player to ttie system

0 1 0"1 — û. 1 ^* nputs the dates of conductingArmounceTDurnament ~ Group **-' l*in,ber , _ Date # the tournament to the system
Control ^gmaxïnum inputs a maximum number

of Player to the system

Figure 80 ARENA system - part 1
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Q..1
'ïry League

^VALIDATES THAT ( )
Q..1

presents LeagueOwner with a form
ÍQ..1

VALIDATES THAT An exclusive
sponsorship is sought.

rs Name

^ records the name of the exc, .
0..1

records thé name of the
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=j Arena

0..1

Q Tournament
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0..1
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provides LeagueOwner with
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to be exclusive sponsors

y Page

creates a home page in the
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0..1 Í0..1 0..1 Q.,1

'Q AnnounceTournament Control 0..1

y ARENA Control

!¡lasts the system to'create a toürñímint ( )
% VALIDATES THAT (LeagueOwner has not exceeded the number of tournaments in the league) ( )^VALIDATES THAT (LeagueOwner has not exceeded the number of tournaments in the arena) { )
$Ü inputs Plaver 's name to the system ( )
4|| inputs the application dates of Player to the system ( )
íg¡ inputs the dates of conducting the tournament to the system ( )
$| inputs a maximum number of Player to the system ( )^VALIDATES THAT (An exclusive sponsorship is sought) f )
^¡¡¡,VALIDATES THAT (LeagueOwner decides to seel: an exclusive sponsor) ( )
% selects proposed sponsors through the system ( )
Jg^ notifies the system of the interested sponsors ( )
^| VALIDATES THAT (There are interested sponsors) ( )^l VALIDATES THAT (LeagueOwner selects a sponsor through the system) ( )
•J! selects advertisement banners ( )
^RESUME STEP altl-step3 ( )
^! records the name of the exclusive sponsor [ 3
^charges the flat fee for sponsorships to Advertiser 's account ( )
Ï! creates a home page In the arena for the tournament ( )
^notifies each interested user by sending the users a link to the mam tournament page ( )

notifies each interested user by .. . „. «. «?·.* * ¦-¦sending the users a link to the charges Provides . charges the flat fee for sponsorships
main tournament page 0..1

presents

M User

i îj| notifies eich interested user by Ti,

0..1: Q1. 1
3 Advertiser

i m. account
Form

to Advertiser 'S account
0..1

B Fee
Lg flat
& charges the flat fee for

Figure 81 ARENA system - part 2

F.3 Elevator system

The main part of the automatically generated class diagram for the Elevator system is
presented in Figure 82, Figure 83, and Figure 84.
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; §ü commands the motor to stop ( ) j
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Figure 82 Elevator system - entity classes

Ì ElevatorSystem Control

P Request Elevator control
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^notifies the system of the arrival of the elevator ( j
^commands the motor to stop [ )

ij| commands the elevator door to open ( )
"!VALIDATES THAT (The elevator stops at this floor) ( )
^visits outstanding floors on the way to the floor requested by Elevator User ( )

O Select Destination Control
g| sends the'destmatbn flooi- to the svstem'f )
§j¡i adds the new destination floor to the list of floors to visit ( )
Q determines the next destination floor ( )^VALIDATES THAT (There is no destination floor) ( )
% asta the elevator to stay at the current floor ( )
% keeps the elevator door open ( )(¿commands the elevator door to dose ( )
g| commands the motor to start moving the elevator either up or down ( )
<j| notifies the system of the arrival of the elevator ( )(j commands the motor to stop ( ) j
<j| commands the elevator door to open ( )^VALIDATES THAT (The elevator stops at this floor) ( )
§| visits outstanding floors on the way to the floor requested by Elevator User ( ) -

Figure 83 Elevator system - control classes
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y Request
??? outstanding
i^new
padded the new request to the list of floors to visit { )

t2 User

commands the motor to start moving
the elevator either up or down

D..1

added the new request to
the list of floors to visit

0..1

y Motor
commands the
motor to stop

0..1
0..1

0..1-

0..1 o-i

Lj Request Elevator Control
0..1 0..1 0..1

5U..1

0..1 ,D..1

added
asks the elevator to stay

at the current floor

commands the
elevator door to close

commands the
elevator door to open

determines the next
destination floor

0..1\ 0..1
i Floor

Q.,1

selects an elevator
to visit the floor

=i Elevator

keeps the elevator
door operi

0..1;
0..1 ,:q..i

B Door

Figure 84 Elevator system - Request Elevator Control

G.4 Video Store system

The automatically generated class diagram for the Video Store system is presented in
Figure 85 to Figure 92.

E=J Check database Control
I sends a message to the system pei 24 hours to activate the . .
I VALIDATES THAT (There are overdue video copies in the re...
| suspends the borrowing privilèges of the corresponding mem...
I VALIDATES THAT (The member with an overdue video copy..
^VALIDATES THAT (There is expired reservations in the reserv..
I VALIDATES THAT (The member with an expired reservation ...

y Rent video Control

^ sends a message to the system to activate th. . .
!VALIDATES THAT (The member has borrowin...
I returns a failure message ( )
I updates the member 's account information t...
| VALIDATES THAT [The video copy is reserve..,
||fulfäls reservation ( )
I computes the return date of the video copy ( J

^¡j Reserve video Contrat
??| sends a message to the system to activate the re..
^3 VALIDATES THAT (The member has borrowing p...
i§k sends a no borrowing privilege message to empio...
^VALIDATES THAT (The title exists) ( )
^ sends a no title existence message ( )
F, VALIDATES THAT (There is no copy available for ...
^creates an outstanding reservation for the title ( )
% creates a pending reservation for the title ( )

:; Read bar code Control

j Read card strip Control

y Reserve video Control

g| sends a message to the system to activât..
! ^ VALIDATES THAT (The member has dot...
: ^ sends a no bori owing privilege message t...
! ^VALIDATES THAT [The title exists) ( )
^sends a no title existence message ( )
m VALIDATES THAT (There is no copy avail...
ffg creates an outstanding reservation for th...
{% creates a pending reservation for the title..

rA Video Store System Control

Ç? Return video Control

^ VALIDATES THAT (The video copy is not ...
<$| sends a message to the system to activât...
^l VALIDATES THAT (Theie is no reservatio ,

Ui Video overdue Control

^calculates the fine fot the oveidue video copy ( )
ig| sends a request to Printer to print a fine receipt ( )
{jj| suspends the member 's privieges ( )

Figure 85 Video Store system - control classes
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?«. reserves a video title "··>_." 0 1U ™e * for a member of the 0. . 1 Ö Store u. 1

0. 1

Bj, rented
0..1

0..1
!— Reservation

ti outstanding
Expending
¿b information
s=B number
eB expired
ftjjj state aeated
g| fulfills reservjitishí "]

vidéo störe a. ? 0..1.

handles an overdue
video copy i

0..1!
rents

Id Copy
ÍEJ available for the video title
Ij! available
E¡| available for the title
E§ overdue
^statejcomputed
t^statejitinted
éjstatejecoided

0. 1

0„1

rents a video copy
to a member

¡Video

i=j Message

{^returns a failure message ( )
{H sends a no boi ? owing privilege message to .
ÍÜ sends a no title existence message ( )

b3 Privilege

^ suspends the membei 's pi ivileges ( )
; S| suspends the borrowing privileges of the coir.

0..1

Lm

!Rental
additional

...° jl Q Member
q| information
ÈH name
EJ corresponding
£^state_fuHed
e¿state_notified
i=Bstate_suspended
& updates the membet 's ace. ,

j Suspension J Borrowing

Figure 86 Video Store system - entity classes

Q Administrator Boundary

^notifies Administrator about the suspension [ )
gj| mfotms Admmistfatoi of the titles geneiatmg insufficient income...

Q DBMS Boundary

<H identify the member { )
fjj| identify the video copy ( J

save the member 's account information ( )
save the return date ( )

_ashs DBMS tD store the reservation hformation ( )
^i asks DBMS to record the fine t the payment , and the current ...
""_ informs DBMS to update the member 's account information { )
%asis DBMS to put the video copy available for rent ( )

obtains the oldest pending reservation of the title of the video . . .
put the oldest pending reservation outstanding [ )

__ put the video copy available for rent ( )
if| asks DBMS to save the information of the boi rowing privilege s. . ,

ask DBMS to save the information of the expired reservation E )
^ Identify the titles generating insufficient income ( ]

y Printer Boundary

flasks Pnntei to punt a notice about the suspensions ( )
^asls Punta to prmt a notice about the expued reseivations ( )

Hi Employee Boundary

^ sends a message to thesvstemto activate the tent function of .,,
^ sends Employee a confirmation containing the member name t a..,
^ sends a message to the system to activate the reserve function.,.
$1 asks employee for the Information about the title to be reserved.,
{^informs employee of the reservation number ( }
^ informs employee of the fine by displaying the fine on the termi...
^ informs employee of the availability of the video copy to be fuit...
^ sends a message to the system to activate the ietmn function ...
^ sends employee a return confirmation £ )

Q Email system Boundary

{§i así s Email System to send an email about the botr owing ptrvileg.
^ asks Email System to send an emai about the expned íesetvatio..

Bar code scanner Boundary

.] Card strip reader Boundary

Figure 87 Video Store system - boundary classes
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iO.,1

the informationask DBMS to save
of the expired reservation

0..1

asks DBMS; to save the
information of the borrowing

privilege Suspension
asks Printer to rkînt a notice

about the suspensions

y Check database Control
CLl Q1. 1

asks Printer to print a notice
about the expired reservations

Cl

? DBMS Boundary o,.l
lei ' :?-?

„ leu
B Date

|current
I computes the return date ... ,

ÍÜ..1 0.1

yReturn
It0 function

[-* Confirmation

J Printer Boundary
............ Ì0..1

y Reservation
0..1

Q..1

0.1

'r~l Member

:0..1 0..1 I
asks Email System to send an email

about the borrowing privilege
suspension to the member

asks Email System to send an email
about the expired: reservation

0..1 0..1
1 Email system Boundary

suspends the borrowing privileges
of the corresponding members

.j Privilege *

Figure 88 Video Store system - Check database Control

Û..1

fulfills reservation

0..1

y Rent video Control a.?
?..1 o-i
asks
0..1

|3 Reservation i CCS Boundary
0..1

sends Employee a confirmation..

i Confirmation

returns a failure message
sends a message to the syst...

=3 Message

Figure 89 Video Store system - Rent video Control

y CCS Boundary y Employee Boundary
0..1 G0..1

obtains sends employee a return confirmation
??.,? I0..1

i=i Return video Control
0..1 0..1

Q Confirmation

0..1

¿ Reservation

Figure 90 Video Store system -Return video Control
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0 DBMS Boundary g Employee Boundary g Message
0..1Î ?,,? "?..1 T * : *

asks DBMS to store t... sends sends a no title sends a no borrowing

0..1

sends a no title
existence message privilege message t..

I0..1 ?..1 I0..1
E- Reserve video Control

0..1 |0..1
creates a pending reservation f...

!0.,I

creates an outstanding reservation creates a reservation for the member

0..11- i Reservation

Figure 91 Video Store system - Return video Control

?..1
y DBMS Boundary

0..1
asks DBMS to record the fine ,the asks DBMS to put the vjdeo

payment , and the current date copy available for rent
0..1

¡0..1
calculates the fine for the

overdue video copy obtains
¡0..1 I0..1

B Fine P CCS Boundary

0..1

ti Video overdue Control

0..1

"? 0,.l

informs DBMS to update the
member 's account information

0.-1

0..1

sends a request to Printer
to print a finé receipt

t:- Request

0,.1:
suspends the

member 's privileges

Ej Privilege

Figure 92 Video Store system - Video overdue Control

F.5 Cab Dispatching system

The main part of the automatically generated class diagram for the Cab Dispatching
system is presented in Figure 93, Figure 94, and Figure 95.
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y CabDispatchingSystem Control

¡ü Add Accotait customer Control
% VALIDATES THAT (The customer is n...
Çfa asís the system to search fot the cus.,.
$fa creates a new account for the custo...

Q update Location Control
$| triggers the svstem pet five minutes [ )
4fc returns the cab 's location to the system ( )
^updates the cab 's location ( )

¡?] Deactivate Driver Control

Q Print Invoice Account customer Control
i(| VALIDATES THAT (The tustoma existsJ ( ]
C^ asto the svstern to pint the list of ali outstanding.
^sends an enoi message ;o the administi ator f )^ genei ates the ist of outstanding jobs for the cus...

(J^ charge Job to Account control
^VALIDATES THAT (The customer has a valid acco..
^ VALIDATES THAT (The amount is within the as...
|gg as\s the system to charge the job to the custom...
$$| charges the customer account ( )

Q Log Pre-booked Job Control
|asks the system to log a pre-booked job ( )
|inputs pickup time of the job to the system ( )
|inputs pickup location of the job to the system ( )
I inputs the identification information of the customer to the system ( )
I records the current date and time tor the pre-booked job ( )
!selects a cab for the pre-booked job according to the pick time Í )
^assigns the pre-booked job to the selected cab { )
I asks Dispatcher *s confirmation ( )
!confirms the pre-bookrig job with the system ( )

¡a Activate Driver control
^ infoi ms the system of the availability of Di rvei ( 3
tjjjfa sends a message to the system to confimi the ac.
{Hmfotms the system of Diver 's siift ending ( )
% sends a message to the svstem to confirm the de..

M Handling Immediate Job Control

^VALIDATES THAT (There is a cab avalable] ( )
$j| asl s the svstem for the neai est cab to the custo, , .
í§|ietuiris the ETA to the system ( )
^ identifies the shortest ETA ( )

I ^ sends a message to the system to confirm the ca...
j ^creates an immediate job E )

^Dispatching Pre-booked Job Control
^activates the function of dispatching pre-booked jobs..¿gets the cab assigned to the pre-booked job ( )
^gets the pickup location for the pre-booked job ( )
$| dispatches the cab ( )
^confirms to perform the pre-booked job ( )

Figure 93 Cab Dispatching system - control classes

§ Administrator Boundary

^J asi;s the system to search for the customei ( )
{j infoi ms Administrator of the existence of the customer ( )
^informs Administrator of the success of creating new accou..
(Qj aslï the svstem to punt the list of all outstanding jobs for ...

¡J Calendar and Clock System Boundary

SI activates the function of dispatching pie-booked jobs of t. , .
% aste the anient date and time fiorn Calendar and Clock S...
§| triggers the system per five minutes Í )

yCGPS Boundary
fl|asl:s the anient location of an active cab fiom CGPS ( )
¿!returns the cab 's location to the system ( )

§ GIS Boundary

^ asi 5 GIS to calculate ETA using the customer 's location ...
% returns the ETA to the svstem ( )

§ GIS Boundary
HÜ asks GIS to calculate ETA using the customer 's location ...
J^ returns the ETA to the system ( )

y Driver Boundary

I adds Driver into the list of active drivers [ )
I notifies Driver ¡ )
I asks the system to charge the job to the customer 's account ( )
I sends an invalid account message to Driver ( )
I sends an message of exceeding customer 's credit line to Driver ( )
!informs Driver of the completeness of the charging ( )
! removes Driver from the list of available drivers ( )
^ notifies Driver of the cab about the pre-booked job ( )
I confirms to perform the pre-booked job ( )
? informs Driver of the immediate job ( )

/0..1
reports

0..1
y Dispatcher Boundary

uTl"·-
activates Driver by informing
the system of the avallabili...

0..1/

s:j Printer Boundary

^asks Pnntei to punt the list ( )

Figure 94 Cab Dispatching system - entity classes
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-¿.? Print Invoice Account Customer Control
generates the list of

outstanding jobs for the Q1
customer i Error

sends an error messaged
to the administrator

y¡ Location
jeûnent
j^ gets the pici up location for the pie-bool'ed job ( )
g| updates the cab s location ( )

0..1

y List
¿restatejdi mted
$| geneiates the list of oulstandng jobs f.,

Q Job

I lc| nearest
\ i^avaiable
ij selected
Exposition
inactive
SsgState_vlslted

^pre-booled
A^ immediate
fajPie-boolang

Q. ln -It3 outstanding
¿^ state_dlspatched
^«statejäHocated

\ gets the cab assigned to the pre-boofced job ( )
^dspatches the cab ( )
^ selects a cab for the pre-booked job according ...

^ ci eates an Immediate job ( )
^assigns the pre-booked job to the selected cab ( ) |

creates an immediate job

0..1 o..!
\z \ Handling Immediate Job Control

0.1

0.1
[j Driver

BJactwe
pending
unavailable

Q Message
it^hvalid

: %¡ sends an error message to th...

^ Account
l%new
invalid
{^charges the customer account Í )

0..J, ¡3 Customer
i%lme
it¿ location
Ejstate_created

0..1
y Dispatcher

Figure 95 Cab Dispatching system - entity classes

F.6 Payroll system

The main part of the automatically generated class diagram for the Payroll system is
presented in Figure 96, Figure 97, and Figure 98.

!. \ Payroll System Control

'- · Create Administrative Report Control ¡~~ Delete an Employee Control

c < Delete a Purchase Order Control . Update a Purchase Order Control

- - Update an Employee Control . , Select Payment Method Control

: ; Submit Timecard Control ~f. Maintain Timecard Control

. ' Create a Purchase Order Control , Create Employee Report Control

._ ? Run Payroll Control

Figure 96 Payroll system - control classes
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!Pete
ÜMail

Q Method
ikB etesii ed
fcs elect
6^ deposite
E)| chosen
^sets the pavchec,
y Payment

tkg method
fc¿addi ess

0..1

i*a cui rent
BjJ submitted

i assigns the current date to the ti. . .
jO',.1

timecard information
0..1

k-1 Information
Requested

ïB updated
^timecard
astate added
g|ietueves the employee information I)

,4 ^displays the employee information ( )
& Employee information to reflect the...

yDeletion

^cancels the deletion { )
0..1

P Order

ÍÜ displays the purchase order ( )
, jj| updates the purchase order with the up,,
j SI removes the purchase order from the sy..

[«Repcft
js^administiative
IBJ tvpe
Badate
¡kj infoi mation
igname
£f| discai ds the ? eport ( )
j¡¡¡ saves the iepoit to the s .

y Rate
fci hourly

! ,Commission

0..1

{¡¡Name
tu specified
centered

y Bank

! Transaction

" : Bffiriployeè
Il^ type
¡^address
i% ? ecord
rainformaton
i^Houily and salai ied
i^Houily
e^statejiouily employee
É^state_a salaried employee
S^ adds the emploies ( j
% marls the emptayee iecoid foi deleti...
^ updates the employee recoid with th ..
% rettieves all employees to be paid on ...
^! deletes the employee { )

h Number

^Purchase
£àstate-Cisated
¡&state_deleted

y Id
• ¿%new '

' ^available ~™
ig social
ü^ unique
iag specified
ts^diffeient
24 appi opnate
% valid
% létneves available chaige numbers fiom Pioject Datab..
•^,displa.s the available chaige numbeis ( )
•S| generates a unique employee id numbei to the empio. ,
IH geneiates a unique puchase 01 dei number to the pur..
SH retains the numbei of «oiked foi each charge numbe,.

F. Security
^Phone

Ë Charge

I ^creates a transaction { j
i ¿creates a bank transaction ( )

0..1
ü Hour
a total
i limit

. 1 sTiroecard
Sg weekly
ItJ cui lent
g| saves the timecard ( )

Figure 97 Payroll system - entity classes
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¡3 Banksystem Boundary PayrollAdministrator Boundary

' ¿ sends the bank transaction to Banksystem for processing ( )
^ sends the bank transaction to BanlSystem for processing and mail...

Ej ConimissionedEmployee Boundary
SjJi asks the system to create a purchase order ( )
Ö^asls ConimissionedEmployee to enter customer point of contact ( }
{f|asks CommissionedEmployee to enter customer billing address ( )
¿asks CommissionedEmployee to enter product purchased ( )¿asks CommissionedEmployee to enter date of the purchase older ( )¿ adds the purchase order to the system for CommissionedEmploye,.,
U^ asks the system to updates a purchase order ( )
flasls CommissionedEmployee to enter the purchase order id ( )
ff! makes the desired changes to the purchase order information thr...¿ asks the system to delete a purchase order { )
$Ü prompts CommissionedEmployee to confirm the deletion of the p...
¿verifies the deletion through the system ( )
~ OtherAcmeApplications Boundary

[ : ProjectDatabase Boundary
{¡^letneves available chaige numbeis fiom PiojectDatabase [ )

ej Employee Boundary

^asls the system to cieate a ieport ( )
¿ as! j Empio íee to specify the report type ( )¿asls Employee to select a chaige number ( )
g| asks the system to save the report C )
¿ asís Employee to provide the report name to save ( )
¿ asks Employee to provide the location to save the report ( )
ij| informs the system to save the timecard Í )
¿informs Employee of the submission of the timecard ( )
^acknowledges the system of the message ( )
¿wants to enter hours worked into the employee 's current timec.
¿retrieves the current timecard for Employee ( )
¿displays the current timecard of Employee ( )
¿creates a new time card for Employee ( )
¿selects the appropriate charge numbers through the system ( )
ÍÜ informs the system to select a payment method ( )
¿asks Employee to specify the payment address ( )
¿asks Employee to specify the bank name and account number ( )

¿ asked the system to create an administrative report ( )
flasks PayrollAdministrator to specify the report type [ }¿asks PayrollAdministrator to specif; the report 's begin date ( )
¿asks PayrollAdministrator to specify the report 's end date ( )
¿asks PayrollAdministrator to specify Employee name ( )
¿ asks the system to save the report ( )
¿asks PayrollAdministrator to provide the report name to save f 5¿ asta PayrollAdministrator to provide the location to save the r...
H asks the system to add an employee ( )
¿asks PayrollAdministrator to enter the employee name ( )
¿asks PayrollAdministrator to enter the employee type ( )
¿ aste PayrollAdministrator to enter the employee 's mailing add.,,
¿asks PayrollAdministrator to enter the employee 's social secur...
¿ asís PayrollAdministrator to enter the standard tax deduction...
¿asks PayrollAdministrator to enter the other deductions ( )
¿ asks PayrollAdministrator to enter the employee 's phone nu...
¿ asks PayrollAdministrator to enter the hourly rate of the Empi..,
flasks PayrollAdministrator to enter the salary of the Employee ( )
¿ asks PayrollAdministrator to enter the commission rate of the ...
¿ asks PayrollAdministrator to enter the hour limit of the empio...
¿provides PayrollAdministrator with the new employee id ( )
¿asks the system to delete an employee information ( )
¿asks PayrollAdministrator to enter the employee id ( )¿ prompts PayrollAdministrator to confirm the deletion of the e. , .¿veirfies the deletion of the employee through the system ( )
¿ asks the system to update an employee information ( )

a _

interacts with

0..1
Q User Boundary

¿wishes to login to the system ( )
¿ asks User to enter the name ( )

! f| asks User to enter the password ( )
\ ¿ enters the name to the system ( )
1 ÍÜ enters the password to the system ( ]
} ¿logs User into the system ( )

y 3rdPartySalesOrg Boundary

Figure 98 Payroll system - boundary classes

F.7 Car Parts Dealer (CPD) system

The entity classes the automatically generated class diagram for the CPD system is
provided in Figure 99.
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y Employee

0..1
^5 Login

[.., Customer
, ^g acceptance
•i§ decline
¡e| information ß
í£j| account
i£§state_rivoiced

.¦: Employee Boundary

identifies the sold parts

' "SPart
¡aja specific
£¡a sold
¿glow in stock
Sa selected
E^mfamation
¿^alternative
S^ available in stock
!kg uninow?
cfa state_created
¿=a state_put
Cg state_ordered
sjgstate_validated
gj| adds the part order information,.

Q Discrepancy
ëgrepoit
¡Cjjg state_saved
Ks9I state_handled
fc*state_created

Cl

_- Sales Boundary
p.,1

fElänivecT'

selects

0..1

selects the vendor wi.

y Order
i^past
i%moie pieventive
^preventive
t=H new
¡^information
^pending
L=a capable
coldest
i£g corresponding
g|state_CQmpleted
SS^state_created
£|5tate_indlcated
^l creates a vendor'order [ )
¿¡destroys the pending older { )

-.. Shipment

&gi state_biBed
1 ^state_handled.

$fa reti eves the shipments' to be'".".'
^H, sends the shipments to be pai..

0.1

y Vendor
kQûrdei
^selected1 í=a information
,rfflstate_created
¡=astate_5aved

Q 1 feastate_printed I

y Stock
Sg enough U··1

Ü..1 @
0. 1

Amount

i£$requM8d
^ puts aside the requi ed amou,..

Q Payment 0^1
^jieceiyed

Figure 99 CPD system - entity classes
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Appendix G Automatically generated sequence diagrams
SWthdraw funds

^-J : ATM Customer ATMContrd: Customerlnterface: ATM Transaction: Cash Dispenser Interface: ATM Cash: ¡^JJjJj Bank 5^"8¦"¦"Card.......""""
Reader

Interface;
nterlnterf

1; Selection input ^ 2 Customer Selects
3 Tiansaction details

4; Withdrawal Selected

6: Display Wait7: Wait Prompt

5: Request Withdrawal
8· Withdraw OK

9: Dispense Cash
IQ Update Status

13: Dispenser Output
14 Cash Dispensed

lì: Cash Withdrawal Amount
:_"™12: Cash Response'

16: Display Cash Dispensed

18. Cash Dispensed Projnpt

15" Pimt Receipt

17: ACK Cash Dispensed

19: Transaction Request
20: Transaction Data

I 23: Eject
*4

24: Card Reader Output.

21: Printer Output
m^2MRecefet Printed

25: Card Ejected

....27:. Card Ejected Prompt. .
26: Display Ejected ;

Figure 100 ATM System - Withdraw Funds (sequence diagram in the textbook)
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EJWithdraw Fund

ì «Contro! »¿«Control· ; : ^ <-<Ep.tity>>;*
»Withdraw Fund i j3 EntityVfransa

ctian

?·«BöUndaty> >:Card
" Reader Boundary

jf. ¡ATM Customer ; I «Boundary:» >;¿Bou -Tidary»ATM Customer

[IF NOT: ATM customer enters Cancel,]

1: select; Withdrawal through the system ( )
2: selects Withdrawal; through the system (J

^...::...' 3: VALIDATES THAT The account number is valid (The account number is valid. = - )

PF NOT(ThE account number i; valid.)]

Bounded Alternative Flow

4;VALIDATESTHATATM customer has enough funds in the account. (ATM customer has enough funds in the account =

I [IF NOT(ATM customer has enough funds in;the account.)]

Bounded Alternative Flow

< 5; VALIDATES THATThe withdrawal amount does not exceed the daily limit of the account. ( The withdrawal amount does not exceed the daily limit of the account, =

[IF NOTfThe withdrawal amount does not exceed the daily limit of the account.)]

Bounded Alternative Flow

: 6: VALIDATESTHATThe ATM has enough funds. ( the ATM has enough funds. =j- )

[IF NOTithe ATM has enough funds.)]

Specific Alternative Flow

8: dispenses the cash amount ( )
9: create

UJ <<Enöty>>:«£ntrty»Ämuunt

IQ iprínts a receipt ( )
11: create

Ii: ejects the ATM card ( )

I [ELSE]

13: displays Welcome menage ( )

Global Alternative Flow

Figure 101 Sequence diagram generated for the basic flow of use case Withdraw
Fund (in part)
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til Global Alternative Flow

¡ <<Gentrûl>>:«COTitra1»:
' Withdraw Fund

<<întity>>:«Entity»Transaction

1: create

2; cancels the transaction ( )

3: create

<<Entity>>;*Er)tity»Card

§ 4: ejects the ATM card ( )
G

I]5: destroy

Figure 102 Sequence diagram generated for the global alternative flow of use
case Withdraw Funds

j Bounded Alternative Flow

r-j <<Control> »Control»
1^51 Withdraw Fund

pit
h create

I <<Ent¡ty>>:«Entity¡»Me553ge

2: displays an apology message f )

Î: create

3 <<Entity>>:«Entfty»Card
2: ejects the ATM card ( )

J 1: destroy

Figure 103 Sequence diagram generated for the bounded alternative flow of use
case Withdraw Funds
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ED Specif¡e Alternative Flow

4<Coniroìì>Vi«Control»
Withdraw Fund

1: create
H <<Ent¡ty>>:«Éntity»Mei5age

2: displays an apology message ( )

1: create

^ <<Entity>>r«Entity»Card

2: ejects the ATM card ( )

i^huis down ( )

':f.:2: destroy

Figure 104 Sequence diagram generated for the specific alternative flow of use
case Withdraw Funds
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Appendix H UCSs and automatically generated activity
diagrams

In this appendix, we provide the re-written UCSs and automatically generated activity
diagrams of aToucan and the three commercial tools compared with aToucan: Visual
Paradigm, CaseComplete, and Ravenfiow.

H.l aToucan

The re-written UCS by applying RUCM is provided in Table 10. The automatically
generated overview and detailed activity diagrams are presented in Figure 105 and
Figure 106, respectively. Data flow information for the detailed activity diagram is
given in Table 59-not directly attached to it to avoid overcrowding the diagram.

As shown in Table 59, no input pins were generated for action 12 and d. The sentence
corresponding to action d is "The system shuts down." Therefore the action has no
input pin. Because NL parser cannot correctly parse the sentence corresponding to
action 12: "The system displays Welcome message". So this is an error. An input pin
should be generated for the action.
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<<piecondition»: The system is idle. The system is displaying a Welcome message."
ATM Customer

2, ATM customer
Si selects Withdrawal

through the system.

3; ATM customer
S entere the

withdrawal amount.

«t, ATM cusióme?
©selects the account

number.

"'Withdraw' Fund"

f'» 1. ref INTERACTION: Validate PIN? "ü ATM customer enters Cancel.

¦5. The system VALIDATES THAT
J the account number is vatd. tsref INTERACTION; ATM Customer entersnters Cancel. J

[FALSE L. . !·: * .
The account numbei is valid? - - f ^1 ref INTERACTION: NOT The account number is «¡*d

..... ..CJRUE] .Vn
? 6. The system VALIDATES THAT ATM

'--' customer has enough funds in the account. ATM customer has enough funds h the
account?

__ 7. The system VALIDATES THAT the
? ».? withdrawal amount does not exceed

the daily limit of the account.

[TRUE] !FALSE] ,
.% refINTERAtTION: fk)T ATM customer
"' has enough funds in the account,

The withdrawal amount does not exceed
the daily limit of the account'

¡5ALS*

[TRUE]

?
; enough

The ATM has enough funds?

.r4 ref WTERACTION: NOT The withdrawal amount
'— ' does not exceed the daily limit of the account.

B, The system VALIDATES THAT f.»ref INTERACTION: NOT the ATM has" enough fundía
the ATM has enough funds, ? /

tits 10. The system
[FALSE] ^ Pinte a ieceipt,

[TRUE]
Uy9. The system dispenses the cash amount.

r, 11. The system
J ejects the ATM card.

? «.¡12, The system displays Welcome message

•«pcBtconditiört»: ATM customer funds ha*e been wHndrawn.' -

Figure 105 Overview Activity Diagram - aToucan
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¦ «precondition»; The system Is ¡die. The system is displaying a Welcome message. -—,
ATMCustomet

2,: ATM customer
£*5 selects Withdrawn

through the svstem.

3, ATM customet
ö enteis the

withdrawal amount.

'4. ATM customer
Où selects the

account number.

Withdraw Fund

(?Gref INTERACT»* Validate PmPm 1 'ü ATM customer enters Cancel, f Ot! a. The system cancels the transaction.

C»*.5. The system VALIDATES THAT the account number is valid.

[FALSE]

b. The system ejects the ATM card.

The account number K valid?

[TRUE]

T. 6. The system VALIDATES THAT ATM"-¦'customer has enough funds in the account.

[FALSE]!ATM customer has enough funds tn the account?

f£ ¦ The system ejects the ATM card. T

il c. The system displays an apology messat ¦*.

• [TRUEl .

I Gt Tne system elects the ATM card.

ij. The system displays an apology message.

m

GE. 7. The svstem VALIDATES THAT the withdrawal amount does not exceed the daily limit of the account.

I—J ti. The system ejects the AT« card. G

Kij». The system displays an apology message.

The withdrawal amount does not exceed the[FALSE]
daly limit of the account?

[TRUE]

¡j£,B. The system VALDATES THAT the ATM has enough funds, i «postcondHon»: AT« customer funds have.
[FALSE]

The ATM has enough funds'
[TRUE]

ij>i9. The system dispenses the cash amount.

¦jFi 10. The system prints a receipt.

HE
The system ejects the ATW card

The «vstem displays an apology message.3i
__ ,.,£Z

The system shuts down.y®
1 11. The system ejects the ATM card.

« ·:;?5??»???>>; ATM cystoma funds have been withdrawn,·

£i 12. The system displays Welcome message.

Figure 106 Detailed Activity Diagram - aToucan

Table 59 Data flow informatili on detailed activity diagram

Action Typed class(es) of pins
2 (out) Withdrawal
3 (out) Amount
4 (out) Account Number
5 (in) Account number
6 (in) Customer, Fund, Account
7 (in) Amount
8 (in) ATM, Fund
9 (in) Amount
10 (in) Receipt
H (in) Card
12 (in)
a (in)
b(in)
c (in)
d(in)

Transaction
Card

Message
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H.2 Visual Paradigm

The re-written UCS according to the format enforced by Visual Paradigm is provided in
Figure 107. The automatically generated activity diagram is presented in Figure 108.

Withdraw Fu^dJBa51C flow) ^ [ ... | ^ \£ '& ft jfi FT Fi F* ¿* V" SI
1 Include use case Validate PIN
S ATM customer selects Withdrawal.
3 ATM customer enters the withdrawal amount.
<4. ATM customer selects the account number.

' ^ The system VALIDATES THAT the account number is valid.
jj6. The system VALIDATE5 THAT the withdrawal amount does not exceed the daily limit of the c
7 The system VALIDATES THAT ATM customer has enough Funds in the account.
8. The system VALIDATES THAT the ATM has enough funds.
9. The system dispenses the cash amount.
13. The system prints a receipt showing transaction number, transaction type, amount withdraw
-!.! . The system ejects the ATM card.

\ XZ. The system displays Welcome message.
, Extension:

?..3, ATM Customer enters Cancel

i , The system cancels the transaction MEANWHILE the system ejects the ATM card.
2 a, ATM Customer enters Cancel

1 , The system cancels the transaction MEANWHILE the system ejects the ATM card.
< '}¡. ATM Customer enters Cancel

? , The system cancels the transaction MEANWHILE the system ejects the ATM card.
4 a. ATM Customer enters Cancel

i . The system cancels the transaction MEANWHILE the system ejects the ATM card.
S.a. Otherwise

? . The system displays an apology message MEANWHILE the system ejects the ATM card.
5, fa, ATM Customer enters Cancel

, Î . The system cancels the transaction MEANWHILE the system ejects the ATM card.
?- a. Otherwise

j 1 < The system displays an apology message MEANWHILE the system ejects the ATM card.
ob, ATM Customer enters Cancel

1 , The system cancels the transaction MEANWHILE the system ejects the ATM card.
~" a. Otherwise

? , The system displays an apology message MEANWHILE the system ejects the ATM card.
7 b, ATM Customer enters Cancel

? , The system cancels the transaction MEANWHILE the system ejects the ATM card.
;.< a. Otherwise

1 . The system displays an apology message MEANWHILE the system ejects the ATM card.J[_ 2. The^system sjhutsjdown. ^ _______ __„„

Figure 107 Re-written UCS - Visual Paradigm (partial)
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(>**
1

Incitan ose; «ase Validate
PIN

.* í? ATM Customer entes Cancel

1
JL

The spteffl carrate the transaction MESNlVHtLE hi system eject« the ATM cast:

2. ATM customer seeds 'Althtkawal

? ¦: $Í2a ATM Customereáeis Cancel ] '
JL

1 . The sjsiem sancenti» transacta>*!EA NWHILE thé system ejects Hie ATM cari.ari. J

[3. ÀATM customM enters ite wähfltawai ameute.5
f^̂a. ATM Cuetpmefenteis Cancel

d
?

.TÌ» system cancels the transasen MEANWHILE the system ejects the ATM cad.

~4
4. ATM custodi» selects the account «sneer.

? ?
Figure 108 Activity Diagram - Visual Paradigm (partial)

H.3 Ravenflow

The re-written UCS according to the format enforced by Ravenflow is provided in Figure
110. The automatically generated activity diagram is presented in Figure 109. Notice that
there is data flow information was generated for the activity diagram.
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ATM customer

- AiM customer enters Cene* False ^ ***** ""^ uss case va(date ™
True

£ ATM customer ¦selects Withdrawal

^ ATM customer enters;withdrawá amount

¿ATM customer selects
account number

System validates that
account numbei is invalid

tjsystem cancels transaction

w*' system ejects ATM card

system validates that ATM customer has no
enough funds in account TrLe

False

t»~ä system displays apology message

? system ejects ATM cai d

Cj system displays apology message

_*_, ^ , j false system validates that ATM , ^_ .T„ ,
system validates that withdiawal amount exceeds does not trave enough funds T ws system ejects ATM card

False
w system pmtsteceipt showing transaction number *-a system dispenses cash amount wJsystem displays apology message

, t™> system prints transaction type amount withdrawn s**s system prints account balance ¿»¿system ejects ATM card

w system displays Welcome message lj system ejects ATM card

wf system displays apology message ¿«¿system ejects ATM card

(W system shuts down

Figure 109 Activity Diagram - Ravenflow (for better layout, the activity diagram is
exported to RSA and visualized by it)

? -Use Case

IfATM customer enters Cancel, then the
system cancels the transaction meanwhile the
system ejects the ATM card! Otherwise the
system includes use case Validate PIN. ATM
customer selects Withdrawal. ATM customer
enters the withdrawal amount. ATM customer
selects the acc ount number. If the system
validates that the account number is invalid,
then the system displays an apology message
and the system ejects the ATM card!
Otherwise, if the system validates that ATM
customer has aio enough funds in the account,
then the system displays an apology message
meanwhile the system ejects the ATM card!
Otherwise, if the system validates that the
withdrawal amount exceeds, the system
displays an apology message and the system
ejects the ATM card! Otherwise, if the system
validates that the ATM does not have enough
funds, the sj^stem displays an apology message
and the system ejects the ATM card, then the
system shuts down! Otherwise, the system
!dispenses the cash amount. The system prints
a receipt showing transaction number,
transaction type, amownt withdrawn, and
account balance. The system ejects the ATM
card. The system displays Welcome message.

Figure 110 Re-written UCS - Ravenflow
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H.4 CaseComplete

The re-written UCS according to the format enforced by CaseComplete is provided in
Figure 111. The automatically generated activity diagram is presented in Figure 1 12.

Steps Prose ?G1 lExpancTJt) D Show Testing Procedure
Main Success Scenario:

1 . Include use case Validate PIN
2. ATM customer selects Withdrawal.
3. ATM customer enters the withdrawal amount
4. ATM customer selects the account number
5. The system VALIDATES THAT the account number Is valid.
6. The system VALIDATES THATATM customer has enough funds in the account.
7. The system VALIDATES THAT the withdrawal amount does not exceed the daily limit of the account.
8. The system VALIDATES THAT the ATM has enough funds.
9. The system dispenses the cash amount.
1 0. The system prints a receipt showing transaction number, transaction type, amount withdrawn, and account balance.
11. The system ejects the ATM card.
1 2. The system displays Welcome message.

! Extensions:

7.b.

S.b. H

S.a. H

ATM customer enters Cancel then
. The system cancels the transaction MEANWHILE the system ejects the ATM card.
ATM customer enters Cancel then
. The system cancels the transaction MEANWHILE the system ejects the ATM card.
ATM customer enters Cancel then
. The system cancels the transaction MEANWHILE the system ejects the ATM card.
ATM customer enters Cancel then

1.a. Il

S.a. Il

3.a. Il

4a. Il
. The system cancels the transaction MEANWHILE the system ejects the ATM card.

5. a. else
The system displays an apology message MEANWHILE the system ejects the ATM card.

5.b. IfATM customer enters Cancel then
The system cancels the transaction MEANWHILE the system ejects the ATM card.

6. a. else
The system displays an apology message MEANWHILE the system ejects the ATM card.

6.b. IfATM customer enters Cancel then
The system cancels the transaction MEANWHILE the system ejects the ATM card.

7.a. else
. The system displays an apology message MEANWHILE the system ejects the ATM card.
ATM customer enters Cancel then

The system cancels the transaction MEANWHILE the system ejects the ATM card,
.a. else

The system displays an apology message MEANWHILE the system ejects the ATM card.
2 The system shuts down.
ATM customer enters Cancel then
. The system cancels the transaction MEANWHILE the system ejects the ATM card.
ATM customer enters Cancel then

The system cancels the transaction MEANWHILE the system ejects the ATM card.

Figure 111 Re-written UCS - CaseComplete (partial)
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G include use ease Validate PIN

C

}

2. ATM customer selects
Withdrawal. 3

C 3. ATM customer enters the
withdrawal amount. 3

C 4. ATM customer selects the
account number.

C

D

5. The syste-T vaJI'ATES
THAT the acco ¡nt iurnoei is

wild J

[1 .a IfATM customer enters Cancel then]

C1. The sysli-r-i ciníe.·.. ?\.?·"
transaction WEAIJVjHILE the
systemeje?ts the ATM card

[2. a IfATM customer enters Cancel then]

1 The system cancels the
transaction MEANWHILE the
system ejects the ATM card.

[3.a IfATM customer enters Cancel then]

C 1. The system cancels the ">
transaction MEANWHILE lhf
system ejects the ATW c ard J

[4. a IfATM customer enters Cancel then]

1 . The system cancels the "^,
transaction MEANWHILE the
system ejects the ATM card._^)

[5.D IfATM customer enters Cancel then]
[S. a else]

/-"" 1 . The system displays an"-'\ /¦""*" 1. The system cancels the~~*~\
I aDGlowmeasaoe MEANWHILE I I transaction MEANWHILE the I

Figure 112. Activity Diagram - CaseComplete (partial)
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Appendix I Experiment 1- Comprehension Questionnaire

Please put a (V) in the corresponding column.

You are strongly encouraged to refer to the list of restrictions you were provided with.
(The restriction numbers in the following tables match the numbers provided in the list of
restriction specifications).
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Appendix J Experiment 2 - Comprehension Questionnaire
(CPD)

Instruction:

1. Please answer all questions, which are organized use case by use case.

2. For each multiple-choice question, please:

• Select only one choice for each question, except those indicated with three
asterisk (***).

Please circle your answer.

• Justify your choice by further answering the question: "where did you get the
information from". Please clearly indicate the location (e.g., Basic flow - Step
2, Precondition, Postcondition) where you found information in the use case
description to answer the multiple-choice question.

• Some questions may have a choice: "Other answer". If your answer is not in
the provided choices, you may select this choice and provide your answer.
Please also answer the question: "where did you get the information".

3. A special question is asked for each use case. The following is the question:

Did you identify any place(s) in the use case specification, which cause
any confusionfor you to understand the use case, for example, in terms of
the sequence of the steps of basic flow or alternative flows, and/or the
subjects ofactions ? YES or NO.

If your answer is "yes ", please list the places and provide a brief
explanation.

If you identify any confusion about the use case, please circle YES and describe
the confusion.

4. Please make sure that your handwriting is recognizable.
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Use case CreateCusotmerOrder

1. Which of the following scenarios is correct in terms of creating a new customer
order?

a. Sales creates a new customer order without interacting with the system.
b. Sales requests the system to create a new customer order by providing the system

the customer data.
c. The customer requests the system to create a new order for him/her. Then the

system informs Sales the new created customer order.
d. The system creates a new customer order and informs Sales and the customer about

the newly created customer order.
e. Not specified in the use case specification.
f. Other answers:

Where did you get the information from?

2. Which of the following scenarios is correct in terms of creating a part order for the
customer?

a. Sales creates a part order indicated by the customer without interacting with the
system.

b. Sales requests the system to create a part order.
c. The customer requests the system to create a new part order. Then the system

informs Sales to create a new part order for the customer.
d. The system creates a part order and informs Sales and the customer about the newly

created part order.
e. Not specified in the use case specification.
f. Other answers:

Where did you get the information from?

3. How is the newly created customer order saved?
a. The system saves the customer order by itself.
b. Sales keeps the customer order information.
c. The customer keeps his/her order information.
d. The system asks DBMS to save the customer order.
e. Not specified in the use case specification.
f. Other answers:

Where did you get the information from?

4. Did you identify any place(s) in the use case specification, which cause any confusion
for you to understand the use case specification, for example, in terms of the sequence
of the steps of the basic flow or the alternative flows, the subjects of actions?

YES or NO.
If your answer is "yes", please list the places and provide a brief explanation.
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Use case OrderPart

5. How does Sales know whether the part number given by the customer is unknown or
not?

a. Sales has all the records of the part numbers, so he/she can figure out.
b. Sales directly asks DBMS to validate the part number.
c. Sales asks the system to validate the part number. Then the system retrieves the

information from DBMS.
d. Not specified in the use case.
e. Other answers:

Where did you get the information from?

6. How does the system know whether there is enough stock for the customer part order
or not?

a. The system asks Sales for the information.
b. The system asks the customer for the information.
c. The system asks DBMS for the information.
d. The DBMS tells the system spontaneously.
e. Not specified in the use case.
f. Other answers:

Where did you get the information from?

7. When the part number is unknown, Sales provides an alternative part number to the
system, then what happens?

a. The system requests DBMS to checks whether this alternative part number is
known or unknown.

b. The system orders the part with the alternative part order for the customer.
c. The use case terminates.
d. Not specified in the use case.
e. Other answers:

Where did you get the information from?

8. Did you identify any place(s) in the use case specification, which cause any confusion
for you to understand the use case, for example, in terms of the sequence of the steps
of the basic flow or the alternative flows, the subjects of actions?

YES or NO.
If your answer is "yes", please list the places and provide a brief explanation.

Use case InsufficientStock

9. How does the system know whether the customer accepts the alternative part?
a. Sales asks the customer whether an alternative part would do. Then Sales informs

the system the customer's decision.
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b. The customer tells the system his/her decision directly.
c. The system does not need to know whether the customer accepts the alternative

parts.
d. Not specified in the use case
e. Other answers:

Where did you get the information from?

10. Where is the part order information saved?
a. The system
b. Customer
c. Sales
d. DBMS
e. Receiving&Shipping
f. Accounting
g. Not specified in the use case
h. Other answers:

Where did you get the information from?

1 1 . Who is responsible to create a pending order if the customer does not accept the
alternative order provided by the system?
a. The system
b. Customer
c. Sales
d. DBMS
e. Receiving&Shipping
f. Accounting
g. Not specified in the use case
h. Other answers:

Where did you get the information from?

12. Where is the created pending order information saved if the customer does not accept
the alternative order provided by the system?
a. The system
b. Customer
c. Sales
d. DBMS
e. Receiving&Shipping
f. Accounting
g. Not specified in the use case
h. Other answers:

Where did you get the information from?

13. Did you identify any place(s) in the use case specification, which cause any confusion
for you to understand the use case, for example, in terms of the sequence of the steps
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of the basic flow or the alternative flows, the subjects of actions?
YES or NO.

If your answer is "yes", please list the places and provide a brief explanation.

Use case CreateVendorOrder

14. Who is responsible to create a vendor order for the vendor selected by Sales, who has
less number of discrepancies in the vendor's previous shipments?
a The system
b Customer
c Sales
d DBMS
e Receiving&Shipping
f Accounting
g Not specified in the use case
h Other answers:

Where did you get the information from?

15. Where is the created vendor order stored?
a. The system
b. Customer
c. Sales
d. DBMS
e. Receiving&Shipping
f. Accounting
g. Not specified in the use case
h. Other answers:

Where did you get the information from?

16. Did you identify any place(s) in the use case specification, which cause any confusion
for you to understand the use case, for example, in terms of the sequence of the steps
of the basic flow or the alternative flows, the subjects of actions?

YES or NO.
If your answer is "yes", please list the places and provide a brief explanation.

Use case CompletePendingOrder

17. How does Sales obtain a pending order that can be completed when there are new
arrivals from vendors?
a Sales asks customers,
b Sales asks DBMS.
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e Sales asks the system. Then the system asks DBMS,
d Sales maintains a record about the pending order,
e Not specified in the use case
f Other answers:

Where did you get the information from?

18. Where is the part order stored?
a. The system
b. Customer
c. Sales
d. DBMS
e. Receiving&Shipping
f. Accounting
g. Not specified in the use case
h. Other answers:

Where did you get the information from?

19. Did you identify any place(s) in the use case specification, which cause any confusion
for you to understand the use case, for example, in terms of the sequence of the steps
of the basic flow or the alternative flows, the subjects of actions?

YES or NO.

If your answer is "yes", please list the places and provide a brief explanation.

Use case CreatePreventiveOrder

20. Where are the statistics on past orders stored?
a. The system
b. Customer
c. Sales
d. DBMS
e. Receiving&Shipping
f. Accounting
g. Not specified in the use case
h. Other answers:

Where did you get the information from?

21. Did you identify any place(s) in the use case specification, which cause any confusion
for you to understand the use case, for example, in terms of the sequence of the steps
of the basic flow or the alternative flows, the subjects of actions?

YES or NO.
If your answer is "yes", please list the places and provide a brief explanation.
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Appendix K Experiment 2 - Comprehension Questionnaire
(VS)

Instruction:

1. Please answer all questions, which are organized use case by use case.

2. For each multiple-choice question, please:

• Select only one choice for each question, except those indicated with three
asterisk (***).

Please circle your answer.

• Justify your choice by further answering the question: "where did you get the
information from". Please clearly indicate the location (e.g., Basic flow - Step
2, Precondition, Postcondition) where you found information in the use case
to answer the multiple-choice question.

• Some questions may have a choice: "Other answer". If your answer is not in
the provided choices, you may select this choice and provide your answer.
Please also answer the question: "where did you get the information from".

3. A special question is asked for each use case. The following is the question.

Did you identify any place(s) in the use case specification, which cause
any confusion for you to understand the use case, for example, in terms of
the sequence of the steps of basic flow or alternative flows, and/or the
subjects ofactions? YES or NO.

If your answer is "yes ", please list the places and provide a brief
explanation.

If you identify any confusion about the use case, please circle YES and describe
the confusion.

4. Please make sure that your handwriting is recognizable.
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Use case Rent Video

1 . Where is the information of whether a member has borrowing privileges stored?
a. Administrator
b. Employee
c. The system itself.
d. DBMS
e. CCS
f. Read Card Strip
g. Not specified in the use case,
h. Other answers:

Where did you get the information from?

2. Which one of the following statements is correct?
a. First the system identifies the video copy from DBMS. Then the system

updates the member's account information to reflect the additional rental.
b. First the system updates the member's account information to reflect the

additional rental. Then the system identifies the video copy from DBMS.
c. The system identifies the video copy from DBMS, and concurrently the

system updates the member's account information to reflect the additional
rental.

Where did you get the information from?

3. How does the system checks whether a video copy is reserved by a member?
a. The information is stored in the system itself.
b. The system gets the information by asking the employee.
c. The system requests the information from DBMS.
d. Not specified in the use case.
e. Other answers:

Where did you get the information from?

4. ***What information should have been saved into DBMS after the rental is
completed? (you may want to select more than one choices)

a. The updated account information of the member.
b. The return date.
c. The member's name.
d. The member's identification number.
e. Not specified in the use case.
f. Other answers:

Where did you get the information from?

5. How does the employee know that the rental is confirmed?
a. The employee gets the confirmation from the member.
b. The employee gets the confirmation from the system.
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c. The employee gets the confirmation from DBMS.
d. The employee gets the confirmation from another employee.
e. Not specified in the use case.
f. Other answers:

Where did you get the information from?

6. If the video copy is reserved by the member, then the reservation becomes fulfilled.
What following action should the system take?

a. The system exits.
b. The system sends the employee a confirmation.
c. The system communicates with DBMS to save the updated member's

account information.
d. Not specified in the use case.
e. Other answers:

Where did you get the information from?

7. Did you identify any place(s) in the use case specification, which cause any confusion
for you to understand the use case, for example, in terms of the sequence of the steps
of the basic flow or the alternative flows, the subjects of actions?

YES or NO.
If your answer is "yes", please list the places and provide a brief explanation.

Use case Return Video

8. Which one of the following statements is correct?
a. First the system identifies the video copy from DBMS. Then the system

checks whether the video copy is overdue.
b. First the system checks whether the video copy is overdue. Then the

system identifies the video copy from DBMS.
c. The system identifies the video copy from DBMS, and concurrently the

system checks whether the video copy is overdue.
Where did you get the information from?

9. How does the employee know that the video copy return is confirmed?
a. The employee gets the confirmation from the member.
b. The employee gets the confirmation from the system.
c. The employee gets the confirmation from DBMS.
d. The employee gets the confirmation from another employee.
e. Not specified in the use case.
f. Other answers:

Where did you get the information from?
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10. Where is the information regarding whether the title of the returning video copy is on
hold (i.e., there is at least one reservation) by other members stored?

a. The system itself
b. The employee
c. The member
d. The DBMS
e. The CCS
f. Not specified in the use case.
g. Other answers:

Where did you get the information from?

11. How does the system update the reservation status of a video copy from "on hold" to
"outstanding"?

a. The system itself updates the reservation status
b. Through the employee
c. Through the member
d. Through DBMS
e. Through CCS
f. Not specified in the use case.
g. Other answers:

Where did you get the information from?

12. In which condition, the use case Video Overdue is invoked? (If you cannot find the
answer directly from the use case description, please indicate it.) (if you find the
answer in the use case description, please indicate the place.)

13. Did you identify any place(s) in the use case specification, which cause any
confusion for you to understand the use case, for example, in terms of the sequence of
the steps of the basic flow or the alternative flows, the subjects of actions?

YES or NO.
If your answer is "yes", please list the places and provide a brief explanation.

Use case Video Overdue

14. Which one of the following statements regarding calculating the fine for the overdue
video copy is correct?

a. First, CCS sends the current date and time to the system. Then the system
calculates the fine for the overdue video copy.

b. First, the system requests CCS to calculate the fine for overdue video
copy. Then CCS returns the amount of fine to the system.

c. First, the system requests CCS to provide the current date and time. Then
the system calculates the fine of the overdue video copy according to the
current date and time returned by CCS.
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d. First, the system calculates the fine for the overdue video copy. Then the
system requests the current date and time from CCS.

Where did you get the information from?

15. Who is responsible for requesting Printer to print the receipt for the fine?
e. DBMS
f. Employee
g. The system
h. The member (or customer)
i. CCS
j. Printer itself
k. Not specified in the use case.
1. Other answers:

Where did you get the information from?

16. What information should be stored into DBMS when the payment for the overdue
video copy has been processed? (If you cannot find the answer directly from the use
case description, please indicate it.) (if you find the answer in the use case
description, please indicate the place.)

17. How does the employee know that the overdue video copy is available for further
rental after the fine has been processed?

a. The employee gets the confirmation from the member.
b. The employee gets the confirmation from the system.
c. The employee gets the confirmation from DBMS.
d. The employee gets the confirmation from CCS.
e. Not specified in the use case.
f. Other answers:

Where did you get the information from?

18. How are the member's privileges suspended, when the member does not pay the
fine?

a. The employee suspends the member's privilege by telling the member the
fact that his/her privileges are suspended.

b. The employee informs the system that the member does not pay the fine.
The system suspends the member's privileges and also informs DBMS to
update the member's account information.

c. Not specified in the use case.
d. Other answers:

Where did you get the information from?

19. Did you identify any place(s) in the use case specification, which cause any
confusion for you to understand the use case, for example, in terms of the sequence of
the steps of the basic flow or the alternative flows, the subjects of actions?

YES or NO.
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If your answer is "yes"> please list the places and provide a brief explanation.

Use case Reserve Video

20. How does the system know whether a member has borrowing privileges before it
reserves a video copy to the member?

a. The information is stored in the system directly.
b. Inquiry DBMS.
c. The employee informs the system after asking the member either through

email or telephone.
d. Not specified in the use case.
e. Other answers:

Where did you get the information from?

21. After the member who wants to make a reservation on a video title is identified, how
does the system get the information regarding the title to be reserved?

a. The information is stored in the system directly.
b. Inquiry DBMS.
c. The employee informs the system after asking the member.
d. The member tells the system directly.
e. Not specified in the use case.
f. Other answers:

Where did you get the information from?

22. Which one of the following statements is correct, when there is a copy available for
the title that the member wants to reserve?

a. First, the system creates an outstanding reservation for the title. Then the
information of the outstanding reservation is stored into DBMS. At last,
the reservation number is communicated to the member through
employee.

b. First, DBMS creates an outstanding reservation for the title. Then DBMS
informs the system that the reservation has been created along with the
reservation number. At last, the reservation number is communicated to
the member through employee.

c. First, the system creates an outstanding reservation for the title. Then the
reservation number is communicated to the member through employee.

d. First, DBMS creates an outstanding reservation for the title. Then the
reservation number is communicated to the member through employee.

Where did you get the information from?

23. What does the system do when it validates that the member has no borrowing
privileges?

a. The system asks for information regarding the title to be reserved.
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b. The system exits directly.
c. The system informs the employee that the member has no borrowing

privilege and then exits.
d. They system makes a reservation for the member and informs employee

about the created reservation.
e. Not specified in the use case.
f. Other answers:

Where did you get the information from?

24. What does the system do when it validates that the title the member requested to
reserve does not exist?

a. The system checks whether there are copies available for this title.
b. The system exits directly.
c. The system informs the employee that the title does not exist and then

exits.
d. They system makes a reservation for the member and informs employee

about the created reservation.
e. Not specified in the use case.
f. Other answers:

Where did you get the information from?

25. Did you identify any place(s) in the use case specification, which cause any
confusion for you to understand the use case, for example, in terms of the sequence of
the steps of the basic flow or the alternative flows, the subjects of actions?

YES or NO.
If your answer is "yes", please list the places and provide a brief explanation.

Use case Check Database

26. Where is the information of rentals and overdue video copies stored?
a. The information is stored in the system directly.
b. Members of the store
c. DBMS
d. Employee
e. CCS
f. Administrator
g. Email System
h. Not specified in the use case,
i. Other answers:

Where did you get the information from?

27. Where is the information of expired reservations stored?
a. The information is stored in the system directly.
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b. Members of the store
c. DBMS

d. Employee
e. CCS
f. Administrator
g. Email System
h. Not specified in the use case,
i. Other answers:

Where did you get the information from?

28. If there is no overdue video copies in rentals identified, what action(s) should the
system take next?

a. The system exits.
b. The system continues to check whether there are any expired reservations.
c. The system waits for employee's response.
d. Not specified in the use case.
e. Other answers:

Where did you get the information from?

29. If there is no expired reservation identified, what action(s) should the system take
next?

a. The system exits.
b. The system continues to identify the titles generating insufficient income.
c. The system waits for employee's response.
d. Not specified in the use case.
e. Other answers:

Where did you get the information from?

30. Did you identify any place(s) in the use case specification, which cause any confusion
for you to understand the use case, for example, in terms of the sequence of the steps
of the basic flow or the alternative flows, the subjects of actions?

YES or NO.
If your answer is "yes", please list the places and provide a brief explanation.
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Appendix L Pre- and post- lab questionnaires

Pre-Lab Questionnaire (Experiment 1.1)

Levels of agreement:

1 - Completely agree

2 - Generally agree

3 - Generally disagree

4 - Completely disagree

Questions:

12 3 4

• I have received extensive teaching on use case modeling. GDCG

• I have substantial experience with use case modeling. CGGG

• I am confident I can fully understand a use case diagram. GGCG

• I am confident 1 can accurately apply the use case template GGGG

discussed in class.

• I fully understand the restrictions that apply to GGGG

use case descriptions.

• I am confident I can accurately apply the restrictions. GGCG
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Post-Lab Questionnaire (Experiment 1.1)

Levels of agreement:

1 - Completely agree

2 - Generally agree

3 - Generally disagree

4 - Completely disagree

Questions:

1 2

1 . The instructions and objectives of the lab were perfectly clear to me.G G

2. I fully understood the use case diagram I was provided. ? D

3. I was entirely comfortable when applying the use case template. ? G

4. I was entirely comfortable when applying the restrictions. D Q

5. I gained valuable experience by applying the restrictions D G

and in the future I will be in a better position to perform such tasks.

6. Did you have enough time to finish the task? YES G

If not, please answer the following sub-questions:

• I spent too much time on understanding the case study system. D G

• I spent too much time on understanding the restrictions. G G

• I spent too much time on understanding the use case template. G ?
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Pre-Lab Questionnaire (Experiment 1.2)

Levels of agreement:

1 - Completely agree

2 - Generally agree

3 - Generally disagree

4 - Completely disagree

Questions:

1

I have good knowledge on UML modeling C ?

(class and sequence diagrams).

I have substantial experience in building analysis ? ?

models from use cases.

I am confident I can accurately apply the stereotypes «Entity» D C

«Boundary», and «Control» to classify classes.

I fully understand how to keep the consistency between class and D C

sequence diagrams.

I am confident I can correctly use MS-Visio to draw class diagrams.D D

I am confident I can correctly use MS-Visio to draw C D

sequence diagrams.

a

D

D

p
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Post-Lab Questionnaire (Experiment 1 .2)

Levels of agreement:

1 - Completely agree

2 - Generally agree

3 - Generally disagree

4 - Completely disagree

Questions:

The instructions and objectives of the lab were perfectly clear to me.D D D G

I had plenty of time to finish the lab. DDDD

I fully understood the use case descriptions I was provided. ? D G G

The sequence of the basic flow steps is very clear to me. GGGG

The sequences of the alternative flow steps are very clear to me. GGGQ

The alternative flows clearly correspond to the basic flow. CGGG

The use case template is very easy to apply. GGGG

It was extremely hard for me to design the class diagram. CGQG

It was extremely hard for me to design the sequence diagrams. CGGQ

It was extremely hard for me to keep the consistency

between the class and the sequence diagrams. CGGG

It is extremely hard for me use MS-Visio to draw class diagram. GGGG

It is extremely hard for me use MS-Visio to draw sequence diagrams.G GOG
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Pre-Lab Questionnaire (Lab 2.1 and 2.3)

Levels of agreement:

1 - Completely agree

2 - Generally agree

3 - Generally disagree

4 - Completely disagree

Questions:

12 3 4

• I have good knowledge on UML class diagram modeling. DCDD

• I have substantial experience in building class diagrams ? ? D ?

from use cases.

• I am confident I can accurately apply the stereotypes «Entity» CGCC

«Boundary», and «Control» to classify classes.

• I am confident I can correctly use MS-Visio to draw class diagrams.? CCC
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Post-Lab Questionnaire (Lab 2.1 and 2.3)

Levels of agreement:

1 - Completely agree

2 - Generally agree

3 - Generally disagree

4 - Completely disagree

Questions:

12 3 4

• The instructions and objectives of the lab were perfectly DDDO

clear to me.

I had plenty of time to finish the lab. DDDD

I fully understood the use case descriptions I was provided. DDDD

The sequence of the basic flow steps is very clear to me. DDDD

The sequences of the alternative flow steps are very clear to me. DDDD

The alternative flows clearly correspond to the basic flow. DDDD

It is extremely hard for me to use MS-Visio to draw class diagram.D D D D

It was extremely hard for me to design the class diagram. DDDD

Why?
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Pre-Lab Questionnaire (Lab 2.2 and 2.4)

Levels of agreement:

1 - Completely agree

2 - Generally agree

3 - Generally disagree

4 - Completely disagree

Questions:

1 2

• I have good knowledge on UML sequence diagram modeling. D C

• I have substantial experience in building sequence diagrams D ?
from use cases.

• I fully understand how to keep the consistency between class and D C

sequence diagrams.

• I am confident I can correctly use MS-Visio to draw ? ?

sequence diagrams.
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Post-Lab Questionnaire (Lab 2.2 and 2.4)

Levels of agreement:

1 - Completely agree

2 - Generally agree

3 - Generally disagree

4 - Completely disagree

Questions:

12 3 4

• The instructions and objectives of the lab were perfectly CDDD

clear to me.

I had plenty of time to finish the lab. GGDD

I fully understood the use case descriptions I was provided. DDCD

The sequence of the basic flow steps is very clear to me. CDDD

The sequences ofthe alternative flow steps are very clear to me. DDDD

The alternative flows clearly correspond to the basic flow. DDDD

It is extremely hard for me use MS-Visio to draw DDDC

sequence diagrams.

It was extremely hard for me to design the sequence diagrams. DDDD

Why?
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Appendix M Experiment data

Table 62 Error rates of the restriction rules

Measure CPD VS
1%L

Avg. Error
rate (%)

Measure CPD VS
(%)

Avg. Error
rate (%)

Rl
R2

1.3 1.93 1.62 R17-V 1.1 1 1.05
0.87 1 0.94 1 R17-M 28.6 15.8

8

R3
R4

0.6 0.3 R18-V 1.4 0.3 0.85
0.3 0.15 R18-M 18 9.00

R5
R6

R19-V 0.00
1.5 1.6 1.55 R19-M 9.5 12.6 11.05

R7 13.5 13.9 13.7 14 R20 29.5 12.8 21.15 21
R8
R9

0.1 0.9 0.5
3.6 6.3

R21-V 0.2 0.10
R21-M 22.2 11.10

RlO
RIl

0.52 0.76 R22-M1 10.4 35.6 23.00
0.46 0.73 R22-M2 31.2 22 26.60

25

R12
R13

7.5 R23-V 0.5 0.25
R23-M 50 5.6 27.80

14

R14
R15

0.72 1.36 R24-V 3.2 1.6 2.40
0.1 0.05 R24-M 6.7 3.35

R16 R25-V 0.8 0.40
R25-M

1 R26
41.7 11 26.35
9.9 9.8 9.85

13

10

Table 63 Understandability of the restriction rules

Restriction rule Rl R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 R8 R9 RlO RIl R12 R13
Understandability (% 90 100 97 90 90 86 90 69 97 65 79 90 69
Restriction rule R14 R15 R16 R17 R18 R19 R20 R21 R22 R23 R24 R25 R26
Understandability (%) 79 65 100 90 100 90 76 100 100 83 79 83

Table 64 Applicability of the restriction rules (frequencies)

Level

1

1+2

3+4

Level

1

1+2

Rl

42%
58%
100%

R14
7%
10%
17%
38%

R2

26%
74%
100%

R15
14%
21%
35%
36%

R3

0
10%
10%
38%
52%
90%

R16

29%

R4

38%
62%
100%

R17

36%

R5

3%
3%
35%
62%
97%

R18

33%

R6

15%
' 15%

1 33%
1 52%
1 85%
R19

0
4%

>/o
: 32%

R7
4%
4%
8%
55%
38%
92%

R20

7%
7%
36%

R8

21%
21%
43%
36%
79%

R21

20%
20%
16%

R9

7%
7%
46%
47%
93%

R22

7%
7%
32%

RlO
7%
22%
29%
32%
39%
71%

R23

11%
11%
25%

RIl
7%
14%
21%
36%
43%
79%

R24
7%
7%
14%
22%

R12
4%

4%
33%
63%
96%

R25
4%
11%
15%
22%

R13
15%
11%
26%
30%
44%
74%

R26
7%
7%
14%
39%
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3+4

45%
: 83%

29%
65%

71%
100%

64%
100%

67%
100%

64%
96%

57%
93%

64%
80%

61%
93%

64% 63%
85%

64%
86%

Table 65 Restrictiveness of the restriction rules (frequencies)

Level
1

1+2

3+4

Level

1

1+2

3+4

Rl
35%
43%
78%
19%
3%
21%

R14
29%
46%
74%
23%
3%
26%

R2
52%
37%
89%
11%

11%

R15
31%
45%
76%
24%

24%

R3
' 43%
34%
77%

1 14%
9%

1 23%
R16

' 47%
41%

! 88%
1 9%
3%

' 12%

R4
57%
27%
84%
17%
9%
26%

R17
34%
54%
88%
9%
3%
12%

R5
43%
37%
80%
17%
3%
20%

R18
35%
53%

9%
3%
12%

R6
" 33%
49%

! 82%
12%
6%

1 18%
R19

' 40%
' 49%
' 88%

1 9%
3%

: 12%

R7
39%
44%
83%
14%
3%
17%

R20
31%
49%
80%
11%
9%
20%

R8
25%
47%
72%
28%

28%

R21
36%
45%
82%
9%
9%
18%

R9
38%
47%
84%
16%

1 16%
R22
31%
56%
86%
6%
8%
14%

RlO
41%
38%
79%
21%

21%

R23
32%
50%
82%
3%
15%
18%

RIl
30%
38%
68%
32%

132%
R24
34%
54%
88%
3%
9%
12%

R12
29%
46%
74%
20%
6%
26%

R25
36%
50%
86%
6%
S%
14%
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Table 68 ANOVA - Interaction between Method (UCM_R vs. UCM_UR) and
System (CPD vs. VS) for CD - Lab 2.1 and Lab 2.3

Exp. Measures Factor DF Parameter
estimate

Sum of
Square

F Ratio Prob > F

2.1 Class
Completeness

Method
System

Method * System
CD

Completeness
Method
System

Method * System
Class

Correctness
Method
System

Method * System
Redundancy Method

System
Method * System

0.0659 0.1419 8.0427 0.0082
-0.0299 0.0292 1.6534 0.2087
0.0405 0.0535 3.0308 0.0923

0.05 0.0816 4.8629 0.0355
-0.0286 0.0267 1.5893 0.2175
0.0119 0.0046 0.2742 0.6045
0.0368 0.0442 7.877 0.0089
-0.0388 0.0491 8.7481 0.0061
-0.0079 0.0021 0.3664 0.5497
-0.0289 0.0272 3.3946 0.0757
0.0448 0.0655 8.1658 0.0078
-0.0234 0.0179 2.2286 0.1463

2.3 Class
Completeness

Method 0.0621 0.1199 6.2663 0.0184
System -0.0645 0.1297 6.7772 0.0146

Method * System 0.0343 0.0366 1.9125
CD

Completeness
Method 0.0381 0.0451 3.0662

Class
Correctness

Redundancy

System -0.0505
Method * System 0.0297

Method 0.0248
System

Method * System
Method
System

Method * System

-0.0376
0.0023
-0.0411
0.0089
-0.0146

0.0794 5.3932
0.0275 1.8709
0.0191 4.5373
0.0441 10.4934
0.0002 0.0405
0.0526 5.245
0.0025
0.0066

0.2475
0.6592

0.1776
0.0909
0.0277
0.1823
0.0421
0.0031
0.8419
0.0297
0.6227
0.4237

Table 69 ANOVA - Interaction between Method (UCM_R vs. UCM_UR) and Order
(2.1 vs. 2.3) on CD - Lab 2.1 and Lab 2.3

Measures Factor DF Parameter
estimate

Sum of
Square

F Ratio Prob > F

Class
Completeness

Method
Order

Method * Order

0.0661 0.2833 13.2282 0.0006
-0.0186 0.0225 1.0499 0.3096
0.0039 0.001 0.0465 0.8300

CD
Completeness

Method 0.0454 0.1336 7.8038 0.007
Order -0.012 0.0093 0.5415 0.4646

Method * Order 0.0076 0.0038 0.2195 0.6411
Class

Correctness
Method 0.0336 0.0732 11.83 0.0011
Order -0.025 0.0406 6.5542 0.013

Method * Order 0.0065 0.0027 0.4432 0.5081

Redundancy Method -0.0368 0.0878 8.8676 0.0042
Order 0.0412 0.1098 11.0882 0.0015

Method * Order 0.003 0.0006 0.8062 0.8062
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Table 70 ANOVA - Interaction between Method (UCMR vs. UCMUR) and
System (CPD vs. VS) for SD - Experiment 2

Exp.

2.2

2.4

Measures

Message
Completeness

SD
Completeness

Sequence
Correctness

Factor

Method
System

Method * System
Method
System

Method * System

DF

SD
Correctness

BCE
Consistency

Message
Completeness

SD
Completeness

Message
Correctness

SD
Correctness

BCE
Consistency

Method
System

Method * System
Method
System

Method * System
Method
System

Method * System
Method
System

Method * System
Method
System

Method * System
Method
System

Method * System
Method
System

Method * System
Method
System

Method * System

Parameter
estimate

0.016
0.027
0.005
0.012
0.07

0.016
0.06

-0.057
0.059
0.051
-0.027
0.029
0.022
-0.023
0.0004
0.047
-0.017
-0.015
0.077
-0.007
0.0004
0.089
-0.03

-0.025
0.021
-0.048
-0.013
0.004
-0.051

O.0001

Sum of
Square
0.007
0.021
0.001
0.004
0.137
0.007
0.098
0.09

0.097
0.073
0.021

F Ratio

0.6358
1.8732
0.8139
0.1682
6.1079
0.3289
2.0042
1.8261
1.9723
3.5595

0.023
0.014
0.015

O.0001
0.064
0.009
0.007
0.176
0.001

0.000005
0.234
0.026
0.019
0.012
0.067
0.005
0.001
0.051

O.0001

1.0218
1.1171
1.6849
1.8457
0.0006
2.9904
0.4007
0.3176
6.5768
0.0552
0.0002
4.5339
0.5038
0.3662
0.6667
3.5879
0.2515
0.0207
2.2964
0.0001
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Table 71 ANOVA - Interaction between Method (UCM_R vs. UCM_UR) and Order
(2.2 vs. 2.4) on SD - Lab 2.2 and Lab 2.4

Measures Factor DF Parameter
estimate

Sum of
Square

F Ratio Prob > F

Message
Completeness

Method
Order

Method * Order

0.025 0.037 0.8815
-0.222 2.83 67.5539
-0.009 0.005 0.1153

0.352
<.0001
0.7355

SD
Completeness

Method
Order

Method * Order

0.053 0.16 4.1777
-0.062 0.223 5.8071
-0.04 0.093 2.4363
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Figure 113 Least-square means for ANOVA interaction analysis between Method
and System for CD - Lab 2.1
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Figure 114 Least-square means for ANOVA interaction analysis between Method
and System for CD - Lab 2.3
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Figure 115 Least-square means for ANOVA interaction analysis between Method
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Figure 116 Least-square means for ANOVA interaction analysis between Method
and System for SD - Lab 2
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Figure 117 Least-square means for ANOVA interaction analysis between Method
and System for SD - Lab 2.4
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